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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE

TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

Tiie rapid sale of the first edition of this translation satis-

factorily proves how much such a work was needed. It

may, indeed, he regarded as a national reproach that this

subject of “ the Harmony and Contrast of Colours” should

have remained so long in a state of chaos, while a work of

the scientific character and practical value like the present

was extant. Long subsequent to its publication in France,

after ample time had elapsed for M. Chevreul’s discovery to

have become known in this country, works of no practical

value whatever, some indeed pernicious from their errors and

obscurity, have issued from the English press, and usurped

the place in our literature which this work only ought to

occupy. These authors have discoursed glibly upon the
“ Laws of Harmonious Colouring” without even recognising

the existence of the phenomena upon which these “ laws”

are really based—without making a single rational observa-

tion or experiment on the optical effects resulting from

the juxtaposition of coloured bodies—without regarding the

physiological condition of the eye while this organ is excited

by the sight of colours,—in fact, without at all understanding

the nature of the subject they, with so much complacency

suppose themselves to have fully elucidated.
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Others have added new testimony to the truth of the

maxim “ that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing for

after superficially examining M. Chevreul’s “law,” they

have rushed to impossible conclusions, which, not being

verified, induced them to treat this “ law” slightingly, as

a thing of nought. By others, again, the “ law” has been

adopted without comprehension, and from the foolish at-

tempt to ally it with the dogmatism of unscientific writers*

has resulted their own and their readers’ confusion.

To be thoroughly understood, this book must not merely

be read but studied. The superficial reader will be con-

stantly exposed to arriving at false conclusions, from too

hasty generalisation, by which he will miss the author’s aim

—that of placing the subject of “contrast” upon a truly

scientific basis. His reasoning and conclusions may be dis-

puted by the empiric, but cannot be controverted, for they

are based upon careful observation of natural phenomena
and experiment, which every reader can easily repeat and

verify for himself.

The chief error fallen into in the applications of the law

of contrast is, the overlooking the influence of contrast of
tone

,
or intensity; it is so important that this kind of con-

trast be fully recognised and appreciated, that the reader

slwuld keep his attention constantly directed to it. The
nature of luminous and sombre colours should also be well

understood, particularly with reference to their degree of

intensity or tone.

This book will amply repay any amount of study bestowed

upon it
;
and not merely for the subject with which it is

occupied, but as an excellent example of the method of

scientific investigation
;

in this respect this treatise is a

model of its kind. The slightest inspection of the numerous

books professing to treat of the subject which it elucidates,

will serve to convince the reader that their authors are but

drifting in an unknown sea, without chart or compass to

guide them.

* The translator might instance Field, Hay, ad hoc genus omne.
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Already, in the few months that have elapsed since the

publication of the first edition of this book, we may perceive

the fruit of its teachings. As we pass along the busy

thoroughfares, the shops of the upholsterer, the paper-

hanger, the draper, and the milliner, frequently display a

recognition of the law of contrast
;
not always, it must be

admitted, in entire conformity with the principles laid down,

out still a recognition, which it is to be hoped may in due

time extend to a full understanding.

The translator cannot dismiss this book from his hands,

without making a few remarks upon the treatment it has

received at the hands of the reviewers,—critics they may not

be called. In most cases, in journals of high pretensions, it

was flippantly “ noticed,” as the phrase goes : a few sen-

tences garbled from the Translator’s Introduction, coupled

with a few taking extracts, and the reviewer’s work was
“ bravely done.” Few seemed to be aware that they had

under their hands one of the most original and remarkable

works that science has given to literature in the present

generation, a work that owes its chief merit to its exhibition

of the method of investigation enounced by our illustrious

Bacon.*

In one instancef the author was made to say exactly the

reverse of what the book shows he really does say : this

serious and flagrant malversion arose apparently from the

reviewer’s desire to improve his author before he had made
himself sufficiently acquainted with him.

By another]; the translator was supposed to be ignorant

of the labours of our countrymen on the subject of “ The
Laws of Harmonious Colouring he was not ignorant, how-
ever, that there are many books with pompous titles, pro-

* From this sweeping but well-deserved censure we must gratefully

acquit certain journals which make reviewing a conscientious task. In the

Times of September 29, 1854, and in the Artist of February 3, 1855,
Chevreul’s treatise is reviewed with discriminating and comprehensive in-

telligence.

t Art Journal, October, 1854.

I Blackwood's Magazine, November, 1854.
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fessing to explain the principles of harmony and contrast,

but which exhibit nothing more clearly than the ignorance

and egotism of their authors. They resemble nothing sc

much as portable backgammon- boards, labelled with the

titles of works of standard literature. Such books in fact

belong to the “dark ages,” before Galileo, Newton, Bacon,

Cuvier had said “ let light be and should be placed on our

shelves beside Lilly’s Astrology and Moore’s almanacks.

That they should have found recognition at all can only be

attributed to the strong desire felt by the public for instruc-

tion on the subject of colour. That they failed to satisfy

that desire is but too evident upon all occasions where a

knowledge of principles was necessary to the successful

result of great undertakings : it is only necessary to refer to

the discussions raised upon the proper colouring for the

Crystal Palace, in 1851.

THIRD EDITION.

In the present edition the translation has been carefully

revised, a new introduction adapted to the unscientific

reader prefixed, and a complete index added. It is hoped
the book will now be tound as perfect as it is possible to

make it.

York-street, Coven t-garden

September, 1800*
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This work is too remote from the science which has occu-

pied the greatest part of my life, too many subjects differing

in appearance are treated of, for me not to indicate to the

reader the cause which induced me to undertake it : sub-

sequently I shall speak of the circumstances which made me
extend the limits within which it first seemed natural to

restrain it.

When I was called upon to superintend the dyeing de-

partment of the royal manufactories (Gobelins), I felt that

this office imposed on me the obligation of placing the

dyeing on a new basis, and consequently it was incumbent

on me to enter upon minute researches, the number of

which I clearly foresaw, but not the variety : the difficulties

of my position wTere greatly increased by numerous per-

plexing questions proposed to me for solution by the direc-

tors of that establishment; I was therefore obliged to

arrange my labours differently than if I had been free from

every other occupation.

In endeavouring to discover the cause of the complaints

made of the quality of certain pigments prepared in the

dyeing laboratory of the Gobelins, I soon satisfied myself

that if the complaints of the want of permanence in the

light blues, violets, greys, and browns, were well-founded,

there were others, particularly those of the want of vigour

in the blacks employed in making shades in blue and violet

draperies, which had no foundation
;

for after procuring

black-dyed wools irom the most celebrated Trench and other

workshops—and perceiving that they had no superiority over
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those dyed at the Gobelins,—I saw that the want of vigour

complained of in the blacks was owing to the colour next to

them, and was due to the phenomena of contrast of colours.

I then saw that to fulfil the duties of director of the dyeing

department, I had two quite distinct subjects to treat—the

one being the contrast of colours generally considered,

either under the scientific relation, or under that of its appli-

cations
;
the other concerned the chemical part of dyeing.

Such, in fact, have been the two centres to which all my
researches during ten years have converged. In proportion

as they are developed, those who read them will he enabled

to see how much time and labour they have cost me, and I

may venture to add, difficulty also,—because undertaking

them at a period when my work on Les Corps Gras d'Origine

Animate
,
and my Considerations sur VAnalyse Organique

,

had opened to me a field which, so to speak, I had only to

reap,—in separating myself from this career, under the ne-

cessity of opening a new one
;
and all who have been in this

position know that human weakness is felt mostly by him
who would reap from the soil he has himself ploughed and

sown.

The work I now publish is the result of my researches on

Simultaneous Contrast of Colours; researches which have

been greatly extended since the lecture I gave on this subject

at the Institute on the 7th April, 1828. The extension they

have taken is a consequence of the method which directed

me in my “ Researches on Fatty Bodies,” the rules of which

have been explained in my Considerations sur VAnalyse Or-

ganique. To all who are acquainted with these works, it will

be evident that the present work cannot be a collection of

hypotheses (more or less ingenious) on the assortment of

colours and their harmonies, and a perusal of it will doubtless

convince them that it is as experimental and as exact as the

two preceding works.

In fact, numerous observations on the view of coloured

objects made during several months, verified by my pupils,

and others much accustomed in their professions to judge of

colours, and to appreciate the least difference in them, have
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first been collected and described as proved facts. Then, in

reflecting on the relations these facts have together, in seek-

ing the principle of which they are the consequences, I have

been led to the discovery of the one which I have named the

law of simultaneous contrast of colours. Thus this work is

really the fruit of the method a posteriori

:

facts are ob-

served, defined, described, then they become generalised in a

simple expression which has all the characters of a law of

nature. This law, once demonstrated, becomes an a priori

means of assorting coloured objects so as to obtain the best

possible effect from them, according to the taste of the person

w ho combines them
;

of estimating if the eyes are well

organised for seeing and judging of colours, or if painters

have exactly copied objects of known colours.

In viewing the law of simultaneous contrast of colours

writh reference to its application, and in submitting to ex-

periment all the consequences which appeared to me to

result from it, I have thus been led to extend it to the arts of

tapestry, to the different kinds of painting, block printing,

tinting, horticulture, &e.
;
but in order to prevent the con-

clusions which some readers might arrive at upon the value

of the opinions I have put forth (2nd part, 2nd division) in

relation to the Gobelins and Beauvais tapestries, and to

Savonnerie carpets, from the examinations which they will

themselves make of these works, I now state that, an entire

stranger to the inspection and direction of the works exe-

cuted in the workshops of the royal manufactories, as well

as to the selection of patterns, my views and opinions must
only be, for the readers of whom I speak, as those of a

private individual who has had frequent opportunities of

seeing and examining works of art in the production of

which he has no influence to exercise
;
the duties which

attach me to the Gobelins being exclusively those of director

of the dyeing department. Instead of this brief review of

my researches, I had at first proposed to develop in an in-

troduction, conformably to chronological order, the series of

leading ideas which have presided over the composition of

this book, thinking to show by their mutual connection how
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I have been obliged to treat of subjects which at first sight

seemed foreign to the law of simultaneous contrast of

colours
;
but upon reflecting that a great many things are

unknown to the reader, I thought a summary of my re-

searches, placed at the end of this work, would possess all

the advantages of my first intention without the objections

which upon reflection I discovered in it.

I beg the reader never to forget when it is asserted of the

phenomena of simultaneous contrast, that one colour placed

beside another receives such a modificationfrom, it that this

manner of speaking does not mean that the two colours, or

rather the two material objects that present them to us, have

a mutual action, either physical or chemical; it is really

only applied to the modification that takes place before us

when we perceive the simultaneous impression of these two
colours.

L’Hay, near Paris,

.
19th April, 1835.

POSTSCRIPT.
s^r

This work, written three years ago, has formed the subject

of eight public lectures delivered at the Gobelins in the

course of January, 1836, and January, 1838
;
I should have

earnestly desired to publish it as soon as I had finished

writing it
;
but the condition which I set that the price

should not be too dear, notwithstanding the expense occa-

sioned by numerous coloured plates, was an obstacle in find-

ing a publisher, just at the time when M. Pitois-Levrault

wished to become such. In stating the cause of the delay

of this publication, I should certainly neglect a duty, if I
did not publicly thank an illustrious foreigner for the offer

he made me of the aid of his sovereign to hasten it
;
although

I have not availed myself of it, I shall nevertheless always
retain it in grateful remembrance.

Au Mus&! d’Histoire Nsturelle,

1st June, 1838
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TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION,

Explanatory of M. Chevreul’s Principles.

in entering upon the study of the Principles of Harmony and Con-

I rast of Colours as established by M. Chevreul, it will be necessary

for the reader to forget much that he may have learned from other

sources.

The notions hitherto prevalent on this important subject were very

vague and empirical, not to say fanciful. They had no foundation in

observation or experiment, consequently no formula or law could be

deduced from them wherewith to guide the inquirer. M. Chevreul’s

work is based on strict scientific investigation
;
his observations and

experiments can be repeated by every one, and their validity tested

and verified. He has established the existence of a law which governs

the phenomena of contrast of Colours, and this book develops the

process by which lie arrived at it, and the numerous applications to

the arts of which it is susceptible.

As the facts and principles by which this subject is developed are

necessarily scattered over a wide space, it is thought that the reader’s

progress will be greatly facilitated if he be presented with a summary
of them, so as to afford a bird’s-eye view, as it were, by which the

various influences and modifications bearing upon the general law may
be seen, and more readily appreciated.

There is an arrangement and a sequence in which these facts and

principles must of necessity be placed. But it may be convenient to

anticipate some of them; to bring them nearer together, by which

their mutual connexion and reciprocal influence may be made more
apparent. Among the principles which govern the harmony and con-

trast of colours, few can be taken absolutely or independently of

others. By adopting one principle hastily before we have ascertained

what other principles modify it, we fall into the errors attendant upon
hasty generalisation and false conclusions. A careful study of tliis

Introduction will save the reader from so unprofitable a course.
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DEFINITIONS.

Primary Colours . . . Blue, Red, and Yellow.

Secondary Colours . . . Orange, Green, and Violet.

Normal Colours . . . The Colours of the Spectrum.

Binary Colours .... Compounds of two Primaries.

Broken Colours . . . Colours in which all three primaries exist.

Complementary Colours. The primary or the secondary requisite to

make up the complement of coloured rays

that constitute white light. The comple-

mentary of a primary, as red, is the se-

condary composed of the other two prima-

ries (green).

Luminous Colours . . Yellow, Orange, Red, Light Green, and the

light tones of sombre colours.

Sombre Colours.... Blue, Violet, and the broken tones of the

luminous colours.

Warm Colours. . . . The same as Luminous colours.

Cold Colours The same as Sombre colours.

Pigments Material Colours, or paints.

Grey (normal) .... Normal Grey consists of pure black and
white mixed in various proportions, pro-

ducing a variety of tones from white to

black.

Coloured Greys . . . Normal Grey, to which a primary or a se-

condary is added.

Tertiary Colours . . . Coloured Greys. Russet is red-grey. Olive

is blue-grey. Citrine is yellow-grey.

Tones The series of gradations of a colour from its

greatest intensity, weakened by the addi-

tion of white, or deepened by the addition

of black.

Hue The change produced in a Colour by the ad-

dition to it of another colour. The ori-

ginal colour must always be in the ascend-

ancy, otherwise it becomes a hue of the
colour added to it.

The series of hues and tones of any given
colour.

Ttfds The tones of a colour produced by the addi-

tion of white added to the norma* colour.
Shades ... . . The tones of a colour produced by the addi-

tion of black to the normal colour.
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Prismatic Spectrum . . The image of a ray of light when decomposed

by a prism. It consists of Blue, Red, and

Yellow, and the combinations produced by

their mixture or blending with each other,

(secondaries) Orange, Green, Violet and
its hues, purple, indigo, lavender, &c.

ANALYSIS OF LIGHT AND COLOUR.

THE SOURCE OF COLOUR.

As Light is the source of Colour, it is necessary to commence with

an examination of its composition, as the laws of contrast of colours

are entirely dependent upon it.

When a ray of sunshine, or white light, as it is termed, passes

tlirough a glass prism, it is decomposed, or separated, and if the image

formed, called the prismatic spectrum
,
is received upon a white screen,

placed at a suitable distance from the prism, it will be found to con-

sist of various colours, arranged in a certain order, like those of the

rainbow.

These colours are six in number : three of which are simple
;
and

three which are compound, resulting from the mixture of the simple

colours in pairs.

Blue, Red, and Yellow are simple, or primary colours. »

Green, Violet, and Orange are compound, or secondary colours.

The mixture of Blue with Red produces Violet.

The mixture of Blue with Yellow produces Green.

The mixture of Red with Yellow produces Orange.

These compound colours vary in hue according to the proportions of

the simple colours of which they are formed : thus, by increasing the

quantity of blue in the mixture of blue and red, we produce purple,

indigo, &c. The same effect takes place with Greens.

The primary colours are simple and pure, they cannot, like the

secondaries, be produced by the mixture of other colours.

It is evident that the colour of the primaries cannot vary as colour

(or in hue), but only in intensity, at least so long as they are kept

pure, but the hues of the secondaries may vary infinitely, according as

one or the other predominates.
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THE TYPE, OR STANDARD, OE COLOUR.

To avoid misapprehension when speaking of colours, it is necessary

to refer to some invariable type or standard of colour, so that when

speaking of Blue, we may not be in doubt as to whether the colour

represented by Prussian Blue, or by Cobalt Blue is meant. This type,

or standard, is supplied by nature in the prismatic spectrum, and—

although in a weaker degree—in the rainbow. Therefore, whenever

we speak of pure colours, those representing the colours of the spec-

trum must be understood. They are called also normal colours.

ON THE MIXTURE OP COLOURS.

We must never lose sight of the fact, that the results predicated of

the mixture of colours, taken theoretically, are not obtained by mixing

pigments, or paints, and dyes.

Theoretically, the mixture, or combination of the colours of the

prismatic spectrum, by means of a lens or concave mirror, produces a

ray of white light
;
but when we mix pigments representing those

colours, taken as pure as we can possibly obtain them, the mixture is

not white, but grey or black, according to their intensity, &c.

:

Por every Blue pigment contains also either red or yellow
;

Every Red pigment contains also either blue or yellow

;

Every Yellow pigment contains also either blue or red.

And although, as wre have said, the union of the blue, red, and yellow

of the spectrum produces white, the union of blue, red, and yellow

pigments produces grey or black.

If we had pigments that were in colour as pure as those of the

spectrum, their mixture would also yield pure colours.

Ultramarine is the only pigment that approaches a prismatic colour

in its purity, but even that has a slight tinge of red in its composition,

causing it to appear violet.

We can take gamboge as the representative of pure Yellow, carmine

as that of Red, and Prussian blue as that of Blue.

in mixing pigments to obtain pure secondary colours, we shall

obtain a better result if we select such as are free from the colour not

essential to the compound. Thus, to obtain a pure green, which con-

sists of blue and yellow only, we must take a blue tinged with yellow

rather than with red, and a yellow tinged with blue rather than with
red

; if we took either of those pigments tinged with red, a quantity

of black would be formed by its mixture with the two other primaries,

and the green would be tarnished or broken. So long as pure blue
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And yellow are mixed together, in varying proportions, but without

the addition of the other primary colour (red), the resulting compound
colour, green, remains a pure colour. Such is the theory, and the

practical result is the same if the pigments we select to form the

mixture are both free from the third primary.

When the three primaries (pigments) are mixed together in equal

strength and proportions, the resulting compound is black. But if

they are mixed in unequal strength and proportions, the mixture is

grey, coloured by the primary or the secondary in excess in the Com-
pound.

Normal Grey is formed by mixing a black with a white pigment in

varying proportions, producing various tones of Grey.

By adding a primary or a secondary to normal Grey, we produce a

coloured Grey.

There are as many classes of Grey as there are primary and second-

ary colours, and as many hues of Grey as there are hues of these pure

colours. What are commonly called Tertiaries, are, in fact, coloured

Greys : thus, Russet is red-grey. Citrine is yellow-grey, Olive is blue-

grey.

If the primaries are mixed in unequal proportions, or are of different

intensities, the mixture is a grey

:

If the blue is in excess, the mixture is a blue-grey.

If the red is in excess, the mixture is a red-grey.

If the yellow is in excess, the mixture is a yellow-grey.

If the blue and the red are in excess, the mixture is a violet-grey.

If the blue and the yellow are in excess, the mixture is a green-

grey.

If the yellow and the red are in excess, the mixture is an orange-

grey.

W hen two secondaries are mixed together the grey that results is

coloured by the primary which enters into the composition of both

secondaries, thus

:

In mixing Green with Violet, the Grey is coloured by Blue, that

being the primary in excess.

Green consists of Blue and Yellow
Violet consists of Blue and Red .

The compound contains twice
as much Blue as Red or Yel-

low.

In mixing Green with Orange, the Grey is coloured by Yellow, that

being the primary in excess.

Green consists of Blue and Yellow
Orange consists of Red and Yellow

The compound contains twice

as much Yellow as Blue or

Red.
In mixing Violet with Orange, the Grey is coloured by Red, that

being the primary in excess.
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Orange consists of Red and Yellow

Violet consists of Red and Blue ,

The compound contains twice

as much Red as Blue or

Yellow.

It is understood that the colours employed are of equal strength and

proportions.

COLOURS ARE MODIFIED IN HUE AND INTENSITY.

When one pure colour is added to another pure colour, in increasing

proportions, we obtain hues of the colour receiving that addition.

Thus we may add to pure blue increasing quantities of red or of

yellow, and so long as the blue predominates, the compound is a hue of

blue
;
but so soon as the red or the yellow predominates in the mixture,

it passes into a hue of red or of yellow.

Thus, proceeding from pure Blue, by adding yellow we obtain

various hues of Yellowed blue, until [we arrive at blue-Yellow, or

Green. Any further addition of yellow carries the Blue into the yellow

hues, and we have bluish-yellows until at length we arrive at pure

yellow.

On the other side, by adding to pure Blue increasing quantities of

Red, we obtain various hues of reddened blue until we arrive at blue-

red, or Violet ;
any further addition of red carries the blue into the

red hues, and we have bluish-reds, until at length we arrive at pure red.

TONES.

When we add to a pigment, taken at its greatest intensity, in-

creasing portions of white, which weakens its intensity, and of black,

which deepens it, we produce various Tones of that colour.

It is understood that the pigment must be taken pure, and free

from the admixture of grey or black. In the Rainbow, we find the
colours of the prismatic spectrum, but of a lighter or weaker tone.

It is usual to call the weak tones of a colour tints, and the deep
tones shades

, but very often the word hues, is indiscriminately applied
to those modifications of a dtfiour.

Greater precision, therefore, in the language of colours, will be
obtained by limiting the term tones to the modifications a colour un-
dergoes by the addition to it of white or of black, producing a series

of tones, light and dark. The term hues must be limited to the
modifications a pure colour experiences when varying portions of
another pure colour arc added to it. If the colours are rendered im-
pure by the presence of the third primary they become broke i colours
or greys.
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LUMINOUS AND SOMBRE COLOURS.

Colours are classed as warm or cold, according as they are lumino:tt

or sombre.

The luminous colours are Yellow, Orange, Red, and light Green.

The sombre colours are Blue, Violet, and deep Green.

The deep and broken tones of the luminous scale become sombre

colours, and the light tones of blue and violet become luminous

colours.

Orange is the only secondary colour which cannot become cold,

oecause it is composed of two luminous colours, Yellow and Red.

When Yellow predominates in green, we have warm greens
;
when

Blue predominates the greens are cold.

Some hues of Red, Green, and Violet are neither warm nor cold,

but neutral.

In colouring maps, geological sections, &c., preference should be

given to the luminous colours ;
and the sombre colours made as thin

and pale as possible.

SCALE OE COLOUR.

Scale is the collection of tones of a given colour. There are as many
scales of colour as there are hues. Thus we have tones of the Blue
scale, tones of the Red scale, tones of the Green scale, &c.

Hues of Blue, designate all the scales, the colour of which still

remaining Blue, yet differs from pure Blue
;
for each hue will com-

prehend in itself the tones which constitute a scale more or less allied

to the Blue scale.

COLOURS OE OBJECTS.

The colours of objects are supposed to be due to a power they

possess of absorbing certain portions of the coloured rays that make up
a ray of white light, and of reflecting others. The reflected portion

being complementary to the portion absorbed
;
and if added together

they would constitute white light.

Thus a red-coloured substance is considered to absorb blue and
yellow, and reflect red.

A green-coloured body absorbs red, and reflects blue and yellow.

A white substance, then, in conformity with this view, reflects all

the rays that constitute white light, while a black substance absorbs

them.

Bodies reflect a considerable portion of white light as well as

coloured light, according as the surfaces are smooth, glossy, poliihed,

rougn, channelled, &c.

c
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The optical effect of a colour is greatly modified by the condition of

file surface of the coloured body
;
thus, pieces of silk, cotton, linen,

woollen, and velvet, although dyed of exactly the same hue and tone

of colour, appear to be of quite different colours.

The depth or intensity of colour presented by velvets, and certain

flowers, such as heartsease, &c., is due to the surface being channelled,

ridged, or furrowed.

COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS.

As white light is composed of three colours, Blue, Red, and Yellow,

the colour that is missing from the compound is termed the Comple-

mentary Colour
;
thus—

Blue is the complementary of Orange (Red and Yellow).

Red is the complementary of Green (Blue and Yellow).

Yellow is the complementary of Yiolet (Blue and Red).

By this it will be seen that the complementary of a primary colour

is the secondary composed of the other two primaries, and vice versa ;

thus

:

Orange (red and yellow) is complementary to Blue.

Green (blue and yellow) is complementary to Red.

Yiolet (red and blue) is complementary to Yellow.

If the Blue is tinged with red, its complementary, Orange, will be

yellower.

If the Blue is tinged with yellow, its complementary, Orange,

will be redder.

If the Red is tinged with blue, its complementary, Green, will be
yellower.

If the Red is tinged with yellow, its complementary, Green, will

be bluer.

If the Yellow is tinged with red, its complementary, Yiolet, will

be bluer.

If the Yellow is tinged with blue, its complementary, Yiolet, will

be redder.

All the complementaries may be easily ascertained by consulting the
Chromatic Diagram, Plate VI.

CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH MODIFY A COLOUR.
A given colour, Red, for instance, may experience many modifica-

tions, so as to appear very different from what it really is, according
to the circumstances under which it is viewed.

It may be modified in its colour

:

1°. By being placed in contact with Blue, the red appears yellower.
2°. By being placed in contact with Yellow, it appears bluer.
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3°. By being placed in contact with Green, it appears purer and

brighter.

4°. By being placed in contact with Black, it appears duller.

5°. By being placed in contact with White, it appears lighter and

brighter.

6°. By being placed in contact with Grey, it appears brighter.

Thus the same Red may appear many different reds according to

the circumstances under which it is viewed.

It may also be modified in its intensity, or tone.

Thus, if a dark colour be placed beside a different, but lighter

colour, the dark colour appears deeper, and the light colour appears

lighter. This is the result of contrast of tone.

A colour is also greatly modified by gloss, as is shown by the

plumage of birds, the wings of butterflies, and by certain flowers.

The colours of objects are also greatly modified by the form of the

object, which may produce varieties of light and shade, and thus ex-

hibit many tones of the same colour.

Both the tone and the hue of a coloured object are modified by the

quality of the light by which it is illumined, whether it be direct sun-

light, diffused daylight, or diffused reflected light.

MODIFICATIONS PRODUCED IN A COLOUR BY BEING
PLACED IN CONTACT WITH ANOTHER COLOUR.

If we look at two stripes of the same colour, but of different tones,

or at two stripes of different colours taken at the same tone, and

placed side by side, if the stripes be not too wide, the eye perceives

certain modifications, affecting both the quality and the intensity of

the colours, and they will appear very differently from what they do

when viewed separately.

Pirst, the tone of each stripe will appear changed, the light tone

will appear lighter, and the deep tone deeper, commencing at the line

of contact, where it will be greatest, and gradually diminishing as it

recedes from it : this is contrast of tone.

Secondly, the colour of the different stripes will appear changed, each

appearing as differently as possible from the other : this is contrast of

colour.

The contiguous colours are modified in hue, as if the complementary
of the neighbouring colour was added to each.

These modifications, taken together, constitute simultaneous contrast

colour

:

which may be expressed in the following terms

:

Whenever the eye sees at the same time two contiguous colours,

they will appear as dissimilar as possible, both in their hue and

in their tone.
c 2
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Thus, if the stripes he blue and yellow, the complementary of blue,

which is orange, is added to the yellow, making it appear redder, and

more brilliant
;
while violet, the complementary of yellow, is added to

the blue, making the latter appear indigo
;
the colour added to each

being red, the primary absent from the view of the contiguous stripes.

If the stripes be secondary colours, as Orange and Green, the comple-

mentary of Orange, blue
, is added to the green, making it appear bluer,

and red
,
the complementary of Green, is added to the Orange, making

it appear redder
;

or, what is the same thing. Yellow, the absent com-

plementary colour, is subtracted from each contiguous colour ;
thus

—

The complementary of Orange is Blue.

The complementary of Green is Bed.
The absent complementary is Yellow.

This Yellow subtracted from Orange maxes it appear red, and

Yellow subtracted from Green makes it appear blue, for

Orange is composed of red and yellow, and
Green is composed of blue and yellow.

When we look for a few moments at a given colour, the eye spon-

taneously calls up the complementary to that colour, which, being

added to the colour first looked at, makes it appear duller, or tarnished.

The effect is the same as if a quantity of grey was added to the colour

looked at, because the complementary colour added to the original

oolour produces black.

This calling up of the secondary colour by the eye constitutes the

phenomenon of successive contrast.

And the addition of this colour so called up to the original colour

constitutes mixed contrast.

It will be seen that the result of viewing a single colour is different

from that produced by viewing two different colours, because the influ-

ence of the juxtaposed colour is absent ; there is no complementary
colour to add to the colour looked at.

The height of tone exercises much influence upon the modification

;

for if, after looking at orange, we look at deep blue, this latter will

appear green rather than violet, a result the reverse of that presented
by light blue.

Whenever there is a great difference between two contiguous
colours, the difference is rendered more apparent by bringing the same
colour successively in contact with different colours belonging to the
same group.

Example—-If we place Orange beside scarlet-red, normal-red, or
crimson-red, the red becomes bluer, or purple, and the orange
becomes yellower by losing its red.

If we place normal-red in contact with orange-red, the first

will appear purple, and the second yellower
;
but if we put the
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normal-red in contact with purple-red, the latter will appear

bluer, and the other yellower.

Thus, simple or primary colours, when in contact, pass in-

sensibly into secondary or compound colours
;
for the same Red

becomes purple or orange, according as it is placed in contact

with orange-red or with purple-red
;
the same Yellow appears

orange or green, according as it is placed in contact with orange-

yellow or with greenish-yellow
;
so also Blue appears green or

violet, according as it is placed in contact with greenish-blue or

with violet-blue.

When we examine any two patterns of the same colour, such as blue

or red, if they are not identical when compared together, we must con-

sider that the difference is exaggerated by contrast. Thus, if one is

greenish-blue, it will make the other appear less green or more indigo,

or even more violet than it really is
;
and by a reciprocal influence, the

other will appear greener than when viewed alone. It is the same
with the reds

;
if one is more orange than the other, the latter will

appear more purple, and the former more orange, than it really is.

As soon as we know the complementary of one colour in contact

with another, it is easy to determine what kind of modification the

second will receive from the first, as this modification is the result of

the mixture of the complementary with the contiguous colour.

The process is easy when the contiguous colours are both primaries,

and it is not more difficult when they are both secondaries
;
for we

have only to consider that the complementary called up being much
less intense than the colour to which it is added, we obtain the result

by subtracting from the latter secondary a portion of that primary

which, with the complementary, forms white light
;
thus

—

Orange, added as a complementary to Green, neutralises a portion

of the green, and consequently makes it appear yellower
;
and the

Green, added to a portion of Red in the Orange, neutralises it,

and makes the orange appear yellower.

RESULTS OE PLACING COLOURS IN CONTIGUITY.

FIRST GROUP.—TWO COMPOUND COLOURS, HAVING THE SAME SIMPLE
COLOUR IN EACH.

By their reciprocal influence they lose more or less of the colour

common to both, and will, therefore, differ from each other in propor-

tion to this loss. Example

:

Orange with Green.

These two colours have yellow as an element in their composition,

and they lose it by being placed in contiguity : the Orange appears

redder, the Green bluer.
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A similar effect takes place with associations of—1, Orange and

Indigo, Orange and Violet
; 2, Green and Violet, the first of which

lose Red by contiguity, and the second lose Blue.

SECOND GROUP.—A COMPOUND COLOUR WITH A SIMPLE COLOUR WHICH
PORMS A PART OP THE COMPOUND.

1.

Orange with Red.

The Orange loses its red, and appears yellower
;
and the Red be-

comes more blue, differing as much as possible from Orange.

2.

Orange with Yellow.

The Orange loses its yellow, and appears redder
;
the Yellow appears

bluer, differing as much as possible from Orange.

THIRD GROUP.—TWO SIMPLE COLOURS.

1. Red with Yellow.

Red, in losing yellow, appears bluer, and the Yellow, by losing red,

appears bluer
;

or, in other words, the Red inclines to purple, and the

Yellow to green.

2. Yellow with Blue.

Yellow, in losing blue, will appear redder, and Blue, in losing

yellow, will appear more violet
;
or, in other words, the Yellow inclines

to red, and the Blue to violet.

3.

Red with Blue.

Red, in losing blue, will appear yellower, and Blue, in losing red,

will appear yellowed
;

or, in other words, the Red inclines to orange,

and the Blue to green.

In these examples the colours are modified in the same way they

would be by the addition of the absent primary, Yellow.

FOURTH GROUP.—TWO COMPOUNDS COMPOSED OP THE SAME SIMPLE
COLOURS.

Indigo and Violet.

As Indigo only differs from Violet in containing a larger proportion

of blue in comparison with the red, it follows that the difference will

be materially increased by the Indigo losing its red and inclining to

greenish-blue, whilst the Violet, acquiring more red, will become
redder.

FIPTH GROUP.— i COMPOUND COLOUR, AND A SIMPLE COLOUR WHICH IS

NOT POUND IN THE COMPOUND.

1. Orange and Blue.

2. Green and Red.

3. Violet and Greenisn-yellow.
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In opposing comp.ementary colours, each enhances the value of the

other, in conformity with the phenomena of successive and mixed

contrasts.

INFLUENCE OF GLOSS AND OF FORM UPON THE EFFECT OF CONTRAST OP

TWO COLOURS.

The form of an object, and its gloss or polish, have a considerable

influence upon the effect of associated or contiguous colours. Form
exerts its influence by the effects of light and shade it produces, which

may conceal the ill effect of two associated colours, which are not

glossy. Thus, flowers often exhibit associations which on plane sur-

faces would appear very disagreeable, if not glossy
;

as, for instance,

in the sweet pea, in which red and violet are associated.

Blue and violet, which have not an agreeable effect on flat and

unpolished surfaces, have a very good effect in the plumage of certain

birds, and in the wings of butterflies. For the injurious effect of the

complementaries of these two colours upon each other is lost through

the influence of the metallic lustre of the feathers and scales.

BINARY ASSOCIATIONS OF COLOURS.
1. ASSOCIATION OF COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS.

This is the only association in which the colours mutually improve,

strengthen, and purify each ether, without going out of their respective

scales.

This condition is so advantageous to the associated colours, that

the association is also satisfactory when the colours are not exactly

complementary.

It is the same when they are tarnished with Grey.

Therefore this association is the best that can be adopted to produce

harmony of contrast in painting, in tapestry, stained glass windows,
between paper hangings and their borders, in furniture and clothing

and in flower-gardens.

2. ASSOCIATION OF NON-COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS.

The result of this association differs from the preceding in this

respect—the complementary of one of the colours differing from the

other colour to which it is added, causes a modification of hue in

the two colours, besides a modification of tone
,
if they are not taken at

the same intensity.

Non-complementary colours evidently produce three different effects

when placed in contact.

1°. They mutually improve each other.

2°. One is improved while the other is injured.

3°. They mutually injure each other.
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The greater the difference between the colours the more their asso-

ciation will be favourable to their mutual contrast
;
and the nearer they

are alike, the greater the risk that their association will prove injurious

to their beauty.

a. Two Non-Complementaries improve each other by Association.

Ex. Yellow and Blue are so dissimilar, that their contrast is suffi-

ciently great to produce a favourable association, although the asso-

ciated colours belong to different scales of yellow and blue.

b. One Colour, placed in Contact with another Colour which is not

complementary to it, is improved, but the other is injured.

Ex. A Blue, which is improved by yellow, being placed beside a

bluish Yiolet, may lose beauty by becoming greenish, while the orange

it adds to the violet, neutralising its excess of blue, improves rather

than injures it.

c. Two Non-Complementary Colours mutually injure each other.

Ex. A Yiolet and a Blue mutually injure each other, because the first

makes the second look green, and the second neutralises the blue of

the violet and makes it look faded.

It may happen that the colours are modified, but neither gain nor

Ipse in beauty
;
or that one gains without the other losing, and that one

neither gains nor loses, while the other loses.

IN THE ASSOCIATION OF TWO COLOURS OF EQUAL TONE, THE HEIGHT OF
THE TONE MAY INFLUENCE THE BEAUTY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Ex. A deep indigo-blue, and an equally deep red, gain by contact

:

the blue by losing violet, will become pure blue
;
the red, acquiring

orange, will become brighter. But if we take light tones of the same
scales, the blue may become too green to be good as a blue, and the
red, by acquiring orange, may become too yellow to be a good red.

In the association of two colours belonging to the same scale, or to

scales nearly allied, but of tones very widely apart, the contrast of

tone may have a favourable influence upon the beauty of the light

tone

:

Because, if the latter is not a pure colour, its association with the
deep tone brightening it, will purify what grey it has.

INFLUENCE OF THE CONTIGUITY OF WHITE ON
COLOURS.

White substances contiguous to coloured substances appear sensibly

modified when viewed together, although the modification may not be
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very apparent unless we are familiar with the law of contrast; but

knowing this law, the modification may be recognised if the colours

opposed to the white be not too deep. Thus : if red and white are

placed in contact, the white becomes tinged with the complementary

of red, which is green, and makes the red appear deeper and brighter.

Black and white, which may be considered as complementary to each

other, conformably to the law of contrast of tone, differ more when
viewed in contact than when alone, because the effect of the white light

reflected by the black is more or less neutralised by the light of the

white stripe
;
and it is by an analogous action that white heightens

the tone of the colours with which it is placed in contact.

All the primary colours gain by association with white, but the

resulting binary assortments are not all equally agreeable
;
the height

of tone of the colour has a great influence upon the effect of its assort-

ment with white
;
thus—

Light blue and light red assort better with white than dark blue and

dark red, because the latter present too great a contrast of tone.

White placed beside a colour strengthens its tone; it acts as if we
took away from the colour the white light that enfeebled its intensity.

INFLUENCE OE THE CONTIGUITY OF BLACK ON
COLOURS.

A black surface being deeper than the colour with which it is in

contact, contrast of tone must tend to deepen it still more, while it

must tend to lower the tone of the contiguous colour, for exactly the

same reason that white, if in contact with it, would heighten it.

Black surfaces appear tinted with the complementary of the coloured

light of the contiguous body
; but the tint will be very faint, because it

is manifested upon a ground possessing but a feeble power of reflect-

ing light.

The lowering of the tone of a colour in contact with Black is always
perceptible

;
but it is very remarkable that the Black itself is weakened

when the contiguous colour is sombre, yielding a luminous comple-
mentary.

Black may be advantageously combined not only with sombre
colours to produce harmonies of analogy, but also with light and bril-

liant colours to produce harmonies of contrast, as may be seen in the
works of Chinese artists.

No assortment of the primary colours with Black is disagreeable,

but a generic difference of harmony exists between these assortments,
which is not presented in the same degree in the binary assortment of

the same colours with white. For the splendour of the white is so
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dominant in the latter, that whatever be the difference in light or bril-

liancy observable between the different colours associated, there will

always be harmony of contrast.

The deep tones of all the scales, and even of the Blue and Violet

scales (which, strictly speaking, are not deep), form with Black har-

monies of analogy and not of contrast. So also do the unbroken tones

of the Bed, Orange, Yellow, Green, and the very light tones of the

Violet and Blue scales.

The association of Black with sombre colours, as Blue and Violet,

the complementaries of which, Orange and Greenish Yellow, are lumi-

nous, may diminish the contrast of tone, if the colours are in contiguity

with Black, or not very distant
; m this case the Black loses much cf

its vigour.

Black placed beside a colour lowers its tone
; it acts as if we added

Black to the complementary of the contiguous colour. In some cases

it impoverishes it, as in the case of certain yellows.

In calico-printing the influence of contrast is very important, for

the pattern may appear to be very different in colour from what was
intended, and from what it really is.

If the pattern is Black, it appears tinged with the complementary

of the ground upon which it is printed.

The modifications Black patterns undergo upon different coloured

grounds, are as follows

:

Upon a Red ground, they appear Dark Green.

Upon an Orange ground, they appear Bluish-Black.

Upon a Yellow ground, they appear Black, of a feeble Violet tint,

on account of the great contrast of tone.

Upon a Green ground, they appear Reddish-Grey.

Upon a Blue ground, they appear Orange-Grey.

Upon a Violet ground, they appear Greenish Yellow-Grey.

INFLUENCE OF THE CONTIGUITY OF GREY ON
COLOURS.

Grey bodies properly selected as to height of tone, when contiguous
to coloured bodies, exhibit the phenomena of contrast of colour more
strikingly than either black or white substances do.

If, instead of normal grey, we placed a coloured body in contact
with a Grey of a complementary tint, these tints will be remarkably
heightened by the complementaries added to them by the coloured
bodies. Thus, if an orange colour be placed on a bluish-grey, this
latter will be singularly heightened with blue, the complementary of
orange.

All the primary colours gain in purity and brilliancy by the proximitj
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of grey
;
but the effects are far from being similar, or e7en analogous

to those which result from the proximity of tne same colours with

white. White allows each colour to preserve its integrity, and even

heightens them by contrast, and can never be taken for a colour itself.

But Grey can; for with the darkest colours, as Blue and Violet, and

with the deep tones in general, it produces associations which enter

into analogous harmonies, while with the brilliant colours, as Red,

Orange, Yellow, and the light tones of Green, they form harmonies of

contrast. Although White contrasts more with the sombre colours

than with the luminous, there is not the same difference between
White and these two classes of colours as there is between them and

Grey.

The ground
,
as well as the interval or distance we make between the

coloured bodies, has some influence on the effect.

In furniture patterns, the opposition of the ground to the prevailing

colour of the pattern worked upon it is too often neglected. For
example : if we put a garland of flowers upon a crimson ground, it is

necessary that for the most part they be bhie, yellow, and white

flowers, for if we put red flowers on it, they will appear orange rather

than purple
;
they must be surrounded with green leaves contiguous

to the ground. When the ground is greenish, red and pink flowers

must predominate over the others. If the ground is of the colour of

dead leaves, then blue, violet, white, and pink flowers will be suited

to it.

HARMONY OF COLOURS.
There are six distinct Harmonies of Colours, which may be com-

prised under two groups

:

FIRST GROUP.—HARMONIES OF ANALOGOUS COLOURS.

1°. Harmony of scale, proceeding from the simultaneous view of

different tones of a single scale, more or less approximating.

2°. Harmony of hues, proceeding from the simultaneous view of

tones of nearly the same height, or nearly so, belonging to scales

more or less approximating.

3°. Harmony of a dominant coloured light, proceeding from the

simultaneous view of different colours assorted conformably to the law

of contrast, but one of them predominating, as if they were seen

through a glass stained with a faint tone of that colour.

SECOND GROUP.—HARMONIES OF CONTRAST.

1°. Harmony of contrast of scale, arising from two distinct tones of

the same scale.

2°. Harmony of contrast of hues, arising from tones of different

heights, each belonging to contiguous scales.
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3°. Harmony of contrast of colours, arising from the simultaneous

view of colours belonging to widely different scales, assorted accord-

ing to the law of contrast; the differenee in height of juxtaposed
tones may also augment the contrast of colour.

1. In the harmony of contrast, the complementary assortment is

superior to every other
;
the tones must, however, be nearly of equal

intensity.

2. The primaries grouped in pairs assort better as a harmony of

contrast than an arrangement formed of one of these primaries and a

binary of which that primary is an element, thus

—

Blue and Yellow harmonise better than Bed and Orange, because

the binary Orange contains Bed as one of its elements.

Bed and Blue harmonise better than Bed and Violet, because the

binary Violet contains Bed as one of its elements.

Yellow and Bed harmonise better than Yellow and Orange, be-

cause the binary Orange contains Yellow as one of its elements.

3. The assortment of red, yellow, and blue with a binary containing

the primary, contrasts better when the primary is more luminous than
the binary.

Therefore, in this assortment, it is better for the primary to be of a

lower tone than the binary, thus

—

Bed and Violet harmonise better than Blue and Violet.

Yellow and Orange harmonise better than Bed and Orange.
Yellow and Green harmonise better than Blue and Green.

4. When two colours do not look well together, separate them with
white. It is better for the white to be pl^ed between each colour
than between every two colours.

5. Black never produces a bad effect when placed between two
luminous colours, and is, therefore, often preferable to white for
separating colours from each other, thus—

Bed and Orange do not go well together, but if separated by black
an agreeable and harmonious effect is produced.

6. Black harmonises with sombre colours, Pv'^e and Violet, and with
broken tones of luminous colours produces harmony of analogy some-
times with a good effect.

7. Black does not associate so well with a luminous and a sombre
colour, as it does with two luminous colours.
In all the following assortments Black is inferior to White :

Bed and Blue, Orange and Blue.
Bed and Violet, Orange and Violet.
Yellow and Blue, Green and Violet.

Green and Blue.

8. Although Grey does not produce a bad effect with two lumimrai
colours, yet it is generally inferior to Black and to White.
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9. Grey with sombre colours and broken tones of .uminous colours

produces harmonies of analogy, not so vigorous as those with black.

It separates colours which do not assort well together.

ON THE SELECTION OE THE KIND OE HARMONY EOR
A GIVEN OBJECT.

In proceeding to the selection of an assortment of coloured objects,

we have to take into consideration suitability or appropriateness to tho

object in view.

Where the greatest brilliancy and splendour are desired, we resort to

the contrast produced by complementary colours. In the selection of

dowers to form a bouquet, or the furnishing of a palace, the principle

is the same
; we arrange the colours so that the greatest contrast both

in tone and in the quality of the colours employed is produced.

Any one familiar with the law of Contrast will attain this aim with

better success, even with inferior colours, than another ignorant of the

law could obtain with the most brilliant colours.

But where the artist is free to choose, he will consider the aspect of

the apartment, and whether it is to be used by daylight or artificial

light. A room with a cold northern aspect, used in the daytime,

should be furnished with objects of light warm tones; while in a

room with a southern aspect, light hues of sombre colours may be

advantageously employed.

He must never lose sight of the effect of contrast of tone. Thus, in

a room papered with the deep crimson paper so commonly employed,

the tone is so deep, that it forms a strong contrasting background to

all light-coloured objects placed in it
;
but dark-coloured objects are

lost for want of relief. In such a paper, contrast of colour goes almost

for nothing, as a blue or a green paper, of the same depth of tone,

would produce nearly the same effect.

In rooms that are feebly lighted, and chiefly by diffused daylight,

light tones of sombre colours, or luminous colours, are preferable for

covering the walls
;
but then other coloured portions of the fittings

should be coloured in analogous harmony, and violent contrast avoided.

In undertaking to apply the principles laid down by M. Chevreul,

most persons overlook the importance of tone
,
or intensity, but which

is of equal importance with colour. A deep tone of a bright pea-

green, of an orange, or of a red, may produce a very crude, vulgar

effect, when light tones of the same colours would do the contrary.

The uneducated eye is fond of glaring colours, and we frequently

see, even upon “ well-dressed persons,” the most incongruous assort-

ment of brilliant luminous colours. Now, in costume, the pure lumi-

nous colours should be used sparingly to produce a good effect; a

bright-coloured trimming upon a sombre-coloured garment is much
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more effective than if the garment itself were of a deep tone Ot ft

luminous colour. The superior taste of the Trench ladies appears to

consist in their selection of the light tones of colours for the principal

articles of their costume, and in reserving the deep tones for the.

accessories.

Very pleasing effects may be produced by adopting the Harmony of

Analogous Colours.

Suppose a room to be furnished in blue, or red, or green, we may

proceed with all the tones of one hue of green, for instance, or mingle

the tones, of nearly equal intensity, of the various blue and yellow

greens that lie on each side of pure green. The distribution of these

in the room will require careful consideration, but probably the most

satisfactory effect will be attained by taking the lightest tones and

brightest hues for the walls, and the deepest for the carpet. The colour

of the wood for the chairs, &c., will contrast sufficiently to secure dis-

tinct relief. The curtains and the furniture may be of intermediate

quality of colour, and the effect will be greatly enhanced by the intro-

duction of white.

In the selection of greens for the furniture of chairs, sofas, &c., the

error is usually to select them too yellow, by which the colour of the

wood, mahogany or walnut, is injured
;
deep tones of yellowish green,

or blue greens, harmonise better.

Figured patterns, when large, so that the pattern is cut unevenly,

have a very bad effect, yet we see some of the most expensive furniture

made up of such materials. As we have said, the chief error in fur-

nishing consists in the idea that the most brilliant and showy colours

produce the best effect
;
but the result is just the contrary.

But the eye may become so vitiated with the constant view of dis-

cordant or inharmonious assortments of colours, as to dislike an harmo-
nious arrangement when presented to it. This, however, should not
divert the artist, even when he works against his better judgment,
from attempting to correct the error arising from false or perverted
tastes. He has great resources in his power, by judicious selection of
even incongruous materials, so as not to increase the ill effect

;
and by

the employment of white, or even of the forbidden colours in mini-
mum quantities, ne may fulfil his instructions in spirit, if not to the
letter.

It is in the flower-garden that the colourist may revel in the re-
sources of colour; and it is much to be regretted that our public
gardens show no signs that their cultivators are acquainted with the
laws of Contrast of Colour.

The artist must not omit to take into consideration the influence of
form, size, and suitability, when proceeding to carry out the principles
of Contrast.
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(1.) It is necessary, in the first place, to explain some of

the optical principles which relate,

Firstly, to the law of Simultaneous Contrast of Colours

;

and
Secondly, to the applications of this law in the various arts

which make use of coloured materials to attract the eye.

(2.) A ray of solar light is composed of an indeterminate

number of differently-coloured rays
;
and since, on the one

hand, it is impossible to distinguish each particular one, and
as, on the other, they do not all differ equally from one
another, they have been distributed into groups, to which
are applied the terms red rays

,
orange rays

,
yellow rays

,
green

rays
,
blue rays

,
indigo rays

,
and violet rays ; but it must not

be supposed that all the rays comprised in the same group,

red for instance, are identical in colour; on the contrary,

they are generally considered as differing, more or less, among
themselves, although we recognise the impression they sepa-

rately produce as comprised in that which we ascribe to red.

(3.) When light is reflected by an opaque white body, it

is not modified in proportion to the differently-coloured rays

which constitute white light
;
only,

A. If this body is not polished
,
each point of its surface

must be considered as dispersing, in every direction

through the surrounding space, the white light which
falls upon it

;
so that the point becomes visible to an

eye placed in the direction of one of these rays. We
may easily conceive that the image of a body in a given

position, is composed of the sum of the physical points

which reflect to the eye so placed, a portion of the light

that each point radiates.

n 2
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B. When the body is polished,
like the surface of a mirror,

for instance, one portion of the light is reflected irregu-

larly, as in the preceding case
;
at the same time another

portion is regularly or specularly reflected, giving to the

mirror the property of presenting to the eye, properly

situated, the image of the body which sends its light to

the reflector;—one consequence of this distinction is,

that if we observe two plane surfaces reflecting white

light differing from each other only in polish, it results

that in those positions where the ^cw-polished surface is

visible, all its parts will be equally, or nearly equally,

illuminated; while the eye, when it is in a position to

receive only that which is reflected irregularly, will re-

ceive but little light from the polished surface
;
on the

contrary, it will receive much more when it is in a posi-

tion to receive light regularly reflected.

(4.) If the light which falls upon a body is completely ab-

sorbed by it, as it would be in falling into a perfectly obscure

cavity, then the body appears to us black
,
and it becomes

visible only because it is contiguous to surfaces which
transmit or reflect light. Among black substances, we know
of none that are perfectly so, and it is because they reflect a

small quantity of white light, that we conclude they have

relief, like other material objects. Moreover, what proves

this reflection of wThite light is, that the blackest bodies, when
polished, reflect the images of illuminated objects placed

before them.

(5.) When light is reflected by an opaque coloured body,

there is always

the latter is due to the fact that the body absorbs or ex-

tinguishes within its substance a certain number of coloured

rays, and reflects others. It is evident that the coloured rays

reflected are of a different colour from those absorbed
;
and

also that, if they were combined with those absorbed, they
would reproduce white light. We shall return to this subject

her, it is also evident that opaque coloured bodies,

A reflection of white light,—and
A reflection of coloured light

;
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when unpolished, reflect irregularly both white and coloured
light, by which we are enabled to see their colours

;
and that

those which are polished reflect only one portion of these two
lights irregularly, while they reflect another portion in a

regular manner.

(6.) Let us now return to the relation which exists between
the coloured light absorbed

,

and the coloured light reflected,

by an opaque body, which makes it appear to us of the
colour peculiar to this light.

It is evident, from the manner in which we have considered
the physical composition of solar light (2.), that if we re-

united the total quantity of the coloured light absorbed by a

coloured body, to the total quantity of coloured light reflected

by it, we should reproduce white light: for it is this relation

that two differently coloured lights, taken in given propor-

tions, have of reproducing white light, that we express by the

terms
Coloured lights complementary to each other

,
or

Complementary colours.

It is in this sense we say,

That Red is complementary to Green, and vice versa;

That Orange is complementary to Blue, and vice versa i

That Greenish-Yellow is complementary to Violet, and

vice versa

;

That Indigo is complementary to Orange-Yellow, and

vice versa.

(7.) It must not be supposed that a red or yellow body
reflects only red and yelloiv rays besides white light

;
they

each reflect all kinds of coloured rays : only those rays which

lead us to judge the bodies to be red or yellow, being more
numerous than the other rays reflected, produce a greater

effect. Nevertheless, those other rays have a certain influ-

ence in modifying the action of the red or yellow rays upon
the organ of sight

;
and this will explain the innumerable

varieties of hue which may be remarked among different red

and yellow substances. It is also difficult not to admit that,

among the differently coloured rays reflected by bodies, there

is a certain number of them which, being complementary to

each other, go to re-form white light upon reaching the eye.
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CHAPTER I.

METHOD OF OBSERVING THE PHENOMENA OF SIMULTAKEOUS CONTRAST OP
COLOURS.

Definition of Simultaneous Contrast.

(8.) If we look simultaneously upon two stripes of dif-

ferent tones of the same colour, or upon two stripes of the

same tone of different colours placed side by side, if the

stripes are not too wide, the eye perceives certain modifica-

tions which in the first place influence the intensity of colour,

aud in the second, the optical composition of the two juxta-

posed colours respectively.

Now as these modifications make the stripes appear dif-

ferent from what they really are, I give to them the name ot

simultaneous contrast of colours

;

and I call contrast of tone

the modification in intensity of colour, and contrast of colour

that which affects the optical composition of each juxtaposed

colour. The following is a very simple method of convincing

ourselves of the twofold phenomena of simultaneous contrast

of colours.

Experimental Demonstration of Contrast of Tone .

(9.) Take two portions, o, o',fig. 1., of a sheet of unglazed
paper of about twenty inches square, coloured light grey by
means of a mixture of whiting and lamp-black

;
fix them in

any manner upon a piece of brown-holland, placed opposite to

a window, o being distant from o' about twelve inches. Then
take two portions p and p of another sheet of unglazed paper
which differs from the first by being deeper, but still a grey
composed of the same black and white. Eix^? next to o, and
p' at about twelves inches from p.

If we now look at these four half-sheets, o, o', p, p' for some
seconds, we shall see that the piece o contiguous to p will
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be lighter than o'

,
while p will, on the contrary, he deeper

thanp
(10.) It is easy to prove that the modification is not

equally intense over the whole extent of the surfaces of o and

p, but that it becomes gradually weaker from the line of

contact. It is sufficient to place a piece of card,Jig. 2., cut

out in the centre, upon op, in such manner that o and p each

present three grey stripes
;
as is shown in Jig. 3., the stripes

1, 1, are more modified than the stripes 2, 2 ;
and these latter

are more modified than the stripes 3, 3.

For this modification to take place, it is not absolutely

necessary for o and p to be contiguous
;
for if we cover the

stripes 1, 1, we shall see the stripes 2, 2, 3, 3 modified.

(11.) The following experiment, the natural sequence of

the two preceding (9. and 10.), is very suitable for demon-
strating the full extent of contrast of tone.

Divide a piece of cardboard into ten stripes, each of about

a quarter of an inch in width, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
cover it with a uniform wash of Indian ink, Jig. 3. (fo's.)

When it is dry, spread a second wrash over all the stripes

except the first. When this second wash is dry, spread a

third over all the stripes except 1 and 2 ;
and proceed thus

to cover all the stripes with a flat tint, each one becoming
darker and darker, as it recedes from the first (1.).

If we take ten stripes of paper of the same grey, but each

ofa different tone, and glue them upon a card so as to ob-

serve the preceding gradation, it will serve the same purpose.

On now looking at the card, we shall perceive that instead

of exhibiting flat tints, each stripe appears of a tone gradually

shaded from the edge a a to the edge b b. In the band 1, the

contrast is produced simply by the contiguity of the edge b b

with the edge a a of the stripe 2 ;
in the stripe 10 it is simply

by the contact of the edge a a with the edge b b of the stripe

9. But in each of the intermediate stripes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9, the contrast is produced by a double cause : one, the

contiguity of the edge a a with the edge b b of the stripe

which precedes it
;
the other by the contiguity of the edge

b b with the edge a a of the darker stripe which follows it.

The first cause tends to raise the tone of the half of the inter-

mediate stripe, while the second cause tends to lower the

tone of the other half of this same stripe.
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The result of this contrast is, that the stripes, seen from a

suitable distance, resemble channeled grooves (glyphs) more
than plane surfaces. For in the stripes 2 and 3, for instance,

the grey being insensibly shaded from the edge a a to the
edge b b

,
they present to the eye the same effect as if the

light fell upon a channeled surface, so as to light the part

near to b b
,
while the part a a will appear to be in the shade

;

but with this difference, that in a real channel the lighted

part would throw a reflection on the dark part.

(12.) Contrast of Tone occurs with Colours, properly so

called, as well as with G-rey
;
thus, to repeat our experiment

( • !•) with the two portions 6
,
o of a sheet of paper of

a light tone of a certain colour, and the two portions p ,p of

a sheet of paper of a deeper tone of this same colour, we shall

perceive that o contiguous to p will be lighter than o', and p
Avill be deeper than p. We can demonstrate, as we have

done before (10.), that in starting from the point of contact

the modification is gradually weakened.

Experimental Demonstration of Contrast of Colour.

(13.) If we arrange as before (9 .fig. 1.) two portions o, o'

of a sheet of unglazed coloured paper, and two portions, p,p
of a sheet of unglazed paper of a different colour from the

first, but resembling it as nearly as possible in intensity, or

rather in tone (8.), in looking at these four half-sheets o', o,

p,p' for a few seconds, we shall see that o differs from o', and p
from p ;

consequently the two half-sheets o, p appear to

undergo reciprocally a modification of tint which is rendered

apparent by the comparison we have made of their colours

with those of o' and of^?. #

(14.) It is easy to demonstrate that the modification which

colours undergo by juxtaposition, is a tendency to weakening

starting from the line of juxtaposition
;
and that it may be

perceived between two surfaces without their being in con-

tact, it is sufficient to experiment as above (10.).

(15.) I will now cite seventeen observations made in con-

formity with the method prescribed (9.).

* Instead of paper we may use lustreless stuffs, or any other material

which will present two equal surfaces absolutely identical in colour

Coloured paper answers very well.
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( The colours experimented with, must be as nearly as possible ofequal

Colours

intensity.')

Modifications.
experimented witk. ,

-1

1. 5 Red inclines to Violet.

( Orange »» Yellow.

o 5 Red •t
Violet, or is less Yellow.

L.
\ Yellow »»

Green, or is less Red.

3. 5 Red yt
Yellow.

\ Blue ?» Green.

4.
( Red

ii
Yellow.

\ Indigo
it

Blue.

5. j Red . Yellow.

\ Violet ii
Indigo.

6. 5 Orange ii
Red.

< Yellow ii
Bright Green, or is less Red.

7.
V Orange ii

Bright Red, or is less Brown.

\ Green ri
Blue.

8. { Orange ii Yellow, or is less Brown *

\ Indigo ii Blue, or is purer.

9. $
Orange ii Yellow, or is less Brown.

( Violet ii Indigo.

10. 5 Yellow ii
Bright Orange.

l G reen ii
Blue.

11.
C Yellow ii

Orange.

l Blue ii Indigo.

12. $
Green ii

Yellow.

if
Blue ii

Indigo.

f Green ii
Yellow.

13.
if
Indigo ii Violet.

14.
C Green Yellow.

2 Violet i*
Red.

15.
C Blue ii

Green.

} Indigo 71
Deep Violet.

10. 5
Blue It Green.

l Violet W Red.

17.
{ Indigo

II
Blue.

1 Violet 11 Red.

It follows, then, from the experiments described in this

Chapter, that two coloured surfaces in juxtaposition will ex-

hibit two modifications to the eye viewing them simulta-

neously, the one relative to the height of tone of their re-

spective colours, and the other relative to the physical com-
position of these same colours.
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CHAPTER II.

THE LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS, AND THE FORMULA
WHICH REPRESENTS IT.

(16.) Aftee, satisfying myself that the preceding phe-

nomena constantly recurred when my sight was not fatigued,

and that many persons accustomed to judge of colours saw
them as I did, 1 endeavoured to reduce them to some general

expression that would suffice to enable us to predict the effect

that would be produced upon the organ of sight by the juxta-

position of two given colours. All the phenomena 1 have
observed seem to me to depend upon a very simple law, which,
taken in its most general signification, may be expressed in

these terms :

In the case icliere the eye sees at the same time two conti-

guous colours
,
they will appear as dissimilar as possible

,

both in their optical composition and in the height of their

tone.

We have then, at the same time
,
simultaneous contrast of

colour properly so called, and contrast of tone.

(17.) Eor two contiguous colours, o and p ,
will differ as

much as possible from each other when the complementary of

o is added to p, and the complementary of p is added to o

:

consequently, by the juxtaposition of o and p ,
the rays of the

colour^?, which o reflects when it is seen separately, like the

rays of the colour o which p reflects when viewed separately,

rays which are active under these circumstances (7.) cease to

be so when o and p are placed in contact
;
for in this case,

each of the two colours losing what is analogous, must differ

the more.

The following formulae will make this perfectly intelligible.

(18.) Let us represent

:

The colour of the stripe o by the colour a whiter by b
;

The colour of the stripe p by the colour a! whiter by b'j

The complementary colour of a by c
;

The complementary colour of a! by c.
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The colours of the two stripes viewed separately are

The colour of o = a -f* b,

The colour of p = a -j- b'.

By juxtaposition, they become

The colour of o = a -f- B + c\

The colour of p = a' -j- b
; + e.

Let us now show that what this expression amounts to i9,

that the taking away from the colour a of o the rays of the

colour a, and taking away from the colour a' of p the rays of

the colour a
,
we must suppose

B reduced to two portions 5 .

1

} white = {a c).

8 reduced to two portions
j + ^ + c)

The colours of the twro stripes viewed separately are

The colour of o = a-\-b-)rd-\-c,
The colour of p = a! + U -\- a -\- c.

By juxtaposition, they become

The colour of o = a 4- i -j- c,

The colour of p = a! -j- b' -j- c,

—an expression which is evidently the same as the first, ex-

cepting the values of B and B'.

(19.) I have stated that simultaneous contrast may in-

fluence both the optical composition of the colours, and the

height of their tone
;
consequently, when the colours are not

of the same degree of intensity, that wrhich is deep appears

deeper, and that which is light, lighter
;
that is to say, the

first appears to lose as much of white light as the second

seems to reflect more of it.

Therefore
,
in JooJcing at two contiguous colours

,
we have

Simultaneous Contrast of Colour
,
and

Simultaneous Contrast of Tone .
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CHAPTER III.

T<lt£ LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS, DEMONSTRATED BY
TIIE JUXTAPOSITION OF A GIVEN NUMBER OF COLOURED SUBSTANCES.

(20.) Let us now apply the formula to the seventeen ob-

servations of Chap. I., and we shall see that the modifica-

tions of contiguous colours are precisely such as would result

from the addition to each of them of the colour which is

complementary to its neighbour (18.), remarking, that I shall

not review these observations in the order they were arranged
above : the reader will learn the reason in Chap. IX. But
it will always be easy to find the position they occupy in

Chap. I., because I have appended to each its consecutive

number. Por the complementaries of these colours, I refer

to the Introduction to Part I. (6.)

Orange and Green. No. 7.

(21.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, added to Green,
makes it bluer, or less yellow.

The complementary of Green (Red), added to Orange, the

latter becomes redder, or less yellow, and brighter.

Orange and Indigo. No. 8.

(22.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, added to Indigo,

makes it bluer, or less red.

The complementary of Indigo (Orange-Yellow), added to

Orange, renders it yellower, or less red.

Orange and Violet. No. 9.

(23.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, added to Violet,

makes it incline to indigo.

The complementary of Violet (Greenish-Yellow), added to

Orange, the latter becomes yellower.
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Green and Indigo. No. 13.

(24.) Eed, the complementary of Green, added to Indigo,

makes it redder, or more violet.

The complementary of Indigo (Orange-Yellow), added to

Green, makes it yellower.

Green and Violet. No. 14.

(25.) Red, the complementary of Green, added to Violet,

makes it redder.

The complementary of Violet (Greenish-Yellow), added to

Green, makes it yellower.

Orange and Bed. No. 1.

(26.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, added to Red,
makes it incline to violet or crimson.

The complementary of Red (Green), added to Orange,

makes the latter incline to yellow.

Violet and Bed. No. 5.

(27.) Greenish -Yellow, the complementary of Violet,

added to Red, makes it yellower, or inclining to orange.

The complementary of Red (Green), added to Violet,

makes the latter incline to indigo.

Indigo and Bed. No. 4 .

(28.) Orange-Yellow, the complementary of Indigo, added
to Red, makes it incline to orange.

The complementary of Red (Green), makes the Indigo
bluer.

Orange and Yellow. No. 6.

(29.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, added to Yellow,
makes it incline to green.

The complementary of Yellow (Indigo inclining to violet),

makes the Orange redder.

Green and Yellow. No. 10 .

(30.) Red, the complementary of Green, added to Yellow
makes it incline to orange.
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Indigo inclining to violet, the complementary of Yellow,
added to Green, makes it bluer.

Green and Blue. No. 12.

(31.) Red, the complementary of Green, added to Blue,

makes the latter incline to indigo.

The complementary of Blue (Orange), added to Green,
makes it yellower.

Violet and Blue. No. 16.

(32.) Greenish-Yellow, the complementary of Violet, added

to Blue, causes it to become greenish.

The complementary of Blue (Orange), added to Violet
makes it redder.

Indigo and Blue. No. 15.

(33.) Orange-Yellow, the complementary of Indigo, added

to Blue, makes it incline to green.

The complementary of Blue (Orange), added to Indigo,

makes it incline to violet.

Red and Yellow. No. 2.

(34.) Green, the complementary of Red, added to Yellow,

makes it incline to green.

The complementary of Yellow (Indigo inclining to violet),

added to Red, makes it incline to violet.

Red and Blue. No. 3.

(35.) Green, the complementary of Red, added to Blue,

causes it to incline to green.

The complementary of Blue (Orange), added to Red,

makes it incline to orange.

Yellow and Blue. No. 11.

(36.) Indigo, the complementary of Orange-Yellow, added

to Blue, makes the latter incline to indigo.

The complementary of Blue (Orange), added to Yellow,

makes it incline to orange.
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Indigo and Violet. No. 17.

(37.) Orange-Yellow, tbe complementary of Indigo, added
to Violet, makes it incline to red.

The complementary of Violet (Greenish-Yellow), added
to Indigo, causes it to appear bluer.

(38.) It is evident that, other things being equal, the

greater the difference that exists between a colour and the

complementary (

c

or c ) which is added to it, the more
striking will be the modification of the juxtaposed colour;

for when the complementary c is added to the colour o it

will be identical with it, as the complementary c is identical

with the colour p to which it is added
;
and the modifications

of o and p are limited to a simple augmentation of intensity

of colour. But do we know, at the present day, of two
coloured bodies which are capable of exhibiting to the ob-

server two perfectly pure colours complementary to each
other? Certainly not! All those substances wrhich appear
coloured by reflection, reflect, as I have said (7.), besides

white light, a great number of differently coloured rays.

Therefore we cannot instance a red ‘pigment and a green
,
or

an orange pigment and a blue
,
or an orange-yellow pigment

and an indigo
,
or, lastly, a greenish-yellow pigment and a

violet, which reflect simple or compound colours absolutely

complementary to each other, so that their juxtaposition

would produce only a simple augmentation of intensity in

their respective colours. If, therefore, it be generally less

easy to verify the law of contrast with red and green, or

orange and blue substances, &c., than it is with those which
have been the object of the seventeen observations men-
tioned above (15.) ;

yet in endeavouring to verify the first,

we shall see that the colours will acquire a most remarkable
brilliancy, strength, and purity, and this result, in perfect

conformity with the law, is easily understood. For example,

an orange-coloured object reflects blue rays, just as a blue

object reflects orange rays (7.). Therefore, when we put a

blue stripe beside an orange stripe, whether we admit that

the first appears to the eye to receive some blue from the

proximity of the second, as this latter appears to acquire

orange through the vicinity of the blue stripe,—or, which is

the same thing, whether wTe admit that the blue stripe ap-
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pears to destroy the effect of the blue rays of the second
stripe, as this latter appears to destroy the effect of the

orange rays of the blue stripe,— it is evident that the colours

of the two objects in contact will purify each other, and be-

come more vivid. But it may happen that the Blue will ap-

pear to incline to green or to violet, and the Orange to

yellow or to red, that is to say, the modification acts not

only upon the intensity of the colour, but also upon its phy-

sical composition : whatever it be, if the latter effect takes

I

I place, it is undoubtedly always much feebler than the first.

Besides, if we look a certain number of times at these same
coloured bands we shall see that the blue, which at first ap-

j

peared greener, will soon appear more violet, and that the

orange, which at first appeared yellower, will become redder,

so that the phenomenon of modification, dependent upon the

physical composition of colour, will not be so constant as

those which are the subject of the seventeen preceding

observations (15.). I will now explain the previous remarks
on substances, the colours of which are as nearly as possible

complementary to each other.

lied and Green.

(39.) Bed, the complementary of Green, added to Bed,
increases its intensity.

Green, the complementary of Bed, added to Green, aug-

ments its intensity.

Such is the theoretical conclusion
;
and experiment con-

firms it.

When we place a Green inclining more to Yellow than to

Blue in contact with

1° a Bed slightly Orange,
2° a Bed slightly Crimson,
3° an intermediate Bed,

and then make a certain number of observations upon each
of these groups of colours, we shall witness different results

;

that is to say, while in one case the Bed will appear more
orange, and the Green yellower

;
in another, the Bed will

appear more violet, and the Green bluer
;
and we may also

remark, that the change is attributable as much to a dif-

c
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ference in the intensity of the light illuminating the colours,

as to fatigue of the eyes.

"When we place a Green inclining more to Blue than to

Yellow in juxtaposition with

1° a Red slightly Orauge,
2° a Red slightly Crimson,
3° an intermediate Red,

the results are the same as with the first green, with this

difference, however, that in the combination of bluish-green

and crimson-red, looked at for a certain number of times, the

Green and the Red almost always appear yellower than when
viewed separately, a result easily anticipated.

Orange and Blue.

(40.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, added to Blue,

increases its intensity.

Orange, the complementary of Blue, added to Orange,
augments its intensity.

On repeating these observations with a deep Blue and an
Orange which is not too red, both colours will frequently ap-

pear redder than otherwise.

Orange- Yellow and Indigo.

(41.) Orange-Yellow, the complementary of Indigo, added
to Orange-Yellow, imparts to it greater intensity.

Indigo, the complementary of Orange-Yellow, added to

Indigo, increases its intensity.

The result of observation is almost always in conformity

with theory.

Greenish- Yellow and Violet.

(42.) Greenish-Yellow, the complementary of Violet, added
to Greenish-Yellow, imparts to it greater intensity.

Violet, the complementary to Greenish-Yellow, added to

Violet, increases its intensity.

The result of observation is almost always in conformity
with the law.
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Conclusion.

(43.) According to the Law of Simultaneous Contrast of

Colours and the insensible gradation of modification com-
mencing from the contiguous edges of the juxtaposed coloured

bands (11.), we can represent by coloured circular spaces the

modifications which the principal colours tend to induce in

those which are contiguous to them.
Take circular pieces of paper, or other material, coloured

red, green, orange, blue, greenish-yellow, violet, indigo, and
orange-yellow, of about one inch and a half in diameter;

place each one separately on a sheet of white paper
;
then,

with a thin wash of colour, tint the white paper around the

circle, with its complementary colour, gradually weaker and
weaker as the tint recedes from the coloured circle. These
figures are principally intended to represent the effects of

contrast in a palpable manner to those persons who, not
having studied physics, yet have, nevertheless, an interest in

knowing these effects.

The Bed circle tends to colour the surrounding space with

its complementary Green.

The Green circle tends to colour the surrounding space Bed.
The Orange
The Blue „
The Greenish-Yellow „
The Violet „
The Indigo „
The Orange- Yelloio „

Blue.

Orange.

Violet.

Greenish - Yellow.

Orange- Yellow.

Indigo.

CHAPTER IY.

ON THE JUXTAPOSITION OF COLOURED SUBSTANCES WITH WHITE.

(44.) White substances contiguous to those which are

coloured, appear sensibly modified when viewed simulta-

neously with the latter. I admit that the modification is

too feeble to be determined with entire certainty, when wre

c 2
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are ignorant of the law of contrast; but knowing that, and
seeing the modification effected by the white upon certain

coloured substances, it is impossible to avoid recognising

this modification in its speciality if at the same time the

colours opposed to the white are not too deep.

Red and White.

(45.) Green, the complementary of Red, is added to the

White. The Red appears more brilliant and deeper.

Orange and White.

(46.) Blue, the complementary of Orange, is added to the
White. The Orange appears brighter and deeper.

Greenish- Yellow and White.

(47.) Violet, the complementary of Greenish-Yellow, is

added to the White. The Yellow appears brighter and
deeper.

Green and White.

(48.) Red, the complementary of Green, is added to the
White. The Green appears brighter and deeper.

Blue and White.

(49.) Orange, the complementary of Blue, is added to the
White. The Blue appears brighter and deeper.

Indigo and White.

(50.) Orange-Yellow, the complementary of Indigo, is

added to the White. The Indigo appears brighter and
deeper.

Violet and White.

(51.) Greenish-Yellow, the complementary of Violet, is

added to the White. The Violet appears brighter and
deeper.

Black and White.

(52.) Black and White, which may in some respects be
considered as complementary to each other, conformably to
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tlie law of Contrast of Tone, differ more from each other
than when viewed separately : and this is owing to the effect

of the white light reflected by the black (4.) being destroyed
more or less by the light of the white stripe

;
and it is by

an analogous action that White heightens the tone of the
colours with which it is placed in contact.

CHAPTER V.

ON THE JUXTAPOSITION OF COLOURED SUBSTANCES WITH BLACK.

(53.) Before stating the observations to which the juxta-

position of coloured and black substances give rise, we must
analyse the part the two contrasts—those of Tone and
of Colour—perform in the phenomenon considered in its

general bearing.

The black surface being deeper than the colour with which
it is in juxtaposition, the Contrast of Tone must tend to

deepen it still more, while it must tend to lower the tone of

the contiguous colour, for the same reason, exactly, that

White, on the other hand, if juxtaposed with it would
heighten it. Thus much for Contrast of Tone.

(54.) Black substances reflect a small quantity of white

light (4.), and this light arriving at the eye at the same time

with the coloured light of the contiguous body, it is evident

that the black substances must appear tinted with the com-
plementary of the coloured light : but the tint will be very

faint, because it is manifested upon a ground having but a

feeble power for reflecting light. Thus much for Contrast

of Colour.

(55.) The lowering of the tone of a colour in contact with

black is always perceptible
;
but a very remarkable fact is,

the weakening of the black itself when the contiguous colour

is sombre and of a nature that yields a luminous com-

plementary, such as Orange, Orange-Yellow, Greenish-Yel-

low, &c.
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Bed and Black.

(56.) Green, the complementary of Bed, uniting with the

Black, causes it to appear less reddish.

The Bed appears lighter or less brown, less oranged.

Orange and Black .

(57.) The complementary of Orange (Blue), uniting with

the Black, the latter appears less rusty, or bluer.

The Orange appears brighter and yellower, or less brown.

Greenish- Yellow and Black.

(58.) The complementary of Greenish-Yellow (Violet),

uniting with the Black, the Black appears tinted Violet.

The Yellow is lighter,—greener perhaps
;
and there are

some samples of Yellow which appear weaker by their juxta-

position with Black.

Green and Black .

(59.) The complementary of Green (Red), uniting with
the Black, the Black appears more Violet or reddish.

The Green inclines slightly to Yellow.

Blue and Black.

(60.) The complementary of Blue (Orange), uniting with
the Black, the Black becomes brighter.

The Blue is lighter,—greener, perhaps.

Indigo and Black.

(61.) The complementary of Indigo (Orange- Yellow),
uniting with the Black, brightens it considerably.

The Indigo becomes brighter.

Violet and Black•

(62.) The complementary of Violet ( Greenish-Yellow) 5

uniting with the Black, brightens it.

The Violet is more brilliant,—lighter,—redder, perhaps.
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CHAPTER YI.

ON THE JUXTAPOSITION OF COLOURED SUBSTANCES WITH GRET.

(63.) If one of the principal causes that prevent our seeing

the modifications which coloured bodies tend to impart to

white bodies juxtaposed with them is, the brightness of the

light reflected by the latter;—on the other hand, if the

feeble light reflected by black bodies, is on the contrary, less

favourable to our perception of the kind of modification they

experience from the proximity of coloured bodies, particularly

in the case where the complementary of the body is itself not

very luminous, we may imagine that Grey bodies, properly

selected with respect to height of tone, will, when they are

contiguous to coloured substances, exhibit the phenomena of

contrast of colour in a more striking manner than either

black or white substances do.

Red and Grey.

(64.) The Grey appears greener by receiving the influence

of the complementary of Red.
The Red appears purer,—less orange, perhaps.

Orange and Grey.

(65.) The Grey appears bluer by receiving the influence

of the complementary of Orange.
The Orange appears purer, and brighter,—yellower, per-

haps.

Yelloiv and Grey.

(66.) The Grey appears inclining to Violet by receiving

the influence of the complementary of Yellow.

The Yellow appears brighter, and less green.

Green and Grey.

(67.) The Grey appears inclining to Red by receiving the

influence of the complementary of Green.
The Green appears brighter,—more yellow, perhaps.
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Blue and Grey.

(6S.) The Grey appears tinged with Orange, by receiving

the influence of the complementary of Blue.

The Blue appears brighter,—greener, perhaps.

Indigo and Grey.

(69.) The same as the above (68.).

Violet ani Grey.

(70.) The Grey appears tinged with Yellow, by receiving

the influence of the complementary of Violet.

The Violet appears purer, less tarnished.

(70.
bU

*) The Grey used in the preceding experiments was
as free as possible from all colouring matter foreign to black.

It belonged to the scale of normal blacJc (see 2nd Part, 164.),

that is to say, it resulted from a mixture of black and white

substances as pure as could possibly be obtained : in contact

with white it rendered it lighter and apparently brighter,

while juxtaposed with black, it heightened it, and made it

appear lighter and more rusty.

(70
ter.) Qne resu]fc 0f t|ie complementaries of colours j uxta-

posed with grey being more apparent than when these colours

are juxtaposed with white or even with black, is, that if instead

of a normal grey we juxtapose a tinted grey, either red, orange,

yellow, &c., these tints will be singularly heightened by the

complementaries which will be added to them. For example,

a bluish-grey will receive a very palpable exaltation of blue

from its contiguity to orange, and a yellowish-grey will take

a decided green tint from the same contiguity.

CHAPTER VII.

THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF COLOURED SUBSTANCES HAS NO INFLU-
ENCE ON THE PHENOMENA OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST.

(71.) All the experiments I have made with the view of

ascertaining if the chemical nature of bodies, when placed

beside each other, has any influence on the modification of
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their colours, have, as I expected, led me to an absolutely

negative conclusion. Whatever happened to be the chemical

composition of the coloured substances, provided they were
identical in colour, they gave the same results. I will cite

the following examples

:

Indigo or pruesian-blue, cobalt, ultramarine, as nearly

alike as possible, gave the same kind of modification.

Orange prepared with red lead, with annotto, or with the

mixture of woad and madder, gave the same modification to

the colours with which they were juxtaposed.

CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE JUXTAPOSITION OF COLOURED SUBSTANCES BELONGING TO THE
COLOURS OF THE SAME GROUP OF COLOURED RAYS.

(72.) Whenever there is a great difference between two
contiguous colours, the difference is rendered more appre-

ciable by bringing the same colour successively in contact

with different colours belonging to the same group. For
example

:

Orange and Red.

When we place near Orange a scarlet-red, a pure red, or a

crimson-red, wre shall see that the Red acquires a purple, and
the Orange a yellow tint.

Violet and Red.

Analogous results are obtained writh Violet placed in

contact with scarlet-red, carmine-red, and crimson-red. The
Violet always appears bluer, and the Red yellower, or less

purple.

(73.) These observations clearly explain the cause of our
obtaining results conformable to the formula, although we
may have made use of coloured substances, such as stained

papers or stuffs, which are far from exhibiting very pure
colours.

(74.) The juxtaposition of coloured bands is a means of
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demonstrating the difficulty of fixing the types of pure colours

by our pigments, at least if we do not take into consideration

the law of simultaneous contrast. For instance

:

1. Take Eed, and place it in contact with orange-red, the

first will appear purple, and the second yellower, as I have
before stated

;
but if we put the first Eed in contact with a

purple-red, this latter will appear bluer, and the other yel-

lower, or orange
;
so that the same Eed will appear purple in

one case, and orange in the other.

2. Take Yellow, and place it near orange-yellow, it will

appear greenish, and the other redder
;
but if we put the first

Yellow in contact with a greenish-yellow, this latter will

appear greener, and the former more orange
;
so that the

same Yellow will incline to green in one case, and to orange
in the other.

3. Take Blue, put it in contact with a greenish-blue
;
the

first will incline to violet, and the second will appear yel-

lower. Put the same Blue in contact with a violet-blue, the

first will incline to green, and the second will appear redder,

so that the same Blue will in one case appear violet, and in

the other greenish.

(75.) Thus we perceive that the colours which painters

term simple or primary, Eed, Yellow', and Blue, pass insen-

sibly by theirjuxtaposition to the state of secondary or com-
pound colours. Since the same Eed becomes purple or

orange, the same Yellow is orange or green, and the same
Blue is green or violet.

CHAPTEE IX.

ON THE APPLICATION OF THE LAW OF CONTRAST TO THE HYPOTHESIS,
THAT RED, YELLOW, AND BLUE ARE THE ONLY PRIMARY COLOURS,
AND THAT ORANGE, GREEN, INDIGO, AND VIOLET ARE SECONDARY OR
COMPOUND COLOURS.

(76.) The experiments to which I have applied the prin-

ciple of the modification that colours undergo by their juxta-

position, and the explanation which results therefrom, accord-

ing to the manner in which we consider the physical com-
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position of white light, are also clearly explained in the

language used by painters and dyers, who only admit of three

primary colours—red, yellow, and blue
;
and, as it may occur

to many persons, who, partaking of the same opinion, will,

nevertheless, desire to understand the phenomena resulting

from the juxtaposition of colours, I will now proceed to

explain them in conformity with their language; and, for

greater perspicuity, I will take five groups of juxtaposed

colours, commencing with those which include the observa-

tions to which the preceding law most readily applies. I will

suppose, then, that Orange is formed of red and yellow,

Green of blue and yellow, and Indigo and Violet of blue

and red.

First Group.—Two Compound Colours having one Simple

Colourfor their Common Element.

It is very easy to verify the law by observing two colours

comprehended in this group. We see that by their reciprocal

influence they lose more or less of the colour which is common
to both. It is therefore evident that they will differ from
each other in proportion to this loss.

1. Orange and Green.

These two colours having Yellow for a common element,

lose some by juxtaposition : the Orange will appear redder
,

and the Green bluer .

2. Orange and Indigo.

These two colours having Bed for a common element, lose

some by juxtaposition : the Orange appearing yellower
,
and

the Indigo bluer.

3. Orange and Violet.

The same as the preceding.

4. Green and Indigo.

These two colours having Blue for a common element, lose

some by juxtaposition : the Green appears yellower
,
and the

Indigo redder.

5. Green and Violet.

As the preceding.
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Second Group.—A Compound Colour and a Simple Colour

which isfound in the Compound’.

1. Orange and Bed.

The Orange loses its Red, and appears yellower
;
and the

Red becomes more Blue, differing as much as possible from
Orange.

2. Violet and Bed.

Violet loses its redness, and appears bluer
;
the Red be-

comes yellow, differing as much as possible from Violet.

3. Indigo and Bed.

The same as the preceding.

4.

Orange and Yellow.

Orange loses some yellow, and appears redder
;
the Yellow

becomes bluer, differing as much as possible from Orange.

5.

Green and Yellow.

Green loses some yellow, and appears bluer; the Yellow
becomes redder, and differs as much as possible from Green.

6. Green and Blue.

The Green loses some blue, and appears yellower
;
the Blue

becomes redder, differing as much as possible from Green.

7. Violet and Blue.

The Violet loses some blue, and appears redder; the Blue
becomes yellow, and differs as much as possible from Violet.

8. Indigo and Blue.

As the preceding.
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Third Group.—Two Simple Colour*

.

1

.

Red and Yellow.

Bed, in losing yellow, appears bluer
;
and the Yellow, by-

losing red, appears bluer
;

or, in other words, the Red inclines

to purple, and the Yellow to green

.

2.

Red and Blue.

Eed, in losing blue, will appear yellower
;
and the Blue, in

losing red, will appear yellower
;
or, in other words, the Red

inclines to orange
,
and the Blue to green.

3.

Yellow and Blue

.

Yellow, in losing blue, will appear redder; and Blue, in

losing yellow, will appear more violet
;
or, in other words,

the Yellow inclines to orange
,
and the Blue to violet .

Fourth Group.—Two Compounds having the same Simple
Colours.

Indigo and Violet.

As Indigo only differs from Violet in containing a larger

proportion of blue in comparison to the red, it follows that

the difference will be very considerably increased by the

Indigo losing red and inclining to a greenish-blue, whilst the

Violet, acquiring more red, will incline to this colour. It is

evident that if the Violet loses its red, or the Indigo gains it,

the two colours will approximate
;
but as they differ from

each other, the first-named effect will ensue.

AVe may further explain the preceding phenomena by con-

sidering Indigo, relatively to the Violet, as Zdue ; then it will

lose its blue, that being common to both colours, and incline

to green, and the Violet, in also losing some blue, will appear

redder.
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Fifth Group.—A Compound Colour and a Simple Colour

which is notfound in the Compound.

1. Orange and Blue.

2. Green and Bed.

3. Violet and Greenish - Yellow.

If we adopt the hypothesis that orange, green, indigo, and
violet are compound

,
and red, blue, and yellow simple colours,

it necessarily follows, that in opposing them in the order in

which they are reciprocally complementary, and in supposing
also that the colours thus in juxtaposition are perfectly free

from any foreign colour, we cannot see any reason why the

compound colour should lose one of its colours rather than

the other, or why the simple colour should separate itself

from one elementary colour rather than from the other. For
example, in the juxtaposition of green and red, we can see

no reason why the green should tend to blue rather than to

yellow, or why the red should incline to blue rather than to

yellow.
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CHAPTER I.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN SIMULTANEOUS, SUCCESSIVE, AND MIXED
CONTRAST OF COLOURS.

(77.) Before speaking of the connection between my
own observations and those of others, upon contrast of

colours, it is absolutely necessary to distinguish three kinds
of contrast.

The first includes the phenomena which relate to the

contrast I name simultaneous ;

The second, those which concern the contrast I call

successive ;

The third, those which relate to the contrast I name
mixed,

(78.) In the simultaneous contrast of colours is included

all the phenomena of modification which differently coloured

objects appear to undergo in their physical composition and
in the height of tone of their respective colours, when seen

simultaneously.

(79.) The successive contrast of colours includes all the

phenomena which are observed when the eyes, having looked

at one or more coloured objects for a certain length of time,

perceive, upon turning them away, images of these objects,

having the colour complementary to that which belongs to

each of them.

(80.) I hope to prove by the details which I shall give in

the following chapter, that in default of this distinction, one
of the subjects of optics, the most fruitful in its applications,

has not generally been treated with that precision and clear-

ness necessary to impress its importance on those who, not
making any observations of their own, have been contented

with reading the result of my researches up to the year 1828,
which I presented to the Academy of Sciences. In fact, the

distinction of the three contrasts will render it easy to ap-

preciate what new facts my res^srehes add to the history of
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vision, and to the applications deduced from the study of
contrasts. I shall also add, that Dr. Plateau, of Belgium,
who has occupied himself for many years in reducing all these
phenomena to a mathematical and physiological theory, has
adopted the distinction of simultaneous and successive con-
trasts in his own writings.

(81.) The distinction of simultaneous and successive con-
trast renders it easy to comprehend a phenomenon which we
may call the mixed contrast

;
because it results from the fact

of the eye, having seen for a time a certain colour, acquiring

an aptitude to see for another period the complementary of
that colour, and also a new colour, presented to it by an
exterior object

;
the sensation then perceived is that which

results from this new colour and the complementary of the

first.

(82.) The following is a very simple method of observing

the mixed contrast.

One eye being closed, the right for instance, let the left

eye regard fixedly a piece of paper of the colour a : when
this colour appears dimmed, immediately direct the eye upon
a sheet of paper coloured u

;
then we have the impression

which results from the mixture of this colour b with the

complementary colour (c) of the colour a. To be satisfied

of this mixed impression, it is sufficient to close the left eye,

and to look at the colour b with the right : not only is the

impression that produced by the colour b, but it may appear

modified in a direction contrary to the mixed impression

c-|-b, or, what comes to the same thing, it appears to be

more a+b.
In closing the right eye and regarding anew the colour

b with the left eye, many times running, we perceive differ-

ent impressions, but successively more and more feeble, until

at last the left eye returns to its normal state.

(83.) If instead of regarding b with the left eye, which

becomes modified by the colour a, we observe b with both

eyes, the right eye being in the normal state, the modifica-

tion represented by c-\-b is found much weakened, because

it is really c-|-B-i-B.

(84.) I advise every one who believes he has one eye

more sensitive to the perception of colours than the other,

D
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to look at a sheet of coloured paper alternately with the left

and with the right eye
;

if the two impressions are identical,

he may be certain that he has deceived himself. But if the

impressions are different, he must repeat the same experi-

ment many times in succession
;
for it may happen that the

difference observed in a single experiment arises from one
of the eyes having been previously modified or fatigued.

(85.) The experiment of which I speak appears to me to

be particularly useful to painters.

I will now give some examples of mixed contrast .

(86.) The left eye having seen Bed during a certain time,

has an aptitude to see in succession Green
,
the complemen-

tary to Bed. If it then looks at a Yellow, it perceives an

impression resulting from the mixture of Green and Yellow
The left eye being closed, and the right, which has not been
affected by the sight of Bed, remaining open, it sees Yellow,

and it is also possible that the Yellow -will appear more
Orange than it really is.

(87.) If the left eye had first seen the yellow paper, and
afterwards the red, this latter would have appeared violet.

(88.) If the left eye first sees red, then blue, the latter

appears greenish.

(89.) If it had first seen blue, then red, the latter would
have appeared orange-red.

(90.) If the left eye first sees yellow, then blue, the latter

appears blue-violet.

(91.) If it had first seen blue, then yellow, this latter

would have appeared orange-yellow.

(92.) If the left eye first sees red, then orange, this latter

appears yellow.

(93.) If it had first seen orange, then red, the latter would
have appeared of a violet-red.

(94). If the left eye first sees red, then violet, the latter

appears deep blue.

(95.) If it had first seen violet, then red, the latter would
have appeared orange-red.

(96.) If the left eye first sees yellow, then orange, the

latter appears red.

(97.) If it had first seen orange, then yellow, the latter

would have appeared greenish-yellow.
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(98). If the left eye first sees yellow, then green, this

latter would have appeared bluish-green.

(99.) If it had first seen green, then yellow, this latter

would have appeared orange-yellow.

(100.) If the eye first sees blue, then green, this latter ap-

pears yellowish-green.

(101.) If it had first seen green, then blue, this latter

would have appeared violet-blue.

(102.) If the eye first sees blue, then violet, this latter ap-

pears reddish-violet.

(103.) If it had first seen violet, then blue, the latter

would have appeared greenish-blue.

(104.) If the eye first sees orange, then green, the latter

appears greenish blue.

(105.) If it had first seen green, and then orange, this

latter would have appeared of a reddish-orange.

(106.) If the eye had first seen orange, and then violet, the

latter would have appeared blue-violet.

(107.) If it had first seen violet, and then orange, this

latter would have appeared yellowish-orange.

(108.) If the eye first sees green, then violet, the latter

will appear red-violet.

(109.) If it had first seen violet, then green, the latter

would have appeared of a yellowish-green.

(110.) If the eye first sees red, then green, the latter will

appear a little bluer.

(111.) If it had first seen green, then red, this latter

would have appeared tinted violet.

(112.) If the eye first sees yellow, then violet, the latter

will appear bluer.

(113.) If it bad first seen violet, then yellow, this latter

would have appeared greenish.

(114.) If the eye first sees blue, and then orange, the

latter will appear yellower.

(115.) If it had first seen orange, then blue, the latter

would have appeared a little more violet.

(116.) I must remark that all the colours (at least to my
eyes) did not undergo equally intense modifications, nor

were they equally persistent, for example, the modification

produced by the successive view of yellow and violet, or of

violet and yellow, is greater and more durable than that pro-

d 2
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duced by the successive view of blue and orange, and stil)

more so than that of orange and blue.

The modification produced by the successive view of red

and green, of green and red, is less intense and less per-

sistent.

Finally, I must remark that the height of tone exercises

much influence upon the modification : for if, after having
seen orange, we see dark blue, this latter will appear more
green than violet, a contrary result to that presented by a

lighter blue.

(117.) I thought that it was the more necessary to men-
tion under a special name the phenomenon which I call

mixed contrast
,
as it explains many facts remarked by dealers

in coloured stuffs, and is of much inconvenience to artists

who, wishing to imitate exactly the colours of their models,

work at them too long at a time to enable them to perceive

all the tones and modifications. I will now state two facts

which have been communicated to me by dealers in coloured

fabrics, and I shall refer to Part II. for the application of

the study of mixed contrast to painting.

(118.) First Fact .—When a purchaser has for a consider-

able time looked at a yellow fabric, and he is then shown
orange or scarlet stuffs, it is found that he takes them to be
amarantli-red, or crimson, for there is a tendency in the re-

tina, excited by yellow, to acquire an aptitude to see violet,,

whence all the yellow of the scarlet or orange stuff disap-

pears, and the eye sees red, or a red tinged with violet.

(119.) Second Fact .—If there is presented to a buyer, one
after another, fourteen pieces of red stuff, he will consider

the last six or seven less beautiful than those first seen, al-

though the pieces be identically the same. What is the cause

of this error of judgment ? It is that the eyes, having seen

seven or eight red pieces in succession, are in the same con-

dition as if they had regarded fixedly during the same period

©f time a single piece of red stuff
;
they have then a tendency

to see the complementary of Fed, that is to say, Green.
This tendency goes of necessity to enfeeble the brilliancy of

the red of the pieces seen later. In order that the merchant
may not be the sufferer by this fatigue of the eyes of his cus-

tomer, he must take care, after having shown the latte/
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seven pieces of red, to present to him some pieces of green
stuff, to restore the eyes to their normal state. If the sight

of the green be sufficiently prolonged to exceed the normal
state, the eyes will acquire a tendency to see red

;
then the

last seven red pieces will appear more beautiful than the
others.

CHAPTER II.

/>H THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE AUTHOR’S EXPERIMENTS AND THOSE
PREVIOUSLY MADE BY VARIOUS NATURAL PHILOSOPHERS.

(120). Buffon was the first who described, under the ap-

pellation of accidental colours,* several phenomena of visioD,

all of which he considered to have this analogy, that they

result from too great vibration
,
or from fatigue of the eye

;

wherein they differ from the colours with which bodies ap-

pear to us usually coloured,t whether these bodies decom-
pose light by acting upon it by reflection, by refraction

,

or

by inflection.

(121.) Accidental Colours may arise from various

causes
;
for example, they are percervable under the follow-

ing circumstances

:

1. When the eye is pressed in the dark.

2. In consequence of a blow on the eye.

3. When the eyes are closed after having looked at

the sun for a moment.
4. When the eyes are fixed upon a small square piece

of coloured paper, placed upon a white ground

;

then the square, if red
,
will appear bordered with

a faint green
;
if it is yellow

,
by a blue

;
if it is

green
,
by a purplish white

;
if it is blue

,
by a red-

dish white
;
and if it is black, by a vivid white.

C. If, after having observed these phenomena for a

considerable time, we turn our eyes to the wdiito

ground in such a manner as no longer to see the

• See Momoires de VAcademie des Sciences
,
1743.

f We must add, when viewed separately.
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small square of coloured paper, we shall then
perceive a square of an extent equal to the other,

and of the same colour as that which bordered
the little square in the preceding experiment

(4).

(122.) I could mention several other circumstances in

which Buffon observed accidental colours, but I should depart

too widely from the principal object of this book, which is,

—

“ the law of simultaneous contrast of colours and its applica-

tion;” remarking, that the fourth circumstance in which
Buffon observed accidental colours appertains to simultaneous

contrast
,
while the fifth relates to successive contrast. Buffon

never established the law which connects the phenomena he

has described.

(123.) Scherffer, in 1754, gave great precision to the phe-

nomena which relate to successive contrast, in demonstrating

that a given colour 'produces an accidental colour
,
the same

we now call its complementary. He also corrected some
of the observations of Buffon

;
and, not content with that, he

sought to explain the cause of the phenomenon, as I shall

show in the following section. He only briefly touched upon
simultaneous contrast. (See his memoir, § 15, Journal de

Physique, tom. xxvi.)

(124.) CEpinus* and Darwinf also occupied themselves

with successive contrast.

(125.) Count BumfordJ made simultaneous contrast an
object of experiment and observation, which I must dwell

upon, because, among the researches made on this subject,

there is none which so much resemble mine. After ob-

serving that a shadow produced in a ray of coloured light.

red for example, on being illuminated by a ray of white light

equal in intensity to the red, the shadow did not appear
white

,
but was tinted green

,
the complementary of the red

ray, when it was near an equal shadow produced in the white

* Memoires de VAcademie de Petersboury, et Journal de Physique tnnce

1785, tom. xxvi. p. 291.

f Philosophical Transactions
,
vol. lxxxvi., for 1785.

j Experiments upon Coloured Shadows
,
on the Principles of the Harmony

of Colours, <£c,, in Philosophical Papers, &c., by Count Rumford, London,

1802, vol. i.
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ray, this latter shadow being lighted by the red ray, and
appearing of that colour, he demonstrated

:

1. That the result is the same when the ray of co-

loured light is replaced by light transmitted
through a glass or other coloured medium, or by
coloured light reflected by an opaque coloured

body.

2. That if in a circle of white paper, placed upon a

large sheet of black paper laid upon the floor of

a room, two bands of paper of six lines in width
and two inches in length are laid side by side,

one of which is covered with a powder coloured

a, and the other with a grey powder composed of

ceruse and lamp-black, in such proportions that

the light reflected by it is of equal intensity to

the coloured light a, upon looking with one eye
through the hand at the two bands, that which
is covered with the grey powder will appear
tinged with the complementary colour of a, and
this complementary of a will appear as brilliant

as a itself.

(126.) The author remarks that, in order to ensure success-

in this experiment, we must take many precautions, not only

to avoid the light reflected from surrounding objects, but also*

to obtain a grey capable of reflecting a light equal in intensity

to the coloured light. He adds, that the difficulties are very
great if we use pigments ground in oil, which gives their

colours a brown tinge, as they never possess the purity of the

colours of the spectrum.

(127.) If it be true that the experiments of Rumford cor-

respond with those which I have made with colours in con-

nection with white, black, and grey, and that they form a

particular instance of the law of simultaneous contrast, as I

have established it, it is not less true that the law cannot be

deduced without making the series of researches which I

have undertaken
;
for the experiments of Rumford exhibiting

the maximum of the phenomenon, we cannot affirm that

under ordinary circumstances there would be not only a

modification of white, black, and grey by juxtaposed colours,

but also a mutual modification of these latter. We have
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seen that colours become deeper by being placed in contact

with white, and that they become fainter when in contact

with black, the contrast, as I have demonstrated, embracing
both the optical composition of the colour and the height of

its tone.

(128.) Struck by observing in his experiments that a

coloured ray developed its complementary, Rumford laid it

down as a principle in the harmony of two colours that they

must respectively present coloured light in the proportions

necessary toform, white light
,
and he advised ladies to choose

their ribbons in accordance with this law. He also thought
that painters might derive much benefit from an acquaintance

with this principle; but it is evident that Rumford’s prin-

ciple of the harmony of colours is nothing more than the

production of an ingenious fancy, and that, as he has stated

it, it would be difficult to make it throw any light upon the

practice of painting. I shall return to this point, however,

when treating of the applications of my theory. Meanwhile
it is important to mention that Rumford never made an ex-

periment suitable for demonstrating the influence of two
contiguous colours, or rather of two colours viewed simul-

taneously
;
he was unacquainted with the generality of the

phenomenon, of wdrich he had observed one fact
;
and if it

be true that there is a harmony between two colours com-
plementary to each other, this proposition will be entirely

incorrect, if, with Count Rumford, we only admit of harmony
of colours in the single instance of juxtaposition. I shall

return to this subject (174., &c.).

(129.) The last author who, as an observer, has treated of

accidental colours is M. Prieur de la Cote-d’Or.* Under
the term contrasty he has treated of phenomena wrhich belong
exclusively to simultaneous contrast. Por example, a small

band of orange-coloured paper when laid upon a yellow
ground appears red

;
while it will appear yellow upon a red

ground. According to the principle laid down by M. Prieur,

the accidental colour of the little band should be that w hich

results from its own colour, minus that of the ground. It

appears
,
says he, that a certain fatigue of the eye

,
produced

* Annales de Chirnie, tom. liv. p. 5.
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instantaneously by the intensity of the light
,
or more slowly

by prolonged vision, concurs in producing these appearances.

But he recognised that excessive fatigue of the organ would
cause a degeneration of the colours belonging to another scale.

And he finally adds, that the colours named accidental by

Buffon ,
and upon which Scherffer has given an interesting

memoir, belong to the class of contrasts
,
or at least constantly

follow the same law. It is plain that M. Prieur has not

made that distinction between the classes of contrasts which
L have established in the preceding chapter.

(130.) Haiiy, in his Traite de Physique, reviews the obser-

vations of Bulfon, Scherffer, Rumford, and Prieur
;
but not-

withstanding the lucid style of the illustrious founder of

crystallography, there is an obscurity which arises from the

fact that he has not observed the preceding distinction, and
this obscurity is particularly evident when he relates the ex-

planations previously given of these phenomena, as I shall

show in the following section.

(131.) According to what has been said, we see,

1. That the authors who have treated of contrast of

colours have described two classes of phenomena,
without distinguishing one from the other:

2. That Scherffer has given the law of successive con-

trast :

3. That Count Rum ford has given the law of the modi-
fication experienced in a particular instance by a
grey band placed beside a coloured one

:

4. That Scherffer first, and subsequently M. Prieur de

la Cote-d’Or, with more precision, have given the

law of the modification which a small white or

coloured surface experiences from the different

colour of the ground upon which it is placed.

(132.) But if it be true, that in this case we perceive in

the most striking manner the modification which the colour

of the small extent of surface is susceptible of receiving from

that of the ground, we cannot, on the other hand, appreciate

the modification experienced in the colour of the ground from
that of the small surface, because we see only half of the

phenomena, and we should greatly err were we to think that

a coloured object cannot be modified by the colour of another,
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unless it is much larger than the first. The manner in which
I have arranged the coloured objects in my observations on
simultaneous contrast has enabled me to show

:

1. That it is not indispensably necessary to the modifi-

cation of one colour by another, that the first should

be of greater extent than the second, since my ob-

servations have been made upon equal and merely

contiguous bands.

2. That we may judge accurately of the modifications

experienced by contiguous bands, by comparing
them with those which are not contiguous

;
a con-

dition which enables us to see the phenomenon of

simultaneous contrast in the most perfect manner,
and to establish its general law.

3. That in increasing the number of bands not in con-

tact, or which are placed on each side of those which
do touch, we see, when the eye is sufficiently distant

from the two series of bands, that the influence of

one of the contiguous bands is not limited to the

next band in contact with it, but that it extends

also to the second, and to the third, &c., although

fainter in each. Now
,

this influence of distance

should he noted
,
in order to obtain a correct idea of

the generality of the phenomenon, and of the appli-

cations which may be deduced from the law wh.'cli

comprehends every case.
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SECTION III.

ON THE PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSE TO WHICH THE PHENOMENA
OF CONTRAST OF COLOURS WERE REFERRED, PREVIOUSLY
TO THE EXPERIMENTS OF THE AUTHOR.

(133.) Scherffer lias given a physiological explanation

of successive contrast of colours, which appears satisfactory

in the cases to which it has been applied. It is based upon
the following proposition, that

—

If one of our senses receives a double impression, one of
ivhicJi is vivid and strong but the other feeble, we do not

perceive the latter. This occurs particularly when they

are both of the same kind, or when the powerful action of
an object upon one of the senses is followed by another

of the same nature, but infin itely weaker or less violent.

Let us now apply this principle to the three following ex-

periments on Successive Contrast.

First Experiment.

Look for some time at a small white square placed upon a

black ground.

Ceasing to look at this, and directing the eye upon the

black ground, we there perceive the image of a square, equal

in extent to the wdiite square, but, instead of being brighter

than the ground, it is, on the contrary, darker.

Explanation.

The portion of the retina upon which the white light of

the square acted in the first part of the experiment, is more
fatigued than the remainder of the retina, which has received

only a feeble impression from the faint rays reflected by the

black ground
;
the eye being then directed upon the black

ground during the second part of the experiment, the feeble
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light of this ground acts more strongly upon that part of the

retina which has not been fatigued, than upon that part

which has been : hence the image of the black square seen

by that portion of the eye.

Second Experiment.

Look for some time at a small blue square on a white

ground.
Turn the eye away from this, and fix it upon the white

ground, it then perceives the image of an orange square.

Explanation.

The portion of the retina on which the light of the blue

square acted in the first part of the experiment being more
fatigued by this colour than the rest of the retina, it happens,

during the second portion of the experiment, that the portion

of the retina fatigued by the blue is disposed thereby to re-

ceive a stronger impression of orange, the complementary of

blue.

Third Experiment.

Look for some time at a red square on a yellow ground.
Turning the eye away, fix it upon a white ground, it per-

ceives the image of a green square on a blue-violet ground.

Explanation .

During the first part of the experiment that portion of the

retina which sees red becomes fatigued by this colour, while

the portion which sees yellow during the latter portion is

equally fatigued
;
consequently, in the second part of the ex-

periment, the portion of the retina which had seen red now
sees green, its complementary, whilst that portion which had
seen yellow, sees blue-violet, its complementary.

(134.) These three experiments, as well as their explana-

tions, taken at random from the memoir by Scherfier, amongst
u great many others analogous, will suffice, I think, to demon-
strate that it was actually the phenomenon of successive con-

trast which specially occupied that ingenious observer. Con-
sidering this, it is surprising that Haiiy. in endeavouring to

tnake known the explanation of Scherfier, should have spoken
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exclusively of a case of simultaneous contrast
,
a phenomenon

which the latter philosopher has only casually mentioned, as

I remarked above (123.). Moreover, this is Haiiy’s mode of

expressing himself on the subject, taking as an illustration

the case in which a small band of white paper is placed upon
red paper

—

“ We may,” says he, “consider the white of this band as

being composed of a bluish-green and red. But the impres-

sion of the red colour, acting with much less force than that

produced by the surrounding colour of the same kind, is

eclipsed by the latter, so that the eye is only sensible of the

impression of the green, which being, as it were, foreign to

the colour of the ground, acts upon the organ with all iti

power.”*

(135.) Although this explanation appears to be a natural

consequence of the principle set forth by Scherffer, yet this

philosopher does not appear to me to have applied it to the
explanation of simultaneous contrasty and the passage in his

memoir, quoted above (133.), is very clear

:

“ This must principally take place when they (the impres-

sions) are both of the same kind, or when the powerful action

of an object on one sense isfollowed by another of the same
nature, but much weaker, and less violent.”

(136.) Now let us see what difference exists between
Scherffer’s explanation of successive contrast

;

,
and that at-

tributed to him by Haiiy in the case of simultaneous contrast.

All the observations on successive contrast explained by
Scherffer exhibit this result,—that the portion of the retina,

which in the first part of the experiment is impressed by a

given colour, sees in the subsequent part of the observation,

the complementary of the given colour, and this new impres-

sion is independent of the extent of the coloured object re-

latively to that of the ground on which it is placed, or rather,

of the objects surrounding the former.

(137.) This is not expressed in the explanation that Haiiy

attributes to Scherffer
;
in fact

—

1. The portion of the retina that sees the white band
placed on a red ground, sees it of a bluish-green,

that is to say, of the complementary colour of tha

* Traite de Phycique
,
3® edition, tom. ii. p. 272.
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ground. Now, according to the experiments of

Scherffer, this portion, fatigued by white light, has

a tendency to see, not bluish-green, but black
,
which

is, in a manner, the complementary of white.

2. For, to admit the explanation attributed to Scherffer,

it would be necessary that the object whose colour

is modified by that of another, should in general be

of much smaller extent than the latter, since it is

only by this excess of extent in th.e modifying body
that we can conceive in general this excess of action

which neutralises a part of that of the first object

;

I say, in general, because there are cases where it

may be said that a much brighter colour might
modify another, although it occupied a very small

space around it. To resume, we perceive the dif-

ference between the explanation Scherffer has

given of successive contrast
,
and that of simul-

taneous contrast attributed to him.

(138.) If we revert to this last experiment in order to test

its value—no longer under the circumstances related by these

authors, of a small band appearing to be modified only when
seen on a ground—but in those where two bands of equal

extent are mutually modified, not only when in contact, but
when at a distance, as is shown by the result of my experi-

ments—we may readily appreciate the difficulty that presents

itself, thus

:

1. Let us suppose that the figure 4, Plato III., re-

presents the image depicted on the retina of a red

band e, contiguous to a blue band b
;
the first will

acquire orange or lose blue, and the second will ac-

quire green or lose red. Now, it is the portion of

the retina on which the image of the band b is im-

pressed, which, according to the opinion of Scherffer,

will lose its sensibility for red, as it is the portion

of the retina on which is depicted the image of the

band b that will lose its sensibility for blue : con-

sequently, I do not perceive how it can be the part

r which in reality loses its sensibility for blue, or

how it can be the part b which loses its sensibility

for red.

2. In my experiments, the coloured bands being of equal
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extent, there appears no reason in general (as in

the case where a small band being placed upon a

ground of large extent), that one of the bands
should modify the other, by the greater fatigue it

may occasion the retina.

(139.) It wras doubtless owing to the difficulties presented

in the explanation we have examined, that the illustrious

author of the Mecanique Celeste was led to suggest another,

which Haiiy inserted in his Traite de Physique after that

which he attributes to Scherffer. The case is still that of

a small white band placed upon a red ground. The illustrious

geometrician supposed, says Haiiy, “ that there exists in the

eye a certain disposition, in virtue of which the red rays com-
prised in the white of the small band are attracted, as it were,

at the moment they reach this organ, by the rays forming the

predominating red colour of the ground, so that the two im-

pressions form only one, and that of the green colour is

enabled to act as if it were alone. According to this method
of understanding the subject, the impression of the red de-

composes that of the white, and while the actions of the

homogeneous rays unite together, the action of the hetero-

geneous rays, being disengaged from this combination, pro-

duces its separate effect.”*

(140.) I shall not contest the accuracy of this explanation

beyond remarking, that it admits implicitly, as a necessary

consequence, that the modifying colour occupies a greater

extent of surface than the colour modified : but it is probable

that such an opinion would not have been given if the illus-

trious author had been acquainted with the true explanation

of Scherffer on successive contrast, and instead of quoting a

single experiment of simultaneous contrast, which does not

include more than half the phenomenon, had quoted one in

which differently coloured bands of equal extent were seen

to modify each other, even when not in contact.

(141.) After having shown the insufficiency of these ex-

planations of simultaneous contrast
,
it only remains to speak

of the relations which appear to me to exist between the

organ of vision and this phenomenon observed in the circum-

stances under which I have studied it. Every author who

* Traite de Physique
,
3® edition, tom. ii. p. 272.
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has treated of accidental colours, agrees iu considering them
as being the result of fatigue of the eye. If this be incon-

testably true in the case of successive contrast
,

I do not

believe it to be so of simultaneous contrast

;

for, in arrang-

ing the coloured bands in the manner I have done, as soon
as we succeed in seeing all four together, the colours are

observed to be modified before the eye becomes in the least

degree fatigued
;
although I admit that it often requires

several seconds to perceive these modifications. But is not
this time necessary, as is that which is given to the exercise

of each of our senses, whenever we wish to explain to our-

selves a sensation that affects them ? There is, also, one
circumstance that explains the necessity of this time in many
cases, viz. : the influence of the white light reflected by the

surface modified—which is sometimes sufficiently strong to

greatly weaken the result of the modification
;
and the greater

part of the precautions suggested for seeing the accidental

colours of simultaneous contrast are therefore directed to the

diminution of this white light.

Moreover, it is owing to this cause that grey and black

surfaces contiguous to surfaces of very pure colours, such as

blue, red, yellow, are modified more by this contiguity than
white surfaces are. The following experiment, accidentally

presented to my notice, will give a good illustration of my
idea. A coloured paper, upon which letters of a pale grey
had been traced, was presented to me one evening at twi-

light. On first looking at it, I could not distinguish a

single letter; but in a few minutes I contrived to read the

writing, which appeared to me to have been traced with an
ink of a colour complementary to that of the ground. Now,
I ask, if at the moment when my vision was distinct, were
my eyes more fatigued than when I first looked at the paper
without being able to distinguish the letters upon it, and
which were seen to be of the colour complementary to that

of the ground ?

(142.) Finally, I conclude from my observations, that

whenever the eye sees two differently coloured objects simul-

taneously, the analogous character of the sensation of the
two colours undergoes such a diminution, that the difference

existing between them is rendered proportionably more sen-

sible in the simultaneous impression of these two colours

upon the retina.



PART II.

ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE LAW OF

SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS.



Prolegomena.

First Division.—Imitation of Coloured Objects by
means of Coloured Materials in

a State of Infinite Division.

Second Division.—Imitation of Coloured Objects by
Coloured Materials of a certain

Size.

Third Division.—Colour-Printing on Textile Fa-
brics, and on Paper.

Fourth Division.—Employment of Flat Tints for
Colouring.

Fifth Division.—Arrangement of Coloured Objects

OF A CERTAIN SlZE.



INTRODUCTION.

(143.) The observations set forth in the First Part, to-

gether with the Law of Simultaneous Contrast, which sim-

plifies by generalising them, have doubtless suggested to the

reader the numerous applications of which they are suscep-

tible. This expectation, I hope, will not be disappointed

by the details into which I am now about to enter—details

which will prove that this work would not have attained

to its aim of usefulness if I had neglected to exhibit them

;

for, to state them with the precision they possess, it is

incumbent on me to give a series of observations alto-

gether as precise as those which form the materials of the

First Part.
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(144.) The following is a tabular arrangement of the ap-

plications I propose making:

FIRST DIVISION.

Imitation of Coloured Objects by means of Coloured Materials

in a State of Infinite Division.

1st Section.—Painting in Chiar’oscuro.

2nd Section .—Painting in Plat Tints.

3rd Section.—Colouring.

SECOND DIVISION.

Imitation of Coloured Objects by Coloured Materials of a

certain Size

.

ls£ Section.— Gobelins Tapestry.

2nd Section.—Beauvais Tapestry.

3rd Section.—Savonnerie Tapestry.

4th Section.—Carpets.

5th Section.—Mosaics.

<5th Section.—Stained Glass.

THIRD DIVISION.

Printing.

ls£ Section.—Printing Designs upon Textile Pabrics,

Galico-Printiug, &c.

2nd Section.—Printing Designs upon Paper, Paper-Hang-
ings, Paper-staining.

3rd Section.—Printing with Types upon Coloured Paper.

FOURTH DIVISION.

Colouring with Flat Tints (Tinting).

Dtf Section.—Geographical Maps.
2nd Section .—Engravings.

FIFTH DIVISION.

Arrangement of Coloured Objects upon Surfaces ofgreater cr
Less Extent.

1st Section.—In Architecture.

2nd Section.—In Decorating Interiors—Dwellings, Picture
Galleries, Churches, Theatres, &c.

3rd Section.—Clothing.

4th Section.—Horticulture.



PROLEGOMENA

§ 1. Definition of the words Tones, Scares, and Hues (146.)—(165.)

§ 2. Remarks upon certain Graphic Constructions proposed for
the Representation and Definition of Colours and their
Modifications (156.)—(173.)

§ 3. Harmony of Colours (174.)—(179.)

Harmonies of Analogy (180.)
Harmonies of Contrast (180.)

§ 4. Assortment of Red, Orange, Yellow, Greet Blue, and Violet
with White, Black, and Grek (181.)—(254.)



PROLEGOMENA.

(145.) Before entering upon the details of these applica-

tions, I think it necessary to offer some remarks as a prole-

gomena to the Second Part of this Work. They will enable

me to establish several propositions or principles to which I

shall frequently refer the reader, and thus avoid repetitions

which give rise to the objection of apparently diminishing

the amount of generalisation the work really possesses.

I shall give successively :

1. The definitions of many expressions applicable to

colours and to their modifications

:

2. The means of representing and defining these colours

and their modifications by the aid of a graphic con-

struction or diagram :

3. A classification of the Harmonies of Colours

:

4. A view of the associations of the prismatic colours

with White, Black, and Grey.

§ i.

DEFINITION OF THE WORDS TONES, SCALES, AND HUES.

(146.) The words tones and hues (nuances) continually
occur whenever colours are mentioned, both in common lan-
guage as well as in that of artists

;
nevertheless they are not

so well defined but that when either of them is used we are
sure the other is not meant.

(147.) Feeling the necessity of being able to distinguish
the case where one colour

—

blue, for example—is reduced
with White

,
or deepened with Black

,
from that where this

same colour is modified by another,—for instance, where
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blue is modified by Yellow or Bed, added in such small
quantities that the blue still being blue

,
yet differs from

what it was before the addition of Yellow or Bed in being
Violet or Green, I premise that in the course of this work I
never apply indifferently the words Tone and Hue to these

two kinds of modifications
;
consequently,

(148.) The word tones of a colour will be exclusively

employed to designate the different modifications which that

colour, taken at its maximum intensity, is capable of receiving

from the addition of White, which weakens its Tone
,
and

Black, which deepens it.*

(149.) The word scale (gamme) is applied to the collec-

tion ol Tones of the same colour thus modified. The pure
colour is the normal tone of the scale, if this normal tone

does not belong to a broken or reduced scale
;

i. e. to a scale

all the tones of which are altered with Black (153.).

(150.) The word hues (nuances) of a colour will be ex-

clusively applied to the modifications which that colour re-

ceives by the addition of a small quantity of another colour.

Bor example, we say, the Tones of the Blue Scale, the Tones
of the Red Scale, the Tones of the Yellow Scale, the Tones
of the Violet Scale, the Tones of the Green Scale, the Tones
of the Orange Scale.

We say Hues of Blue, to designate all the Scales the

colour of which, still remaining Blue, yet differs from pure

Blue
;
for eacli hue will comprehend in itself the tones which

constitute a Scale more or less allied to the Blue Scale.

In the same sense we say, hues of Yellow, hues of Bed,

hues of Violet, hues of Green, hues of Orange.

(151.) I have defined tones (tints and shades) of a colour,

the different modifications which this colour, taken at its

maximum of intensity, is susceptible of receiving from Black

or White : it must be remarked that the condition of the

colour taken at its maximum of intensity for receiving Black

is absolutely essential to this definition, for, if Black is added

* The author employs only one word to explain both these modifications,

whereas in English we have two

—

Tint and Shade :—by the former, we un-

derstand that White is added to a normal colour
;
by the latter, we recog-

nise the addition of Black to a similar colour. To avoid confusion the

author’s term Tones is retained in the translation.
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to a Tone which was below the maximum, it passes then into

another Scale
;
and this is the proper place to remark that

artists distinguish Colours as pure, broken
,
reduced

,
grey

,
or

dull.

(152.) The pure colours comprehend those which are called

Simple or Primary
,
Bed, Yellow, Blue,—and those which

result from their binary compounds, Secondaries,—Orange,
Green, Yiolet, and their Hues.

(153.) The broken colours comprehend the pure colours

mixed with Black, from the highest to the deepest Tone.
Prom these definitions, it is evident that in all the Scales

of simple and binary colours the Tones which stand above
the pure colour are Irolcen Tones .

(154.) Artists, and particularly painters and dyers, admit
that the mixture of the three primary colours in certain pro-

portions produces Black
,
from which it becomes evident that

whenever we mix these three colours in such proportions

that two of them predominate, Black will result; arising

from the mixture of the whole of that colour which is in

small quantity with suitable proportions of the two pre-

dominant colours.

Thus, if a small proportion of Blue is added to Bed and
Yellow, a little Black is produced, which goes to re-

duce or break the Orange.

(155.) We must not overlook the fact, that whenever we
mix pigments to represent primary colours, we are not

mixing the colours of the solar spectrum, but mixing sub-

stances which painters and dyers employ as Bed, Yellow, and
Blue colours.

§ 2 .

REMARKS UPON CERTAIN GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTIONS PROPOSE!* FOR THH
REPRESENTATION AND DEFINITION OF COLOURS AND THEIR MODIFICA-
TIONS.

(156.) Several graphic constructions have been proposed,

under the denomination of Tables, Scales, Colour-circles,

Chromatometers, &c., for the purpose of representing, either
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by numbers sr by a rational nomenclature, colours and their

various modifications. They are generally based upon the

three following propositions

:

1. There are three primary colours,—Eed, Yellow, and
Blue.

2. Equal parts of any two of these colours mixed to-

gether yield a pure secondary colour.

3. Equal parts of the three primary colours mixed to-

gether yield Black.

(157.) It is easy to demonstrate that the last two pro-

positions are purely hypothetical, since they cannot be de-

monstrated by experiment. In fact,

1. We know of no substance which represents a primary
colour,

—

i. e. which reflects but one class of coloured

rays, whether pure Bed, Blue, or Yellow (7.).

If we take Ultramarine for the purest Blue, it

may be objected that it is not pure, since it also

reflects Bed and Violet rays as well as Blue rays.

2. Erom the impossibility of procuring materials of pure

colours, how can it be said that Orange, Green, and
Violet are composed of two simple colours mixed
in equal portions P how can it be asserted that

Black consists of the three simple colours mixed in

equal portions ?

And in this place we may also remark, that the constructors

of these chromatic tables, &c., when they come to apply

them, only point out mixtures which, to use their own words,,

do not produce the results that ought to be deduced from
their pretended principles.

(158.) We cannot fail to recognise that the greater part

of the substances coloured Blue, Bed, or Yellow, with which

we are acquainted, on being mixed with each other, only pro-

duce Violets, Greens, and Oranges, inferior in brilliancy and
purity to those coloured materials which are found in nature

of a pure Orange, Violet, or Green colour. A result which

would explain itself if they admitted with us that each of

the coloured materials mixed together reflects at least two

kinds of coloured rays
;
and if it is admitted with painters

and dyers, that when there is a mixture of materials which

separately reflect Bed, Yellow, and Blue, there is also pro*
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duced a small portion of Black, which tarnishes the brilliancy

of the mixture. Conformably to this view, it is also certain,

that the Violets, Greens, and Oranges, resulting from a mix-
ture of coloured materials, are much more brilliant when the

respective colours of these materials approach each other.

For example

:

When we mix Blue and Bed to form Violet, the result will

be better if we take a Bed tinged with Blue
,
and a Blue

tinged with Bed
,
than if the Bed or the Blue inclined to

Veilow
;
in like manner a Blue tinged with Green, mixed

with a Yellow, will yield a purer Green than if Bed formed
a portion of either colour.

(159.) In order to represent all the modifications which I

call Tones and Hues of Colours, as well as the relations which
exist between those which are complementary to each other,

I have devised the following diagram, which appears to me
remarkable for its simplicity.

From a centre, c
,
I describe two circumferences, Y, y,

Plate 2., and divide each of them by means of three radii,

c a, c b, c d, into three arcs of 120 degrees each.

The portion of each radius contained between the two cir-

cumferences y, y, I divide into twenty parts, which represent

so many tones of the colours Bed, Blue, and Yellow.

(160.) In each of the scales of these three colours, there

is one tone which, when pure, represents in its purity the

colour of the scale to which it belongs
;
therefore I name it

the normal tone of this scale.

If we represent a unit of the surface s covered entirely

with the pigment which reflects the normal colour, and if we
suppose that this pigment is on the surface iu a quantity

equal to 1, we can represent the tones above the normal tone

by the unit of surface covered with 1 of the normal colour

plus Black, in quantities which increase with the number of

the tones (shades), and we can represent the tones below the

normal tone by the unit of surface covered with a fraction of

the quantity 1 constituting the normal tone mixed with

quantities of White, increasing as the tone is of a lower

number
;
and which contains more White the smaller the

number indicated on the tone.

If the tone 15 of the Bed scale is the normal tone, the

normal tone of the Veilow scale will be a lower number,
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while the normal tone of the Blue scale will be of a higher
number. This depends upon the unequal degree of brilliancy

or luminousness of the colours.

(161.) If we divide each arc of 120 degrees into two of

60 degrees, and carry these points of division from the cir-

cumference to the centre y, and divide these radii into twenty
parts, commencing at y, it will represent twenty tones of the

scales of Orange, of Green, and of Violet
;
and I may re-

mark, that the colours which lie at the extremity of each
diameter are complementaries of each other.

It would be easy to divide each arc of 60 degrees into arcs

of 30 degrees, and so obtain radii upon which might be re-

presented twenty tones of scales, which I shall name Bed-
Orange, Orange-Yellow, Yellow-Green, Green-Blue, Blue-
Violet, Violet-Bed.

By dividing each arc in five, for example, and drawing five

radii, which I will divide into twenty parts each, setting out
from the circumference y, we obtain sixty new scales.

(162.) Commencin
follows :

ig with Bed, I shall. designate them as

a. Red. e. Yellow. t. Blue.

1'* Red. 1*‘ Yellow. 1’* Blue.

2 nd Red. 2 nd Yellow. 2 nd Blue.

3 rd Red. 3rd Yellow. 3rd Blue.

4th Red. 4"* Yellow. 4 th Blue.

5 th Red. 5 th Yellow. 5 th Blue.

b. Red-Orange. J. Yellow-Gi'een. h. Blue-Violet.

1“ Red-Orange. 1“ Yellow-Green. 1“ Blue-Violet.

2 nd Red-Orange. 2 nd Yellow-Green. 2 nd Blue-Violet.

3rd Red-Orange. 3 rd Yellow Green. 3 rd Blue- Violet.

4th Red-Orange. 4th Yellow-Green. 4 th Blue-Violet.

5 th Red-Orange. 5 th Yellow-Green. 5 th Blue-Violet.

c. Orange. g. Green. 1. Violet.

l 5t Orange. 1“ Green. I*
1 Violet.

2 nd Orange. 2 nd Green. 2nd Violet.

3 rd Orange. 3rd Green. 3'* Violet.

4th Orange. 4lh Green. 4th Violet.

5 th Orange. 5 th Green. 5 th Violet.

d. Orange- Yellow. h. Green-Blue. m. Violet-Red.

1 st Orange-Yellow. 1'* Green-Blue. 1*‘ Violet- Red.

2 nd Orange-Yellow. 2 nd Green-Blue. 2“d Violet- Red.

3 rd Orange-Yellow. 3 rd Green-Blue. 3rd Violet- Red.

4th Orange Yellow. 4 th Green- Blue. 4th Violet-Red.

5 th Orange Yellow ,V
h Green- Blue. 5 th Violet-Red*
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I qo not attach any importance to this nomenclature, but
employ it merely as being the simplest to distinguish the

seventy-two scales of which I have spoken. We may aug-
ment the number indefinitely, by inserting as many as we
choose between those already designated.

(163.) Let us now represent the gradation of each of the

colours of the scales in the circle by the addition of Black
,

progressively increasing in quantity until we arrive at pure
black.

To this end, let us imagine a quadrant the radius of which
is equal to that of the circle, and disposed so as to turn
upon an axis perpendicular to the centre of the circle. Di-
vide this quadrant

:

1. By concentric arcs, Y, y, which coincide with the

circumference of the circle marked by the same
letters.

2. By ten radii, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Divide each of these radii into twenty parts, representing

twenty tones corresponding with each of the tones of the

scale represented on the circle.

(161.) I suppose that the tenth radius comprises the
gradations of normal Black, which is supposed to envelop

the hemisphere described by the motion of the quadrant
upon its axis : this Black, mixed in decreasing quantities

with increasing quantities of White, gives the twenty tones

of normal Grey, which ends by melting into White, situated

above the first tone. I suppose also that the normal tone
of each of the scales taken upon the radii of the quadrant,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, is formed of a mixture of Black with
the colour of any one of the scales contained in the circle—
for example, of the Bed scale,—and in such proportion that

the normal tone 15 of this scale being represented by a unit

of surface covered with 1 or •}§- of Bed,

The tone 15 of the scale of the 1st radius of the quadrant=T®j Red -f-jL Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 2nd radius of the quadrant=-
5-^ Red+ Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 3rd radius of the quadrant 7̂
^ Red Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 4th radius of the quadrant=-^ Red Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 5th radius of the quadrant=T
5
5 Red -fy^ Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 6th radius of the quadrant=y^ Red+ Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 7th radius of the quadrant=T
3
a Red+ y^j Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 8th radius of the quadrant= T% Red+ Black.

The tone 15 of the scale of the 9th radius of the quadrant=y\j Red+ Black.
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It is understood that these proportions relate to the effect

of the mixtures upon the eye, and not to material quantities

of the Eed and Black substances.

(165.) We see then :

1. That each of these tones 15, composed of Colour and
Black, reduced by White and deepened by Black,

gives a scale of twenty tones, the more broken the

nearer they approach the scale of normal black.

2. That the quadrant, by its motion on the axis of the

circle, represents the scales of every other colour

besides red, broken with black. These broken

scales are equidistant, and each is formed of equi-

distant tones.

3. That every colour is thus included in an hemisphere,

the circular plane of which comprises the pure

colours, the central radius, black and the inter-

mediate space, and the pure colours broken by
different proportions of black.

(166.) Let us now return to the hemispheric construction,

as described, and see the advantages it possesses for repre-

senting the reduction of pure colours by white, their grada-

tion by black, and their modifications by mutual mixture,

comprising the modification of hues and of breaking : let us

now examine the possibility of realising them by means of

coloured materials.

(167.) To establish the hemispheric construction, we have
supposed

:

1. That the normal tone of each of the scales comprised
in the circular plane is visually as pure as possible.

2. That the tones bearing the same number in all the

scales, both the pure as well as the broken tones,

are all visually of the same height.

3. That, if we take three tones of the same number in

three consecutive scales, the tone of the interme-

diate scale is the mean of the colours of the ex-

treme scales.

Consequently, upon these suppositions, it is easy to ex

plain the modifications of a pure colour in departing from

its normal tone.

(168.) These modifications are produced in the follow*

iner manner:
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1. The pure colour goes not out of its scale.

In this case the modification is in the direction

of the radius of the circle
;

in going from the
normal tone towards the centre it takes white,

whilst in going from the normal tone towards the

circumference it takes black.

2. The pure colour goes out of its scale by the addition

of black.

In this case all the normal tones of the different

scales comprised in the quadrant perpendicular to

the circle have for a starting-point the normal tone
of one of the pure scales of the circle with which
the quadrant coincides. This normal tone, result-

ing from a quantity of coloured material repre-

sented by unity, covering a unit of surface s, the

normal tones of the quadrant result from the mix-
ture of black with a fraction of a unit of the

coloured matter. These mixtures compose broken
colours, each of which covers the unit of surface s,

and -which are at the same height as the normal
tone of the pure colour. The fraction of the quan-
tity of coloured material is smaller in all the nor-

mal broken tones, the nearer the scales to which
these tones belong approach the vertical axis of

the hemisphere.

Besides, each normal tone of the scales of the

quadrant is modified, like the normal tones of the

scales of the circle, by quantities of white increas-

ing towards the centre, and quantities of black in-

creasing towards the circumference.

8. The pure colour is modified by the addition of another
pure colour.

In this case it forms hues more and more ap-

proaching itself, according as the quantities of the

second colour are in smaller proportion.

These modifications are made circularly and in

such manner that the tones retain their numbers.

(169.) Thus, if we admit, with painters and dyers, that

there are only three primary colours, and that, in combining
them in pairs, we obtain all the pure compound colours, and
that by combining them in threes, we produce all the broken
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co.ours, we perceive how it is possible, under this hypothesis,

to represent by the hemispherical construction every modi-
fication of colour.

(170.) Another advantage this diagram possesses is, that

it gives to painters, dyers, decorators, in a word, to all

artists who can apply the law of simultaneous contrast, the

compleinentaries of every pure colour, because the colours

which are found at the extremities of the same diameter of

the circular plane are complementaries of each other. For
example, we not only see that Bed and Green, Yellow and
Violet, Blue and Orange, are upon the same diameter

; hut
we see also that it is the same with Orange-red and Blue-

green, with Orange-yellow and Blue-violet, with Yellow-

green and Violet-red, with No. 1. Bed and No. 1. Green,

in the same manner all colours opposite to each

other are mutually complementary.

(171.) Once we know the complementary of a colour in

juxtaposition with another, it is easy, according to the prin-

ciple of mixing, to determine the modification which the

second must receive from the first, since this modification is

the result of the mixture of the complementary with the

colour juxtaposed. In fact, if there is no difficulty to meet,

when the result is that of a mixture wo^-complementary to

a simple colour *--red, yellow, and blue with a binary, orange,

green, and violet (it being understood that we now speak

the language of painters) (76.), there is really no greater

difficulty when the result is a mixture of two binary colours

;

because it is sufficient to remark that the complementary
being much less intense than the colour with which it is

mixed, the result is given if we subtract from the latter

binary that portion of its simple colour, which, with the

complementary, forms white, or, what amounts to the same
thing, neutralises it.

Examples.

1. Orange added as a complementary to Green neutralises

a part of the Blue of this latter, and consequently makes it

appear less Blue or more Yellow.
2. Orange added as a complementary to Violet neutralises

a portion of the Blue of the latter, and consequently makes
it appear less Blue or more Bed.
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3. Green added as a complementary to Violet neutralises

a portion of the Red of this latter, and consequently makes
it appear less Red or more Blue.

These three examples, derived from the juxtaposition of

Blue and Green, Blue and Violet, Bed and Violet, may be
easily explained, if we subtract from the binary colour a

portion of its simple colour, which is identical with the

juxtaposed colour : thus,

1. Blue subtracted from Green makes it appear yellower.

2. Blue subtracted from Violet makes it appear redder.

3. Bed subtracted from Violet makes it appear bluer.

(172.) What must we now do so that this diagram shall

become as useful as, from what precedes, we may imagine it

can be ? It is to put it in practice everywhere, so as to

render the language uniform, as we are in the habit of doing

in the determination of temperature by the thermometer.
To this end, we must take invariable types of colour,

either from the solar spectrum, from polarised light, from the

Newtonian rings, or from colours developed in a constant

manner by any method, then imitate them as faithfully as

possible by means of coloured materials, which we apply on
the circular plane of the chromatic diagram. The number of

these types of colour must be sufficiently large to represent

the principal colours, so that a practised eye may be enabled,

without difficulty, to insert all the tones of a scale, and all

the hues of which the types may be wanting. In fact, it is

necessary that the hemispherical diagram thus drawn should

present terms sufficiently near to enable us to employ the

various natural pigments, as well as those prepared artifi-

cially.

(173.) Before concluding this article, I must insist upon
one point

;
on the possibility of imitating the types ofcolours

supposed to be pure
,
by using coloured materials, which, as I

have said before, are seldom or never so (7.). For it is in

this respect that I consider the realisation of my chromatic
construction to be entirely different from that in which ana-

logous constructions are conceived in employing Carmine as

the type of Bed, Gamboge as the type of Yellow, and Ultra-

marine or Prussian Blue as the type of Blue, &c.

When it is wished to imitate a pure type, take the pig*
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ment which approaches nearest to it
;

if it differs materially;

we must endeavour to correct the difference by another pig-

ment, always observing to take the colour differing as little

as possible from the one we seek to correct. If a good result

is not obtained by this mixture, we put the pigment on the

place it should occupy in the plane. Take, for example, the

type of Blue : it is evident that Ultramarine inclines a little

to Violet
;
then wre must endeavour to neutralise this latter

hue by mixing some Yellow, of a green rather than of an
orange hue. If this mixture is unsatisfactory, we must try

Saunders’s Blue (la cendre bleue), of the first quality. If

this does not exactly represent the type of Blue, it will

come much nearer, but by inclining more to Green than to

Violet.

Being unable to imitate the type, we must put Ultra-

marine and Saunders’s Blue in the places they respectively

occupy as hues of Blue, and leave the place of the type
vacant. I have no doubt that an artist who uses coloured

materials as an element of his art, will derive very great

advantage from the efforts he may make to put each of

these elements in the place it should occupy in the construc-

tion.

Let us now recur to the advantages of the hemispheric

chromatic construction.

1°. It represents all the modifications resulting from
mixing Colours.

Thus we see :

(a.) How any colour whatever, reduced by white and
deepened by black, can, without going out of its scale, give

rise to an infinite number of tones
;
I say infinite, because

we can insert as many as we please between the tone 1 and
the 20th tone.

(
b .) How the pure colours, in being modified by each

other, can yield an infinite number of hues
;
for between any

two contiguous hues of the circle, we may interpose as many
as we choose.

(c.) How the normal tone of a pure colour, represented by

a quantity equal to 1, covering a unit of service, is the point

of departure of the normal tones of the scales tending to-

wards black
;
these normal tones being represented by black

and a quantity of colouring matter less than the unit, con

F
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stitute mixtures which cover the uuit of surface «, and colour

it with a tone which has the same number as the normal
tone of the pure scale to which it belongs. It is understood
that in setting out from this tone to the corresponding tone

of normal black, we can insert as many mixtures of colour

and black as we choose. Tlie modifications of colours thus

indicated by the hemispheric construction, render it ex-

tremely easy to comprehend the definitions w’ehave given of

the words scales, tones, hues, pure and broken colours.

2°. It affords tlie means of knowing the complementary

of every Colour
,
since the names written at the

two extremities of the same diameter indicate the

colours complementary to each other.

Examples.

(a .) Suppose we place Blue and Yellow in juxtaposition

;

at one extremity of the diameter we read the word Blue,

and at the opposite the word Orange. By this we see that

the Blue tends to impart Orange to the Yellow. Again, at

the extremity of the diameter where we read the word Yellow
,

at the opposite we read the w7ord Violet. We see by this

that the Yellow tends to impart Violet to the Blue.

(h.) Suppose we place Green and Blue in juxtaposition

;

at one extremity of the diameter we read the word Green
,

and at the opposite the word lied. We see by this that the

Green tends to give Bed to the Blue, making it Violet.

Again, at the extremity of the diameter where we read the

word Blue
,
at the opposite we read the word Orange. But

what will become of the mixture of Green and Orange ? To
ascertain this, it will suffice to reflect that the Orange tends

to neutralise the Blue (its complementary in the Green),

and that as it is always too feeble to neutralise all the Blue,

its influence is limited to neutralising a portion of it, from
wffience it results that Green contiguous to Blue will appear
yellower than it realty is.

(<?.) When we place Green and Yellow in juxtaposition,

we may perceive in the same manner that the Green will

give Bed to the Yellow, and make it incline to Orange, and
that Violet, the complementary of Yellow, by neutralising
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some Yellow in tbe Green, will make the latter more Blue
or less Yellow.

3°. A third advantage ofthis diagram ,
which distinguishes

itfrom the ordinary chromatic constructions is, to

present both of thepreceding advantages (1° and
2°) without rendering it necessary to colour it.

We perceive, then, that it lias a practical utility, inde-

pendent of the difficulty attendant upon any attempt to

colour it.

4°. A fourth advantage of this construction is to make
apparent to all artists who employ coloured mate-
rials of a given size {particularly such as the

weavers of Gobelins Tapestry), the relation of
number which must exist between the tones of
different scales when worked together.

§3.

HARMONY OF COLOURS.

(174.) The eye undoubtedly takes pleasure in seeing

Colours, independent of design and every other quality in

the object which exhibits them, and a suitable example to

demonstrate this is the wainscoting and other wood work of

an apartment in one or more flat tints which really only

attract the eyes, and affects them more or less agreeably,

according as the painter has assorted the colours well or ill.

The pleasure we experience in this case through the agency
of the organ of sight, from the actual impressions of colours,

is quite analogous to that experienced through the medium
of taste from the actual sensations of agreeable savours.

Nothing can give us so exact an idea of the pleasure we
derive through the sense of sight as the distinguishing, with

reference to the Colours themselves, the several cases in

which we experience agreeable impressions.

f 2
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1* Case.

View of a single Colour.

(175.) Every person whose eye is well organised has cer-

tainly experienced pleasure in fixing liis attention upon a

sheet of white paper on which fall the rays of coloured light

transmitted by a coloured glass, whether it is Bed, Orange,

Yellow, Green, Blue, or Violet.

The same sensation takes place when we look upon a sheet

of paper stained with one or another of these colours.

IInd Case.

View of different Tones of the same Scale of Colour.

(176.) The simultaneous view of the series of tones of the

same scale which begins with White and terminates with
brown-Black, is undoubtedly an agreeable sensation, espe-

cially if the tones are at equal intervals and sufficiently

numerous—for example, from eighteen to thirty.

IIIrd Case.

View of different Colours belonging to Scales near to each

other
,
and assorted conformably to Contrast,

(177.) The simultaneous view of different colours belong-

ing to scales more or less near to each other may be agree-

able, but the assortment of the scales which produce this

effect is exceedingly difficult to obtain, because the nearer

the scales are allied, the more frequently it happens that not

only one of the colours injures its neighbour, but the two
injure each other reciprocally. The paiuter can nevertheless

make use of this harmony by sacrificing one of the colours,

which he lowers to make the other more brilliant.

IV th Case.

View of quite different Colours belonging to Scales very

widely separated
,
arranged conformably to Contrast,

(178.) The simultaneous view of complementary colours,

or of binary unions of colours, which, without being comple-

mentary, are nevertheless very different, is also undoubtedly
an agreeable sensation.
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V* Case.

View of Various Colours
,
more or less ivcll assorted

,
seen

through the Medium of afeebly coloured Glass.

(179.) Different colours, more or less well assorted ac-

cording to the law of contrast, being seen through a coloured

glass which is not sufficiently deep as to make us see all the

colours of the tint peculiar to the glass, afford a spectacle

which is not without its charm, and which evidently stands

between that produced by tones of the same scale, and that

by colours more or less well assorted
;
for it is evident that

if the glass was deeper in colour, it would cause every object

to appear entirely of its own peculiar colour.

(180.) We conclude from this that there are six distinct

harmonies of colours, comprised in two kinds.

I* Kind.

Harmonies of Analogous Colours .

1. The harmony of scale
,
produced by the simultaneous

view of different tones of a single scale, more or

less approximating.

2. The harmony of hues, produced by the simultaneous
view of tones of the same height, or nearly so, be-

longing to scales more or less approximating.

3. The harmony of a dominant coloured light
,
produced

by the simultaneous view of different colours as-

sorted conformably to the law of contrast, but one
of them predominating, as would result from seeing

these colours through a slightly stained glass.

IInd Kind.

Harmonies of Contrasts

1. The harmony of contrast of scale
,
produced by the

simultaneous view of two tones of the same scale,

very distant from each other.

2 . The harmony of contrast of hues
,
produced by the

simultaneous view of tones of different height, each

belonging to contiguous scales.
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3. The harmony of contrast of colours
,
produced by the

simultaneous view of colours belonging to scales

very far asunder, assorted according to the law of

contrast: the difference in height of juxtaposed

tones may also augment the contrast of colours.

§ 4 .

ASSORTMENTS OP RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, AND VIOLET WITH
WHITE, BLACK, AND GREY.

(181.) It will not be contrary to the object proposed in

the second part of this work, to introduce in this place some
observations relative to the kind of beauty of a certain num-
ber of arrangements of primary colours with White, Black,

and Grey; but, before stating them, I cannot too strongly

insist upon the fact, that they are not given as a rigorous

deduction from scientific rules, for they are but the expres-

sions of my peculiar idea
;
yet I hope that many classes of

artists, particularly dressmakers, decorators of all kinds, de-

signers of patterns for textile fabrics, paper-hangings, &c.,

will derive some benefit from consulting them.

(182.) The Ground
,
as well as the interval we place be-

tween the coloured materials, having some influence upon
the effect of colours, I apprise the reader that all my obser-

vations have been made with coloured, black, white, and
grey circles of ff'

9' of an inch in diameter, separated by
equal intervals of TV

1’8 of an inch
;
thirteen circles arranged

in a straight line forming a series.

(183.) The series intended to enable us to appreciate the

effect of white was upon a ground of normal grey ; the one
to enable us to appreciate the effect of Black and of Grey
was upon a White ground slightly tinged Grey. It is neces-

sary to remark that the coloured circles placed apart were
upon black grounds, which could not but exercise some in-

fluence.

(184.) The colours which formed the object of my obser-

vations, are Bed, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, and Violet,

When considered in respect to their brilliancy, the differ-
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ences which they present are sufficiently great to admit of
their being divided into two groups: the one containing
Yellow, Orange, Eed, and bright Green

;
the other Blue

and Violet, which, at the same height of tone, are not so
brilliant as the first. I shall call the first group luminous
colours

,
the second sombre colours; nevertheless, I must

observe that the deep and broken tones of the luminous
scale may in many cases be assimilated with the sombre
colours, in the same manner that the light tones of Blue and
Violet can sometimes be employed as luminous colours in

certain assortments.

Article 1.

Colours with White.

a. binary assortments.

(185.) All the primary colours gain by their juxtaposition

writh White
;
that is certain

;
but the resulting binary as-

sortments are not equally agreeable, and we remark that the

height of tone of the colour has a great influence upon the

effect of its assortment with White.
The binary assortments in the order of greatest beauty

arc as follows :

Light Line and White.

Rose and White.
Deep Yellow and White.

Bright Green and White.

Violet and White.

Orange and White.

Dark Blue and dark Eed produce, with White, too strong

a contrast of tone to allow of their association being as agree-

able as that of their light tones.

Yellow, being a light colour, for the opposite reason we
must take the normal tone, or the highest tone ofpure Yellow,

to produce the best possible effect.

Dark Green and Violet contrast too much in tone with

White to allow of their association being as agreeable as that

made with the light tones of these colours.

Einally, the objection which „an be made to the combina-

tion of Orange with White is, too much brilliancy
;
neverthe-

less I should not be astonished if many persons preferred it

to the association of Violet with White.
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B. TERNARY ASSORTMENT OE COLOURS COMPLEMENTARY TO
EACH OTHER WITH WHITE.

(186.) It is to me impossible to establish a beautiful

effect between the binary associations of complementary
primary colours

;
what I shall say will reduce itself to an

examination of the effect of White interposed, whether it be
between the binary complementary assortment, or between
each of the complementary colours.

Red and Gieen.

(187.) 1. Red and Green are the complementary colours

most equal in height
;
for Red, under its

relation of brilliancy, holds a middle place

between Yellow and Blue, and in Green the

two extremes are united.

2. The assortment White, Red, Green, White
,
&c.,

is decidedly not superior to the preceding

(1), still less so when the colours are not
deep.

3. The assortment White, Red, White
,

Green,

White, &c., seems to me inferior to the

preceding (2).

Blue and Orange.

(188.) 1. Blue and Orange are more opposed to each other

than Red and Green, because the less bril-

liant colour, Blue, is isolated
;
whereas the

most brilliant are united in Orange.

2. The assortment White
,
Orange

,
Blue

,
White

,

&c., is agreeable.

3. The assortment White
,
Orange

,
White

,
Blue

,

White, &c., is the same.

Yellow and Violet.

(189.) 1. Yellow and Violet form the most distinct as-

sortment under the relation of height of

tone, since the lightest, or the least intense

colour, Yellow, is isolated from the others.

It is from this great contrast of tone that

deep greenish-yellow, but at the same time
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pure, mixes better with light Violet than
light Yellow with deep Violet.

2. The assortment White
,
Yellow

,
Violet

,
White

&c., appears to me inferior to the preceding

(!)•

3. The assortment White
,

Yellow, White
,
Violet

,

White, &c., appears to me inferior to the

preceding (2).

C. TERNARY ASSORTMENT OF NON-COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS
WITH WHITE.

Red and Orange.

(190.) 1. Red and Orange are very bad together.

2. The assortment White
,
Red, Orange, White

,

is not at all preferable.

3. The assortment White, Red, White
,
Orange,

White, &c., is not so bad as the preceding,

because White being favourable to all

colours, its interposition between colours

which injure each other can only produce an
advantageous effect.

Red and Yellow.

(191.) 1. Red and Yellow do not assort badly, especially

if the Red is more Purple than Scarlet, and
the Yellow more Grreen than Orange.

2. The assortment White, Red, Yellow, White
,
&c.,

is preferable to the preceding (1).

3. The assortment White, Red, White, Yellow,

White, &c. is still better.

Red and Blue.

(192.) 1. Red and Blue are passable, especially if the Red
inclines more to Scarlet than to Crimson.

The dark tones are preferable to the light

tones.

2. The assortment White
,
Red, Blue, White, <fcc.,

is preferable to the first (1).

3. The assortment White, Red, White, Blue, Wldte
}

<fec., is preferable to the second (2).
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Red and Violet

*

(193.) 1. Bed and Violet do not assort well together,

nevertheless some natural productions pre-

sent them to us; for example, the Sweet-
pea.

2. The assortment White
,
Red, Violet, White

,
&c.,

is not so bad as the preceding (1).

3. The assortment White, Red, White, Violet, White,
&c., is preferable to the second (2).

Orange and Yellow.

(194.) 1. Orange and Yellow are incomparably better than

Bed and Orange.

2. The assortment White, Orange, Yellow, White,

&c„, is agreeable.

3. The assortment White, Orange, White, Yellow

,

White, &c., is not so good as 2, nor per-

haps as 1, because there would be too much
White.

Orange and Green.

(195.) 1. Orange and Green do not go badly together.

2. The assortment White, Orange, Green, White,

&c., is preferable to 1.

3. The assortment White
,
Orange, White, Green

,

White, &c., is perhaps preferable to 2.

Orange and Violet.

(19G ) 1. Orange and Violet are passable, but not so good
as Orange and Green : the contrast in the

latter case is greater than in the assortment

Orange and Violet.

2. The assortment White, Orange, Violet, White,

&c., is preferable to the preceding (1).

3. The assortm-ent White
,
Orange, White, Violet,

JVhite, &c., is preferable to the latter (2).

Yellow and Green.

(197 ) 1 Yellow and Green form an agreeable assort*

ment.
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The assortment White, Yellow
,
Green

,
White,

<&c., is much more agreeable than the pre-

ceding (1).

The assortment White
,
Yellow

,
White, Green,

White

,

&c., is inferior to the preceding, and
perhaps to the first.

The inferiority of 3 appears to me to be

owing to there being too much light for the

Green.

Yellow and Blue.

The assortment Yellow and Blue is more agree-

able than that of Yellow and Green, but it

is less lively.

The assortment White
,
Yellow, Blue, White

,
&c.,

is perhaps preferable to the preceding (1).

The assortment White
,

Yellow, White
,
Blue,

White
,
&c., is perhaps inferior to the pre-

ceding (2).

Green and Blue.

Green and Blue have a mediocre effect, but less

so wrhen the colours are deep.

The assortment White, Green, Blue, White
,
&c .,

is better.

The assortment White, Green, White, Blue,

White, &c., is also of a better effect, because

the light is more equally divided.

Green and Violet.

Green and Violet, particularly when they are

light, form an assortment preferable to the

preceding, Green and Blue.

The assortment White, Green
,

Violet, White,

&c., is decidedly not superior to the pre-

ceding (1).

The assortment White, Green, White, Violet
,

White, &c., is certainly inferior to the

latter (2).
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Blue and Violet.

(201.) 1. Blue and Violet go badly together.

2. The assortment White
,
Blue

,
Violet

,
White

,
&c.,

is scarcely to be preferred to the preceding

(!)•

3. The assortment White
,
Blue

,
White

,
Violet,

White
,
&c., is not so bad as the latter (2).

Article 2.

Colours with Black.

(202.) I do not know whether the custom of using Black
for mourning should be an impediment to our employing it

in an infinite variety of cases where it would produce ex-

cellent effects
;
however that may be, it can be allied in a

most advantageous manner not only with sombre colours, to

produce harmonies of analogy, but also with light and bril-

liant colours, to produce harmonies of contrast entirely dif-

ferent from the first. The Chinese artists, it appears to me,
display excellent judgmeut in employing them, for I have
frequently seen furniture, paintings, ornaments, &c., where
they have employed them most judiciously.

1 recommend artists, to whom this paragraph is parti-

cularly directed, to give some attention to the following ob-

servations, not doubting that many will find it profitable to

them.

A. BINARY ASSORTMENTS.

(203.) No assortment of the primary colours with Black
is disagreeable : but between these assortments there exists

a generic difference of harmony, which the binary assort-

ments of White with the same colours do not present in

nearly the same degree. For in these latter the splendour
of the White is so dominant, that, whatever be the difference

of light or of brilliancy observable between the different

colours associated, there will always be harmony of contrast,

as must follow from wrhat has already been stated (44.—52.)
of the influence of White in elevating the tone and aug-
menting the intensity of the colour which is next to it. If

we examine the binary assortments of Black under the rela-
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tion which now occupies our attention, we shall perceive that

the deep tones of all the scales, and also the tones of the Blue
and Violet scales, which, properly speaking, are not deep,

—

form with them harmonies of analogy and not of contrast, as

do the unbroken tones of the scales of Bed, Orange, Yellow,
Green, and the very light tones of the Violet and Blue scales.

Finally, we must add, conformably to what has already been
said (55.), that the assortment of Black with sombre colours,

such as Blue and Violet, the complementaries of which,
Orange and Greenish-Yellow, are luminous, may diminish

contrast of tone, if the colours are in juxtaposition with
Black, or are not far distant; and in this case the Black
loses much of its vigour.

Blue and Blade
,

Violet and Black
,
make assortments

which can only be successfully employed when we require

obscure colours.

The first assortment is superior to the second.

The bright assortments which present harmonies of con-
trast appear to me in the rank of beauty.

Bed or Bose and Black
,
Orange and Black

,
Yellow and

Black
,
lastly light Green and Black.

Respecting Yellow, I repeat that it must be brilliant and
intense, because Black tends to impoverish its tone (58.).

B. TERNARY ASSORTMENT OF COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS
WITH BLACK.

Red and Green.

(204.) 1. Bed, Green
,
&c.

2. Black, Bed, Green, Black, &c.

This arrangement being entirely different

from the first, it is very difficult to decide upon
their relative beauty.

3. Black, Bed, Black, Green, Black, &c., appears

to me inferior to the preceding (2), because

there is too much Black.

Blue and Orange.

(205.) 1 . Blue, Orange, &c.

2. Black, Blue, Orange, Black

,

<fec.
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I prefer the first to the second, the propor-

tion of obscure colours being too strong rela-

tively to the Orange.

3. Black, Blue
,
Black

,
Orange

,
Black

,
&c.

This arrangement pleases me less than the

first.

The effect of Black with Blue and Orange
is inferior to that of White.

Yellow and Violet.

(200.) 1. Yellow
,
Violet

,
&c.

2. Black
,
Yellow

,
Violet

,
Black

,
&c.

3. Black
,
Yellow

,
Black

,
Violet

,
Black

,
&c.

The second assortment is superior to the

third, because the proportion of sombre colours

with Yellow is too strong in the latter.

The first appears to me superior to the

second.

C. TERNARY ASSORTMENT OF NON-COMPLEMENTARY
COLOURS WITH BLACK.

Red and Orange.

(207.) 1. Bed
,
Orange

,
&c.

2. Black
,
Bed

,
Orange

,
Black

,
<fcc.

3. Black
,
Bed, Black

,
Orange

,
Black

,
&c.

The Orange and Bed injure each other, and
it is advantageous to separate them with

Black
;
the third assortment is preferable to

the second, and both are preferable to those

where White replaces the Black.

and Yellow.

(208.) 1. iiW, Yellow
,
&c.

2. Black
,

Yellow
,
Black

,
<fcc.

8. Black
,
Bed

,
Black

,
Yellow

,
Black

,
<fcc.

The two latter assortments appear to me
superior to the first, and there are certainly

many persons who will prefer them to the

arrangement where White replaces the Black,
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I cannot too strongly recommend the assort-

ments 2 and 3 to artists, to whom these ob-

servations are particularly directed.

Red and BUie.

(209.) 1. Red, Blue
,
&c.

2. BlacJc
,
Red

,
Blue

,
Black, &c.

3. Black, Red, Black, Blue, Black, &c.

The assortment 2 is preferable to 3, because

there are too many sombre colours in the

latter, and they differ too much from Red.

The effect of Black upon the binary assort-

ment Bed and Blue is inferior to that of

White.

Red and Violet.

(210.) 1. Red, Violet
,
&c.

2. Black, Red, Violet, Black, &c.

3. Black, Red, Black, Violet, Black, &c.

Bed and Violet injure each other recipro-

cally. There is an advantage in separating

them with Black, but this does not produce
so good an effect as White. It is difficult to

say whether the assortment 3 is preferable to

2, for this reason, that, if in the latter Bed is

near the Violet, the defect can be more than

compensated for in 3, by the predominance of

sombre colours over Bed.

Orange and Yellow.

(211.) 1. Orange
,
Yelloiv, &c.

2. Black
,
Orange

,
Yellow, &c.

3. Black, Orange
,
Black, Yellow, Black, &c.

Orange and Yellow being very luminous,

the Black combines very well in the assort-

ments 2 and 3 ;
and if the assortment White,

Orange, Yellow, White, is preferred to the

assortment 2, I believe that in the assortment

3 the Black has a superior effect to White.
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Orange and bright Green.

(212.) 1. Orange
,
Green

,

&c.

2. Blacjc, Orange, Green, &c.

3. Blade, Orange, Black, Green, Black

,

Ac.
The Black combines very well with Orange

and Bright Green, for the same reason that it

does with Orange and Yellow. If in the as-

sortment 2 we prefer "White to Black, I think

we cannot in the assortment 3.

I recommend to artists the alliance of

Black with the binary assortments Orange
and Yellow, and Orange and Green.

Orange and Violet.

(213.) 1. Orange, Violet, Ac.

2. Black, Orange, Violet, Black, Ac.

3. Black, Orange, Black, Violet, Black, &c.

Black does not combine so well as White
with Orange and Violet, because the propor-

tion of obscure colours is too great relatively

to Orange, a very vivid colour.

Yellow and Green.

(214.) 1. Yellow, bright Green, Ac.

2. Black, Yellow, Green, Black, Ac.

3. Black, Yellow, Black
,
Green

,
Black, Ac.

Bor the reason stated above (211.), Yellow
and bright Green being luminous colours,

Black combines very well with them
;
and if

in the assortment 2, we prefer the effect of

White to Black, I think we cannot do so in

the assortment 3.

Yellow and Bhe.

(215.) 1. Yellow, Blue, Ac.

2. Black, Yellow, Blue, Black

,

Ac.

3. Black, Yellow, Black, Blue, Black, Ac.

If the assortment 2 is preferable to 3, I

think it is inferior to the first. Black does

not appear to me to combine so well as White
in the Yellow and Blue assortment.
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(216.)

(217.) 1

(21S.) ]

Green and Blue.

. Green
,
Blue, Ac.

!. Black, Green
,
Blue

,
Black, &c.

!. Black
,
Green, Black, Blue, Black, Ac.

Although the Green and Blue do not allv

very well, yet the addition of Black is de-

cidedly not advantageous, because of the in-

creased proportion of sombre colours. TJnder
this relation White has a better effect than

Black.

Green and Violet.

. Green, Violet, Ac.

!. Black, Green, Violet, Black, Ac.

Black, Green, Black, Violet, Black, Ac.

If the Black does combine better with Green
and Violet than witli Green and Blue, still its

ternary assortments are inferior to the binary,

and to the ternary assortment in which it is

replaced by White.

Blue and Violet.

.. Blue
,
Violet, Ac.

!. Black, Blue, Violet, Black, Ac.

. Black, Blue, Black, Violet, Black, Ac.

If Blue and Violet are colours which do not

ally well together, and which it is advan-

tageous to separate from each other, we must
recognise that Black in isolating them does

not relieve the sombre colour; but, on the

other hand, the harmony of the assortments 2
and 3 is more agreeable as a harmony of ana-

logy than the harmony of contrast presented

by White with the same colours. There are

cases where the combination Black, Blue, and
Violet may be advantageous, when it presents

to view diversified, but not brilliant, tones.

a
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Article 3,

Colours with Grey.

(219.) All the primary colours gain in brilliancy and
purity by the proximity of Grey

;
yet the effects are far from

being similar or even analogous, to those which result from
the proximity of the same colours with White. There is

nothing surprising in this, when we consider that if White
preserves to each colour its character, and even heightens it

by contrast, it can never itself be taken for a colour properly

so called; as Grey, on the contrary, can be so, it happens
that it produces with the darkest colours—such as Blue,

Violet, and the deep tones in general—assortments which
enter into analogous harmonies

;
whilst, with colours natu-

rally brilliant—such as Ked, Orange, Yellow, and the light

tones of Green—they form harmonies of contrast. Now,
although White contrasts more with the sombre colours than
with those which are naturally luminous, we cannot observe

between White and these two classes of colours the diffe-

rence which wre distinguish between Grey and these same
colours. Moreover, we might anticipate this result from
what I said on the binary assortments with Black (203.).

A. BINARY ASSORTMENTS.

(220.) Grey and Blue
,
Grey and Violet

,
form assortments,

the harmony of analogy of which is agreeable, but less so,

however, than that ot Black with the same colours.

Grey and Orange
,
Grey and Yellow

,
Grey and light Green,

form assortments of harmony of contrast, in like manner
agreeable

:
perhaps they are less so than those where Grey

is replaced by Black.

Grey and Bose are a little dull, and inferior to the asso

ment Black and Bose.
All the binary assortments of Grey, except, perhaps, th

of Orange, are inferior to the binary assortments of White

B. TERNARY ASSORTMENTS OP COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS
WITH GREY.

Red and Green .

(221.) 1. Bed
,
Green

,
&c.

2. Grey, Bed
,
Green

,
Grey

,
&c.
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3. Grey, Bed, Grey
,
Green

,
Grey

,

&c.
If it is difficult to say whether the addition

of Grey is advantageous to the binary assort-

ment of Bed and Green, we cannot say that it

is injurious.

The third assortment is, perhaps, inferior to

that where Grey is replaced by Black.

Blue and Orange.

(222.) 1. Bine, Orange, &c.

2. Grey
,
Blue, Orange

,
Grey, &c.

3. Grey, Blue, Grey, Orange, Grey, &c.

I prefer the first assortment to both the

others.

Yellow and Violet.

(223.) 1 . Yellow, Violet, &c.

2. Grey, Yellow, Violet
,
Grey, kr.~

3. Grey, Yelloio, Grey, Violet, Grey, &c.

Although the assortments 2 and 3 may be
brighter than the assortments where Grey is

replaced by Black (206.), nevertheless, the

binary assortment appears to me preferable to

the ternary.

C. TERNARY ASSORTMENTS OF NON-COMPLEMENTARY
COLOURS WITH GREY.

Red and Orange.

(224.) 1 . Bed, Orange, &c.

2. Grey, Bed, Orange, Grey
,
&c.

3. Grey, Bed, Grey, Orange, Grey
,
&c.

The assortments 2 and 3 are preferable to

the binary assortment. The third is prefer-

able to the second. Altogether, with Bed and
Orange, Grey produces a better effect than

White, but the effect is inferior to that with

Black.

Red and Yellow.

(225.) 1 . Bed, Yellow, &c.

2. Grey, Bed, Yellow, Grey, &c.

a 2
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3. Grey
,
Red, Grey, Yellow, Grey, &c.

Although Grey combines well with Bed and
Yellow, it has not an effect so decidedly advan-
tageous as Black has in the binary assortment.

Red and Blue.

(226.) 1. Red, Blue, &c.

2. Grey, Red, Blue, Grey, &c.

3. Grey, Red, Grey, Blue, Grey, Ac.

The assortment 2 is preferable to 3 ;
I dare

not say to the first. The effect of Grey is in-

ferior to that of White.

Red and Violet.

(227.) 1. Red, Violet, Ac.

2. Grey, Red, Violet, Grey, &c.

3. Grey, Red, Grey, Violet, Grey, &c.

The assortment 3 appears to me superior

to 2, and the second to the first; but it is

difficult to say if Grey is superior to Black
;
I

am certain it is inferior to White.

Orange and Yellow.

(228.) 1. Orange, Yellow, &c.

2. Grey, Orange, Yellow, Grey, Ac.

3. Grey, Orange
,
Grey, Yellow, Grey, Ac.

The assortment 3 appears to me preferable

to the assortment 2 ;
the harmony of contrast

is less intense than with Black.

The assortment 3 is perhaps superior to the

assortment of White, Orange, White, Yellow,

White.

Orange and Green.

(229.) 1. Orange, Green, Ac.

2. Grey, Orange, Green, Grey, Ac.

3. Grey, Orange, Grey, Green, Grey, Ac.

Grey combines well with Orange and Green,

but it does not contrast so agreeably as Black

or White.
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(230.) 1.

2 .

3.

(231.) 1.

2 .

3.

(232.) 1.

2 .

3.

(233.) 1.

2 .

3.

Orange and Violet.

Orange
,
Violet

,

&c.

Grey, Orange
,
Violet

,
Grey, &c.

Grey, Orange, Grey, Violet, Grey, &c.

The binary assortment appears to me pre-

ferable to the other two.

The assortment 2 is preferable to 3.

If the Grey is a little dull with Orange and
Violet, it has not the same inconvenience as

Black in causing too great a predominance of

sombre colours.

Yellow and Green.

Yellow, Green, &c.

Grey, Yellow, Green
,
Grey, &c.

Grey, Yellow, Grey, Green
,
Grey, &c.

Grey allies well with Yellow and Green;
but the assortments 2 and 3 are a little dull,

and inferior to those in which Black replaces

Grey.

Yellow and Blue.

Yellow, Blue, &c.

Grey, Yellow, Blue, Grey, &c.

Grey, Yellow, Grey
,
Blue, Grey

,
&c.

The two assortments 2 and 3 are inferior to

the 1st. The Grey is heavy with Yellow and
Blue

;
its effect then is inferior to that of

White, and perhaps also to that of Black.

Green and Blue.

Green, Blue, &c.

Grey, Green, Blue, Grey
,
&c.

Grey, Green, Grey, Blue, Grey, &c.

Grey, in its association with Green and

Blue, has not the same objection as Black, but

it has an inferior effect to White.
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Green and Violet.

(234.) 1 . Green
,
Violet

,
&c.

2. Gbry, Green
,

Violet
,
Grey

,
&c.

3. Green, Grey, Violet, Grey, &e.

Grey is not employed advantageously with

Green and Violet
;

it is inferior to White in

ternary assortments, and perhaps I should

even give preference to Black.

Blue and Violet.

(235.) 1 . Blue, Violet, &c.

2. Grey, Blue, Violet, Grey, &c.

3. Grey
,
Blue, Grey, Violet

,
Grey, &c.

The remarks made (218.) on the assortment

of Black with Blue and Violet are applicable

to the assortment with Grey, taking into ac-

count, to a certain extent, the difference of

tone which exists between Grey and Black.

RECAPITULATION OF THE PRECEDING OBSERVATIONS.

(236.) I will now give a summary of the observations

which appear the most striking on reading the foregoing

paragraphs, premising, however, that I do not pretend to

establish rules based upon scientific principles, but to enounce
general propositions, which express my own peculiar ideas.

1st Proposition.

(237.) In the Harmony of Contrast the complementary as-

sortment is superior to every other.

The tones must be, as nearly as possible, of the same
height, in order to produce the finest effect.

The complementary assortment in which White associates

most advantageously is that of Blue and Orange, and the

reverse is that of Yellow and Violet.

2nd Proposition.

(238.) The primaries Bed, Yellow, and Blue, associated

in pairs, will assort better together as a harmony of contrast
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than an arrangementformed of one of these primaries and of
abinary colour

,
the primary of which may he regarded as one

of the elements of the binary colour in juxtaposition with it .

Red and Yellow
Red and Blue
Yellow and Red
Yellow and Blue
Blue and Red
Blue and Yellow

Examples .

accord better than

?>

tt tt

a tt

tt tt

it tt

Red and Orange.
Red and Yiolet.

Yellow and Orange.
Yellow and Green.
Blue and Yiolet.

Blue and Green.

3rd Proposition.

(239.) The assortment of Tied
,
Yellow, or Blue

,
with a

binary colour
,
which may be regarded as containing the

former
,
contrasts the better, as the simple colour is essentially

more luminous than the binary.

Whence it follows that in this arrangement it is an advan-

tage for the Red, Yellow, or Blue, to be lower in tone than
the binary colour.

Examples.

Red and Yiolet accord better than Blue and Yiolet.

Yellow and Orange „ „ Red and Orange.
Yellow and Green „ „ Blue and Green.

4th Proposition.

(240.) When two colours are bad together
,
it is always ad-

vantageous to separate them by White.

In this case we know that it is more advantageous to place

White between each colour than in an assortment where the

two colours are together between White.

5th Proposition.

(241.) Blade never produces a bad effect when it is asso-

ciated with two luminous colours. It is therefore often pre-

ferable to White, especially in an assortment where it separates

the coloursfrom each other.
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Examples.

1. Red and Orange.

Black is preferable to White in the arrangements 2 and 3
of these two colours.

2. Red and Yellow.

3. Orange and Yellow.

4. Orange and Green

.

5. Yellow and Green.

Black with all these binary assortments produces harmony
of contrast.

Gth Proposition.

(242.) Rlach, in association with sombre colours, such as

Blue and Violet, and with broken tones of luminous colours

,

produces harmony of analogy, idiich in many instances may
have a good effect.

The harmony of analogy of Black associated with Blue and
Violet, is preferable to the harmony of contrast of the as-

sortment White, Blue, Violet, White, &c., the latter being

too crude.

7th Proposition.

(243.) Black does not associate so well with tivo colours
,

one ofwhich is luminous, the other sombre, as when it is asso-

ciated with two luminous colours.

In the first instance the association is much less agreeable

in proportion as the luminous colour is more brilliant.

Examples.

With all the following assortments Black is inferior to

White.
1. Red and Blue.

2. Red and Violet.

3. Orange and Blue.

4. Orange and Violet.

5. Yellow and Blue.

G. Green and Blue.

7. Green and Violet.

With the assortment Yellow and Violet, if it is not inferior

to White, it never produces anything but a mediocre effect

in its associations.
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8th Proposition.

(244.) If Grey never produces exactly a bad effect in its

association with two luminous colours
,
in most cases its assort-

ments are nevertheless dull
,
and it is inferior to Black and

White

.

Among the assortments of two luminous colours there are

scarcely any besides those of Bed and Orange with which
Grey associates more agreeably than with White.
But it is inferior to it, and also to Black, in the arrange-

ments Bed and Green
,
Bed and Yellow

,
Orange and Yellow

,

Orange and Green
,
Yellow and Green.

It is also inferior to White with Yellow and Blue.

9th Proposition.

(245.) Grey
,
in association with sombre colours

,
such as

Blue and Violet, and with broken tones of luminous colours,

produces harmonies of analogy which have not the vigour of
those with Black ; if the colours do not associate well toge-

ther, it has the advantage of separating them from each other.

10th Proposition.

(246.) When Grey is associated with two colours, one of

ivhich is luminous, the other sombre, it will perhaps be more

advantageous than White, if this produces too strong a con-

trast oftone ; on the other hand, it will be more advantageous

than Black, if that has the inconvenience of increasing too

much the proportion of sombre colours .

Examples.

Grey associates more favourably than Black with

—

1. Orange and Violet,

2. Green and Blue.

3. Green and Violet.

11th Proposition.

(247.) If when two Colours combine together badly ,
there

is, in principle, an advantage in separating them by White

,

Black, or Grey
,
it is important to the effect to take into con-

sideration—
1. The height of tone of the Colours, and
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2. The 'proportion of sombre to luminous colours, in-

cluding in the first the brolcen brown tones of the

brilliant scales, and in the luminous colours, the

light tones of the Blue and Violet scales.

Examples .

(a.) Take into consideration the height of tone of the

colours.

(248.) The effect of White with Red and Orange is inferior

as their tone becomes higher, especially in the assortment

White, Bed, Orange, White, &c., the effects of the White
being too crude.

On the contrary, Black unites very well with the normal
tones of the same colours, that is to say, the highest tones,

without any mixture of Black.

If Grey does not associate so well as Black with Red and
Orange, it has the advantage of producing a less crude effect

than White.
(b.) Take into consideration the proportion of sombre to

luminous colours.

(249.) Whenever colours differ too much, either in tone

or in brilliancy from the Black or White with which we wish
to associate them, the arrangement where each of the two
colours is separated from the other by Black or White, is

preferable to that in which the Black or the White separate

each pair of colours.

Thus the assortment White, Blue, White, Violet, White,
<&c., is preferable to the assortment White, Blue, Violet,

White, &c., because the separation of the brilliant from the

sombre is more equal in the first than in the second. I

should add, that this has something more symmetrical rela-

tively to the position of the two colours, and I must remark
that the principle of symmetry influences our judgment of

things much more than is generally recognised.

It is also in conformity with the above, that the assort-

ment Black, Red, Black, Orange, Black, &c., is preferable

to the assortment Black, Red, Orange, Black, &c.

(250.) Some remarks appear to me also necessary to pre-

vent false conclusions being drawn from the preceding pro-

positions.
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(251.) 1°. In all the preceding re-marks, the colours,

including White, Black, and Grey, are supposed to

occupy an equal superficial extent of surface, and
placed at equal distances apart

;
for without these

conditions, the results will be different from those

described :—for example, I have preferred the as-

sortment White, Bed, White, Yellow, White, to

the assortment White, Bed, Yellow, White. I shall

notice those cases where the latter is preferable to

the former, in treating of the arrangement of

riowers in gardens, on the subject of Yellow and
Bose flowers, which present less coloured surface

than the White flowers with which they are asso-

ciated.

I have spoken of the good effect of Black and Green
separated, and I may add that Green designs upon
a Black ground are also agreeable

;
but it does not

follow that black lace, superimposed upon a green
stuff, will have a good effect, at least on the optical

quality of Black, for this acquires a Bed tint, which
assimilates it with a faded colour.

(252.) 2°. I have said, that the more colours are op-

posed, the easier it is to assort them, because they

do not experience by their mutual juxtaposition,

any modification which renders them disagreeable,

as generally happens to colours which are very

nearly alike. Must we then conclude that, with

two colours which have in this case been indicated

to an artist to be employed with liberty to modify

them to a certain point, he must endeavour to in-

crease the effect of contrast rather than that of

analogy ? Certainly not ! for frequently the latter

is preferable to the former. Bor example :—take

Orange-Bed, and a pure Bed, instead of increasing

the Yellow in the Orange-Bed, or of giving a

Yiolet hue to the Bed, it sometimes will be pre-

ferable to incline towards the harmony of scale or

of hue by endeavouring to make the Orange one of

the light tones of a scale whose Bed will be

brown.
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(253.) 3°. It is in conformity with this manner of ob-

serving that, when we w ould avoid the bad effect of

two adjacent colours by White, Black, or Grey, we
must see if, instead of a harmony of contrast, there

will not be more advantage in obtaining the harmony
of analogy.

(254.) 4°. Finally, when, in working these associations,

we employ not normal Grey, but a coloured Grey,
we are always sure of obtaining an effective harmony
of contrast, by taking a Grey coloured with the

complementary of the colour opposed to it. Thus
an Orange-Grey, or Carmelite-Brown, or Marron,
has a good effect with light Blue.
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FIRST DIVISION.

IMITATION OF COLOURED OBJECTS, WITH COLOURED MATERIALS IN A

STATE OF INFINITE DIVISION.

INTRODUCTION.

(255.) Coloured materials (pigments), such as Prussian

Blue, Chrome-Yellow, Vermilion, &c., are infinitely divided,

so to speak, when ground, either pure, or mixed with a white

material, in a gummy or oily liquid.

The reproduction of the images ofcoloured objects with these

pigments is called The Art of Painting.

(256.) There are two systems of Painting, the one consists

in representing as accurately as possible, upon the flat surface

of canvas, wood, metal, walls, &c., an object in relief, in such

manner that the image makes an impression upon the eye of

the spectator similar to that produced by the object itself.

(257.) Prom this we learn that we must manage the light,

the vivacity of colour for every part of the image which in

the model receives direct light, and which reflects it to the

eye of one who regards the object from the point where the

painter placed himself to imitate it; while the parts of the

image corresponding to those which, in the same object, do

not reflect to the spectator as much light as the first,—either

because they reflect it in another direction, or because the

salient points protect them more or less from the daylight,

—must appear in colours more or less dimmed with black,

or, what is the same thing, by shade.

It is, then, by the vivacity of White or coloured light, by
the enfeebling of light by means of Black, that the painter

manages, with the aid of a plane image, to attain all the

illusion of an object in relief. The art of producing this effect
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by the distribution of light and shade constitutes essentially

what is termed the art of Chiar'oscuro.

(258.) There exists a means of imitating coloured objects

much simpler by the facility of its execution than the pre-

ceding. It consists in tracing the outline of the different

parts of the model, and in colouring them uniformly with
their peculiar colours. There is no relief, no projections

;
it

is the plane image of the object, since all the parts receive a
uniform tint: this system of imitation is painting in flat

tints.
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SECTION I.

PAINTING ON THE SYSTEM OF CHIAROSCURO.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE COLOURS OF THE MODEL.

(259.) Are the modifications which we perceive in a single

coloured object—for example, in a blue or red stuff, &c.

—

indeterminable when these stuffs are seen as the drapery of

a vestment or as furniture, presenting folds more or less

prominent, or are they determinable under given circum-

stances ? This is a question which I shall undertake to re-

solve. Eirst, let us distinguish three cases where these

modifications of colours may be observed.

1st Case. Modifications produced by coloured lightsfall-

ing upon the model.

2nd Case. Modifications produced by two different lights—as, for example, the light of the sun
,
and diffused

daylight—each lighting distinct parts of the same
object.

3rd Case. Modifications produced by diffused daylight.

(260.) To render these matters easier of comprehension,

we will suppose that in the two first cases the lighted surfaces

are plane, and that all their superficial parts are homogeneous,
and in the same conditions, except that of lighting in the

second case. In the third case we shall consider the position

of the spectator viewing an object lighted by diffused day-

light, the surface of which is so disposed as not to act equally

in all its parts upon the light which it reflects to the eye of

the spectator.
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Article 1.

Modifications produced bu Coloured Lights.

(261.) These modifications result from coloured rajs ema-
nating from any source whatever, falling upon a coloured

surface, which is at the same time lighted by diffused day-

light.

. (262.) The following observations have been made by par-

tially exposing coloured stuffs to the sun’s rays transmitted

through coloured glass. The portion of stuff protected from
these rays was lighted by the direct light of the sun. It is

important to remark, that the portion of stuff which received

the action of the coloured rays being exposed to diffused

daylight, reflected also rays of that light which it would have

reflected in case it had been protected from the influence of

the rays transmitted to it through coloured glasses.

(263.) 1°. Modifications produced by Bed Light.

"When Eed rays fall upon a Black stuff, it

appears of a Purple-Black, deeper than the

rest, which is lighted directly by the suu.

Eed rays falling upon a "White stuff, make it

appear Eed.

Eed rays falling upon a Eed stuff, make it

appear redder than upon that part lighted

at the same time by the sun.

Eed rays falling upon an Orange-coloured

stuff, make it appear redder than the part

lighted at the same time by the sun.

Eed rays falling upon a Yellow stuff, make it

appear Orange.
Eed rays falling upon a Green stuff, produce

different effects, according to the tone of

the Green : if it is deep, it produces a Eed-
Biack

;
if it is light, there is a little Eed

reflected, which gives a reddish grey.

Eed rays falling upon a light Blue stuff, make
it appear Violet.

Eed rays falling upon a Violet stuff, make it

appear Purple.

n 2
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(264.) 2°. Modifications produced by Orange Light.

Orange rays falling upon a Black stuff, make
it appear of a Maroon or Carmelite-Brown
colour.

Orange rays falling upon a White stuff, make
it appear Orange.

Orange rays falling upon an Orange stuff,

make it appear of an Orange more vivid,

more intense than the part lighted at the

same time by the sun.

Orange rays falling upon a Red stuff, make it

appear Scarlet.

Orange rays falling upon a Yellow stuff, make
it appear Orange-Yellow.

Orange rays falling upon a Green stuff, make
it appear of a Yellow-Green, if the Green
is light

;
and of a rusty-Green, if it is deep.

Orange rays falling upon a Blue stuff, make
it appear of an Orange-Grey, if the Blue is

light
;
and of a Grey in which the Orange

is less vivid, if it is deep, which is not the

colour given to a black stuff by the same
Orange rays.

Orange rays falling upon a dark Indigo-Blue

stuff, make it appear of an Orange-Maroon.
Orange rays falling upon a Violet stuff, make

it appear of a Red-Maroon.

(265.) 3C , Modifications produced by Yellow Light.

Yellow rays falling upon a Black stuff, make
it appear of an Olive-Yellow.

Yellow rays falling upon a White stuff, make
it appear of a light Yellow.

Yellow rays falling upon a Yellow stuff, make
it appear (relatively to the part lighted by
the sun) of an Orange-Yellow colour.

Yellow rays falling upon a Red stuff, make it

appear Orange.
Yellow rays falling upon an Orange stuff,

make it appear more Yellow than the part

lighted by the sun.
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Yellow rajs falling upon a Green stuff, make
it appear Yellow-Green.

Yellow rajs falling upon a Blue stuff, make it

appear Green-Yellow, if it is light, and of a

Green-Slate if it is deep.

Yellow rajs falling upon a deep Indigo stuff',

make it appear of an Orange-Yellow.
Yellow rays falling upon a Yiolet stuff, make

it appear Yellow-Maroon.

(203.) 4°. Modifications produced by Green Light.

Green rajs falling upon a Black stuff, make it

appear of a Green-Brown.
Green rajs falling upon a White stuff, make

it appear Green.

Green rajs falling upon a Green stuff, make
it appear more intense and brilliant.

Green rays falling upon a Bed stuff, make it

appear of a Brown.
Green rajs falling upon an Orange stuff, make

it appear of a faint Yellow, a little Green.
Green rajs falling upon a Yellow stuff, make

it appear of a verj brilliant Yellow-Green.
Green rajs falling upon a Blue stuff, make it

appear Greener, according to its depth.

Green rajs falling upon a dark Indigo stuff,

make it appear a dull Green.

Green rajs falling upon a Yiolet stuff, make it

appear of a Bluish-Green-Brown.

(2f 7.) 5°. Modifications produced bg Blue Light.

Blue rays falling upon a Black stuff, render

it of a Blue-Black, deeper than the part

lighted by the sun.

Blue rajs falling upon a White stuff, make it

appear Blue.

Blue rajs falling upon a Blue stuff, render the

colour more vivid than the part lighted by

the sun.

Blue rajs falling upon a Bed stuff, make it

appear Yiolet.
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Blue rays falling upon an Orange stuff, make
it appear of a Brown having an exceedingly

pale tint of Violet, if the glass transmits

Violet rays with the Blue.

Blue rays falling upon a Yellow stuff, make
it appear Green

;
if the rays are trans-

mitted by a deep Blue glass, coloured with
oxide of cobalt, the stuff will appear of a

Brown, having a Violet tint, less apparent

if the light is vivid.

Blue rays falling upon a Green stuff, make it

appear of a Blue-Green
;
but feebler than

when they fall upon a White stuff.

Blue rays falling upon a deep Indigo stuff,

make it appear of a dark Blue-Indigo.

Blue rays falling upon a Violet stuff, make it

appear of a dark Blue-Violet.

(268.) 6°. Modifications produced by Violet Light.

Violet raj^s falling upon a Black stuff, render

it of a very faint Violet-Black.

Violet rays falling upon a White stuff, make
it appear Violet.

Violet rays falling upon a Violet stuff, make it

appear of a deeper Violet.

Violet rays falling upon a Bed stuff, make it

appear of a Bed-Violet-Purple.

Violet rays falling upon an Orange stuff, make
it appear of a light Bed.

Violet rays falling upon a Yellow stuff, make
it appear Brown with an exceedingly pale

tint of Bed.
Violet rays falling upon a Green stuff, make

it appear light Purple.

Violet rays falling upon a Blue stuff, make it

appear of a fine Violet-Blue.

Violet rays falling upon a dark Indigo stuff,

make it appear of a very deep Violet-Blue.

(269.) It is understood that to represent the preceding

phenomena correctly we must take into account : the facility

with which coloured light penetrates every kind of glass—
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the colour more or less intense of the stuff upon which the
coloured light falls—and the kind of scale to which the
coloured stuff and that of the transmitted coloured light re-

spectively belong.

Article 2.

Modifications produced by two Lights of different Intensity.

(270.) I shall distinguish two modifications of this kind.

1. The modification produced by the light of the sun
falling upon one part of the surface of a coloured
body, while the other part is lighted by diffused

daylight.

2. The modification produced when two parts of the
same object are unequally illuminated by diffused

light.

Ist Modification.

An Object lighted partly by the Sun, and partly by diffused

Daylight.

(271.) To observe this kind of modification properly we
must extend upon a table exposed to the sun a piece of stuff

,

a b, inches square (Plate III. fig. 1.), and place in the

middle a piece of Black wirzfif‘ %

,
then put parallel to this

wire, and in the middle, between a and b, two blackened

iron bands, e
,
d, and g, g

,

of about -ff
1* of an inch in width.

The extremity, g ,
is fixed upon a perpendicular plane, h

,
Ji,

of 1 and T%
th9 of an inch in length, and sufficiently high, so

that fif, being in the plane of the direction of the solar

rays, the plane h
,
h, covers exactly with its shadow all the

part b of the stuff.

(272.) 1°. If the stuff is "Red
,
the lighted portion a is

more Orange or less Blue than the part b,

which is in shade
;
and the portion a is more

Orange than the portion a!, as the portion b

is Bluer or more Crimson than the portion b'.

(273.) 2°. If the stuff is Orange
,
the lighted part is more

Orange or less Grey than the part which is

in the shade, and the portion a is deeper
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(274.) 3C

(275.)

more vivid than the portion a', as the portion
b is more Grey, and duller than b'.

If the stuff is Yellow
,
the lighted part is more

vivid, more Orange than the part which is

in the shade
;
a is more so than a, as b is

duller than b'.

4°. If the stuff is Green
,
the lighted part is less

Blue or more Yellow than the part which is

in the shade
;
and the portion a is of a

yellower Green than the portion a\ as the
portion b is Bluer than b'.

(276.) 5°. If the stuff is Blue
,
the lighted part is less

Violet or more Green than the part which
is in the shade

;
and the portion a is greener

than the portion a\ as b is more Violet or

less Green than b'.

(277.) 6°. If the stuff is Indigo
,
the lighted part is redder

or less Blue than the part in the shade
;
and

the portion a is redder than the portion a
,

as the portion b is deeper or Bluer than the

portion b'.

(278.) 7°. If the stuff is Violet
,
the lighted part is redder

or less Blue than the part in the shade
;
and

the portion a is redder than the portion a!

as b is bluer than b\

IInd Modification.

Two contiguous parts ofthe same object viewed simultaneously
,

when they are unequally lighted by the same diffused Light
,

differfrom each other not only in height of tone
,
but also in

the optical composition of Colour.

(279.) Although this modification cannot be essentially

different to the preceding, nevertheless, seeing the disposition

there has been hitherto to neglect it, it will, I believe, be
useful to describe how we can observe it, and repeat in what
direction are the modifications of Bed, Orange, Yellow, Green,

Blue, and Violet.

Place half a sheet of coloured paper (Plate III. fig. 2.)

upon the partition b, of a chamber, receiving diffused day-
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light by a window,/; place another half-sheet upon the par-

tition a in such a manner that it will be lighted directly by
the diffused light

;
while the other is only indirectly lighted

by the light diffused from the walls, floor, and ceiling
;

it

being understood that the diffused light thus reflected must
be only White light, then stand at c, so as to see both half-

sheets at once. I shall designate that which is upon the

partition a, and the most lighted, by a, and the other which
is upon the partition b, and less lighted, by B, letters wrhich in

the plate indicate the respective positions of the half-sheets.

Effects.

lied Colour.

The half-sheet b is deeper and more of a Crimson-Bed, or

less Yellow, than the half-sheet a.

Orange Colour.

The half-sheet b is deeper, and of an Orange redder or

less Yellow than the half-sheet a.

Yellow Colour

The half-sheet b is duller, and of a greener Yellow than

the half-sheet a.

Green Colour.

The half-sheet b is deeper, and of a Green less Yellow or

more Blue than the half-sheet a.

Blue Colour.

The half-sheet b is deeper, and of a Blue, I shall not say

more Violet, but less Green than the half-sheet a.

Violet Colour.

The half-sheet b is deeper, and of a Violet less Bed, or

more Blue, than the half-sheet a.

(280.) The deduction from these observations is, that the

colour of the same body varies not only in intensity or tone
,

but also in hue, according as it is lighted directly by the sun,

by diffused daylight, or by diffused reflected light. This re-
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suit must never be overlooked whenever we attempt to define

the colours of material objects.

Article 3.

Modifications produced by diffused Daylight
, reflected by a

surface
,
all the parts of which are not in the same position

relatively to the spectator.

(281.) Distant bodies are rendered sensible to the eye,

only in proportion as they radiate, or reflect, or transmit the
light which acts upon the retina.

According to the laws of reflection (for it is useless, in the

object I propose to myself, to treat of cases where the light

which penetrates the eye has been refracted), it happens
that those portions of a surface which are in relief or in-

taglio, must reflect light in such manner that the eye of

a spectator, in a given position, will see these parts very
diversely lighted, with respect to the intensity of the re-

flected light, so that the parts of this surface will be, rela-

tively to the eye, in the same condition as the homogeneous
parts of a plane surface, which are illuminated by lights of

unequal intensity.

There will be this difference nevertheless
;
that the parts

of the surface of a body which appears to us in intaglio, or

especially in relief, being but feebly varied in the greater

number of contiguous parts, there will generally be a gradual

diminution in the effects which were presented to us by the

case where the modifications which appear when two plane

homogeneous surfaces are lighted by diffused lights of un-

equal intensity. The sphere presents a remarkable example
of the manner in which light is distributed upon a convex

surface relatively to the eye of an observer who views it from
a given position.

(282.) I shall not occupy myself with this gradation of

white light between parts illuminated thereby and those

which do not appear so, I only regard the principal modifi-

cations, and take for examples the cases where they are as

apparent as possible. These modifications may be reduced

to the four following

:

1st Modification, produced by the maximum of white

light which the surface of a coloured body is capable of re-

flecting.
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(283.) Other things being equal, the more the surface of

a body is polished the more it will reflect white and coloured
light : thus, a stick of red sealing-wax when broken, presents

in the fractured parts a duller and more tarnished colour

than the outside. On the other hand, if we observe this

same outside surface suitably placed, we shall perceive a
white stripe parallel to the axis of the cylinder, produced by
a quantity of colourless reflected light, so considerable that

the red light reflected from this stripe is insensible to the

eye which observes it. The white light reflected by a coloured

body can therefore be of sufficient intensity to render the

•colour of the body invisible in some parts.

2nd Modification, produced by those parts of a coloured

surface which send to the eye
,
in proportion to the coloured

light
,

less of white light than the other parts differently

lighted
,
or differently placed in relation to the spectator.

(284.) When the eye sees certain parts of the surface of

a polished coloured object, or one more or less smooth if not

polished, which reflects, proportionally to the coloured light,

less white light than the other parts differently illuminated,

or differently placed in relation to the spectator, the first

parts will appear, in most cases, of a more intense tone of

colour than the second.—We will cite the following

Examples.

1. Example. A cylinder of red sealing-wax presents, start-

ing from the white stripe mentioned above, a red colour,

deeper in proportion as less white light reaches the eye.

Thus, in a certain position where the white stripe appears to

be in the middle of the cylinder, the part most lighted will

appear coloured, reflecting a red inclining to scarlet, while

that which is the least lighted, reflects a red inclining to

crimson.

2. Example. If the eye is directed into a gold vase of

sufficient depth, the gold does not appear yellow, as on the

exterior surface, but of a red-orange, because less white light

in proportion to coloured light reaches the eye in the first

case than in the second. It is for this reason that the con-

cave parts of gold ornaments appear redder than the convex.
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8. Example. The spiral thread of a piece of twisted silk or

wool held perpendicularly before the eye, so that it can be
viewed in a direction opposite to the light, appears of a

colour much more decided than the rest of the surface.

4. Example. The folds of bright draperies present the same
modification to an eye properly placed : the effect is particu-

larly remarkable in yellow silk stuffs, and in sky-blue
;
for

we can easily understand that it is less marked when the

stuffs are not so bright, and of dark colours.

5. Example. There are some stuff's which appear to be of

two tones of the same scale of colour, and sometimes also of

two tones of two contiguous scales, although the weft and
the warp of these stuffs are of the same tone and the same
colour. The cause of this appearance is very simple: the

threads which, parallel to each other, form the design, are in

a different direction to the threads which constitute the

ground of the stuff. Thence, whatever may be the position

of the spectator with regard to the stuff, the threads of the

design will always reflect coloured and white light in a dif-

ferent proportion to the threads of the ground
;
and accord-

ing to the position of the spectator, the design will appear
to be now lighter, now darker, than the ground.

3rd Modification, produced when one part of the surface

ofan object, coloured or not coloured, reflects little or no light

to the eye of the spectator.

(285.) When one part of the surface of a body which is

in the field of vision of the spectator sends little or no light

to his eyes, either because this part is not directly lighted,

or because the light it reflects is not in a suitable direction,

then it appears black, or more or less dark.

4th Modification. The colour complementary to that of
a coloured object, developed in one of its parts in consequence

of simultaneous contrast.

(286.) A natural consequence of the law of simultaneous
contrast in general, and of the effect of a colour upon grey
and black in particular, is, that, since the same object pre-

sents some parts more or less obscure, contiguous to parts

where we see the colour peculiar to the object, the first part

will appear tinted with the complementary to this colour
;
but
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to observe this effect, it is necessary that the grey part re-

flects to the eye white light, and little or none of the coloured

light which the object naturally reflects.

(a.) 4th Modification in a single-coloured stuff.

(287.) For example, if the eye is directed from the back
of a chamber towards a window which admits daylight, and
a person clothed in a new blue coat, dyed with indigo or

Prussian blue, looks through the window at objects outside

(Plate III. fig. 3.), the eye will see the part b of the coat

different from the part a
,
because the nap of the cloth is

disposed in a contrary direction to b in a : a appears of a fine

blue, while b will be of an orange-grey, by the effect of con-

trast of the blue part with a part that reflects very little

white light to the eye, without, or almost without, blue

light.

Besides, the pile of the nap loses its regular position
;
in

fact, as it wears, the cloth becomes dull and tarnished, the

coloured light is reflected irregularly from all points, and if

the effect is not absolutely destroyed, it is at least much
weakened.

If the garment be of a deep green, the grey part will

appear reddish : if it be of a violet-marron or claret, the grey

part will appear yellow.

(288.) The complementary is only developed upon cloths

of dark and sombre colours
;
thus, red, scarlet, orange, yellow,

and light-blue garments, do not exhibit it, because they have
always too much of the essential colour which is reflected.

The modification is limited to that where one of the parts is

more strongly illuminated by diffused light than the other

(279.).

(289.) It is superfluous to remark that in a drapery where
the pile lies all in one direction, but which exhibits folds,

these, in changing the direction of the nap, may determine
the modification presented by blue and dark-green clothes,

as also by violet-marron.

(290.) There is still another circumstance where the fourth

modification will appear evident
;

it is when we look upon a

series of light tones, blue, rose, &c. (belonging to the same
scale), of a skein of silk or wool placed upon an easel in such
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manner that one half of the same skein presents to the eye
the threads disposed in a contrary direction to those of the

other half. The half of the skein which does not reflect

coloured light to the eye appears tinted with the comple-
mentary of the other half which does reflect it.

(
b.) 4th Modification in a stuff presenting a deep and a

light tone belonging to the same scale.

(291.) If we place in juxtaposition a deep tone and a

light tone of the same scale well assorted, the light tone will

appear of the colour complementary to the scale to which it

belongs. This modification is too important in the explana-

tion of certain phenomena often exhibited by the products

of the calico-printer to permit of my passing it over hastily.

(292.) When we look for several seconds on a fabric dyed
with a coloured ground, and on which we put patterns in-

tended to be white, but which, owing to the imperfection of

the process employed, retain a light tone of the colour of the

ground, the patterns will appear of the complementary to

this latter. Thus, upon a ground of yellow chromate of lead,

they will appear violet

;

upon a ground of orange chrome
they will appear blue ; rose upon a green ground, &c. : to

dispel the illusion, and recognise the true tint of the pattern,

it is only necessary to cover the ground with paper perforated

with the design of the pattern, which then permits us to see

only the pattern coloured like the ground. The influence of

the dark tone upon a feeble tone is then such that not only

is the latter neutralised, but also the place it occupies upon
the cloth appears tinted with its complementary colour.

(293.) From the preceding observations, it may be de-

duced that we may have a printed cotton, the design of

which, although coloured, will appear to most eyes white,

and not of the complementary of the ground. For those

eyes which see it thus, the perception of the phenomenon of

contrast will correct the imperfection of the art of the calico-

printer.

(294.) In the lectures upon Contrast which I gave in 1836
at the Gobelins, I remarked that, in applying paper (cut for

the purpose) upon the lights of a blue drapery of the Virgin,

in a tapestry representing the Holy Family
,
after Baphael,
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we saw them of light blue, although, when they were seen

surrounded with deeper blue tones, they appeared of an

orange tint.

(295.) In conclusion, the fourth modification is observed

:

1. Every time that a monochromous object of a dark

and not very vivid colour is seen in such manner
that one portion reflects to the eye its peculiar

colour, while the other portion reflects only a

feeble light scarcely coloured.

2. Every time that a stuff presents two suitably distant

tones of the same colour.

(29G.) We can conceive, without difficulty, that if the

modification is not manifested with monochromous objects of

vivid colours, as yellow, scarlet, &c., it is because that part

of the surface of these objects which reflects the least light

to the eye reflects, nevertheless, always sufficient of its pecu-

liar colour to neutralise the complementary which the coloured

light of the illuminated portion tends to develop. If I am
not deceived, I believe that this effect tends to enfeeble the

coloured light of the shaded part.

(297.) Although in this chapter I do not propose to treat

of the modifications presented by coloured stuffs with white

patterns, yet, as it is a case which belongs to the develop-

ments in which I am engaged, I cannot avoid mentioning
them in this place. If wTe observe a sky-blue silk with white
flowers, the weft of wrhich is in an opposite direction to the

weft of the blue ground, we shall see the flowers white, if

they are placed in the most favourable manner to receive the
white light reflected bv them

;
while, in the contrary posi-

tion, we shall see these flowers absolutely orange. There is

still much white light reflected; but it is not sufficiently

vivid to neutralise the development of the complementary of

the ground.

(298.) In painting, we recognise two kinds of perspective,

the linear and the aerial.

Thefirst is the art of producing, upon a plane surface, the
outlines and contours of objects and their various parts in

the relations of position and size in which the eye perceives

them.
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The second is the art of distributing, in a painted imita-

tion, light and shade, as the eye of the painter perceives

them in objects placed in different planes, and in each par-

ticular object which he wishes to imitate upon a surface.

It is evident that aerial perspective comprehends the

observation and reproduction of the principal modifications

of colours which I have just examined in succession, and
that true and absolute colouring in painting can only be as

faithful a reproduction of this as possible.

CHAPTER II.

ON THE DIFFERENCE EXISTING BETWEEN A COLOURED OBJECT AND THE
IMITATION OF IT MADE BY A PAINTER, WHEN THE SPECTATOR OBSERVES
IT FROM A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW FROM HIS.

(299.) There is a vast difference between the most per-

fect imitation of a coloured object and the object itself, upon
which we will now dwell a moment, because it is not suffi-

ciently appreciated. Imitation is true, relative to delinea-

tion, the distribution of light and shade, and all the resulting

modifications of colour, only in the same position where the

painter stood in regard to his model : for out of this position,

everything relatively to the spectator varies, more or less

;

while in the imitation he sees the light, shadows, and lines

which circumscribe them, and the modifications of colour,

constantly in the same manner, whatever be the point ot

sight.

For example: a spectator who, in a room opposite a

window, observes the back of a person in a new blue coat

(PI. III. fig. 3.), which is placed between him and the win-

dow, the part a of the coat is blue, and the part b an orange-

grey. Let the spectator advance in such manner as to see

the profile of this person
;

if, then, he looks at the parts a

and b
y
they will appear to him different from what they wero

before he changed his position.*

* There is a position where the spectator will see the part a of an orange

grey, and the part b of a bright blue.
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If the painter had painted the coat from the point of view
where the spectator was at first, he would have coloured the

part a of a bright blue, and the part b probably of an orange-

grey.

II*, now, the spectator regards the imitation of the coat

from the second position, when he saw the person in profile,

he will still see the part a blue, and the part b of an orange-

grey, although in this position the model coat no longer pre-

sents these modifications.

Besides, I must insist upon demonstrating a thing which
is really very simple.

In fine, because lights, shades, and modifications of colours,

and the outlines which circumscribe each part, preserve in-

variably the same relation in a picture made upon a plane,

it evidently follows that this imitation produces the same im-

pression, although we observe it from very different points

from that where the painter was placed to represent his

model.

(300.) It is for this reason, also, that a person who looks

at the painter while he is painting his portrait on the canvas,

appears in this portrait to look at the spectator, whatever

may be the position of the latter with regard to the picture.
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SECTION II.

PAINTING ON THE SYSTEM OF FLAT TINTS.

(301.) In painting in flat tints, the colours are neitler

shaded nor blended together, nor modified by the coloured

rays coming from objects near those imitated by the painter.

In pictures which belong to this kind of painting, the

representation of the model is reduced to the observance of

linear perspective, to the employment of vivid colours in the

foreground, and to that of pale and grey colours in the more
distant planes.

If the choice of contiguous colours has been made in con-

formity with the law of simultaneous contrast, the effect of

the colour will be greater than if it had been painted on the

system of Chiar’oscuro. When, therefore, we admire the

beauty of the colours of the paintings in flat tints which come
from China, we must, in comparing them exactly with ours,

take into consideration the system followed in them, otherwise

we should exercise an erroneous judgment by comparing
pictures painted on different systems.

(302.) If it be indisputable that painting in flat tints pre-

ceded that in chiar’oscuro, it will, I think, be an error to

believe that at the point we have arrived at in Europe, we
must renounce the first to practise the second exclusively,

for in every instance where painting is an accessory and not
a principal feature, painting in flat tints is in every respect

preferable to the other.

(303.) The essential qualities of painting in flat tints ne-

cessarily consist in the perfection of the outlines and colours.

These outlines contribute to render the impressions of co-

lours stronger and more agreeable, when, circumscribing

forms clothed in colours, they concur with them in suggest-

ing a graceful object to the mind, although in fact, the imita-

tion of it does not give a faithful representation.
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(304.) AVe may, in conformity with what has been said,

consider that painting in flat tints will be advantageously

employed,

1. When the objects represented are at such a distance

that the finish of an elaborate picture would dis-

appear.

2. When a picture is an accessory, decorating an object

whose use would render it improper to finish it too

highly, on account of its price—such are the paint-

ings which ornament screens, work-boxes, tables,

&c.—in this case, the objects preferable as models

are those whose beauty of colours and simplicity of

form are so remarkable, as to attract the eye by
outlines easily traced, and by their vivid colours

:

as birds, insects, flowers, &c.
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SECTION m.

COLOURING IN PAINTING

CHAPTER I.

ON THE VARIOUS SIGNIFICATIONS OF THE WORD “COLOURING IN TAINTING
AND IN ORDINARY LANGUAGE.

(305.) I have elsewhere (298.) defined true or absolute

colouring to be—the faithful reproduction in painting of the

modifications which light enables us to perceive in the objects

which the painter selects for his models. But, for want of

analysing these modifications, the word colouring usually de-

fined

—

the result of the application
,
upon a plane surface

, of
coloured materials ( pigments ) with which the painter imitates

a natural
,
or represents an imaginary object—receives in its

applications to the simplest as well as to the most complex
pictures (when we regard them under the twofold relation

of the number of colours employed, and of the number of

objects painted), significations so diverse, according to the

kind of pictures, the taste and knowledge of the persons

using this word, that my object will not be attained if, to

the various significations it has in ordinary language, I do

not apply the analysis which I have made of the different

elements of absolute colouring.

(306.) After what has been stated, I believe that in the

ordinary use of the word colouring
,
we allude to the manner,

more or less perfect, in which the painter has complied with

the rules

—

1. Of aerial perspective relative to white light and to

*hade, or, in other icords, irrespective of colour ;
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2. Of aerial perspective relative to variously coloured

light

;

3. Of the harmony of local colours
,
and of that of the

colours of the different objects composing the

picture.

Article 1.

Of Colouring with regard to aerial perspective, relative to

white light and to shade.

(3C7.) We must not suppose that the employment of

many colours in a composition is indispensable to give the

name of colourist to the artist, for in painting in camaieu
,

the simplest of all, in which we only distinguish two colours,

including white, the artist will be honoured with the title of

colourist
,
if his work presents lights and shades distributed

as they are upon the model, leaving out, of course, those

modifications arising from colours which he had not on his

palette. And, to convince ourselves that the expression is

not inaccurate, it will suffice to remark that the model might
very well appear to the painter coloured in a single colour,

modified by light and shade
;
in the same sense this name

can always be applied to the engraver, who by means of his

burin, reproduces a picture as faithfully as possible in respect

both to the aerial perspective of its different planes, and to

the relief of each particular object.

Article 2.

Of Colouring with regard to aerial perspective
,
relative to

variously coloured light.

(308.) It may happen that the imitation is perfectly faith-

ful, or the reverse.

a. Perfectlyfaithful imitation.

(309.) A picture in which the aerial perspective is faith-

fully reproduced, with ail its modifications of white and
coloured light and of shade, has a true or absolute colouring

(298.) ;
but I do not pretend to conclude that the imitation

in which this quality is found will be universally judged as

perfect as that in which this quality is not found, at least in

the same degree.
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p. Imperfectly faithful imitation.

(310.) This is the place to examine the principal cases

which may occur when we observe pictures in which the
modifications of differently coloured light are not faithfully

imitated.

(311.) First Case.—A painter has perfectly seized upon
all the modifications of white and coloured

light
,
hut in his imitation all the modifica-

tions^ or a part only
,
are more prominent

than in nature .

It almost always happens that true, hut exaggerated, colour-

ing is more agreeable than absolute colouring

;

and we cannot
disguise the fact that many persons who experience pleasure

in seeing the modifications of exaggerated coloured light in

a picture, do not feel the same pleasure from the sight Oi.

the model, because the modifications corresponding to those

which are imitated in excess, are not sufficiently prominent
to be evident to them.

Besides, the relish of the eye for an excess of the exciting

cause is essentially analogous to the inclination we have for

food and drink of a flavour and odour more or less promi-

nent
;
and this result is conformable to the comparison I

have established (174.) between the pleasure we experience

at the sight of vivid colours, leaving out every other quality

in the object presenting them, and the pleasure resulting

from the sensation of agreeable savours.

In our judgment of a picture whose colour appears ex-

aggerated, and which is not in the place for which the

painter destined it, we must not forget to take into account

the light of the place which it is to occupy, and the distance

from which the spectator views it, otherwise we incur the

risk of greatly deceiving ourselves.

(312.) Second Case.—A painter has perfectly seized all

the modifications oflight ichich bringforward
the planes and the relief of objects ; the

modifications of the coloured light of his

picture being true, but the colours not those

of his model.

This case comprehends those pictures possessing a domi-
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nant colour which is not in the model. This dominant
colour is often called the tone of the picture, and the tone of
the painter

,
if he uses it habitually.

¥e should form a very correct idea of these pictures if we
supposed that the artist had painted them while looking at

his model through a glass of precisely the same colour, to

enable him to perceive the tint which predominates in his

imitation. We can also cite, as an example of this kind of

imitation, a landscape painted from its reflection in a black

mirror, because the effect of the picture is very soft and
harmonious.

We also understand how it happens that a picture com-
prised under this head may have an agreeable or disagree-

able dominant colour
;
and that the expressions brilliant or

warm colouring or cold and dull colouring apply to those

pictures the colours of which are unfaithful to the model, but
which have an agreeable or disagreeable effect.

Article 3.

Of Colouring in respect to the Harmony of Local Colours
and to that of the Colours of the different Objects composing
the Picture .

(313.) The colouring of a picture may be true or absolute;

and yet the effect may not be agreeable, because the colours
of the objects have no harmony. On the contrary, a picture
may please by the harmony of the local colours of each object,

by that of the colours of objects contiguous to each other,

and yet may offend by the gradation of the lights and shades,
and by the fidelity of the colours. In a word, it offends by
true or absolute colouring

;
and the proof that it might please

is, that pictures in flat tints, the colours of which are per-
fectly assorted to the eye, although contrary to those which
we know belong to the objects imitated, produce, under the
relation of general harmony of colours, an extremely agree-
able effect.

Result of the preceding Considerations.

(314.) The general conclusion resulting from the analysis
just made of the word Colouring in ordinary language is,

that the epithet Colourist may be applied to painters en-
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dowed in very different degrees with the faculty of imitating

coloured objects by means of painting.

(315.) They who know all the difficulties of drawing and

clriar'oscuro will give the name of Colourist to painters re-

markable for the skill with which they bring out objects

placed upon the different planes of their pictures, by means
of correct drawing, and a skilful gradation of light and
shade, even when their pictures do not exactly produce

every modification of coloured light, and have not that har-

mony of different colours properly distributed to complete

the effects of perfect colouring.

(316.) They who have no skill in judging of painting, or

who are ignorant of the art of chiar'oscuro, are generally

inclined to refuse the title of Colourist to those painters of

whom we have spoken, while they unhesitatingly accord it

to others who have reproduced the modifications of coloured

light, and tastefully distributed the different colours in their

pictures. Besides, colour so powerfully influences the eye,

that frequently those who are strangers to painting can con-

ceive a Colourist skilful only w hen his tints are vivid, al-

though he may have failed in the manner in w hich he has

represented differently-coloured objects upon the canvas.

(317.) We see, by this, how the judgment of many per-

sons brought to bear upon the same picture, will differ from

each other, according to the importance they respectively

attach to one quality of colouring rather than to another.

(318.) Let us now consider what a perfect Colourist must
be, or rather the conditions which every painter must fulfil

in a picture, to whom this qualification can be applied.

(319.) For a painter to be a perfect Colourist, be must
not only imitate the model by reproducing the image faith-

fully, in respect to aerial perspective relative to the variously

coloured light, but also, the harmony of tints must be found

in the local colours, and in the colours of the different objects

imitated
;
and this is the place to remark, that if in every

composition there are colours inherent to the model wdiicli

the painter cannot change without being unfaithful to nature,

there are others at his disposal which must be chosen so as
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to harmonise with the first. It is a subject to which we shah

return in the next chapter (343.).

(320.) I have now defined what a painter, a perfect Colour-

ist, is—conformably to the analysis I have made of the word
Colouring ; and regarded the painter by himself—that is to

say, without comparing him with others
;
we must now con-

sider this definition in relation to contemporary painters, and
those old enough for their pictures to have undergone some
change, and that the varnish covering them is more or less

yellow.

(321.) It is evident that, when the pictures have been re-

cently painted, and they represent familiar objects, we can

always see if the painter has fulfilled all the conditions of a

perfect Colourist, by comparing the model with his repre-

sentation.

(322.) After what has been said, it is evident, that when a.

change in the colours of a picture has been effected by time,

it is impossible to determine whether the artist who painted

it should be called a perfect Colourist (319.). But if we
recal what I have said of the painter who has correctly

seized all the modifications of light adapted to bring out the

distances and the relief of objects—who has represented the

modifications of coloured light with perfect truth, but which
are not those of the model (312.), we may very easily con-

ceive how, at this day, after one, two, or three centuries, we
can give the name of Colourist to Albano, Titian, Bubens,
and others.

In fact, at the present day, the pictures of these great

masters present to us gradations of light and shade more or

less perfect, and such harmonies of colours, that it is impos-
sible to misjudge and not to admire them

;
and the idea that

so man}'- pictures not more than twenty or five-and-twenty

years old, painted by artists of undoubted skill, have lost

more in colour than the preceding, also increases our admi-
ration for the latter
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CHAPTER II.

UTILITY OF THE LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS IN TIIE

SCIENCE OF COLOURING.

(323.) After having defined the principal modifications

which bodies experience when they become apparent by
means of the white or coloured light they reflect

;
after

having examined painting, and defined colouring conform-

ably with the study of these modifications—it remains for me
to speak of the law of contrast of colours with respect to

the advantages the painter will find in it when he requires

:

1. To perceive promptly and surely the modifications of

light on the model.

2. To imitate promptly and surely these modifications.

3. To harmonise the colours of a composition, by having

regard to those which must necessarily be found

in the imitation, because they are inherent to the

nature of the objects which he must reproduce.

Article 1.

Utility of this Law in enabling us to perceive promptly and
surely the Modifications of Light on the Model.

(324.) The painter must know, and especially see
,
the

modifications of white light, shade, and colours which the

model presents to him in the circumstances under which he

would reproduce it.

(325.) How what do we learn by the law of simultaneous

contrast of colours ? It is, that when we regard attentively

two coloured objects at the same time, neither of them
appears of its peculiar colour, that is to say, such as it

would appear if viewed separately, but of a tint resulting

from its peculiar colour and the complementary of the colour

of the other object. On the other hand, if the colours of the
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objects are not of the same tone, the lightest tone will be
lowered

,
and the darkest tone will be heightened

;

in fact, by
juxtaposition they will appear different from what they
really are.

(326.) The first conclusion to be deduced from this is,

that the painter will quickly appreciate in his model the

colour peculiar to each part, and the modifications of tone
and of colour which they may receive from contiguous

colours. He will then be much better prepared to imitate

what he sees, than if he was ignorant of this law. He will

also perceive modifications which, if they had not always
escaped him because of their feeble intensity, might have
been disregarded because the eye is susceptible of fatigue,

especially when it seeks to disentangle the modifications the

cause of which is uukuown, and which are not very promi-

nent.

(327.) This is the place to return to mixed contrast (81.

and following), in order to make evident how the painter is

exposed to seeing the colours of his model inaccurately. In
fact, since the eye, after having observed one colour for a

certain time, has acquired a tendency to see its comple-

mentary, and as this tendency is of some duration, it follows,

not only that the eyes of the painter, thus modified, will see

the colour which he had looked at for some time incorrectly,

but will also see another which strikes them while this modi-
fication lasts. So that, conformably to what we know of

mixed contrasts (81. &c.), they will see—not the colour

which strikes him in the second place,—but the result of this

colour and of the complementary of that first seen. It must
be remarked, that besides the defect of clearness of view

which will arise in most cases from the want of exact coinci-

dence of the second image with the first,—for example, the

eye has seen a sheet of green paper a (PI. III. fig. 4.), in

the first place, and in the second place regards a sheet of

blue paper b of the same dimensions, but which is placed

differently—it will happen that this second image, not coin-

cident in all its surface with the first, a', as represented in

the figure, the eye will see the sheet b violet only in the part

where the two images coincide. Consequently this defect ol

perfect coincidence of images vrill be an obstacle to the dis-
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tinct definition of the second image and of the colour which
it really possesses.

(328.) We can establish three conditions in the appear-

ance of the same object relative to the state of the eye
;
in

the first, the organ simply perceives the image of the object

without taking into account the distribution of colours,

light, and shade
;
in the second, the spectator, seeking to

properly understand this distribution, observes it atten-

tively, and it is then that the object exhibits to him all the

phenomena of simultaneous contrast of tone and colour

which it is capable of exciting in us. In the third circum-

stance, the organ, from the prolonged impression of the

colours, possesses in the highest degree a tendency to see

the complementary of these colours
;

it being understood
that these different states of the organ are not interrupted,

but continuous, and that, if we examined them separately, it

was with the view of explaining the diversity of the impres-

sion of the same object upon the sight, and to make evident

to painters all the inconveniences attendant upon a too pro-

longed view of the model.

I have no doubt that the dull colouring with which many
artists of merit have been reproached, is partly due to this

cause, as I shall show more minutely hereafter (366.).

Article 2.

Utility of this Law in order to imitate promptly and surely

the Modifications of Light on the Model.

(329.) The painter, knowing that the impression of one

colour beside another is the result of the mixture of the first

with the complementary of the second, has only to mentally

estimate the intensity of the influence of this complementary,

to reproduce faithfully in his imitation the complex effect

which he has under his eyes. After having placed upon his

canvas the two colours he requires, as they appear to him in

the isolated state, he will see if the imitation agrees with his

model
;
and, if he is not satisfied, he must then recognise the

correction which has to be made. Take the following ex-

amples :
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1st Example.

(330.) A painter imitates a white stuff with two con-

tiguous borders, one of which is red, the other blue
;
he per-

ceives each of them changed by virtue of their reciprocal

contrast
;
thus the red becomes more and more orange, in

proportion as it approaches the blue, as this latter takes

more and more green as it approaches the red. The painter,

knowing by the law of contrast the effect of blue upon red,

and reciprocally, will always reflect that the green hues of

the blue, and the orange hues of the red, result from con-

trast, consequently in making the borders ot simply red and
blue, reduced in some parts by white or by shade, the effect

he wishes to imitate will be reproduced. In case it is found
that the painting is not sufficiently marked, he is sure ol

what he must add without departing from the truth, other-

wise he will exaggerate a little (311.).

2nd Example.

(331.) A grey pattern drawn upon a yellow ground—the

ground may be of paper, silk, cotton, or wool
;
according to

contrast, the design will appear of a lilac or a violet colour

The painter wrho would imitate this object, which I suppose

to be a tapestry, a vestment, or any drapery whatever, can
reproduce it faithfully with grey.

(332.) These tw'o examples are appropriate to explain the

difficulties encountered by painters who are ignorant of the

law of contrast of colours.

For, the painter, ignorant of the reciprocal influence of

blue and red, is of opinion that he must represent what he
sees ; consequently he adds green to his blue, and orange to

his red ; as, in the second example, he will trace a pattern

more or less violet upon the yellow ground
;
now what will

happen ? Why, the imitation can never be perfectly faithful

;

it will be exaggerated
;
supposing, of course, that, at first, the

painter had perfectly seized the modifications of the model,

and subsequently having perceived the exaggeration of his

imitation, he has not retouched it sufficiently to produce a

perfectly faithful effect. If he had arrived at this latter
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result, it is evident it would only be after more or less trials,

as he will have to efface wrhat was first done.

3rd Example.

(333.) I cite a third example of the influence of contrast,

no longer relating to colours like the two preceding
;
but re-

lative to the different tones of the same colour, which are
contiguous to each other.

Several bands in juxtaposition, 1, 2, 3, 4 (PI. I. fig. 3. bis.),

of different tones in flat tints of the same scale, form part ot

an object which a painter has to reproduce in a picture
;
to

imitate it perfectly, it is evident that lie must paint in flat

tints
;
but this object will appear to the eye a channelled

surface, the line where the two bands touch will appear like

a relief by the effect of contrast of tone (9.—11.), it follows

if the painter be ignorant of this, he will reproduce, not an
absolute copy of the model, but an exaggerated one

;
or if,

dissatisfied with his first imitation, he arrives at a faithful

reproduction of the model, it will be after attempts more or

less numerous. I the more willingly cite this example,
because it gave me the opportunity of making one of the
most skilful paper-stainers appreciate the utility of the law
of simultaneous contrast. In going with him over his factory
he showed me a chimney-board representing a child whose
figure stood out from a ground formed of two circular bands
in grey flat tints 1 and 2 (Plate III. fig. 5.) ;

the first was
lighter than the second

;
the phenomenon of contrast of tone

was manifested at the edges a, a
,
of the two bands, in such a

manner, that the part of the band 2 contiguous to the band
1, appeared deeper than the rest, as the part of the band 1,

contiguous to 2, was lighter than the rest, conformably to

what has been stated above (11.). This effect not being wdiat

the skilful artist wished to obtain, he inquired of me how it

was to be avoided. I replied that the grey of the band 2

must be reduced with white in proportion as it approached
the edge a

,
a

,
and, on the contrary, to strengthen wdth black'

in proper gradations the grey of the band 1, setting out from

the same edge, and I proved to him that to imitate the model

faithfully
,
we must copy it differentlyfrom what we see it.

(334.) The manner in wThich I have examined cortrast
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must convince the painter of the correctness of the six fol-

lowing principles.

1st Principle.

(335.) Put a colour upon a canvas, it not only colours that

part of the canvas to which the pencil has been applied, but
it also colours the surrounding space with the complementary
of this colour. Thus :

(a .) A Bed circle is surrounded, with a Green aureola,

which grows weaker and weaker, as it extends from the

circle.

(5.) A Green circle is surrounded with a Bed aureola.

(c.) An Orange circle is surrounded with a Blue aureola.

(d.) A Blue circle is surrounded with an Orange aureola.

(e.) A Yellow circle is surrounded with a Violet aureola.

(f.) A Violet circle is surrounded with a Yellow aureola.

2nd Principle.

(336.) To place White beside a colour is to heighten its

tone
;

it is the same as if we took away from the colour the

white light which enfeebled its intensity (44.—52.).

3rd Principle.

(337.) .Putting Black beside a colour, lowers its tone
; in

some cases it impoverishes it, such is the influence of Black
upon certain Yellows (55.). It is, in fact, to add to Black
the complementary of the contiguous colour.

4th Principle.

(338.) Putting Grey beside a colour, renders it more bril-

liant, and at the same time it tints this Grey with the com-
plementary of the colour which is in juxtaposition (63.).

From this principle it results that in many cases where
Grey is near to a pure colour in the model, the painter, if he
wishes to imitate this Grey, which appears to him tinted of

the complementary of the pure colour, need not have recourse
to a coloured Grey, as the effect ought to be produced in the
unitation by the juxtaposition of the colour with the Grey
which is near it.
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Besides, the importance of this principle cannot be doubted,
when we consider that all the modifications which mono-
chromous objects may present (excepting those which result

from the reflections of coloured light emanating from neigh-

bouring objects), belong to the different relations of position

between the parts of the object and the eye of the spectator,

so that it is strictly true to say, that, to reproduce by paint-

ing all these modifications, it suffices to have a colour exactly

identical to that of the model and black and white. In fact,

with White we can reproduce all the modifications due to

the weakening of the colour by light, and with Black, those
which are necessary to heighten its tone. If the colour of

the model in certain parts gives rise to the manifestation of

its complementary, because these parts do not return to the

eye sufficient of colour and white light to neutralise this

manifestation, the modification of which I speak is repro-

duced in the imitation by the employment of a normal grey

tone properly surrounded with the colour of the object.

If the preceding proposition be true, I recognise the neces-

sity in many cases of employing, with the colour of the object,

the colours which are near to it
;
that is to say, the hues of

the colour. Bor example, in imitating a rose, we can employ
red tinted with a little yellow, and a little blue, or, in other

terms, tinted with orange and violet
;
but the green shadows

which we perceive in certain parts arise from the juxtaposi-

tion of red and rormal grey.

5th Principle.

(339.) To put a dark colour near a different, but lighter

colour, is to raise the tone of the first, and to lower that of

the second, independently of the modification resulting from

the mixture of the complementaries.
An important consequence of this principle is that the first

effect may neutralise the second, or even destroy it altogether r

for example, a light Blue placed beside a Yellow, tinges it

Orange, and consequently heightens its tone
;
while there

are some Blues so dark relatively to the Yellow, that they

weaken it, and not only hide the Orange tint, but even cause

sensitive eyes to feel that the Yellow is rather Green than

K
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Orange
;
a very natural result, if we consider that the paler

the Yellow becomes, the more it tends to appear Green.

6th Principle.

(340.) Put beside each other two flat tints of different

tones of the same colour, Chiar’oscuro is produced, because,

in setting out from the line of juxtaposition, the tint of the

band of the highest tone is insensibly enfeebled
;
while setting

out from the same line, the tint of the band of the lowest

tone becomes heightened : there is then a true gradation of

light (333.).

The same gradation takes place in every juxtaposition of

colours distinctly different.

(341.) If I am not deceived, the observance of these prin-

ciples, and especially the perfect knowledge of all the conse-

quences of the last three, exercises a very happy influence

upon the art of painting, in giving to the artist a knowledge
of the colours which he cannot possess before the law of

their simultaneous contrast has been developed, and followed

in its consequences as it now is.

(342.) The painter, it appears to me, will gain, ndt only
in the rapidity with which he will see the model, but also in

the rapidity and truth with which he will be able to repro-
duce the image. Among the details which he endeavours to
render, there are many which, due to contrast either of colour
or of tone, will produce themselves. I presume that the
Greek painters, whose palette was composed of White, Black,
Bed, Yellow, and Blue, and who executed so many pictures
which their contemporaries have spoken of with intense ad-
miration, painted conformably to the simple method of which
I speak

;
applying themselves to great effects, most of the

minor ones resulted spontaneously
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Article 3.

Utility of the Law in order to harmonise the Colours which

enter into a Composition with reference to those which must
he reproduced

,
because they are inherent in the Nature of

the Object represented.

(343.) In all, or nearly all, the compositions delineated in

painting, we must distinguish the colours which the painter

is under the necessity of using, and those which he is at

liberty to choose, because they are not, like the former,

inherent in the model (319.).

For example, in painting a human figure, the colour of the

flesh, the eyes, and the hair, are fixed by the model, but the

painter has a choice of draperies, ornaments, background, &c.

(344.) In a historical picture, the flesh colours are, in the

majority of the figures, at the choice of the painter, as are

also the draperies, and all the accessories, which can be de-

signed and placed as desired.

(345.) In a landscape, the colours are given by the subject,

yet not so arbitrarily but we can substitute for the true

colour the colour of a neighbouring scale
;
the artist can

choose the colour of the sky, imagine numerous accidental

effects, introduce into his composition animals, draped figures,

carriages, &c., the form and colour of which may be selected

in such manner as to produce the best possible effect with

the objects peculiar to the scene.

(346.) A painter is also master of his choice in a dominant

colour, which produces upon every object in his composition

the same effect as if they were illuminated by a light of the

same colour, or, what amounts to the same thing, seen through

a coloured glass (179.).

(347.) If the law of contrast affords different methods of

imparting value to a colour inherent in the model, genius

alone can indicate which method a painter should prefer to

others in realising his idea upon the canvas, and so render it

evident to the sight.

(348.) Whenever we would attract the eye by colours,

k 2
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doubtless tbe principle of harmony of contrast must be our
guide. The law of simultaneous contrast indicates the means
by which the pure colours may be made to impart value i<»

each other; means which, although spoken of, are but little-

understood, as may be seen in the crowd of portraits in badly-

assorted vivid tints, and in those numerous small composi-

tions in tints broken with grey, where we look in vain for a
pure tone, which, however, from the subjects representen,

are eminently adapted for receiving all the vivid colours which
the painter in flat tints employs.

(349.) The contrast of the most opposite colours is most
agreeable, when they are of the same tone. But if crudity'

is feared, by using too great intensity of colours, we must
have recourse to the light tones of their respective scales.

(350.) When the painter breaks tones with grey, and
wishes to avoid monotony, or when upon planes which are

distant, but not sufficiently so to render the differences of

colour inappreciable, he wishes every part to be as distinct

as possible, he must have recourse to the principle of har-

mony of contrast, and mix grey with his colours.

This method of bringing out a colour by contrast, in em-
ploying either light tones complementary or more or less;

opposed
;
or broken tones more or less grey, and of tints-

complementary to each other
;
or in employing a broken tone

of a tint complementary to a contiguous colour more or less,

pure,— ought to particularly fix the attention of portrait

painters. A portrait of a lady may have a very mediocre
effect, because neither the colour of the dress nor of the back-

ground have been properly selected.

(351.) The portrait painter must endeavour to find the

predominating colour in a complexion he has to paint
;
once

found and faithfully represented, he must seek what among
the accessories at his disposal will impart value to it. There
is a very prevalent error that the complexion, in women, to

be beautiful must consist only of red and white; if this

opinion be correct for most of the women of our temperate
climate, it is certain that, in warmer climes, there are brown,
bronzed, copper-complexions even, endued with a brilliancy,

I may say beauty, appreciated only by those who, in pro*
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flouncing upon a new object, wait until they have got rid of

habitual impressions, which (although the majority of men
do not know it) exercise so powerful an influence upon the
judgment of objects seen for the first time.

(352.) I had at first intended to introduce here some ex-

amples of the colours most advantageous for setting off the
complexions of women

;
but, upon reflection, I have preferred

to include them in the section where I have treated of the

application of the law of contrast to dress.

(353.) Suppose a painter would always derive the greatest

possible advantage from colours without being under the

necessity of multiplying them; if he had to paint the dra-

peries of a single colour, he might have recourse advan-
tageously to the coloured rays emanating from neighbouring
bodies, whether they are perceptible to the spectator, or out
of sight. For example, a green or yellow light falling upon
part of a blue drapery, makes it green, and by contrast,

heightens the blue-violet tone of the rest
;
a golden yellow

light falling on part of a purple drapery imparts to it a

vellow tone, which makes the purple of the rest come out,

&c.

(354.) The principle of harmony of contrast then procures

for the painter who undertakes to produce the effects of

chiar’oscuro, the means of realising, with respect to brilliancy

of colours and distinctness of parts, effects which the painter

who graduates neither the shadows nor the lights, produces

without difficulty by means of flat tints.

(355.) After having treated of the utility of the law of

simultaneous contrast in the employment of pure opposite

colours, and of colours broken by grey, opposed in the same
manner, when we require to multiply pure and varied colours,

either in objects whose very various parts permit this em-
ployment, or, in a multitude of accessories, it remains for m€
to treat of the case where the painter, wishing less diversity

in the object, less variety in the colours, employs only with

reserve the harmony of contrast
,
preferring to it, the more

easily to attain his end, the harmony of scale and the harmony

of hues.
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(356.) The greater the number of different colours and
accessories in a composition, the more the eyes of the spec-

tator are distracted, and the more difficulty is experienced in

fixing the attention. If, then, this condition of diversity of

colours and accessories is obligatory on the artist, the more
obstacles there are to surmount when he wishes to draw and
fix the attention of the spectator upon the physiognomy of

the figures which he would reproduce, whether these figures

represent the actors in one scene only, or whether they are

simply portraits. In the latter instance, if the model has a

common physiognomy, which recommends itself neither by
the beauty nor expression of its features, and still more if

he must conceal or dissemble a natural defect, all that is

accessory to this physiognomy, all the resources of con-

trasted colours well assorted together, must come to the aid

of the painter.

(357.) But if the inspired artist feels all the purity of ex-

pression, all the nobility and loftiness of character pertaining

to his model, or if a physiognomy, to most eyes common-
place, strikes him by one of those expressions, which he
judges to belong only to men animated by noble ideas in

politics, science, arts, and literature, it is to the physiognomy
of such models that he should address himself

;
upon these

he should fix his chief attention, so that, in reproducing
them upon his canvas, no one can mistake the resemblance,

nor overlook the feeling which guided his pencil. Everything
being accessory to the physiognomy, the drapery will be
black or of sombre colours

;
if ornaments relieve them, they

will be simple, and always in connection with the subject.

(358.) When from this point of view we examine the

chefs-<Poeuvre of Yandyck, and trace the beauty of their effect

to the simplicity of the means by which it is produced, and
consider the elegance of their attitudes, which always appear
natural, the taste which presides over the selection of the

draperies, ornaments, in a word, all the accessories,—we are

struck with admiration for the genius of the artist, who has

not had recourse to those means of attracting attention so

much abused at the present day, either by giving to the most
vulgar penon a heroic attitude, to the most common-place
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physiognomy the pretence of profound thought, or in seek-
ing extraordinary effects of light

;
for example, in filling the

figure with a strong light while the rest of the composition
is in shade.

(359.) These reflections fully indicate the point of view a

historical painter must take when he would particularly fix

the attention upon the physiognomy of the persons who take

part in a remarkable scene. Only we must observe that the

more he would employ allied scales, the more care he must
take to choose such as do not lose too much by their mutual
juxtaposition.

(360.) There is another important observation to make;
which is, to avoid as much as possible the representation of

the same kind of images as ornaments of different objects.

Thus, figures clothed in draperies with large flower-patterns

which a painter has placed in a room where the carpet and
porcelain vases repeat the same images to the spectator, have
always an objectionable effect, because they make it trouble-

some for the eye to separate the different parts of the picture,

which the similarity of ornaments tend to confound together.

It is also on the same principle that the painter must gene-

rally avoid placing beside the faithful representation of a
model, the reproduction of an imitation which repeats this

model. For example, when he paints a vase of flowers, the

artist produces most effect, other things being equal (sup-

posing that he wishes to fix the attention upon the flowers

he paints from nature), in painting the vase of white or grey

porcelain, instead of a vase upon which a profusion of similar

objects has already been enamelled.

(361.) Now to finish what I proposed saying upon Colour-

ing, it remains to treat of the case where a painter wishes a

certain colour to predominate in his composition; or, to-

speak more correctly, the ease where the scene he represents

is lighted by a coloured light diffused over every object. The
better to comprehend my meaning, he must not only take

simultaneous contrast into consideration, but also the modi-

fications which result from the mixture of colours (171),
comprising the recomposition of white light by means of
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a proper proportion of the differently-coloured elementary

rays.

(362.) Whenever a painter would make a coloured light

predominate in a composition, he must attentively study the

article in which we have examined the principal cases of the

modifications of light resulting from coloured rays falling

upon bodies of various colours (pp. 99, and following)
;
he

must understand, that although the coloured light chosen

imparts value to certain colours of the objects upon which it

falls, it also impoverishes and neutralises others. Conse-

quently, when the artist is decided upon employing a predo-

minant colour, he must renounce certain others; for if he
does not, the effect produced will be false.

(363.) For example, if in a picture the colour orange pre-

dominates, for the colouring to be true, it must necessarily

follow

:

1°. That the purples must be more or less red

;

2°. That the reds must be more or less scarlet

;

3°. That the scarlets must be more or less yellow;
4°. That the orange must be more intense, more vivid

;

5°. That the yellows must be more or less intense and
orange

;

6°. That the greens lose their blue, and consequently

become yellower

;

7°. That the light blues become more or less light grey

;

8°. That deep indigo becomes more or less marron

;

9°. That the violets lose some of their blue.

W e clearly see, then, that orange light heightens all the
colours which contain red and yellow, while, neutralising a
portion of blue in proportion to its intensity, it destroys,

wholly or in part, this colour in the body which it illumi-

nates, and consequently disturbs the greens and the violets.

(364.) From the studies which I have made of pictures

with reference to the true imitation of colouring, it appears
to me that painters of interiors have, other things being
equal, more power than historical painters in faithfully re-

producing the modifications of light. Supposing that I am
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not in error, perhaps the following causes will explain this

remark.

In the first place, is it not because historical painters

attach more importance to the attitudes and physiognomy
of their figures than to the other parts of their composition,

seeking less to reproduce a number of small details, the

faithful imitation of which is the peculiar merit of the
painter of interiors ?

In the second place, is it not because the historical painter

is never in a position to see all the scene he would represent,

like the painter of interiors, who, having constantly his model
before him, consequently sees it completely, as he would
imitate it upon the canvas ?

(365.) We shall conclude these reflections by a general

remark : it is, that in every composition of small extent, the

colours, as well as the objects represented, must be distributed

with a kind of symmetry, so as to avoid being what I can ex-

press only by the term spotty. In fact, it happens, for want
of a good distribution of objects, that the canvas is not filled

in some parts, or, if it is, there is evident confusion in many
places

;
so, also, if the colours are not distributed properly, it

will happen that some of them will be spotty, because they
are too isolated from the others. For further consideration

of this subject, we must call the attention of the reader

to what has been said in § 4 of the Prolegomena (249. and
251.).

(366.) From what has been said, I believe that those

painters who will study the mixed and simultaneous con-

trasts of colours, in order to employ the coloured elements

of their palette in a rational manner, will perfect themselves

in absolute colouring (298.), as they perfect themselves in

linear perspective by studying the principles of geometry
which govern this branch of their art. I should greatly err,

if the difficulty in faithfully representing the image of the

model, encountered by painters ignorant of the law of con-

trast, has not with many been the cause of a colouring dull

and inferior to that of artists who, less careful than they in

the fidelity of imitation, or not so well organised for seizing

all the modifications of light, have given way more to their
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first impressions. Or, in other words, viewing the model
more rapidly, their eyes have not had time to become fatigued

;

and, content with the imitation they have made, they have

not too frequently returned to their work to modify it, to

efface, and afterwards reproduce it upon a canvas soiled by
the colours put on in the first place, which were not those of

the model, and which will not be entirely removed by the

last touches. If what I have said is true, there are some
painters to whom the axiom, Let well alone

,
will be perfectly

applicable.
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SECOND DIVISION.

IMITATION OF COLOURED OBJECTS BY COLOURED MATERIAL*
(THREADS, ETC.).

INTRODUCTION.

(367.) Imitations resembling more or less those of paint-

ing can be made with materials of a certain diameter, such

as threads of wool, silk, and hemp, adapted to the fabrication

of Gobelins and Beauvais tapestries
;
the woollen threads

exclusively employed in fabricating Savonnerie carpets
;
the

small regular and irregular prisms of mosaics, and the
coloured glass of the windows of gothic churches.

(368.) The tapestries of Gobelins and of Beauvais, and
also the carpets of Savonnerie and certain very elaborate

mosaics, may all be considered as works which resemble the

method of painting in chiaroscuro

;

while the windows of

gothic churches correspond more or less exactly to painting

inflat tints. It is the same also with tapestries for hangings

and carpets which, instead of being fabricated with scales of

at least sixteen or eighteen tones, as they are in the royal

manufactories, are fabricated with scales composed of three

or four tones only
;
and, far from mixing threads of various

colours or tones of one scale, with the intention of imitating

the effects of chiaroscuro
,
the coloured objects reproduced

present to the eye small monochromous bands of a single

juxtaposed tone.

(369.) There are also some works which reproduce coloured

designs by a kind of mixed system, because these designs ar©

the result of the juxtaposition of monochromous single-tinted

parts of a palpable size
;
but in juxtaposing these portions,

the effects of chiaroscuro have been sought by making use
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of the gradations of scale or the mixture of hues. Such are

ordinary mosaics, carpets, embroidered tapestries, &c.

(370.) Patterns exercise so much influence in the tapes

tries and carpets of the royal manufactories, that I consider

it necessary to offer some reflections, arising from numerous
observations I have had occasion to make on the kind of

painting best suited to this purpose, hoping they will interest

artists who occupy themselves with works of this class, and
who seek to understand the principal object of this kind of

painting. When they have once determined the principal

effects they aim at producing, they will see what points of

ordinary painting may be sacrificed to obtain them. They
will thus be able to arrive at a conclusion as to what must
be done for perfecting the special portion of their imitation.

It is by starting both from the physical condition of the

coloured elements the Gobelins weaver employs, and from
the texture of the tapestry, that I deduce the necessity of

representing in this kind of work only large well-defined

objects, and particularly remarkable for the brilliancy of their

colours. I prove by analogous reasonings that patterns for

hangings must recommend themselves more by opposite

colours than by minute finish in the details. Finally, after

having regarded in an analogous manner the patterns of

carpets, I endeavour to prove by the same considerations

that to pretend to rival painting by the coloured elements of

mosaics or stained glass, is to establish a confusion most de-

trimental to the progress of arts absolutely distinct from
painting, both in their object and the means of attaining it.

(371.) The principles truly essential to these arts of imi-

tation being deduced from their individual speciality
,
they

are found to be established beyond dispute
;

it therefore

becomes easy to distinguish the efforts by which we may
hope to attain true perfection from those which can only

bring about the opposite result.
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CHAPTEE I.

OP THE ELEMENTS OF GOBELINS TAVESTRY.

(372.) The Elements of Gobelins Tapestry are two in

number

:

the warp (la cJiaine), and
the weft (la frame).

The warp is formed of uncoloured woollen threads, ex-

tended vertically in front of the workman.
The weft is formed of coloured threads, which entirely

cover the threads of the warp.

With variously coloured threads of a certain diameter we
imitate all the colours of the most perfect pictures.

(373.) The art of the tapestry-weaver is based upon the

principle of mixing colours, and on the principle of their

simultaneous contrast.

(374.) There is a mixture of colours whenever materials of

various colours are so divided and then combined that the

eye cannot distinguish these materials from each other : in

which case the eye receives a single impression
;
for example,

if the materials are a blue and a yellow of the same strength,

and in proper proportions, the eye receives an impression of

green.

(375.) There is a contrast of colours whenever differently

coloured surfaces are properly arranged and susceptible of

being seen simultaneously and perfectly distinct from each

other
;
and we must remember that, if a blue surface be

placed beside a yellow surface, instead of inclining to green,

they, on the contrary, differ from each other, and acquire

red.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF MIXING COLOURED THREADS, IN ITS RELATIONS WITH
THE ART OF WEAVING GOBELINS TAPESTRY.

(376.) With a certain number of scales of different colours,

pure aud broken with black, we may by mixing them produce
an infinite variety of colours.

The mixtures are of two kinds
;

(377.) Firstly, we mix a thread of the 4th tone of the scale

of a colour A, with a thread of the 4th tone of the scale of a
colour A'

}
more or less analogous to A.

This is mixture by Threads.

It is not made upon figured silks.

(378.) Secondly, the weft is worked so as to interweave

together either the threads of a scale of the colour A, or the

threads of a scale of the colour A' mixed with the threads of a

scale B, or with the threads of the scale B mixed with the

threads of a scale B' more or less analogous to that of B.

This is mixture by Hatchings.

(379.) We can understand by this, how with these two
kinds of mixture we can imitate all the various colours and
tones of pictures which serve as patterns for tapestry.

(380.) In the mixtures by threads and by hatchings, it is

always indispensable to take into consideration the facts of

which I have spoken (158.) ;
and I am the more urgent on

this subject, because M. Deyrolle, director at the Gobelins,

perfectly understanding the processes of his art, has had the

kindness to execute, at my request, different mixtures of

coloured silk threads in a piece of tapestry, to enable me to

prove the remarks I have made
;
they lie at the foundation of

all the arts the palettes of which, so to speak, are composed

L
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of coloured threads, and have also the advantage of referring

to the same rules the art of modifying by mixture the colours

of coloured substances, whether they are in a state of infinite

division or of appreciable extent.

The mixtures which I am about to mention were made with

threads of two colours taken at the same tone
;
each thread

covered the warp
;
they were arranged parallel to each other

and stretched perpendicularly to the warp. When the mix-

ture was composed of an equal number of threads of each

colour, it presented very narrow stripes of equal size, and
alternately of different colours. To make mixtures of coloured

threads understandingly, we must satisfy the three following

rules. The first two are principal, because they result directly

from the observation of facts
;
the third is secondary, because

it is the natural deduction from the facts comprised in the

first two.

I. Rule.—Concerning the binary mixture of
PRIMARY COLOURS.

When we unite Bed with Yellow
,
Bed with Blue

,
Yellow

with Blue
,
the threads must not reflect a palpable quantity

of the thirdprimary Colour
, ifwe would have Orange

,
Violets

,

and Greens
,
as brilliant as it is possible to obtain them by this

method.

Example,

a. Bed and Yellow.

3 Red threads with 1 Yellow thread

2 Red threads with 1 Yellow thread

1 Red thread with 1 Yellow thread

3 Yellow threads with 1 Red thread

2 Yellow threads with 1 Red thread

yield mixtures which appear to the eye as they must do in

proportion to the two colours mixed. There is no appearance
of Grey in any of these mixtures when we employ a Red more
inclining to Orange than to Crimson, and a Yellow more in-

clining to Orange than to Green.
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B. Bed and Blue.

3 Red threads with 1 Blue thread

2 Red threads with 1 Blue thread

1 Red thread with 1 Blue thread

3 Blue threads with 1 Red thread

2 Blue threads with 1 Red thread

give mixtures which appear to the eye as they must do rela-

tively to the proportion of the two colours mixed. If we use

a Red and a Blue inclining to Yiolet, the mixture will contain

no Grey.

c. Yellow and Blue.

4 Blue threads with 1 Yellow thread

3 Blue threads with 1 Yellow thread

2 Blue threads with 1 Yellow thread

1 Blue thread with 1 Yellow thread

give mixtures which appear to the eye as they must appear

relatively to the proportions of the two colours mixed. If

we use a Yellow and a Blue incliniug to Green more than to

Red, the mixture will contain little or no Grey.

Experiment on all the preceding mixtures demonstrates

the rule enounced above, or rather this rule is only the ex-

pression of a generalisation of facts.

II. Rule.—Concerning the mixture of complementary
colours.

When we mix Bed and Green
,
Orange and Blue

,
Yellow

and Violet^ the colours are more or less completely neutralised

according as they are more or less perfectly complementary to

each other
,
and as they are mixed in proper proportions. The

result is a Grey
,
the tone of which is generally higher than

that of the colours mixed
, if these latter are of a suitably high

tone.

Examples.

d. Bed and Green•

d. 3 Red threads with 1 Green thread give a dull Red.

2 Red threads with a Green thread give a duller and

deeper Red than the pure Red employed.
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1 Red thread with 1 Green thread give a Reddish Grey,

the tone of which is a little higher than that of the

preceding mixture.

3 Green threads with 1 Red give a Green Grey, the

tone of which is higher than the Green and the

Red.

2 Green threads with 1 Red give a Grey less Green,

and of a higher tone than the two colours.

d'. In repeating the same mixtures with higher tones or

the same scales of Green and Red, we remark, that the tone

of the mixture of 2 Green threads writh 1 Red thread is

higher relatively to that of the colours mixed, than it is in

the mixtures d.

d'. 1 Red thread and 1 Yellowish-Green thread give a

Carmelite Brown, or an Orange-Grey, the tone of which is

equal to that of the colours mixed.

d'". 1 Red thread and 1 Bluish-Green thread give a

copper-coloured mixture, or Catechu-Brown, of a higher tone

than that of the colours mixed.

Conclusion.

From this we may conclude that red and green threads,

properly assorted and in suitable proportions, yield grey.

E. Orange and Blue.

e. 3 Orange threads with 1 Blue thread, give a dull

Orange.

2 Orange threads with 1 Blue thread, give a duller

Orange,

1 Orange thread with 1 Blue thread, give a Chocolate-

Grey, browmer than the colours mixed.

3 Blue threads with 1 Orange thread, give a Violet-

Grey.

2 Blue threads with 1 Orange thread, give a Violet-

Grey, redder than the preceding.

a'. The results are the same with deeper tones of the pre-

ceding, except that the corresponding mixtures are

browner.
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e\ H Orange threads with 3 Blue threads present a re-

markable phenomenon according to the intensity

of the light and the position from which they are

viewed. The tapestry being placed in a vertical

plane opposite incident light, when the warp is

horizontal, we perceive llue and orange stripes
;

but if the warp be vertical, we may then see the

upper part of each blue band violet
,
and its under

part, as well as the upper part of each orange band,

green
i
while the rest of each of these latter bands

will appear red
,
bordered on the lower part with

yellow. We may also see the upper part of each

blue band violet
,
and its under part, as well as the

upper part of each orange band, green
,
and the rest

of each of these bands red
,
bordered in the lower

part with green
,
and in the upper part with yellow.

We say that they may be seen in this manner,
because if the light were strong enough for distinct

vision, we should not see the horizontal blue and
orange bands.

F. Yellow and Violet.

3 Yellow threads with 1 Violet, give a Greyish-Yellow.

2 Yellow threads with 1 Violet, give a Yellow- Grey.

1 Yellow thread with 1 Violet, give a Grey, much nearer

normal grey than the preceding.

3 Violet threads and 1 Yellow, give a Greyish-Violet.

2 Violet threads and 1 Yellow, give a dull Violet, greyer

than the preceding.

It is remarkable that in observing the mixture of a yellow

with a violet thread, at a greater distance than that at which

their colours appear neutralised, the yellow is so much weak-
ened in proportion to the violet, that the mixture appears of

a dull violet.

Yellow and Blue exhibit an analogous result.
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III. Rule.—Concerning the mixture of the three pri-

MARY COLOURS, IN SUCH PROPORTIONS THAT THEY DO NOT
BECOME NEUTRALISED, BECAUSE ONE OR THE OTHER OF
THEM IS IN EXCESS.

When we unite Blue
,
Red, and Yellow in such proportions

that they do not neutralise each other
,
the result is a colour

much greyer or more broken than if the proportion of Com-
plementary Colours was more egual.

This rule is the result of the first two
;
but it was indis-

pensable to enounce it, to comprehend all those cases which
may be presented in a mixture of coloured threads, relatively

to the point of view which occupies us.

For, as Red mixed with a Greenish-Yellow has given a

Carmelite mixture, as above mentioned (380. d"), I shall add
the following

:

(1.) Crimson-Red and Greenish- Yellow, give much duller

mixtures, the nearer these colours are being neutralised. A
mixture of 1 crimson-red thread with 1 greenish-yellow thread,

produces a brick or copper-orange, the tone of which is higher

than that of the colours mixed.

(2.) Scarlet-Red and Greenish-Blue, give mixtures which
are without vigour or purity, relatively to the corresponding

mixtures made with crimson-red and violet-blue.

(3.) Red worked with Blue-Grev, gives Violet mixtures,

which are not so dull as the preceding, because the colours

contain no yellow.

(4.) The Red of the mixture (3), worked with a Green-
Grey, gives mixtures much duller than the preceding, as

might have been expected on account of the yellow con-

tained in the green-grev.

(5.) Orange and Blue-Violet, give very aull mixtures.

(6.) Orange and Red-Violet, give dull mixtures : but redder
or less blue than the preceding
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF CONTRAST, IN CONNKCTION WITH THE PRODUCTION
OF GOBELINS TAPESTRY.

(381.) If it is important to understand the law of con-

trast when we wish to imitate a given coloured object by
painting, as I have previously stated (323. and fob), it is

much more so when we proceed to imitate a model picture in

tapestry
;
for if the picture does not faithfully represent the

colours of the model, the artist has on his palette the means
of correcting any defect he perceives, since he can without
much inconvenience frequently efface and reproduce the same
part of his picture. The weaver has not this resource

;
it is

impossible for him to alter his colours without undoing his

work, and doing over again entirely the defective part. Now
this requires more or less time, always considerable; for

tapestry-weaving is exceedingly slow work.

What, then, must the Gobelins weaver do to avoid the

defect I have pointed out ? Why, he must thoroughly un-
derstand the effect of contrast to know the influence which
the part of the copy he proposes to imitate receives from the

colours surrounding it, and so judge what coloured threads

it will be proper for him to choose. The following examples

will explain, better than the most profound reasoning, the

necessity for the tapestry-worker to possess a knowledge of

the law of contrast.

1st Example.

(382.) A painter has delineated two coloured stripes in a

picture, one red, the other blue. They are in contact, and,

consequently, the phenomenon of contrast between two con-

tiguous colours would have arisen, if the painter had not sus-

tained the red contiguous to the blue stripe by blue, and if

he had not sustained the blue stripe by making it red or

violet next to the red stripe (330.)
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A weaver wishes to imitate these two stripes: if he is

ignorant of the law of contrast of colours, after choosing the

wools or silks for imitating the pattern before him, he is sure

to make two stripes which will produce the phenomenon of

contrast, because he will have selected his wools or silks of

only one blue and one red, to imitate two stripes of different

colours, each of which appears to the eye as homogeneous
throughout, but which the painter has only succeeded in

making so by neutralising the phenomenon of contrast which
the stripes would undoubtedly have presented if they had
each been painted of a uniform colour.

2nd Example.

(383.) Suppose the painter has painted the stripes with
uniform colours, then contrast will arise, so that the red con-

tiguous to the blue will appear orange, and the blue con-

tiguous to the red will appear greenish.

If the weaver be ignorant of the law of contrast, in attempt-
ing to imitate his model, he will be sure to mix yellow or
orange with his red, and yellow or green with his blue, it*

those parts of the stripes which are iu contact. Hence the
resulting contrast will be more or less exaggerated than if he
had obtained the effect of the painting by working the two
stripes with homogeneous colours.

3rd Example.

(384.) Suppose a w eaver has to copy the series of ten grey

bands in flat tints (fig 3. bis.) which was described in our First

Part (13.), it is evident that, if he is ignorant of the effect of

contrast of contiguous bands, he will exaggerate it in the

imitation
;

for, instead of working ten tints of the same scale,

so as to produce ten bands in flat tints, he will make ten bands,

each of wrhich will be graduated conformably to what he sees
;

and it is extremely probable that he will have recourse to

lighter and darker tones than those which correspond exactly

to the model; consequently, it is very probable that he wiil

want a greater number of tones than w ould have been neces-

sary had he known of contrast, and it is certain that the copy
will be an exaggeration of the model.
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4th Example.

(385.) "When we attentively observe the rosy flesh-tints of

a great many pictures, we perceive in the shadows a green tint

more or less apparent, resulting from the contrast of rose with

grey. (I presume that the painter has made his shadows with-

out using green, and that he has not corrected the effect of

contrast by using red.) Now a weaver ignorant of the effect

of rose upon grey, in imitating the shaded part will have re-

course to a green-grey, which will exaggerate an effect that

would have been produced naturally by employing a scale of

pure grey (without green).

This example serves to demonstrate that if a painter has
himself exaggerated the effects of contrast in his imitation,

these effects will be still more exaggerated in the copy made
in tapestry if we do not guard against the illusions produced
by the causes now mentioned.

(386.) Beside these examples, I shall cite, as a new appli-

cation of the law of simultaneous contrast of colours to the
art of the Gobelins weaver, the explanation of a fact men-
tioned in the Introduction.

Eor seventy years, to my knowledge, they have complained
at the Gobelins of a want of vigour in the black dyes of the

workshops of the royal manufactories, when they were used
in making the shadows of draperies, particularly those of

blue, indigo, and violet
;
the facts cited concerning the juxta-

position of black with blue, indigo, and violet (60., 61., 62.

)

r

and explained conformably to the law, of the extremely bril-

liant complementaries of these three colours, modifying the

black, in making known the true cause of the phenomenon,
have proved that the reproach addressed to the dyer was un-
founded, and that the inconvenience of these juxtapositions

could only be made to disappear or diminish by the art of the

weaver.

The following observations were made by M. Deyrolle

:

Erom a pattern of a piece of drapery representing a very

deep fold, he executed two pieces of tapestry, differing in

this—that the one (No. 1) was worked with single tones of

the violet scale of wool, while the other (No. 2) was worked
wdth these same tones, but the depth of the fold w'as made
exclusively with black instead of violet-brown wool.
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In diffused light, rather feeble than strong, and at the first-

aspect, the effect of No. 1 was more sombre than that of

No. 2, and it presented more harmony of analogy
;
viewed

more attentively, an effect of contrast was perceived much
more marked in No. 2 than in No. 1, resulting from the

black juxtaposed with light violet, which bordered the deptli

of the fold, rendering this violet lighter, redder, or less blue

than the light violet corresponding to No. 1 appeared : the

black of No. 2 also, by the influence of the complementary,
greenish-yellow, with the contiguous light violet, contrasted

more than the deep violet-brown of No. 1 ;
I say more

;
for

this latter received from the proximity of its bright tone

a light tint of greenish-yellow.

In an intense diffused light, the effect of contrast was
greatly increased.

Thus, as might have been expected, there was greater dif-

ference of contrast between the light and the shadow in

No. 2 than in No. 1, and the different parts of the latter,

viewed as dependencies of one whole, presented an effect

more harmonious than that presented by No. 2.

Two pieces of tapestry representing the same pattern, the

one with the tones of the blue scale, and the other with the

same tones and blade, gave rise to analogous remarks
;
but

the differences were less marked than those observed between
the two violet pieces.

The preceding examples induce me to believe that there

are cases in working tapestry, especially with the blue and
violet scales, where it appears advantageous to employ the

deepest tones of these scales in preference to black
;
and that

if we would have more contrast than we had in the pre-

ceding examples, we must juxtapose with the deep tones

lighter tones of the same scales than would have been em-
ployed if we had used black. In a word, the rule which
appears to me must guide us, will be, to produce between
the brown and the light of the same scale, the same contrast

of tone which would have been produced by the juxtaposition

of black.

(387.) The facts stated in this Chapter demonstrate super-

abundantly, I think, that, whenever the weaver is uncertain

about the true appreciation of a colour he wishes to imitate,
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he must circumscribe this part of his pattern -with a paper
eut out by which he can exactly compare it with the colour

of the threads he proposes to employ.

(388.) I shall terminate this Chapter by affirming that

finely coloured models, painted on the system of chiar'oscuro,

and combining the qualities of perfect colouring, (298.), can
be represented in tapestry by employing only the local colour,

its nearest hues, white, and normal grey. In fact, every part

where the local colour appears with the single modification of

its hues, being contiguous to other parts, which, in the ori-

ginal model, present to the painter modifications due to an

excess or enfeebling of white light, it necessarily happens,
that when these latter parts have been reproduced by the

weaver with white and normal grey, they will receive, from
the proximity of the first parts (seat of the local colour), the

same modifications that the corresponding parts of the model
present to the painter.

M. Deyrolle, whom I have many times quoted, has exe-

cuted, according to this mode of seeing, a very effective piece

of tapestry representing flowers. This is, then, another ex-

ample of the harmony of theory with the practice of art.

CHAPTER IV.

QUALITIES WHICH PATTERNS FOR GOBELINS TAPESTRY MUST POSSESS.

(389.) In order to fully comprehend what are the qualities

which model-pictures for Grobelins tapestry must possess, it

is indispensable to decide upon the speciality in the imitation

peculiar to this kind of work.

(390.) The weaver imitates objects with coloured threads

of a certain diameter. These threads are applied round the

threads of the warp. The surface produced by them is not

uniform, but hollowed in furrows, those which are parallel to

the threads of the warp being lower than the others which

are perpendicular to it; the effect of these furrows is the

same as a series of dark parallel lines would produce upon a
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picture wh.ch would be cut at right angles by another series

of finer parallel lines, less dark than the preceding. There
is this difference, then, between a tapestry and a painting

:

1°. That the first never presents those blended colours

which the painter obtains so easily, by mixing or
dividing his pigments to an infinite degree by
means of a more or less viscid vehicle.

2°, That the symmetry and uniformity of the furrows

of tapestry are opposed to the lights being as

vivid and the shadows as vigorous as they are in

a painting; for if the furrows obscure the lights,

the salient parts of the threads which are in the
shades have the inconvenience of enfeebling the

latter by the light they reflect.

3°. That the lines which circumscribe the different

objects in a painting, although straight or curved
in every direction, may be of an extreme fineness

without ceasing to be perfectly distinct; while

the threads of the weft and the warp, always
crossing at right angles, are an obstacle to a
similar result whenever the lines of the pattern

do not exactly coincide with these threads.

4°. Let us add, that the painter has other resources,

to increase the brilliaucy of the lights and the

vigour of the shadows which are denied to the

weaver. For instance, he opposes opaque body-
colours to glazing-colours (pigments)

;
he modi-

fies an object of a single colour by varying the

thickness of the layer of paint he places on the

canvas
;

also, up to a certain point, he can pro-

duce modifications by changing the direction of

the strokes of his pencil.

(391.) From this state of things, I conclude that, to raise

the effects of tapestry as nearly as possible to those of paint-

ing, it is requisite

:

1°. That the objects be represented of such a size that

the point where the spectator must be placed to

see them properly, does not permit of his distin*
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guishing the coloured elements from each other,

nor the furrows which separate them, so that not
only the threads of two mixed scales (377.), and
the hatchings of different scales more or less

distant, interwoven together (378.), are con-

founded in a colour homogeneous to the eye,

notwithstanding the definite dimensions of the

variously coloured elements constituting this

colour, but also that the cavities and salient parts

appear as a uniform surface

;

2°. That the colours be as vivid and as contrasted as

possible, so that the lines which circumscribe the

different objects be more distinct, and that the

lights and shadows be as different as possible.

(392.) It is now evident that patterns for tapestry must
not only recommend themselves by correct outline, and ele-

gant forms, but they must represent large objects, figures

draped rather than nude, vestments decorated with orna-

ments rather than simple and uniform
;
lastly, by colours

varying and contrasting as much as possible ;—consequently

everything relating to miniature by minuteness or by finish

in details is foreign to the special object of tapestry.
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Tapestry for Furniture (395.).

Chapter III.—Of the Patterns of Beauvais Tapestry for Fur-
niture (39G.)—(398.).
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CHAPTER I.

OF THE ELEMENTS OF BEAUVAIS TAPESTRY FOR FURNITURE.

(393.) The elements of Beauvais Tapestry for furniture

are essentially the same as those of Gobelins tapestry
;
but

with this difference, that the light and the middle tones ot'

the scales employed are of silk, while in the Gobelins tapestry

these tones are almost always of wool
;
on the other hand, the

scales of Beauvais are less varied in colour than those of the

Gobelins, and their tones are less numerous. Besides, the
working of the threads is the same in both kinds of tapestry,

so that, the employment of coloured threads resting in like

manner on the knowledge and observance of the principle of

mixture and the principle of contrast of colours, I need not

add to what I have already said on this subject in the pre-

ceding Section.*

(394.) I must remark that the furrows caused by the weft

and the warp have not the same objection they have in the

Gobelins tapestry (390.). In fact, the regular grain of the

tapestry for furniture is so far from producing a bad effect in

the image represented thereon, that we are obliged to give the

appearance of this grain to many paper-hangings by means of

parallel lines cutting it, or by points symmetrically placed.

CHAPTER II.

OH THE SUBJECTS REPRESENTED ON THE BEAUVAIS TAPESTRIES FOR
FURNITURE.

(395.) The subjects represented on the tapestries of Beau-

vais for furniture are simpler than those on the Gobelins

tapestry, as they are generally limited to ornaments, flowers,

animals, particularly birds and insects
;
I say generally, be-

cause formerly they produced small pictures for screens,

chairs, glass doors, &c.

* Chaps. II. and III.
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CHAPTER III.

OF THE PATTERNS OF BEAUVAIS TAPESTRY FOB FURNITURE.

(396.) The objects, although generally smaller than those

seen on Gobelins tapestry, being of simpler form, often sym-
metrical, offer less difficulty of execution, in order to be dis-

tinctly seen
;
and the nature of these objects also does not

absolutely require the employment of colours much varied in

their tones and hues
;
for I suppose that the Beauvais weaver

•does not pretend to rival the painter, consequently, when he
represents flowers, for instance, he does not require a model
painted in the manner which a pupil of Van Spsendonck would
make a picture or a drawing for a botanical work.

(397.) In the models of tapestries for furniture, we too
often neglect the opposition of grounds with the dominant
•colour of the subjects placed upon them. For instance, if it

is a crimson ground ornamented with a garland of flowers, it

is necessary that Blue, Yellow, and White flowers compose
the greater part of it. If we place on it Red flowers, they
will tend to become Orange rather than Purple ;—they must
be surrounded with Green leaves contiguous to the ground.
When it is a greenish ground, Red and Pink flowers must,

on the contrary, predominate over the others. If the ground
is dead leaves, then Blue, Violet, White and Pink flowers de-

tach themselves completely.

(398.) The patterns of tapestry for furniture must possess

the qualities which we have desired in those of the Gobelins.

Thus, graceful and simple forms detaching,themselves com-
pletely from the ground upon which they stand, clothed with
the purest and most harmoniously selected colours, are pre-

ferable to all others. The harmonies of contrast of colour

must generally predominate over those of analogy.
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CHAPTER I.

SAVONNERIE CARPETS.

(399.) The manufacture of Savonnerie Carpets is entirely

different from that of Gobelins Tapestry.

The elements of these Carpets are three in number :

1°. Woollen Threads, mostly white

,

forming the

warp of the carpet

;

2°. Woollen Threads of various tints, which are

knotted to the first

;

3°. Hempen Threads, which serve to bind the

threads of the warp together.

(400.) I. Warp. The woollen threads constituting the

warp are properly suspended in the loom, parallel to each

other, and at equal intervals.

(401.) II. Dyed Wool. This is, properly speaking, the

coloured element of Savonnerie Carpets.

Although the scales of dyed wool are not so numerous as

those of the Gobelins Tapestry, yet they are sufficient for

imitating all the hues of a painting, as may easily be under-
stood when we know that the thread employed in the pro-

duction of a carpet must always be complex : it is composed
of five or six threads. Eor, to imitate a pattern painted in

various colours on the system of chiar'oscuro, the complex
thread is composed of threads of 2, of 3, of 4, of 5, and even
of 6 different colo7irs

;
there is, then, a wide latitude in modi-

fying colours according to the principle of mixing.
In making a ground, the complex thread is composed of

five or six threads of the same tone of the same colour.

The tones of each scale are almost always sixteen or eighteen

in number.
When a complex thread is composed of threads belonging

to different scales, those which are united must generally
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have the same number, with respect to their height of tone,

in the scales to which they respectively belong. If we de-

viate from this rule, it is when we take into consideration

the different alterability of mixed colours
;
for instance, when

we mix Violet threads with Bed threads, the former should

be of a higher number than the second, because they change
more under the influence of atmospheric agencies.

Every compound thread is fixed to a thread of the warp by
means of a peculiar knot, and perpendicularly to the direction

of this latter : this is called le point. When a certain number
of coloured threads are thus fixed, appearing to the eye as a

coloured line which is at right angles with the warp, we cut

these threads perpendicularly to their axis, so that the co-

loured surface of a Savonnerie Carpet shows the interior of

the coloured wool exposed by this section.

(402.) III. Hempen Threads. On attempting to conso-

lidate le point, or, in other terms, the threads of dyed wool
which have been knotted upon the threads of the warp, we
employ a double hempen thread, called duite, and a single

hempen thread, called traine
,
which is generally coloured

Blue, Grey, or Black. These threads form, with those of the

warp, a true canvas, which is completely concealed when the

carpet is laid
;
then the spectator only sees a plane parallel

to that of the warp, upon which the imitation of the model
appears: this plane is the upper surface of a true woollen

velvet.

(403.) We see how the weaving of a Savonnerie Carpet
differs from that of tapestry

;
and if we also refer here the

beauty of the effects to the knowledge and observance of the

principles of the mixture and contrast of colours, there are

some remarks to be made relatively to the special application

of these principles to carpet-making, because this application

is not absolutely identical with that of the same principles

to the manufacture of Gobelins Tapestry. This will be de-

monstrated in the two following Chapters.
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€11A PTER II.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF MIXING COLOURS IN ITS CONNECTION WITH THE
MANUFACTURE OF SAVONNERIE CARPETS.

(404.) The mixing of colours in the manufacture of Savon-

nerie carpets is always performed by mixing differently

coloured threads, as was mentioned above (401.) ;
conse-

quently we do not, as in the Gobelins Tapestry, make mix-

tures by hatchings (378.). We may easily understand that

we can graduate a colour by juxtaposing threads of this

colour lighter and lighter, in proportion as they are removed
from the highest tone. In a similar manner we may under-

stand how we can make one colour pass into another, by
juxtaposing compound threads in which the proportion of

the first colour diminishes, with other compound threads in

which the second colour increases.

(405.) The mixture by threads is the most important thing

for the beauty and richness of the colours : but it it be true

that, in order to make it successfully, it is sufficient to ob-

serve the rules laid down before (380.), when speaking of

Gobelins Tapestry, and that under this relation it would
appear superfluous to refer to this subject—yet, in conse-

quence of the worker in tapestry making use of threads

composed of five or six threads, which may be variously co-

loured (401.), he finds by this that he is much more exposed
to error than the Gobelins weaver is, when he proceeds to

mix threads which he desires should retain the richness of

their colours. Such, then, is the motive which determines

me to consider anew the art of mixing coloured threads in

making Savonnerie carpets.

I. Rule.—Bespecting the Mixing Bed and Yellow threads
,

Bed and Blue threads
,
and Yellow and Blue threads..

Whenever the weaver wishes to produce by mixture a vivid

Orange, Violet, or Green, he must only mix such threads as
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in the combination will present these two colours solely.

Consequently the compound thread must consist only of

threads belonging to the two elementary scales or to their

intermediate hues; in the case where he wishes to modify
the tone oi one of the colours or both, he must mix different

tones of the same scale. But it is not useless to remark
that the mixture of three threads of the tones 3, 4, and 5,

of the same scale well graduated gives the same result as if

we had taken three threads of tone 4.

II. Rule.—Respecting the complementary mixture of Red
and Green threads

,
Orange and Blue threads, Yellow and

Violet threads.

These mixtures giving rise to Grey, the weaver cannot add
brilliant colours without the latter being broken or tarnished

by the former, precisely as they would be if we had added
Grey to them. One consequence ot this rule, then, is never

to admit complementary colours into mixtures which are

intended to compose brilliant colours.

III. Rule.—Respecting the mixture of threads of comple-

mentary colours
,
hut in such proportions that they do not

completely neutralise each other.

The weaver must not have recourse to mixtures which

belong to the third rule, except when he intends breaking or

tarnishing his colours : and it is evident that the less he re-

tains of a colour in excess over the quantities of those which

are mutually complementary, the more this excess in the

former will be broken by mixture with the latter.

We see, then, that we can break the colours without

having recourse to broken tones, and that if we would make
one colour pass into another without running into Grey, we
must avoid every juxtaposition of colours which, by con-

fusing the eye, would produce the effect of mixed comple-

mentary colours (380.)-
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF CONTRAST OF COLOURS IN ITS CONNECTION WITH THE
FABRICATION OF SAVONNERIE CARPETS.

(406.) Ie it be true that a knowledge of the principle of

contrast is less necessary to the worker of Savonnerie than
it is to him of the Gobelins, yet it would be a mistake to

suppose that the first can remain ignorant of it without dis-

advantage.

In fact, although the worker of Savonnerie need not so

assiduously copy his model faithfully in its colouring as the

Gobelins weaver, and as the five or six differently coloured

threads which he can unite to form a compound thread may
be very favourable to the gradation, and to the passage of

one colour into another, yet this very liberty which permits

of a slight departure from the colours of the model, imposes

on him the obligation of producing the best possible effect.

Can he follow a better guide than the law of contrast

vrtien he seeks to attain this aim P

CHAPTER IV.

CONDITIONS WHICH MU8T BE FULFILLED IN THE PATTERNS OF SAVONNERIE
CARPETS.

(407.) The Savonnerie weaver working from the same
painted patterns as the weaver of the Gobelins and of Beau-
vais, I next speak of the principal conditions which these

patterns must fulfil, in order that the carpet reproducing
the pattern may fully realise our intention.

Aeticle 1.

1st Condition—Respective size of the figured objects.

(408.) The size of the objects represented must be in

proportion to the whole extent of the carpet
:
great trophies

and ornaments suit only large carpets, and simple patterns
are best adapted to small ones.
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(409.) On the other hand, if the apartment to which the

carpet is fitted is defective in the proportions of the breadth
to its length, the designer must take care to avoid increasing

this defect to the eye by his design and the manner in which
he distributes his masses.

Article 2.

2nd Condition—Distinct View.

(410.) All the parts vividly coloured, and having well

defined patterns, must be visible in their entirety, when the

furniture is placed in the position it is intended to occupy in

the chamber to which the carpet is fitted, this apartment
being what is commonly called arranged.

For example

:

The border of a carpet upon which chairs, couches, sofas,

&c., are placed, must be black or brown : in the case where
preference is given to a ground uniform with the pattern,

this latter must be very simple, and composed only ol two or

three tones of colours much deeper than those of the rest of

the carpet, when this does not exhibit large dark masses

;

aud it is by deep tones of the blue and violet scales, and
also with those of other scales (218.), that we have the

opportunity of recalling the harmonies of analogy.

(411.) The actual border of a carpet must not be under

the chairs. It must appear as a continuous frame to all the

objects represented upon the carpet, and this framing must
not be interrupted by the hearth.

(412.) If a piece of furniture must be placed in the middle

of the apartment, or rather of the framing, the figures of the

carpet must be executed in conformity; that is to say, in

such manner that they commence at the line circumscribing

the place occupied by the furniture, and extend beyond this

place.

(413.) Every trophy or design presenting a well circum-

scribed object, or, in other terms, every design without lines

parallel to the border, must be seen in all its parts, so that

the eye can embrace the whole without difficulty. And it

must also always have a sufficient interval between the border

and the trophies, or, more generally, the objects circum-

scribed, to which the artist desires to draw the chief attention.
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Article 3.

3rd Condition—Analogy with places or persons,

(414.) Other objects than arabesques or imaginary figures,

depicted on a large carpet, must possess some analogy w ith

the purpose of the apartment where the carpet is laid, or

offer some allusion either to places or persons.

Article 4.

4th Condition—Distribution of Colours.

(415.) The colours must be distributed in such mauner as

to give value to every part of the carpet, not only in each

particular object, but also in the union of objects forming a

single composition.

Of the local Colours and the Colours of each particular object.

(416.) Every object must be perfectly detached from the

ground upon which it is placed. If rose or red predominates
in an object, the ground must be neither crimson nor scarlet,

nor violet
;

if blue predominates, the ground must generally

be neither violet nor green. If the object is yellow, orange
must be forbidden to the ground. For the rest, I shall refer

to what I have said above (396., 397., 398.) in speaking of the

conditions which must be fulfilled in reference to the patterns

for Beauvais tapestry for furniture.

Of the General Harmony of Colours in a Carpet.

(417.) There are some important observations to be made
upon the general harmony of colours, which is frequently

neglected by the designer of patterns for this kind of fabric
;

yet without it, the effect in a carpet is injured, whatever
may be the perfection with which each particular object is

rendered.

(418.) If the carpet represents many separate objects,

they must each have a dominant colour which accords with
those of the other objects, either by the dominant colours

belonging to different tones of the same scale or by these

colours contrasting with each other, which produces a more
satisfactory effect.

The whole of these objects must detach themselves from
the ground, which will generally be duller than they are, the
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light being almost always diffused from the centre of the

composition.

The manner in which the objects are circumscribed, and
the nature of the lines circumscribing each of them, contri-

bute greatly to render a composition harmonious or dis-

cordant. For instance, squares or parallelograms, whicli

attract the eye by their size and their brilliant colours, have

a bad effect with circular or elliptical figures, especially when
they are very near together.

Article 5.

5th Condition—Harmony of the Carpet relatively to the

Objects which must concur with it in the Decoration of an

Apartment.

(419.) For a carpet to produce the best possible effect, it

is not enough that it be made in the best manner, that the

pattern is excellent, and that the distribution of the colours

leaves nothing to be desired
;

it is also requisite that it be in

harmony with the decorations of the apartment into which it

is put, or, in other terms, that it possesses certain relations

of suitability
,
not only of size proportionate to the nature of

the ornaments, the facility with which the eye seizes the

ensemble of the composition, the skill which has governed

the distribution of the large masses of colours,—but also in

the harmony of these same colours with those of the objects

which concur with the carpet to furnish a given apartment

;

it is under this latter relation only that I shall now make
some remarks, which will be concluded further on, when I

come to examine the decoratious of rooms.

(420.) The method of rendering with respect to the colours

the harmony of a large carpet as facile as possible with the

other furniture of the same apartment, is at first to make the

light commence from the centre of the carpet
;

it is there

—

that is to say, in the part most distant from the chairs,

hangings, &c.—that we can employ without inconvenience

the most vivid and strongly contrasted colours.

In placing a much less brilliant part between this vivid

picture in the central part of the framing, we can also give

to the framing colours so vivid as to glare upon the con-

tiguous parts, still without injuring the colour of the chairs,

hangings, &c.



SECTION IV,

TAPESTRIES FOR HANGINGS AND CARPETS.

Chapter I.—On Tapestries for Hangings (421.).

Chapter II.—On Carpets (422.-428.).
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CHAPTEE I.

ON TAPESTRIES FOR HANGINGS#

(421.) Gobelins tapestry and Beauvais tapestry for fur-

niture, produced on the system of painting in chiar'oscuro
,

require in their production so much time, care, and skill on
the part of the artists who execute them, that their price is

much too high to permit them to become articles of com-
merce. Without inquiring if it be right or wrong to prefer

stained papers to woollen hangings, fabrics in a single

colour, chintzes, or in patterns to tapestries for furniture, I

shall say, that with scales of five or six tones at most, we can
execute works of the latter kind on the system of flat tints

(368.), which have a good effect, and at a price such as, if I

am not mistaken, would bring them into commerce if fashion

adopted them.

CHAPTEE II.

CARPETS.

Article 1.

Carpets on the System of Chiar'oscuro.

(422.) The taste for carpets, now-a-days so widely ex-

tended, far from diminishing, will doubtless increase, just as

in modern times has occurred in respect to glazed windows
in our houses. If the Savonnerie carpets are too dear for

commerce, such is not the case with those others which,

made in imitation of them after patterns painted on the

system of chiar'oscuro, are extensively manufactured in

Prance and other countries.
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(423.) These carpets cost much less than those of Savon-
nerie, because they contain much less wool, which is gene-
rally of inferior quality : the colours also are not so durable

;

they are worked, too, with scales less varied in colour, and
of fewer tones

;
lastly, as these fabrics are not so elaborate,

they are made much more rapidly than those of the royal

manufactories.

(424.) If the intrinsic qualities of Savonnerie carpets and
those of ordinary carpets are really so different, we should

be much mistaken if we supposed that the difference is

evident on the first superficial examination, or that it can

be always recognised on a more prolonged examination by a

person ignorant of the difficulties of this class oi works.

What most persons look for in a carpet is brilliant colours.

The manufacturer knowing the taste of his customers, does

well to conform to it, and he attains his aim by using fewer
broken tones, and more pure and vivid colours than are em-
ployed in the royal manufactories. He thus obtains greater

appearance of effect at less expense, and I am convinced that

m many instances where at Savonnerie they mix a great

many coloured threads together, it requires much skill and
knowledge in mixing their cornplementaries, to prevent the

brilliant colours extinguishing each other : this danger does

not exist, or occurs much less frequently, in the manufacture
of ordinary carpets.

(425.) The considerations I have put forth on the mixing
of colours, lead to the opinion that every workman who
would make himself acquainted with the method of producing
the carpets of Savonnerie, will, by very simple means, arrive

at results the success of which appears to me certain, when,
after being well imbued with the rules prescribed (380. and

405.), he will attain to a system of experience calculated to

reveal to him what most of his fellow-workers are ignorant

of—the value of the colours of his palette, and in this value

we comprise the knowledge of the resulting colour he will

obtain, either by mixing a given number of threads of the

same scale, but of different tones, or by mixing a given

number of differently coloured threads belonging to differ-

ent scales.

The first experiments he should make will have for their
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object the fixing the minimum number of the tones of his

scales after be has fixed the number of woollen threads which
compose liis compound threads

;
for we know that, if he puts

three threads into a compound thread, he can, with a scale

of the same number of tones, obtain by mixing a greater

number of mixed tones than if the compound thread was
only binary. Suppose it is a scale composed of ten tones,

and that we required to make a triple compound thread

;

two threads of the tenth tone with one thread of the ninth
tone will give a mixed tone nearer to the tenth than if we
were obliged to mix one thread of the tenth tone with one
thread of the ninth tone to produce a binary compound
thread

;
by which we may learn that by the triple mixture

we can obtain many more mixed tones, intermediate between
the first and the tenth, than we can obtain from the binary

mixture.

After having determined upon the number of tones which
shall compose his scales, he will next fix upon the number of

unbroken scales which will be necessary for him to compose
brilliant hues, bearing in mind rule first : and further, he
will employ threads for a complex thread, and, other things

being equal, he may contrive mixtures which will belong to

other distinct scales, and which may be inserted between the

scales that have been mixed.

This determination made, he will next prepare his grey*

resulting from the mixture of his complementary scales in

conformity with our second rule: taking into account the

breaking, or the greying which the complementary mixtures

will give to the threads of pure colour with which they are

combined.
Finally, he will see which are the scales of broken colours,

as well as the greys more or less pure, it is important for him
to have.

In all the preceding it is understood that it is only the

question of graduated colours, and not of colours for grounds

Article 2.

Carpets on the System of Flat Tints.

(426.) In most cases where it is required to select a carpet

for apartments of a medium size, and especially for small
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rooms, I should give the preference to carpets in flat tints,

because it is possible to have a very beautiful effective work,

without the price being too high, while in paying much
dearer for a carpet of another kind, resembling pictures, we
shall be far from having the best in this sort.

Carpets in flat tints are most favourable to the brilliancy

of colours
;
in fact, the straight or undulating bands of the

dessins points of Hungary, the palms, where Yellow is op-

posed to Yiolet, Orange to Blue, Green to Bed, &c., produce
the most brilliant contrasts. But I only recommend the

employment of these carpets for places where their brilliant

colours can injure neither the furniture nor the hangings

;

for instance, in rooms where the hangings, the stuffs of the

chairs, are grey, white, black, or selected so as to accord

harmoniously with the carpet by their colours and patterns.

(427.) The most effective carpets are also those which
present detached flowers upon a brown ground, with a gar-

land in the centre, in flat tints, and perfectly assorted ac-

cording to the law of contrast.

Article 3.

Carpets on a System intermediate between Chiar'oscuro and
Flat Tints.

(428.) I have no special remarks to add to the preceding
on this kind of carpet

;
I shall only observe that those which

approach the nearest to carpets in flat tints, appear to me
preferable to those in which the designer has endeavoured to

imitate Savonnerie carpets
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SECTION V.

MOSAICS.

(429.) The name Mosaics
,
as is well known, is given to

the coloured imitations of a painted pattern, by employing
fragments of marble, stones, different coloured enamels, suit-

ably cut, which are united together side by side, and also

fastened together by means of a fine mortar or cement.
If it were possible to make a mosaic with elements as fine

and as compact as the threads of tapestry, the work would
appear to occupy a place between an oil-painting and a

Gobelins tapestry : it resembles the latter, because it is the
result of the juxtaposition of coloured elements of an appre-

ciable size : and it approaches to the nature of a picture by a

uniform surface rendered brilliant by means of the polish it

has received; besides, the contrast of opaque and vitreous

elements resembles that of opaque and glazing colours in oil-

painting.

But, in having regard to the preceding considerations rela-

tive to the special qualities of each kind of imitation, mosaic

being made to serve for pavement, or at least to be exposed
to the changes of weather, the humidity of ground floors,

&c., resistance to these destructive agents must be its essen-

tial quality : on the other hand, the place it generally oc-

cupies in edifices does not permit the eye to seize all the

details we look for in a picture
;
we wander from our object

when we pretend to give to works of this nature the finish of

painting : we then confound two arts entirely distinct in aim,

and also in the nature of the coloured elements which each

of them makes use of.
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COLOURED GLAZING OF LARGE GOTHIC CHURCHES.
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SECTION VI.

WINDOWS OF COLOURED GLASS IN LARGE GOTHIC CnURCDES.

(430.) I now proceed to examine, according to the pre-

ceding views, the coloured glass windows which combine so

powerfully with architecture in giving to vast gothic churches
that harmony -which we cannot fail to recognise whenever
we enter them, after having admired the variety and boldness

of their exterior details, and which place these structures

among objects of art, in the rank of those which impress

most by their size, the subordination of their various parts,

and, lastly, by their complete fitness for the purposes to

which they are applied. The stained glass of gothic churches,

by intercepting the white light which gives too vivid and
unsuitable a glare for meditation (as they only transmit

coloured light), have always the most beautiful effect. If

we seek the cause, we shall find it not only in the contrast

of their colours so favourably opposed, but also in the con-

trast of their transparency with the opacity of the walls

which surround them and of the lead which binds them to-

gether. The impression produced on the eye, in virtue of

this twofold cause, is the more vivid the more frequently and
the longer they are viewed each time.

(431.) The windows of a gothic church are generally

either circular, or pointed at the tops in ogive
,
with vertical

sides. The stained glass of the first usually represent great

rose-windows, where yellow, blue, violet, orange, red, and
green, appear like jewels of the most precious stones. The-

windows of the second almost always represent, amid a border

or a ground analogous to the rose-windows, a figure of a

saint in perfect harmony with those which stand in relief

about the portals of the edifice
;
and these latter figures, to

be appreciated at their true value, must be judged as parts

of a whole
,
and not as a Greek statue, which is intended to

be seen isolated on all sides.

N
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(432.) The glass composing the different parts of a human
figure is of two kinds : the one has been painted on its surface

with pigments, afterwards vitrified (glass painting)
;
the other

is melted with the material that colours it (glass staining)
;

generally the first enters into the composition of the nude
parts of the figure, as the face, hands, and feet

;
and the

second enters into that of the drapery: all the pieces of

glass are united by strips of lead. What has struck me as

being most effective in windows with human figures is the

exact observance of the relations of size of the figures and of

the intensity of the light which renders them visible, with

the distance at which the spectator is placed
;
a distance at

which the strips of lead which surround each piece of glass

appear only as a line, or as a small black band.

(433.) It is not necessary for an effective whole that the

painted glass, viewed closely, should exhibit fine hatchings,

careful stippling, or blended tints ; for, with the coloured

stained glass for draperies, they must compose a system
which compares with painting in flat tints

;
and certainly we

cannot doubt that a painting on glass, executed entirely ac-

cording to the system of chiaroscuro
,
will have this disadvan-

tage over the other, without speaking of the cost of execution,

that the finish in the details will entirely disappear at the

distance at which the spectator must be placed, and that the

view of the whole will be less distinct
;
for the first condition

ivhich must befulfilled by every work of art intended to attract

the eye is, that it be presented without confusion and as dis-

tinctly as possible. Let us add that paintings on glass exe-

cuted on the method of chiar*oscuro cannot receive the

borders and grounds of rose-windows (431.) -which present

so fine an effect of colour, as they have less brilliancy and
transparency than the glass in -which the colouring material

has been incorporated by fusion (432.), and, lastly, they are

less capable of resisting the injuries of time.

(434.) Variety of colours in these windo-ws is so necessary

for them to attain the best possible effect (as those which
represent figures entirely nude, edifices, in a word, large

objects of a single colour, or slightly tinted), that, whatever
may be the perfection of their execution under the relation

of finish and truth of imitation, they will have an inferior
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effect to those windows composed of pieces of varied colours

suitably contrasted. Yet 1 must not omit tc instance the
bad effect which results from the mixture of coloured glass

with transparent colourless glass, at least when the latter lias

a certain extent of surface in a window; but at the same
time I recognise the effect obtainable by mixing ground glnss

with coloured glass, and also of small pieces of colourless

transparent glass framed in lead, so that at the distance at

which they must be viewed, they produce the effect of a
symmetrical juxtaposition of white parts with black parts.

(435.) I conclude we must refer the causes of the beauti-

ful effects of coloured church-windows—

•

1 °. To their presenting a very simple design, the dif-

ferent w-ell-defined parts of which may be seen

without confusion at a great distance.

2°. To their offering a union of coloured parts dis-

tributed with a kind of symmetry, which are at

the same time vividly contrasted, not only among
themselves, but also with the opaque parts which
circumscribe them.

(436.) Coloured windows appear to me to produce all the

effect of which they are really capable only in a vast edifice

where the differently coloured rays arrive at the eye of the

spectator placed on the floor of the church, so scattered by
the effect of the conical figure of the rays of light emanating
from a single point, that they impinge upon each other,

whence results an harmonious mixture, which is not found

in a small structure lighted by stained windows. It is this

intimate mixture of the coloured rays, transmitted in a vast

edifice, which permits of tapestries being placed on the

ground floor when the lower walls have no colourless glass

windows
;

it is evident that if tapestries are placed too near

stained windows, they must lose all the harmony of their

colours, as when blue rays fall upon red draperies, yellow-

rays upon blue draperies, &c.

Thus, wrhen we have to put coloured glass in windows, it

appears to me necessary to take into consideration not only

their beauty, but also the effect which the coloured lights

they transmit will have upon the objects they illuminate.
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(437.) The coloured windows of a large church appear to

me really as transparent tapestries, intended to transmit

light, and to ally themselves harmoniously with the sculp-

tures on the exterior, which destroy the monotony of the
high walls of the edifice, and with the different ornaments of

the interior, among which tapestries must be taken into

account.

(438.) I shall sum up my ideas on the employment of

stained-glass for windows in the following terms

.

1°. They produce all the effect of which they are really

susceptible, only in rose-windows, bay-windows,
or the pointed windows of large gothic churches.

2°. They produce all their effect only when they pre-

sent the strongest harmonies of contrast, not of

colourless transparent glass with the black pro-

duced by the opacity of the walls, iron bars, and
strips of lead, but of this Black with the intense

tones of Red, Blue, Orange, Violet, and Yellow;

3°. If they represent designs, these must always be as

simple as possible, and admit of the harmonies or

contrast

;

4°. While admiring windows a large number of which
consist tof paintings upon glass of undoubted
merit, especially in examining the difficulties

overcome, I maintain that it is a kind which
should not be much encouraged

;
because the

product has never the merit of a picture properly

so called, as it is more costly, and will produce

less effect in a large ehur«h than a stained win-

dow of much lower price.

5°. Windows of a pale grey ground with light ara-

besques have a very poor effect wherever they are

placed.

I shall recur to the employment of stained windows in

churches when I treat of the relations of the law of contrast

with the decoration of the interiors of churches.
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SECTION I.

CALICO-PRINTIN O.

(439.) The object I bave in view in this Chapter, is the

examination of the optical effects produced by patterns when
printed upon woven fabrics, but not the chemical effects

which arise between the pigments and the stuffs upon which
they are printed.

Tor a considerable period of time printing on textile

fabrics was limited, so to speak, to cotton cloths : only of

iate years has it been extended to fabrics of silk and wool
for furniture and clothing.

This branch of industry has undergone an immense ex-

tension, fashion having accepted these products with much
favour; but whatever may be the importance of the subject

in a commercial point of view, I must treat it briefly, be-

cause this book is not directed exclusively to that branch of

inquiry, and, moreover, all the preceding part is intimately

connected with it, that to go deeply into details would ex-

pose us to the inconvenience of repetition with no compen-
sating advantage. I shall content myself with stating many
facts which serve to show that, for want of knowing the law
of contrast, the cotton manufacturer and the printers of

woollen and silk stuffs are constantly exposed to error in

judging the value of recipes for colouring compositions, or

rather to mistake the true tint of the designs which they
have themselves applied upon grounds of different colours.

A. FALSE JUDGMENT OF THE VALUE OF RECIPES FOR
COLOURING COMPOSITIONS.

(440.) At a calico-printer’s they possessed a recipe for

printing green, which up to a certain period had always
succeeded, when they fancied it began to give bad results.

They were lost in conjecture upon the cause, when a person,
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who at the Gobelins had followed my researches on contrast,

recognised that the green of which they complained, being
printed upon a ground of blue, tended to become yellow,

through the influence of orange, the complementary of the

ground. Consequently, he advised that the proportion of

blue in the colouring composition should be increased, in

order to correct the effect of contrast. The recipe modified

after this suggestion gave the beautiful green which they
had before obtained.

(441.) This example demonstrates that every recipe for

colouring compositions intended to be applied upon a ground
of another colour must be modified conformably to the effect

which the ground will produce upon the colour of the com-
position. It proves also that it is much easier for a painter

to correct an effect of contrast than it is for a calico-printer,

supposing that both are ignorant of the law of contrast : for

if the first perceives in painting a green pattern on a blue

drapery that the green comes too yellow, it is sufficient for

him to add a little blue to the green, to correct the defect

which strikes him. It is this great facility in correcting the

ill effect of certain contrasts which explains why they so

often succeed in so doing without being able to account

for it.

B. TRUE TINTS OF DESIGNS PRINTED UPON COLOURED
GROUNDS MISUNDERSTOOD.

(442.) In treating of the modifications perceptible in bodies

through the medium of light, I have instanced cottons of a

coloured ground printed with patterns which the calico-

printer intended making colourless
;
but, owing to the im-

perfection of the process, were really of the colour of the

ground, but of an exceedingly light tint (292., 293.) ;
we

may be satisfied of this by looking at them after they are

isolated from the ground by means of a white paper cut out

like the pattern. I have remarked that, notwithstanding

their colour, the eye judges them to be colourless, or of the

tint complementary to that of the ground.

(443.) I will now explain the cause of these appearances,

because they have been the subject of questions frequently

addressed to me by manufacturers of printed stuffs and by
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drapers; it is due to the law of simultaneous contrast of

colours. In fact, when the patterns appear white, the ground
acts by contrast of tone (9.) ;

if they appear coloured (and

this appearance generally succeeds to that where they appear

white), the ground then acts by contrast of colour (13.); the

manufacturer of printed stuffs, therefore, will not seek to

attribute the cause of these phenomena to the chemical

actions manifested in his operations.

(444.) Ignorance of the law of contrast has among drapers

and manufacturers been the subject of many disputes, wdiich

I have been happy to settle amicably, by demonstrating to

the parties that they had no possible cause for litigation in

the cases they submitted to me. I will relate some of these,

to prevent, if possible, similar disputes.

Certain drapers having given to a calico-printer some cloths

of a single colour,—red, violet, and blue,—upon which they

wished black figures to be printed, complained that upon the

red cloths he had put green patterns, upon the violet the

figures appeared greenish-yellow ,—upon the blue—they were
orange-brown or copper-coXonredi, instead of the black, which
they had ordered. To convince them that they had no ground
for complaint, it sufficed to have recourse to the following

proofs :

1°. I surrounded the patterns with white paper, so as

to conceal the ground
;
the designs then appeared

black.

2°. I placed some cuttings of black cloth upon stuffs

coloured red, violet, and blue
;
the cuttings ap-

peared like the printed designs,

—

i.e. of the colour

complementary to the ground, although the same
cuttings, when placed upon a white ground, were
of a beautiful black.

(445.) Finally, the following are the modifications which
black designs undergo upon different coloured grounds

:

Upon Green stuffs, they appear of a Reddish-
Grey.

Upon Blue stuffs, they appear of an Orange-Grey.
Upon Violet stuffs, they appear Greenish- Yellow-

Grey.
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Upon lied stuffs, they appear Dark- Green.

Upon Oranrje stuffs, they appear of a Bluish-

Black.

Upon Yellow stuffs, they appear Black
,
the violet

tint of which is very feeble, on account of the

great contrast of tone.

These examples are sufficient to enable us to comprehend
their advantage to the printer of patterns which are comple-
mentary to the colour of the ground, whenever he wishes to

mutually strengthen contiguous tints without making them
go ou‘; of their respective scales.



SECTION II.

PAPER- STAINING.

Chapter I,— General Remarks (446 .

—

447 .).

Chapter II.— On the Law of simultaneous Contrast of Colours
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Landscapes, or large Flowers of various Colours

(448.-449 .).

Chapter III.—On the Law of simultaneous Contrast of Colours in

Relation to Paper-hangings with Designs in a
single Colour, or in Colours slightly varied

(450.—453 .).

Chapter IV.—On the Law of simultaneous Contrast of Colours
in Relation to the Borders of Paper-hangings

(454.—500.>
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SECTION II.

PAPER-STAINING.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL REMARKS.

(446.) At the point to which the manufacture of paper-
hangings has now arrived, we may, without exaggeration,

assert that a knowledge of the law of contrast of colours is

indispensably necessary to the artists who are engaged in

this branch of industry with the intention of carrying it to

perfection.

I consider as essential to their instruction the study of the

Eirst Division (Part II.), where I have treated of the imita-

tion of coloured objects by means of coloured materials in a

state of extreme division, as well as most of the facts treated

of in the Second Division directed to the imitation of coloured

objects by means of coloured materials of a certain magni-
tude.

(447.) We cannot really estimate the true relations be-

tween the law of contrast and the art of paper-staining with-

out dividing the papers into the several categories to which
the law is applicable

;
it is not applicable to all, as there are

some papers of but a single colour.

I rank in the first category papers having figures and land-

scapes, as well as those representing flowers of different

sizes and of varied colours, not intended for borders. Of all

kinds of paper-hangings those in this category approach the

nearest to painting.

Papers with patterns of one colour, or of colours hut

slightly varied, form a second category.

Finally, I rank in the third category those employed as

borders.
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CHAPTER II

ON THE LAW Cr SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS IN RELATION TO
PAPER-HANGINGS WITH FIGURES, LANDSCAPES, OR LARGE FLOWERS
OF VARIED COLOURS.

(448.) The study which I have prescribed (416.) to artists

occupied in fabricating paper-hangings is in some measure
that of the generalities, and at the same time the specialities

immediately applicable to every composition which resembles

a picture, or, in other words, the tapestry of figures and
landscapes

;
but, whatever be the merit of paper-hangings oi

this category, and the difficulty which has to be surmounted
in executing them in a satisfactory manner, nevertheless,

they are not sought by persons of refined taste, and they do
not appear to me destined to be so in future any more than
at the present time

;
for the twofold reason, that the taste

for arabesques painted upon walls or upon wood, and that

for lithographs, engravings, and paintings is every day in-

creasing. For if these three last objects do not absolutely

prohibit, as do arabesques painted on walls, every kind of

paper-hangings, they exclude at least all those with figures

and landscapes in various colours.

(449.) The applications of the law of contrast to the fabri-

cation of paper-hangings of the first category are so easy

when we thoroughly understand the divisions of the book to

which I have referred (446.), that, in order to prove the

advantage to be derived from knowing this law, I shall be

content to refer to the bad effect presented by contiguous

bands of two tones of the same scale of grey (serving as the

ground to the figure of an infant), in consequence of the con-

trast of tone arising from their juxtaposition (333.) ;
for we

cannot doubt that the artist who consulted me to remove
the ill-effect of which I speak, would not have produced it at

all had he known the law of contrast, because he would in

that case have made the dark band lighter, and the light

band darker at the contiguous parts.
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE LAW OP SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS IN RELATION TO
PAPER-IIANGINGS WITH DESIGNS IN A SINGLE COLOUR, OR IN COLOURS
BUT SLIGHTLY VARIED.

(450.) The remarks respecting the modifications to be
made in the recipes of colouring compounds used in printing

patterns of stuffs upon grounds of another colour (440.)

,

are also applicable to the printing of patterns upon paper-

hangings.

(451.) So also with the remarks contained in the same
Chapter (444.), which refer to the modifications black pat-

terns undergo through the colour of the grounds upon which
they are printed. The remarks to which I refer, although

applicable in every case where black is placed upon a coloured

ground, have been chiefly suggested by patterns made on
woollen stuffs for ladies’ mantles, and also upon furniture :

—

it appears to me that I had better add to these observations

all those which concern other designs than black. The reason

which prevents me is, that the patterns of woollen stuffs for

furniture or mantles, which are executed in the best taste,

are those with black figures, or more generally of figures

much darker than the ground.

Paper-hangings, I do not say the most tasteful, but those

most convenient for use, present very light grounds with

white or grey figures
;
I have preferred speaking, as far as

they are concerned, of the modifications which similar designs

may receive from coloured grounds
;
and the remarks which

I have already made upon them, determine me to proceed in

this manner.

(452.) Grey patterns upon papers tinted of a light colour

exhibit the phenomenon of maximum contrast
;
that is to

say, the grey appears coloured with the complementary of

the ground.
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Thus, conformably to the law (63.):

Grey patterns on a Rose ground appear - - Green.

Grey patterns on an Oranye ground appear - Blue.

Grey patterns on a Yellow ground appear - Violet or Lilac.

Grey patterns on a Green ground appear - JPinJc.

Grey patterns on a Blue ground appear - - Orange- Grey.

Grey patterns on a Violet ground appear - Yellow.

(453.) I cite these facts as examples proper to instruct

artists, because, to my knowledge, in manufactories of paper-

hangings disputes arise between the proprietors and the pre-

parers of the colours
;
for instance, a few years ago the pro-

prietor of one of the first manufactories in Paris, wishing to

print grey patterns upon grounds of apple-green and of pink,

refused to believe that his colour-preparer had given grey to

the printer at all, because the designs printed on these

grounds appeared coloured with the complementaries of the

colour of the ground. It was only at the period when the

colour-preparer attended a lecture I gave for M. Vauquelin,

at the Museum of Natural History, in 1829, hearing me
speak of the mistakes that these contrasts of colours might
occasion, that he suspected the cause of the effects which he
had produced without knowing why, and which had really

caused him much annoyance.

CHAPTER IV.

OK THE LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF COLOURS, RELATIVELY TO

THE BORDERS OF PAPER-HANGINGS.

(454.) Evert uniform paper, or one belonging to the

second category, must receive a border, generally darker and

more complex in design and colour than the paper which it

frames.

The assortment of two papers exercises a very great in •

fluence on the effects they are capable of producing, for

each of them may be of a fine colour, ornamented with de-

signs in the best taste, yet their effect will be mediocre or
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even bad, because the assortment will not conform to the
law of coutrast. I shall return to this subject in the Fifth

Division, because this chapter is exclusively devoted to the

consideration of the borders themselves.

(455.) The ground of a border contributes greatly to the

beauty of the pattern, whether flowers, ornaments, or any
other object that the designer puts upon it. We cannot
treat of this influence in an absolute or methodical manner.
I shall select a certain number of remarkable facts, which I

have had occasion to observe, and I shall principally dwell

on those from which we can deduce conclusions, which, ap-

parently not immediately flowing from previous observation,

might escape many readers, in spite of the great interest

they have in knowing them, without taking into account
that the exhibition of these facts will give me occasion to

apply the law of contrast to cases where we have designs

presenting always many tones of the same scale, and of

different hues, and also often of different scales, more or

less distant from each other,—that is to say, I shall not
occupy myself with simple borders presenting black designs

upon a uniform Grey ground, for 1 have already spoken of

the modifications which in this case black designs undergo

(445.), and grey designs also (452.), in treating of the

printing of designs upon stuffs and paper-hangings, from
patterns of a single colour, to those slightly varied.

(456.) The following observations have been made under
these circumstances, viz. :

The design of a border, whether ornaments, flowers, or any
other object, was cut out and pasted upon a white card.

Designs identical with the preceding which had been
pasted upon cardboard were then cut out and placed upon
grounds of black, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet,

then compared not only by myself, but also by many persons

whose eyes were much accustomed to comparing colours.

The results were noted in writing when we had perfectly

agreed upon their value
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I.—Borders op eight inches in height, representing
GILT ORNAMENTS UPON DIFFERENT GROUNDS.

(457.) These ornaments, executed by the ordinary pro-

cesses of paper-staining, contained no particle of metallic

gold
;
yellow lakes and oranges of different tones and hues

had been exclusively employed in their production. After

stating the modifications which the painted gilt-ornaments

experience from the colour of the grounds, I shall indicate

those which the metallic gilt ornaments receive compara-
tively from these same grounds

;
this comparison presenting

results which appear to me interesting.

(a.) Black Ground.

(458.) When we look at painted gilt-ornaments placed

upon this ground, with the intention of comparing them
with the identical ornaments placed on a white ground, the

former appear much more distinct than the latter, because

the Yellows and Orange-Yellows, colours eminently lumi-

nous, and the Black ground, which reflects no light, give

rise to contrast of tone, which the White ground, essentially

luminous, cannot give with colours which are themselves

luminous.

We perceive, then, as we might expect after what has been
said of the effect of Black in contrast (53.), that the colours

superimposed upon it are lowered in tone
;
but it must be

noted that Yellow's and Orange-Yellowrs, far from being

weakened, according to the remark made above (58.), might
cause the Black to gain in purity.

In considering the effects of two grounds more atten-

tively, we see that the Black imparts Red to the ornaments,
and it is important to remark, that the brightness of this

Red, instead of reddening the Yellows, really gilds them. I

call attention to this result, because we shall see (460.) an
effect of a Red ground which, without consideration, would
lead us to believe it to be contrary to that which now
occupies us. Such is the motive that induces me to insist

upon this point, so that we may well understand how Black,

in taking away some Grey, imparts brilliancy, and how this

Grey, which may be considered as a tarnished or broken
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Blue, may with Yellow produce an Olive colour. It is also

necessary to remark that the gilt ornaments in question pre-

sent an Olive- Grey tint, which, far from being diminished
by the White ground, is exalted by it.

Finally, if the Black ground lowers the tone of the colours,

while White heightens them, it lowers Yellow more in pro-

portion than Bed, and consequently renders the ornaments
redder than they appear upon a White ground

;
finally, in

taking away Grey, it purifies the colours, and acts also by
giving them some Bed, or by taking away some Green.

Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(459.) Gilt ornaments detach better from Black than from
White

;
but the Orange colour is weakened and really impo-

verished; the Black ground then does not purify the real

gilt as it does the painted ornaments.

(5.) Deep-lied Ground.

(460.) The Yellows are more luminous, the ensemble with
the painted ornament is clearer, more brilliant, less Grey,,

than upon a White ground.

Bed much deeper than the ornament weakens
the tone of it, and this effect is also aug-

mented by the addition of its complementary,

Green, a bright colour.

This example has much importance in enabling us to see

how the red colour, which appears as though it could be of

but little advantage to ornaments, because it tends to weaken
them by making them greener, is, however, on the whole,

favourable, because the lightening or the weakening of the

colour is more than compensated for by the brilliancy of the

complementary of the ground which is added to the Yellow

;

we shall return to this effect in a moment (468.). There is

this analogy between the influence of the Bed ground and

that of the Black ground, that the tone of the colours is

weakened
;
but there is this difference, that the ornaments

are green upon the first, while they are orange upon the

second.

o
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Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(461.) The Eed ground is not so advantageous for gilt

ornaments as it is for the painted imitations of them, be-

cause the metal loses too much of its Orange colour, and
under this relation it appears inferior to gold upon a Black
ground.

The lied ground appears darker and more Violet than the

ground upon which painted ornaments are placed.

Grounds of a light Eed are still less favourable to the gold

than Eed grounds of a dark tone.

(c.) Orange Ground deeper than the Ornaments.

(462.) The painted ornaments are bluer or rather greener

than upon a White ground. The Yellow and Orange are

singularly lowered in tone.

This ground, then, is very disadvantageous to ornaments,

as we might have expected.

Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(463.) Orange is not favourable to them; the metal be-

comes too white
;
on the other hand, the Orange ground is

redder and more vivid than that upon which the painted

ornaments are placed.

(^.) Yellow Ground of Chromate of Lead, more brilliant than

the Yellow of the Ornaments.

(464.) The Yellow of the painted ornaments is excessively

enfeebled by the complementary of the ground, Violet, which
is added to it; the ornaments appear Grey in comparison
with those upon a White ground.

Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(465.) The Yellow ground is not so unfavourable to gilt

ornaments as it is to the painted ones. The first assortment

may in certain cases be recommended.
The Yellow appears more intense, and perhaps greener.
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(e.) 'Bright Green Ground.

(466.) The painted ornaments are darker upon a bright

Green ground than upon a Eed or White ground
;
they

have acquired some Eed
;
but this is not the brilliant tint

which is given to them by Black : it is a brick-red tint.

It follows from the comparison of the effects ot

ornaments upon Eed and upon Green grounds,

that the first is much more advantageous than
the second, because it adds an essentially bril-

liant tint to the colour of the oruaments
;
while

the latter, adding some Eed, or subtracting

some Green, produces a brick-red.

Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(467.) Upon a bright Green ground, they acquire Eed, as

do the painted ornaments
;
but the Eed, not diminishing the

brilliancy of the metal, but, on the contrary, augmenting the

intensity of its colour, produces an excellent effect.

The Green ground is more intense and bluer than the

same ground upon which the painted ornaments are placed.

(468.) The study of tbe effects of Eed and of Green
grounds upon painted ornaments on the one hand, and upon
gilt ornaments on the other, is extremely interesting to

paper-stainers and decorators
;

it demonstrates to them the

necessity of taking into consideration, in the juxtaposition

of bodies which it is proposed to associate, the brilliancy

which these bodies naturally possess, and the brilliancy we
wish to impart to them when they have none. The pre-

ceding examples (460., 461., 466., 467.) very clearly explain

why the paper-stainer will prefer dark Eed instead of Green
for his gilt ornaments, and why a decorator will prefer

Green to Eed for the colour of the hangings of a show-room
of gilt bronzes; besides, we can appreciate the difference

that exists between these two hangings, in seeing how the

Green ground is preferable to the Eed in warehouses of gilt

clocks.

o 2
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(/.) Blue Ground.

(469.) Observation agrees perfectly with the law
;

it is

really upon a Blue ground that painted ornaments (the

dominant colour of which is the complementary of this

ground) show to the greatest advantage in respect to in-

tensity of the gold-yellow colour; this effect more than com-
pensates for the slight difference which may result from the

Bed ground giving a little more brilliancy. The ornaments
upon the latter ground, compared with those on the Blue,

are less coloured, and appear whiter.

Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(470.) They accord as well as the painted ornaments
;

the Blue ground is deeper and less Violet than that upon
which painted ornaments are placed.

(g.) Violet Ground.

(471.) Conformably to the law, the Violet ground im-
parting Grreenish-Yellow to the painted ornaments is favour-

able to them
;
they appear upon this ground less Olive- Grey,

more brilliant than upon the White ground, and less Green
than upon the Bed ground.

Metallic Gilt Ornaments.

(472.) They stand out quite as well from this ground,

which is raised in tone, and the Violet appears bluer, or less

Bed.

(473.) It is remarkable that the gilt ornaments, compared
with their painted imitations, heighten all the grounds upon
which they are placed. We cannot say that this metal causes

the grounds to lose any of their brilliancy
;
for Orange, taking

some Bed by the juxtaposition of the gold, appears never-

theless more brilliant than the Orange in juxtaposition with

the painted ornaments. The gold, by its Orange colour,

gives in addition some Blue, its complementary, to bodies

which environ it.
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IT.—Border oe four inches in height, representing
ORNAMENTS COMPOSED OF FESTOONS OF BLUE FLOWERS OF
WHICH THE EXTREMITIES ARE ENGAGED IN THE GREF
LEAVES OF THE ARABESQUES.

(474.) As a second example, I take these ornaments, op-

posed in some sort to the preceding by their dominant
colour, which is Blue.

Black Ground.

(475.) Grey lowered three tones in comparison with Grey
upon White, less reddish.

Blue flowers lowered two tones at least.

Bed Ground.

(476.) The Grey is greenish
;

while upon White it is

reddish.

The Blue flowers are lowered three tones, and the

Blue inclines to Green.

Orange Ground.

(477.) Grey much lowered
;
less Bed than upon White.

Blowers paler, and of a Blue less Bed or less Violet

than upon a White ground.

Yellow Ground.

(478.) Grey higher than upon White ground, more Violet.

Blowers of a more Violet-Blue, less Green than

upon a White ground.

Green Ground.

(479.) The Grey is reddish, while upon a White ground it

appears greenish.

The Blue takes some Bed or some Violet, but it

loses much of its vivacity
;

it resembles some

Blues of the silk-vat, which, in ceding some

Vellow to the water, become Blue-Violet or

Slate-colour.
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Blue Ground.

(4S0.) The Blue ground being fresher than that of the

ornament, it follows that it Oranges the Blue of the flowers

;

that is to say, it Greys them in the most disagreeable

manner.
The Grey ornament is Oranged and lighter than

upon the White ground.

Violet Ground.

(481.) Grey lowered, yellowed, impoverished, Blue tends

to Green, and impoverished.

III.

—

Borper oe eite inches and a hale in height, re-

presenting ROSES WITH TBEIR LEAVES.

Black Ground.

(482.) This border is particularly useful to serve as an

example of the effect of two colours, Bed and Green, which
are very common in the vegetable world, and often repre-

sented upon paper-hangings.

(483.) The Green is less Black, lighter, fresher, and purer,

and its brown tones redder than upon a White ground : with

respect to its light tones, I see them yellower
;
while, on the

contrary, they appeared bluer to three persons accustomed
to observe colours. This difference, on the other hand, as I

at last found, was due to my comparing together the ensemble

of leaves upon a Black ground with that of leaves upon a

White ground
;
while the other persons instituted their com-

parison more particularly between the Browns and the light

tones of Green placed upon the same ground. This difference

in the manner of seeing the same objects will be the subject

of some remarks hereafter.

Pink lighter, yellower than upon a White ground.

On a deep Bed Ground.

(484.) Green more beautiful, less Black, lighter than upon
a W bite ground.
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Pink more Lilac perhaps than upon a White
ground. The good effect of the border upon
this ground is due chiefly to the greatest part or

the Pink not being contiguous to Red but to

Green, because the ensemble of the border and
the ground exhibits flowers the Pink of which
contrasts with the Green of their leaves, while
the same Green contrasts with the Red of the
ground, which is deeper and warmer than the
colour of the flowers.

On an Orange Ground.

(485.) The Green lighter, a little bluer than upon a White
ground.

Pink much more Violet than upon a White ground.
The general effect is not agreeable.

On a Yellow Ground.

(486.) Green bluer than upon a White ground.

Pink more Violet, purer than upon a White ground.
The ensemble exhibits a good effect of contrast.

On a Green Ground
,
the tone of which is nearly equal to that

of the lights of the Leaves
,
and the hue of which is a little

bluer.

(487.) Green of the leaves lighter, yellower than upon a

White ground.

Pink fresher, purer, more velvety, than upon a

White ground.

Ground of an agreeable effect, from harmony of

analogy with the colour of the leaves, and from
harmony of contrast with the rose of the flowers.

On a Blue Ground.

(488.) Green lighter, more golden than upon a White
ground.

Pink yellower, less fresh than upon a White
ground.
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Although the green leaves do not exactly pro-

duce a bad effect upon the ground, yet the roses

lose much of their freshness, and the appearance of

the ensemble is not agreeable.

On a Violet Ground•

(469.) Green yellower, clearer than upon a White ground.

Pink faded.

If the ground does not injure the Green of the

leaves, then it injures the pink so much that it is

not agreeable.

IV.'

—

Border of six inches in height, representing
WHITE FLOWERS, SUCH AS CHINA ASTER, POPPY, LILY OF
THE VALLEY, ROSES

;
SOME RED FLOWERS, SUCH AS THE

ROSE, WALLFLOWER ;
SOME SCARLET OR ORANGE, SUCH AS

THE POPPY, POMEGRANATE, TULIP, BIGNONIA
;
AND VIOLET

FLOWERS, SUCH AS LILAC, VIOLETS
;
AND TULIPS STRIPED

WITH tELLOW, WITH GREEN LEAVES.

(490.) This border was remarkable for the pleasing asso-

ciation of the flowers among themselves, and of these flowers

with their leaves. In spite of the multiplicity of colours,

and of the hues of red and violet, there was no disagreeable

juxtaposition, except that of a pomegranate next to a rose
;

but the contact only took place at a point, and the two
flowers were in very different positions.

Black Ground.

(491.) The ensemble brighter than upon a White ground.

Orange finer, brighter than upon a White ground.
White the same.

Green clearer, redder.

The roses and the violets gain nothing from the
Black.

Red-Brown Ground.

(492.) Ensemble brighter than upon a White ground.
Whites and Greens effective.
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An orange flower, contiguous to the ground, for

the reason explained above (460.), acquires a bril-

liancy which it has not upon a White ground.

Orange Ground.

(493.) Ensemble more sombre, more tarnished than upon
a White ground.

Orange flowers and roses tarnished, lilacs bluer.

This assortment is not good.

Yellow Ground.

(494.) The orange flower contiguous to the ground evi-

dently loses some of its vivacity, in comparison with the

White ground.

The Whites are less beautiful than upon a Eed
ground.

The Greens are bluer than upon a White ground.
The roses become bluer, the violets acquire some

brilliancy.

The whole effect is good, because there is but
little Yellow in the border, and but little

Orange contiguous to the ground.

Green Ground.

(495.) The ground being purer than the Green of the

leaves had not a good effect relatively to these latter. On
the other hand, the Green in the border was in too small a

quantity to produce a harmony of analogy, and it had not

sufficient Eed for a harmony of contrast.

Blue Ground.

(496.) The Oranges have a good effect
;
the Greens were

reddened as well as the Whites* The roses and the lilacs

lost some of their freshness.

This arrangement did not produce a good effect,

because there was not sufficient Yellow or

Orange in the border.
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Violet Ground.

(497.) Orange more beautiful than upon a White ground
Boses and violets especially less beautiful than
upon a White ground.

A mediocre assortment.

Grey Ground.

(498.) As might be easily premised, this ground was ex-

tremely favourable to all the colours of the border, without

exception.

(499.) The examination we have made of four sorts of

borders has this twofold advantage, that it enables us to

verify exactly the conclusions which are directly deducible

from the law of simultaneous contrast of colours, besides

presenting to us the effects which we could scarcely have

deduced from the same law without the aid of experiment.

I now speak

—

1°. Of the influence which a complementary exercises

by its quality of luminousness upon the colour to

which it is added (460.).

2°. Of the very different manner in which not only dif-

ferent people, but even the same person, will

judge of the colours of a more or less complex
pattern having a certain number of colours, ac-

cording to the attention the spectator gives at a

certain moment to the different parts (483.).

(500.) The examination which w'e have made of the bor-

der of roses with their leaves (No. 3), and especially of that

of the border of flowers varied in their forms and hues
(No. 4), makes us feel the necessity of a knowledge of the

law of contrast to assort the colours of objects represented

upon a border, with the colour which serves as a ground to

them. The examination of the border (No. 4) has well

demonstrated experimentally that this assortment presents

the more difficulty in proportion as we wish to have the

grounds of a purer tint, and the objects we intend placing

upon them more varied in colour. Besides, in demon-
strating the good effect of grey, as a ground for these latter

objects, it has furnished the example of a fact which may be
deduced from the law, and which is in perfect accordance
with what practice has long since taught us.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

(501.) Hating made it a rule in this work never to state

any observations which I have not myself verified, whenever
I do not quote the name of the author, I must mention that,

not possessing every requisite for the examination of the

subject of this section, I am obliged to develop certain points

only : at the same time I shall indicate those which 1 have
not treated as I desired.

(502.) It is not possible to pass a sound judgment on the

•different assortments of colours with respect to the use which
can be made of them in reading, whether of printed or writ-

ten characters, or by any other means, so far as regards

—

A. The duration of the reading

;

b. And the kind of light which illumines the printed or

written paper.

A. INFLUENCE OF DURATION IN THE READING.

(503.) Erom the different conditions in which the eye is

found when it is apt to perceive the phenomena of simulta-

neous, successive, and mixed contrasts of colours (77. and
following), we conclude, that, in order to judge of the effect

upon the sight of the assortments we can make between the

•colour of the letters and that of the paper, with regard to the

degree of facility that different assortments respectively pre-

sent in the reading, it is necessary to take into consideration

the length of time during which we read
;
for it may happen

that one assortment will be more favourable than another

during a brief reading, while the contrary will take place it*

the reading be prolonged during several hours; besides, the

first assortment, presenting the greatest contrast to the

second, will, by the same reason, be more favourable in a

reading of short duration, while it will be less so in a pro-

longed reading, because then, in consequence of the in-

tensity of its contrast, it will fatigue the eye more than the

second.
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B. INFLUENCE OF THE KIND OF LIGHT WHICH ILLUMINES
PRINTED OR WRITTEN PAPER.

(504.) The light we employ to supply the place of that of

the sun changing the relations of colour under which the

same bodies appear to us when they are illumined by this

latter light, it is evident that if we neglected this difference

of relation it would give rise to error, because any assortment
of colours which might be more favourable to the reading

under diffused daylight might be less so in the light of a

candle, lamp, &c.

(505.) Conformably to the distinction I have just esta-

blished, I am about to examine in the two following Chap-
ters :

1°. The influence of different assortments of colours

which we may make use of in writing and print-

ing to render more or less easy a reading of cha-

racters printed or traced in any manner, con-

tinued for some minutes or hours, by diffused

daylight.

2°. The influence of the same assortments when they

refer to a short or prolonged reading made by
artificial light.

CHAPTER II.

ON THE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS WITH RESPECT TO READING BT DIFFUSED
DAYLIGHT.

Article 1.

jReading of afew Minutes' Duration.

(506.) The reading of letters printed or written upon
paper is done without fatigue only where there is a marked
contrast between the letters and the ground upon which

they are presented to the eye. The contrast rray be of tone

or of colour, or both.
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Contrast of Tone.

(507.) Contrast of tone is the most favourable condition

for distinct vision, if we consider White and Black as the

two extremes of a scale comprehending the gradation from
normal Grey

;
in fact, Black letters upon a White ground

present the maximum of contrast of tone, and the reading is

made in a perfectly distinct manner, without fatigue, by dif-

fused daylight, affording the proof of what I advance : finally,

all those whose sight is enfeebled by age, know how the want
of light, or, what amounts to the same thing, how the Grey
tint of paper, in diminishing the contrast of tone, renders it

difficult to read the letters which they could well do without

difficulty in a vivid light, or, what is the same, upon papers

Whiter or less Grey than that of which we speak.

(508.) Black characters upon Grey paper are difficult to

read: this is the reason we do not print or trace with a

coloured ink upon paper of the colour of this ink, even if

there be a great difference between the two tones.

Contrast of Colour,

(509.) To appreciate the influence of this contrast, the

colour of the letters and that of the paper must be taken at

the same height of tone, in order to perceive the effect of

mutual contrast of two colours only,

(510.) According to the distinction we have made of lumi-

nous and sombre colours in equality of tone (184.), it is

evident that the contrast most favourable to distinct vision

will be that of a luminous colour, such as Bed, Orange,
Yellow, with a sombre colour, such as Yiolet, Blue, and
that in this case the effect will be at its maximum, if the

colours are complementary, as Orange and Blue, Yellow and
Yiolet, &c.

(511.) I have already remarked that Bed and Green afford

a complementary assortment which presents the least con-
trast of luminousness, because under this relation the Bed
is placed between the elements of Green, of which the one,

Yellow, is the brightest colour, and the other, Blue, is the

most sombre (187.). Thus, Bed and Green are comple-
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meutary colours, the least suitable to be opposed to each
other in writing or printing coloured characters upon co-

loured grounds.

Contrast of Tone and of Colour.

(512.) If the contrast of Black and White is the most
favourable to distinct vision, and if the contrast of two
colours taken at equal height of tone is favourable only in

the degree of one being sombre and the other luminous, then
we must necessarily conclude that, whenever we would wish

to deviate from the opposition of Black and White, we must
at the same time make a contrast of tone and of colour,

otherwise the reading of letters which are not in this condi-

tion of contrast with their ground, will be fatiguing or diffi-

cult.

(513.) Next to the opposition of Black with White, come
those of Black with the light tones of luminous colours, such

as Bed, Orange, and Yellow
;
then those of these same light

tones with deep Blue.

(514.) The opposition of luminous colours such as those

of Bed and Orange, of Bed and Yellow, of Orange and
Yellow, yield nothing favourable to view : it will be better,

I believe, to avoid their associations.

(515.) In all the preceding, I have spoken only of the op-

position of tone and colour existing between the letters and
the ground upon which we read them

;
it remains for me to

treat the questions whether it is advantageous for the reader

that the letters be darker than the ground, as they generally

are in printing and writing with Black ink upon white and
coloured paper, or whether the reverse is preferable

;
or,

finally, if the two cases present equal advantages. Not
having had at my disposal every requisite for resolving these

questions, I have not occupied myself with them. I shall

limit myself to the single remark that, the letters presenting

much less extent of surface than the paper which serves as

their ground, there is a superiority of clearness in the par-

ticular assortment generally adopted, and clearness is always

favourable to distinct vision.

(516.) I will now give some examples of Black characters
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printed upon coloured paper
;
commencing with those which

appeared to me the easiest to read.

1°. Black characters upon "White paper.
2°. Black characters upon light Yellow paper.

3°. Black characters upon light Yellow-Green paper.
4°. Black characters upon light Orange paper.
5°. Black characters upon light Blue paper.
6°. Black characters upon Crimson-Bed paper.
7°. Black characters upon deep Orange paper.
8°. Black characters upon deep Bed paper.
9°. Black characters upon deep Yiolet paper.

I shall remark that I read almost as well upon light

Orange as upon light Yellow-Green paper.

(517.) I have every reason to believe that other eyes than
mine would require some change in the order I have as-

signed to the preceding assortments.

Article 2.

.Heading ofsome Hours’ Duration,

(518.) The order which may be established between dif-

ferent assortments of colours relatively to the greater or less

facility which they respectively present for a reading of some
minutes* duration will doubtless differ among some persons

from the order in which the same persons would range them
in a reading of some hours’ duration.

Thus, there may be such an assortment of black letters

with coloured paper which, being less favourable to a read-

ing of a quarter of an hour than the assortment of black

letters on white paper, will be preferred to this latter by a

person to whom the contrast of black and white, seen during

many hours, would cause more fatigue than would be occa-

sioned by reading the same letters upon yellow, green, blue,

<fcc., paper, properly selected both as to the height of tone
and hue. TJnfortunately, I have not been able to make
comparative proofs sufficiently prolonged for me to state

positive results
;
for I have only had at my disposal a few

loose sheets of paper of different colours upon which black

characters were printed.
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(519.) I Lave not yet touched upon an element apper-
taining to the subject that now occupies us, which seems to

me worthy of consideration. I allude to a property pos-

sessed in variable degrees by colours,— viz. : that of leaving

upon the organ which has perceived them during a certain

time the impression of their respective coinplementaries

(116.). It is clear that the more durable this impression

is, other things being equal, the less will the organ be dis-

posed to receive distinctly new impressions, i'or there must
necessarily be superpositions of different images, as in the

mixed contrast (327.), which, not being coincident, will tend

to render the actual effect less marked than it might other-

wise be.

CHAPTER HI.

ON TIIE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS WITH RESPECT TO READING BY
ARTIFICIAL LIGHT.

(520.) I hate made but very few observations on the

subject of this chapter. Yet, I believe, I am right in affirm-

ing that by diffused daylight I read for some minutes black

letters printed on yellow paper more easily than black letters

printed upon pale yellow-green paper, while writh the light

of a lamp the contrary took place.





FOURTH DIVISION.

FLAT TINTING.

First Section.—Map Colouring.

Second Section.—Colouring Engravings.
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SECTION I.

ON COLOURING GEOGRAPHICAL MAP3.

(521.) The colouring of Geographical Charts, as is well

known, gives many advantages in presenting readily to the

eyes their different component parts, whether continent,

empire, kingdom, or republic
;

state or country. Until
lately, the colouring of maps has always depended upon the

caprice of the colourer
;
yet it appears to me there are some

rules which it would not be useless to observe.

(522.) Firstly
,
the colours should be as pale

as possible, especially those which are naturally

sombre, as blue and violet, so that the reading of

the names may always be easy
;
but preference

must be given to the luminous colours, red, orange,

yellow, and light green, and to employing only
their bright tones.6

(523.) Secondly
,
all the parts which have some

common relation together should receive a single

colour, each part being distinguished from the

contiguous parts by a difference of tone.

(524.) To attain this end it is not necessary to employ as

many different tones as there are parts to be distinguished

;

it suffices that we can perceive the difference of tone in the

contiguous parts without difficulty.

Suppose, for example, there are thirteen divisions in a

map, which, although very small, are distinguished one from
the other by means of five tones of a single scale. In case

we found that certain tones would be too near each other, we
could give them an extremely light tint of the colour of the

nearest scale.

Eor instance, if we found that the tone 2, which is near
the tone 1, was not sufficiently distinct from it, we could, if

the colour was rose, give it a tint of crimson-red.
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(525.) If we had a surface contiguous to the preceding,

we would have to choose the complementary of the first

colour
;

if we had a second surface, we would have to take a

colour distinct from the other two. For example, supposing
we had pink and green, we take yellow for the second.

(526.) We could proceed in an analogous manner when
we would represent the currents of the ocean

;
that is, have

recourse to the tones of a blue scale, which is the co*mr
usually devoted to water.
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SECTION II.

ON COLOUEING ENGEAVINGS.

(527.) At a period when so many persons have sought the

means of rendering accessible to every mind much of the

knowledge which was previously limited to the few, they

have not overlooked the advantage that can be derived from
coloured engravings, in presenting to the eyes productions

which we wish to impress on the memory, or, by presenting

them in one view to those who, having studied them, might
have forgotten the generalisation they ofter. The application

of colours to these points is, in some respects, an extension

of the colouring of geographical maps and plans.

(528.) Without partaking of the infatuation of many per-

sons for engravings so much as to consider they take the

place of books which treat specially of the knowledge to

which these pictures refer, I am convinced, however, that by
pointing out to the student their relation to the principal

facts of the subject he is studying, especially in habituating

him to create those pictures for his own use,—I am con-

vinced, I repeat, that these pictures are one of the best

elements of instruction we possess, at the present day
;
and

I also think that, if they have had undoubted advantages in

the study of the natural sciences, especially geology, they
will not have less in any other study when we make a

rational use of them, concurrently with the study of the

details connected with the general relations they express.

(529.) It is, doubtless, a matter of indifference whether
we employ one colour or another in a given engraving

;
yet,

in considering the object of these engravings, it is clear that

all which can concur to facilitate the conception of the rela-

tions they represent, and aid the memory in retaining them,

is a means of perfecting their execution.
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(530.) The advantages we may derive from the colouring

of engravings are, I consider, of many kinds.
1.

Advantage in the general Distinctness of Darts.

(531.) The different parts of a picture may be distin-

guished

—

1°. By the colours of different scales

;

2°. By different tones of the same scale

;

and all that has been said in the last subdivisions, treating of

colouring a geographical chart, is applicable to engravings.

2.

Advantage in the Distinctness of different Objects
,
either

by Order of Superposition or by Order of Succession.

(532.) If, in a picture, we represent objects superimposed

in a certain order, we can conveniently represent each of

them by one of the colours of the solar spectrum, taken in

the order it is found, beginning with red, for example, and
taking successively orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and
violet. In the case where the number of these colours is

insufficient, we can take different tones of their scales, and
we can also modify these tones by having recourse to the

scales nearest to the scale to which they relate.

(533.) It is evident that, by the same artifice, we can re-

present a succession of persons or things.

3.

Advantage in the Connection or Mixture of different

Parts.

(534.) By the juxtaposition of divers colours, each repre-

senting a different object, we can represent the connection
of these objects

;
so also by the mixture of different colours,

each representing a different object, we can represent the

union, fusion, or mixture of these objects, in having regard—

1°. To the formation of the binary colours, such as

Orange = Red Yellow.

Green = Yellow -j- Blue.

Violet =* Blue -j- Red.
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2°. To the formation of the tertiary colours, represented

by the binary colours more or less tarnished with

black.

In mixing, we can express the proportion of each of

the elementary colours by a number.

(535.) Something would be wanting in the expression of

my ideas on the use that can be made of coloured engravings,

if I did not anticipate an objection, which will certainly

occur to the minds of many of my readers
;

it is the incon-

venience they think will arise by devoting certain colours to

subordinate objects, through relations which may be more or

less modified, if not greatly altered, by the progress of know-
ledge. This is a graver objection than it appears at first

aspect, because, upon reflection, it does not differ at bottom
from that which was lately raised against the utility of

methodical or rational nomenclatures in the progressive

sciences.

(536.) I was the first to recognise the inconvenience of

strictly definite names to designate material objects, when
the relations upon which these names rest are of a variable

nature, or when, being the expression of a certain manner
of interpreting the facts to which they relate, this view be-

coming changed, the nomenclature is then found more or

less in direct opposition to it. Tor instance, according to

the rules of chemical nomenclature, the term muriate of
oxide ofsodium, signifying the combination of muriatic acid

with the oxide of the metal sodium
,
was applied to common

salt
,
at a period when it was believed that such, in fact, was

its composition. But later researches having induced the
belief that it contains neither acid nor oxide of sodium,
but two simple elements, chlorine and sodium

,
we give it the

name of chloride of sodium.
These expressions are opposed to each other. Thus, from

the first it results that the 0 6031 parts of the salt represent
the muriatic acid and oxygen

,
and, conformably to this result,

it is thought that these bodies were in suitable proportions

to each other to constitute an oxygenated muriatic acid
,

while the result of the second expression is, that the 0 6034
of the weight of marine salt, instead of belonging to a com-
pound body, oxygenated muriatic acid

,
belongs to a simple
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body, chlorine. Let us examine the real inconvenience of
this state of things, in order to ascertain if it is suffi-

ciently important to induce us to abandon an excellent

method of expressing these relations by a rational nomen-
clature.

(537.) It is evident that when a theory comes to be
changed, the nomenclature, which was a concise expression

of it, renders instruction more difficult than it w'ould be if

the nomenclature was insignificant
;
but this difficulty, of

short duration, disappears when the theory which replaces

the old comes in its turn to be summed up in the new no-

menclature, which, equally methodical as the first, has also

its advantages. Thus, in taking the preceding example, we
see that the nomenclature of the muriatic compounds had
only a positive inconvenience at the epoch wrhen they pro-

posed the new theory of chlorine by the terms of the old

nomenclature
;
but this, once replaced by the new, order

was immediately re-established, and the old is entered in the

archives of sdience, where it still serves those who wish to-

study the history of the variations of chemical theory, asr
when it was considered to be the expression of the truth, it

served him who wished to study the elements of the science

on which it depended.

(538.) In speaking of the utility of methodical or rational

nomenclatures, I have no wish to defend the abuses to which
they are liable. I have supposed that they rest upon a
system ofperfectly definitefacts ,

and which had already been

the object of discussions sufficiently numerous and profoundr

so that their interpretation might be considered as definite

relatively to the state of knowledge at the epoch when this in-

terpry tation took place.

(53i .) I consider this digression necessary to clearly de-

velop my idea respecting the utility of colouring engravings

according to the principles I have proposed. Once these

principles are understood by those wTho employ this methodi-

cal or rational colouring, the use of pictures thus treated

will greatly aid the understanding of the text to which they

are annexed, either for students who see them for the first

time, or for the learned who consult them with the inten-

tion of recalling things forgotten : finally, the relations be-
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tween given objects expressed by colours, becoming altered

with the progress of knowledge, or by the difference of

opinion existing between contemporary authors, the same
principles directing the employment of colours in en-

gravings should express these variations. To those who
consult them, these pictures will render services analogous

to those rendered by methodical nomenclature applied to the

same subject, in the study of the variations in science. I
conceive, also, under the historical relation, we can employ
this colouring in a way which those who have not reflected

upon the subject are far from suspecting.
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CHAPTER I.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF COLOURS IN EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE.

(540.) The Egyptians employed various colours, such as

red, yellow, green, blue, and white, to decorate their monu-
ments.

(541.) Lancret, author of the text of that part of the

work on Egypt which relates to its monuments and an-

tiquities, while expressing his astonishment at this practice,

remarks, nevertheless, that all those who have seen the Egyp-
tian monuments can attest that when they looked at these

paintings, even for the first time
,
they did not strike them

disagreeably

;

he afterwards enounced his opinion, that if at

first the colours appear distributed arbitrarily, it is because

we have not combined a sufficient number of observations upon
this matter, and that it will one day befound that this part of
the arts of the Egyptians was

,
like all the rest

,
submitted to

inflexible rules.

(542.) Champollion the younger expresses himself in

these terms on the application of colours to Egyptian ar-

chitecture :
“ I should wish to introduce into the great

temple of Ipsamboul all those who refused to believe in the

elegant richness that painted sculpture adds to architecture :

in less than a quarter of an hour I engage that they will

perspire all their prejudices, and that their a priori opinions

will quit them by every pore.”

(543.) If we look attentively at Plate 18 of the great

work on Egypt, being a coloured perspective view takenfrom
the portico of the great Temple of the Isle of Ehilce, we see

that the walls, ceilings, and columns are covered with hiero-

glyphics, symbolical figures, and allegorical pictures, all

coloured.

(544.) These hieroglyphics were intended to be read

;

nsequently it was necessary to make them very distinct
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from the remainder of the surface of the stone in which they

are generally cut in relief

;

for, in colouring them, they be-

come more distinct than they would be by relief alone. But
if the Egyptians had been guided by the principle of distinct

view only, they would have constantly coloured them for the

same kind of stone in a single colour, which would have
been chosen in such a manner as to have come out in the

highest possible relief upon the ground
;
but this they have

not done : they have employed different colours. Here
there is no doubt they were led to this by the marked taste

of Eastern nations for colours
;
as to any symbolical use they

may have made of each in particular, it does not devolve on
me to explain.

(545.) Once admit the fact of colouring hieroglyphics,

the colouring of other figured objects accompanying them
appears to have been a necessary consequence, so as to bring

out certain symbols and allegories more distinctly and more
agreeably by the effect of their various colours, or because
it was understood that if the hieroglyphics only were differ-

ently coloured, there would be no harmony between them
and the other figured objects.

In fact, if we attentively consider the paintings in Plate

18 of the work upon Egypt above mentioned (543.), no one
can mistake the harmony between the hieroglyphics and the

other painted objects
;
and this is so true, that we should not

feel shocked by the sight of these coloured hieroglyphics,

even were we ignorant of the nature of their written charac-

ters, and therefore mistook them for figures traced by the

whim of the artist. In my opinion this harmony clearly

justifies the passages from Lancret and Champollion the

younger, above quoted (541. and 542.).

Supposing the colouration of the ornaments accessory to

the hieroglyphics had determined that of the latter, and not

inversely as I had supposed it, there would be no reason to

come to a different conclusion
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OP COLOURS IN GREEK ARCHITECTURE.

(546.) The discovery of Greek temples coloured on the
exterior is doubtless a very remarkable fact in Archasolcgy

;

for if these monuments appeared to many persons to re-

ject the application of colours in their external decoration,

they were assuredly made by the Greeks. Now it is im-
possible not to admit that it was among this people that the
alliance of colours with architecture was made, not at the
epoch of its decline, but at a period when they erected

monuments in the best style : in fact, the ruins of coloured

temples discovered by the excavations made in Greece, Italy,

and Sicily, in places where many Greek colonies prospered,

have this characteristic in an unmistakable degree.

(547.) If we seek the cause which has determined the

Greek architect to seize upon one of the most powerful

means that the painter has of addressing the eye, we shall

find it especially, I think, in a case for colours, rather than

in the intention of rendering the various parts of an edifice

more distinct from each other by colouring them differently,

aud of substituting painted ornaments for ornaments in relief,

whether sculptured or moulded, or of augmenting the relief

these ornaments already possessed
;

finally, the communica-
tion of the Greeks with the Egyptians may have induced

them to imitate the latter in this application of colours to

monuments.

(548.) In the coloured drawings of Greek monuments
which I have been able to procure, I have remarked not

only the number of colours employed in these monuments,
white

,
black

,
red

,
yellow

,
green

,
and blue

,
but also the use

which has been made of them under the relation of variety

and 'purity of tint
,
of distinct view of the partSj and of the

harmony of the whole.

In the work of the Duke de Serra di Ealco upon the Anti-

quities of Selinus, we see coloured designs, representing the

ruins of Greek temples, where the principal lines, such as the

fillets of the architrave and those of the cornice, are red

;

the
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mutules blue
,
and their guttae white; the triglyphs blue, their

channels black, and their guttae white; and the more ex-

tended parts of the frieze and the cornice as well as the

architrave are of light yellow.

We see that red, a luminous colour, designated the greater

part of the principal lines; that blue associated with blacJc in

the triglyphs and their channels, formed an harmonious en-

»emble distinct from the neighbouring parts : also, that the

dominant colour, light yellow, produced a much better effect

to what it would if the most intense or the most sombre
colours had predominated. Finally, the colours were distri-

buted in the most intelligent manner possible without being

motley, presenting a variety and lightness in the tints, with
easy separation of parts.

CHAPTER III.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF COLOURS IN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

(549.) In the great gothic churches, colour has rarely

been employed on the exterior, except in a few' cases, and
always in a restrained manner, and without injury to the

general harmony
;
for the colour we meet with on porches

and in niches is altogether insignificant under the point of

view which occupies us
;
and besides, there is nothing to

show that it was not added long after the erection of the

structure where it is found.

One thing I most admire in these vast edifices is the art,

or, if you will, the chance by which they have succeeded in

actually doing without colour, in having recourse only to

architecture and sculpture, to give to the exterior of the edi-

fice a variety which in no respect injures the imposing effect

•of the whole
;
for the elevated walls of the nave, and those of

the aisles parallel to them, are they not remarkable ? first,

when we regard the great windows which, in interrupting the

continuity, destroy that gloomy and disagreeable aspect pos-

sessed by every large wall which is not pierced with light

;

and, again, when we regard their mutual connection by
means of light arches, which, sustained on the one part by
the buttresses of the nave, and on the other, by the pillars
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which rise from the walls of the aisles, surpass it in height,

and by their projection without, contribute so effectually with
the windows and their ornaments to remove all monotony
from the lateral fa<jades of the edifice

;
are they not also re-

markable, even where there are no lateral entrances, with
regard to general harmony, by the manner in which the
windows and their ornaments, the pillars and their flying

buttresses, connect with the fa 9ade of the nave, where at the
first aspect it would appear that the architect had concen-
trated all the ornaments, so varied, light, and slender, which
decorate it ?*

(550.) It is in regarding gothic churches from the pre-

ceding point of view, in comparing' their different fatjades

with those of the greater part of modern churches, in which
generally a single fa9ade seems to have fixed the attention of

the architect, as is shown, for instance, in the Church of St.

Genevieve by Soufflot, that so many persons are led to regard

gothic architecture as essentially that of the Catholic religion,

and to consider it as having resolved the problem of building

long and high walls, where the principles of form, solidity,

variety, clear view, perfect harmony of all the principal parts

(however each may be varied in its details), and suitableness

of the building to its purpose, may have been completely

observed on the exterior.

(551.) If we now penetrate the interior of these churches,

then the magic of the colours of the stained windows will

complete all the enjoyments the sight can receive from

colour allied to architecture, enjoyments which strengthen

the power of the religious sentiment only in those who enter

* I beg the reader to perceive in the preceding lines tlie enunciation of

profound impressions which from my youth I have experienced at the sight

of these monuments, and not that of a judgment which would lead him to

suppose it my intention to give the gothic church as a type for imitation

in preference to every other. I repeat, I express these impressions, and

nothing more. I do not inquire if this architecture has its rules, before

admiring the constructions which it has produced. In speaking of light

arches, sustained on the one hand by the buttresses of the nave, and on the

other by the pillars of the walls of the aisles, I do not inquire if these are

the stays which the weakness of the art which built them has raised to in-

sure stability. I consider them simply as establishing between two walls a

relation which does not displease me, because it is in consonant relation

with all that accompanies it.

I shall return to this subject in Part Third.
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these edifices to address their prayers to the God of Chris-

tians.

(552.) M. Boisseree, author of a work, full of original and
profound research, on the Cathedral of Cologne, thinks that

the ceilings of gothic churches ought, according to a general

custom, to represent the celestial vault, and be painted blue,

studded with stars of metal gilt.

f553.) If painting has from the beginning really concurred
with architecture, and even with painted sculpture in the
interior decoration of gothic churches, it must have been very

secondary, and on the system of flat tints, from the moment
wherein it is decided to put in windows of stained glass

;
for

no painting applied upon an opaque body, such as stone,

wood, &c., could sustain itself beside the brilliant coloured

lights transmitted by the glass: and if this painting has

been graduated according to the rules of chiar’oscuro, all its

merit in the eye of the spectator disappears, for want of pure
and white light, the only kind suitable for lighting it.

(554.) Is it true that the vicinity of stained glass neces-

sarily requires, as an effect of harmony, painting on the con-

tiguous walls ? Without deciding absolutely in favour of the
contrary opinion, I shall avow, that, after reflecting a long
time upon the deep impressions I have received in great

gothic churches, where the walls presented only the simple

effects of light and shade upon a uniform surface of stone,

where no other colours struck my eyes but those transmitted

by the stained glass,—I shall avow, I say, that the sight of

more varied effects would have appeared to me an error

against the principle of suitability of that place to its desti-

nation
;
and this opinion was strongly fortified upon seeing,

after the coronation of Charles X., the fine vault of the

ancient cathedral of Rheims, which had been painted for the

occasion in blue, sprinkled with fleurs-de-lis

:

I was re-

minded of the impression which I experienced some years

before, when it presented to my sight only the uniform
colour of the stone.

(555.) To enter into further details on the decoration of

the interiors of large gothic churches would encroach upon
one of the chapters of the following section, where I shall

examine this kind of decoration, not specially, but generally,

independently of a given architectural form.
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INTRODUCTION.

(556.) The title of this section is so general, that I must
briefly indicate the subjects which I have thought proper to

comprehend in it, and the order in which they will be exa-

mined.

I shall treat in succession

—

1°. On the assortment of stuffs with the wood of

chairs, &c.

2°. On the assortment of frames with the pictures,

engravings, and lithographs which they cir-

cumscribe.

3°. On the general decoration of interiors of

churches.

4°. On the decoration of museums, galleries, &c.

5°. On the choice of colours for theatres.

6°. On the decoration of interiors—houses, pa-

laces, &c.—with regard to the assortment
of colours.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE ASSORTMENT OF STUFFS WITH TnE WOOD OF CHAIRS.

(557.) When we would assort the colour of a stuff with
that of a w’ood for furniture, we must distinguish two con-
ditions

;
that where wre would obtain the greatest possible

advantage from two colours by each giving value to the
other

;
and that where, considering the stuff and the wood

as one object, we regard only the colour of the stuff rela-

tively to that of the objects which, with the chair, compose
the furniture.
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It is evident, then, that, in the first instance, we must
have between the two parts of the chair—the stuff and the
wood—harmony of contrast

;
and in the second, harmony of

analogy.

First Case.

(558.) Nothing contributes so much to enhance the
beauty of a stuff intended for chairs, sofas, &c., as the selec-

tion of the wood to which it is attached
;
and, reciprocally,

nothing contributes so much to enhance the beauty of the
wood as the colour of the stuff in juxtaposition with it.

After what has been said, it is evident that we must assort

—

Yiolet or blue stuffs with yellow woods
;
such as

citron, the roots of the ash, maple, satin-wood, &c.
Green stuffs, with pink or red coloured woods, as

mahogany.
Yiolet- or blue-greys are equally good with yellow

woods, as green-greys are with the red woods.

But in all these assortments, to obtain the best possible

effect it is necessary to take into consideration the contrast

resulting from height of tone
;
for a dark blue or violet stuff

will not accord so well with a yellow wood as a light tone of

the same colours
;
and it is for this reason that yellow does

not assort so well with mahogany as with a wood of the

same colour, but not so deep.

(559.) Among the harmonies of contrast of tone that wre

can make with wood which we leave of the colour which is

peculiar to it, as ebony, its brown colour permits its employ-
ment with light stuffs to produce contrasts of tone, rather

than contrasts of colour. We can also employ it with very
brilliant, intense colours

;
such as poppy, scarlet, aurora,

flame-colour, &c.

(560.) When we employ painted woods instead of those

which retain their natural colour, it is better, for a given

stuff, to paint the wood of such colour as will best assort

with the stuff. For assortments of this kind, I believe ve
cannot do better than refer to the examples of the assort-

ments of the principal colours with white, black, and grey.

(Fart II., Prolegomena, § 4, p. 70, and following.)
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Second Case.

(561.) Ebony wood, on account of its brown colour, may
be employed with dark stuffs to produce the assortments of

analogy. In this case it can be allied with brown tones,

and with red, blue, green, and violet. It is scarcely neces-

sary to remark that these assortments prevent our employ-
ing with ebony white and yellow inlaying wood, which
can be used with more or less advantage when we employ
assortments which enter into the case of harmonies of con-

trast (559.).

(562.) Frequent use is made of crimson woollen velvet

with mahogany. This assortment, which is related to the

harmony of analogy, is preferable to many others, by the

sole consideration of the great stability of the colour of the

stuff, and, consequently, independent of every idea of har-

mony. This induces me to examine it under several rela-

tions, that we may make the best possible use of it, accord-

ing to the particular aim in view.

When, in assorting crimson with mahogany, we wish to

produce the harmony of analogy, in marking out the lines

where the wood and stuff touch, we can employ a cord or

narrow galloon of yellow, or of golden yellow, with gilt

nails
;
or, better still, a narrow galloon of green or black, ac-

cording as we wish the border to be more or less prominent.

In assorting the same colours, we are guided by the two-

fold consideration of the stability of the crimson colour and
the beauty of the mahogany

;
we must necessarily increase

the distance which separates the stuff from the wood, by
making the black or green stuff of the border wider.

(563.) It is in consequence of the red woods always losing

more or less of their beauty by the juxtaposition of red stuffs

that we can never ally mahogany to colours which belong to

the vivid reds, such as poppy, cherry
;
and more particularly

to orange-reds, such as scarlet, nacarat, aurora
;
for these

colours are so bright, that, in taking away from this wood
its peculiar tint, it becomes no better than oak or black-

u alnut.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE SELECTION OF FRAMES FOR PICTURES AND ENGRAVINGS.

(564.) If a frame is necessary to a picture, engraving, or

drawing, to isolate them from the different objects which are

found in their vicinity, it is always more or less injurious to

the illusion the painter or designer has wished to produce,

when they occupy the place destined for them. It is a fact

of which I shall speak hereafter (584.). I only purpose in

this Chapter to examine the relation of colour which must
exist between the frame and the object it surrounds.

(565.) Gilt frames accord well with large pictures painted

in oil, when these latter do not represent gildings, at least

so near the frame as to render it easy for the eye to compare
the painted gold with the metal itself.

I will instance a bad effect of this proximity : a Gobelins

tapestry after Laurent, represents a genius armed with a

‘torch, near which is a gilt altar, executed in yellow silk and
wool, which is entirely eclipsed by the metallic brilliancy of

the gilt bronzes profusely spread over the mahogany frame

which holds the tapestry. This is one of the most suitable

examples for convincing us that the richness of a frame may
not only be an error against art, but also against common
sense.

(566.) Bronze frames which have but little yellow bril-

liancy do not injure the effect of an oil picture which repre-

sents a scene lighted by artificial light, such as that of

candles, torches, a conflagration, &c.

(567.) When black frames, such as ebony, detach them-
selves sufficiently from an oil painting, they are favourable to

large subjects
;
but whenever they are used, it is necessary

to see if the browns of the painting or drawing which are

contiguous do not lose too much of their vigour.

(568.) A grey frame is favourable to many landscape
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scenes painted in oil, particularly when, the picture having
a dominant colour, we take a grey lightly shaded with the

complementary of that colour.

(569.) Gilt frames accord perfectly with black engravings

and lithographs, when we take the precaution of leaving a

certain extent of white paper round the subject.

(570.) Frames of yellow wood, or of a colour called loisT

accord very well with lithographic landscapes
;

it is possible

to greatly modify the appearance of the design by mounting
it on tinted paper, wThen we do not desire the effect of a

white margin.

(571.) The following observations, easily repeated, are very

suitable to demonstrate the influence of coloured frames. I

took nine proofs, as similar as possible, of the same lithogra-

phic subject, having a surface of 10J inches, by 15^. It was
a view of Lake Zurich. They were pasted on cardboards of

equal size, and each one introduced into a deal-wood frame
of 2-J inches in width

;
then I introduced into the frame

between the lithograph and the wood a border of tinted card-

hoard of 2tt inches in width, so that the eight proofs were
entirely isolated from the wood by a coloured band. I com-
pared each of them with the ninth, which was in a frame
isolated from the wood by a white band of 2J inches in

breadth.

Black Border.

A vivid diffused light has a great influence in changingthe
tones of a picture : it weakens them, and we must understand
that the light tones lose more than the half-tones, and the

browns still more. The browns which are distant from the

border appear blacker than when surrounded by the white
border, in consequence of the enfeebling of the tone of the
lights and the half-lights near the black border.

If the black does not heighten the red of the lithographic

ink, it certainly does not enfeeble it.

Grey Border.

If it does not enfeeble the lights and the half-tones like the

black, on the other hand, it does not heighten them like the

white, it imparts to them some red. But a remarkable effect
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exhibited is a harmony of perspective, if I may so express
myself, which takes place neither with black nor with white.

The effect of which I speak proceeds in part from the analogy
of the grey border with the colour of the lithograph

;
it i 3

evident that this border destroys in part the bad effect of the
frame, which I shall describe hereafter (584.).

Red Border.

The browns near the border appear lighter, and those

which are distant appear deeper, than the corresponding

browns with the white border
;
the whites are whiter

;
the

general effect of the landscape is less red, or greener, with

the red border.

Orange Border.

It produces a contrary effect to grey, relative to the har-

mony of analogy of the perspective. In fact, the blue which
the orange imparts to the lithograph enfeebles neither the

browns nor the half-tones
;
but it greatly enfeebles the lights,

and gives at the same time more brilliancy to the whites, by
destroying the tan (roux), or more exactly, the orange con-

tained in this tan-colour (for the tan is but orange or

yellow + red black).

Yellow Border•

All the browns and the half-tints take more tone than in

the white border. The whites acquire a little vivacity by

losing some yellowT

,
and a remarkable effect is, the bringing

the perspective nearer to the spectator, contrary to the effect

of the grey border, if the daylight is intense
;
for, in the con-

trary case, the w'hites are darkened, becoming lilac.

It is easy to perceive that the violet tint arising from the

contrast of yellow neutralises some yellow in the lights, at

the same time it heightens the black of the browns from the

same cause
;
and thus brings the perspective nearer

;
but as

the effect of contrast is more evident in a feeble than in a

vivid light, the whites of the picture, in order to appear more

vivid with the yellow border than with the white one, require

that the daylight be sufficiently strong not to tint them with

violet.
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Green Border.

It weakens the browns : it reddens the half-tints, the lights

and the whites, but the latter more feebly
;
the whites, in the

green border, are less light than in the white.

As with the yellow, the complementary tint of the border

is much more apparent when the daylight is less vivid.

The effect of green is agreeable.

Blue Border.

The effect of this border is most definite, and certainly the

most remarkable of all those we can obtain by the juxtaposi-

tion of a coloured band with a lithograph. The orange shade

to which it gives rise, spreading over the landscape, produces

the harmony of a dominant colour (179.), and changes the

aspect of the lithograph surrounded by white to that of a

drawing in bistre or sepia on india-paper. Doubtless the

reddish tint of the lithographic ink, combining with the

complementary orange arising from the juxtaposition of the

blue, produces the remarkable effect of which I speak

(70.
ter

).

Any one who prefers the effect of sepia upon india-paper

to the lithograph upon white paper cau change the latter to

the former by a simple blue border.

Violet Border.

The browns near the border lose much of their tone
;
the

half-tints are greener
;
the whites and the lights are yellower

than in the white border.

(572.) To conclude
;
the rule to be followed in assorting

a frame to a picture is, that its colour, brightness, and orna-

ments also, shall injure neither the colours nor the shadows,
nor the lights of the picture, nor the ornaments represented
in it.

When we proceed to interpose a border between the frame
and an engraving plain or coloured, we must take into con-
sideration

—

1°. The effect of the height of tone of this border
upon the different tones of the design

;
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2°. The effect of the complementary of the colour of

the border upon the colour of the design
;

3°. The intensity of the diffused light which is con-

sidered most suitable to light the design. Be-
cause for a given border the mutual relations

between the browns, the half-tints, the lights,

and the whites, change with the intensity of

the daylight, and change more for a given

composition with certain borders than •with

others.

A composition of small or medium size may be
painted in such manner that the artist will be obliged

beforehand to choose the frame for himself and to

paint up those parts of his picture which are con-

tiguous, but in such a way that they shall harmonise
with it.

CHAPTER III.

ON THE GENERAL DECORATION OF THE INTERIORS OF CHURCHES.

(573.) In the preceding section I have treated of the em-
ployment of colours in architecture under a general point of

view, and I have only incidentally enounced my individual

opinion upon the colour employed in the interior decoration

of gothic churches, having been led irresistibly to speak of

this by the continuous harmony which the stained-glass

windows establish, as much as is possible between the ex-

terior and interior decoration. I now return to the subject,

no longer to treat of it relatively to a given architectonic

form, but to consider it under a general point of view.

Conformably to the principle enounced above (370.), of

judging the productions of art by the rules drawn from the

nature of the materials employed, I establish two distinct

classes of churches, not according to their form, but to a

fundamental consideration which subordinates the interior

decoration to the quality of the light, coloured or colourless,

diffused through plain or coloured glass.
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A. Churches with Stained Glass Windows.

(574.) Prom the bad effect of the mutual proximity of

white and stained glass (434.), it results that where one is

employed in a church the other must be excluded, at least in

the nave, choir,—in a word, in all that the spectator can em-
brace at one point of view, for the colourless glass in some
of the chapels of the aisles is of no consequence in the general

effect.

(575.) As I have said (553.), if we must have pictures near
stained windows, they should he flat, or present subjects as

simple as possible, since their effects are entirely sacrificed

to those of the stained glass.

(576.) Strictly speaking, we can place pictures in a large

church where the light is transmitted through coloured glass
;

but for the view to be satisfactory, they must necessarily en-

counter such a union of conditions, that it is a well-founded

assertion to say that they will almost always be found out of

place, or, what is the same thing, will not occupy a position

to be appreciated as if they were placed elsewhere. In fact,

if the pictures are not at a certain distance from the glass
;

if the coloured lights which emanate from them are not, by
their mutual admixture, in the requisite proportions for pro-

ducing white light, or, at least, a very faintly coloured light

;

finally, if this white or very feebly coloured light be insuffi-

cient to lighten the interior of the church properly, as would
be in the case of the diffused light transmitted through white

glass, the pictures will lose their colour, unless they have

been executed with reference to the nature of the light trans-

mitted in a given place by the stained windows
;
but this case

is, to my knowledge, never realised. It is, then, in conse-

quence of the preceding conditions not being met, that in

treating of the windows of gothic churches (436.), I have

only spoken of tapestries, and not of the pictures which may
be found on their walls;

b. Churches with White Glass Windows.

(577.) Churches with white glass windows harmonise with

every ornament we can imagine in the employment of wood,

marbles, porphyry, grauite, and the metals. Mosaics may
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ornament the floors and adorn the walls with true pictures,

as we see in St. Peter’s, at Rome; painting in fresco, in oil,

plain and coloured sculptures, also combine to ornament the
interior.

(578.) In churches of this class, the profusion of riches at

the disposal of the decorator, far from being always of advan-
tage to him, is sometimes the cause of difficulties, because
the more varied the objects he has to arrange, the easier it

becomes for him to depart from the object which it would be
necessary to attain, so as to present such objects only as are

in keeping with the place he wishes to embellish. It is not
enough to have precious woods, marbles, metals, pictures, he
must also make these objects harmonise in such a way that

the extent of their respective surfaces be in proper propor-

tions, and also pass from one to another without confusion to

the contiguous limits
;
aud yet without shocking cultivated

tastes.

Thus, he must avoid putting coloured marbles contiguous

to the white stone of which the walls are constructed
;
he

must also avoid surrounding bas-reliefs in white stone with

slabs or borders of red or green marble.

(579.) The Cathedral of Cologne for churches with coloured

glass, and St. Peter’s at Rome for those with white glass, are

two types wrhich it will be sufficient to mention, when we
wish to demonstrate that beauty is compatible with different

systems. Which of these types is to be preferred to the

other ? This is one of those questions which. I consider it

idle to attempt to solve absolutely, if we accord our admira-

tion to the one on condition of proscribing the other. But
if we study it with the intention of examining why either is

to be admired, we shall arrive at some satisfactory conclusion

upon these works of art.

(580.) In setting out with the principle of the fitness of

these edifices to their purpose, I have admitted that the

gothic church, with its architectonic ornaments and stained

glass, leaves nothing to be desired on the score of religious

sentiment, so admirably adapted is the interior illumination

to meditation, so well have the objects we find there been

chosen, that, far from distracting the attention by worldly
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images, they have been well selected for exciting a pious

ardour to raise our prayers to heaven.

(5S1.) Although admiring the marvels which the arts have
accumulated in churches where white light freely enters, and
although I acknowledge the effects which certain pictures of

the first class are capable of producing on the Christian mind,
yet I cannot omit remarking, that the churches where we see

these decorations resemble museums of art more than temples
consecrated to prayer, and that under this aspect they do not
appear to me to fulfil in the same degree the conditions im-

posed by the principle of fitness of edifices to their purpose
as gothic churches with stained glass windows.

CHAPTER IY.

OS THE DECORATION OF MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES.

(582.) We give the name of museum to those edifices in-

tended to contain products of art, such as statues, pictures,

medals, &c., and natural productions, such as minerals,

stuffed animals, &c.

(583.) The essential condition which these edifices must
fulfil, is, that the light be as white and as vivid as possible

;

but always diffused, and distributed equally and in the most
suitable manner upon all the objects exhibited to the spec-

tator, so that they may be viewed without fatigue, and seen
distinctly in every part.

Aeticle 1.

Pinacotlieca, or Picture Galleries.

(584.) In picture galleries there is generally a disposition

to prodigality of ornaments and gilding
;
without pretending

that they should be absolutely proscribed as decoration, yet
I believe that there is less inconvenience in sinning by
omission than by commission

;
in fact, the pictures are the

valuable objects, and it is upon them that we must endea-
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your to fix the sight, instead of seeking to distract it by
various objects more or less brilliant, such as ornaments
which, by their own splendour, eclipse the ornaments which
the painter has represented on his canvas. Let me add that

one of the most injurious things to the effect of pictures is

their accumulation, their cramming all together
;
the position

they then occupy being so different from that for which the

painters destined them, destroys part of the illusion which
each would produce if it was in its proper place. It is onh
the intelligent connoisseur and amateur who, on seeing a

picture exhibited in a gallery, experience all the effect which
the artist has wished to produce, because they only know
the best point of view, and while their attention is fixed

upon the work’ they are observing, they conclude by no
longer seeing the surrounding pictures, and not even the

frame of the one they contemplate. If a frame is necessary

to isolate a picture from strange objects surrounding it, yet

we cannot omit to recognise that the contiguity of the frame

to the picture is exceedingly destructive to the illusion of

perspective : and it is this which explains the difference we
remark between the effect of a framed picture and the effect

of this same picture when viewed through an opening which

permits us to see neither frame nor limits : the effect then

produced recals all the illusion of the diorama.

Article 2.

Glyptotheca, or Sculpture Galleries.

(585.) Statues of white marble or stone, as well as plaster

casts, stand out well in a gallery, the walls of which are of a

pearly-grey colour, and if we would augment the whiteness

of the statues by neutralising the red hue the marble, stone,

and even the plaster might have, we could then colour the

walls with chamois or orange-grey colour.

If, on the contrary, we preferred giving to the statues a

warm colour, which many sculptors esteem so highly, the

walls must be of blue-grey.

Painted green, they will give to the statues a rosy tint,

which is not disagreeable.

As to their tone of colour, it must be lower, the brightef

we wish the sculptures to be, other things being equal.
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(586.) When there are bronzes, the colour of the walls of

the gallery must be determined by that which we wish to

predominate in the statues
;
because, as is very well known,

the metallic alloy of which they are formed is susceptible of

yielding two very different tints : one green
,
which is ac-

quired by exposure to the action of the atmosphere
;
the

other the peculiar golden tint which it possesses when not
oxidised. If we wish to exalt this green tint, the colour of

the walls of the gallery must be red

;

while they must be
blue to bring out the brilliancy of the metallic bronze which
has not experienced the action of atmospheric agencies.

(587.) We must not omit to notice that the walls of the
gallery must be considered as giving rise to effects of con-

trast, and not to those of reflection.

Article 3.

Museums of Natural History.

(588.) If it be allowable to give to the walls of museums a

positive colour, to render the aspect of the statues collected

therein more agreeable, it will be very objectionable to do so

in galleries intended to receive the products of nature
;
for

these latter should appear to the eyes of the naturalist who
surveys them for the purpose of studying their physical

properties, of the colour peculiar to each individually
;
con-

sequently the interior of cabinets, glass-cases, and drawers,

must necessarily be white, or normal grey very light in tone

;

for the object is to see the specimens as distinctly as possible,

and everything which tends to weaken the light will be con-

trary to the object we have in view.

(589.) In speaking of museums of natural history, I should

reproach myself, if to what precedes I did not add one con-

sideration, which, although foreign to that of colour, belongs

nevertheless to my subject, because it treats of the contrast

of the simultaneous view of objects which differ greatly in

respect to size or volume. We must not place objects of

natural history at too great a height, because in such a posi-

tion it would not be possible to see them easily and distinctly.

The conditions for seeing them being fulfilled, it is evident

that there must not be too great an interval between the
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upper portion of the cases, &c., which contain the objects

and the ceiling or roof of the edifice; for without insisting

upon the inconvenience of the lost space, too great an extent
of surface above the cases will have the additional objection

of making the objects appear too small, and of giving rise to

the idea that they are only temporarily placed there, for we
cannot believe it to be premeditated to establish this dispro-

portion between the objects presented to view and the edifice

adapted to receive them.

The objections of which I speak will also be increased by
great architectonic objects, such as pillars, pilasters, columns,
which, attracting the eye by their regular form and symme-
trical position, distract the attention from the collection, and
diminish the objects contained in it

;
for when the eyes are

directed to these objects they inevitably bring the mind to

compare their bulk with that of the great pillars, pilasters,

and columns which so readily influence the mind according

to the principles of distinct view
,
volume, regular and orna-

mental form ,
symmetrical arrangement, and repetition, by

means of which architecture acts upon us through the

medium of sight.

CHAPTEK Y.

THE CHOICE OF COLOURS FOR A THEATRE.

(590.) Prom the importance given to the lighting of a

theatre, we might conclude that light colours would gene-

rally predominate
;
for no one can be ignorant how much

light such dark colours as blue and crimson require, in order

to become illuminated.

(591.) Under the relation of Colour I distinguish four

principal parts in a theatre :

The interior of the boxes,

The fronts of the boxes,

The ceiling,

The drop-scene and the curtain.

R
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Article 1.

Interior of the Boxes.

(592.) The linings of the boxes of a theatre should never

be rose-red, wine-red, or light crimson, because these colours

have the serious disadvantages of making the skin of the

spectators appear more or less green. To be convinced of

this truth, it is sufficient to make the following experiment

:

Place two half-sheets of paper coloured rose, wine-lees, or

light crimson, o, o', and two sheets of paper flesh-coloured,

p, p, as represented in fig. 1, PI. 1 ;
in observing them

simultaneously, we perceive that p loses much of its rose

relatively to p, and that o has become more violet than o'

;

finally, o and p injure each other mutually
;
a result easily

understood, since the two colours losing red, p, which has the

least, must appear of a greenish-yellow, and o
,
which has the

most, will appear more violet.

(593.) If we replace the half-sheets o and o', by half-sheets

of a light green, an effect absolutely contrary to the preced-
ing will be observed

;
that is to say, p will appear more rose

than p', and o will appear of a more intense green, more bril-

liant than o'. These experiments, repeated by artificial light,

give the same result as by daylight.

(594.) We may conclude, then, that, whenever we would
enhance the value of rose complexions by means of a coloured
ground, the colour least favourable will be rose, and the most
favourable pale green.

(595.) I must remark that the height of tone of the green
colour exercises an influence upon the result

;
for a very deep

green, acting b}r contrast of tone, will so enfeeble the tone
of the complexion, that the contrast of colour, properly so

called, will be insensible: a deep red, by the influence of

analogy, blanches the complexion.

Article 2.

The Fronts of the Boxes.

(596.) There are many reasons why the fronts of the boxes
have less influence on the complexion than the interiors,

which, beinsr usually of a uniform colour, serve, so to speak,
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as a ground to the faces of the persons occupying the boxes

;

while the fronts, always painted in colours more or less

varied, being more distant from the complexions, would lose

much of their influence, if care was taken to cover them
with green Utrecht velvet, their borders stuffed with hair

:

though, whatever it may be, it is, I believe, always w'ell not
to choose red for the dominant colour, and to be moderate in

the gildings, in order that the gold of the toilet may come
out better.

Article 3.

The Ceiling of Theatres.

(597.) The ceiling can only exercise influence upon the

audience by reflection. We may put on it, without incon-

venience, red paintings and gilding.

Article 4.

The Drop-scene and the Curtain.

(598.) "What I have said of the ceiling is applicable to the

drop-scene and the curtain
;
yet I must remark that the

latter being more exposed to sight than the ceiling, if it has

a red or rose colour, it presents the objection of disposing

the eyes to see green as a consequence of successive contrast

(79.). A green curtain, on the contrary, disposes the eyes

to see rose, and under this relation is preferable to the first.

In the chapter on the dress of females (see the following

section), I shall give some original details respecting the

influence which the draperies exercise on the complexion,

according as they produce the effects of contrast or of re-

flection.
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V.

CHAPTER, VI.

ON THE DECORATION OF THE INTERIORS OF HOUSES AND PALACES, WITH
RESPECT TO THE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS.

(599.) After having treated of the conditions which the

carpet must fulfil with regard to the dimensions of the apart-

ment it is intended to occupy—of the conditions which must
he found in the paper-hangings—of the adaptation of stuffs

to the wood of the furniture—of the adaptation of pictures,

engravings, &c., to their frames—I shall next consider the

mutual relations of the different articles of furniture of an
apartment in their respective colours.

(600.) The following is the order in which I shall examine
the matters which are the object of this Chapter

:

1st Paragraph. Concerns the adaptation of colours rela-

tively to the interiors which we wish to decorate

with tapestry or paper-hangings.

It comprehends the following articles

:

1
st

. The wainscoting, mounted with its cornice,

or moulding.

2nd . The tapestry or hangings, commencing at

the moulding, and terminating at the cor-

nice of the ceiling.

3rd
. The cornice of the ceiling.

4tb
, The chairs placed against the wainscoting.

5tt
. The window-curtains

;
and, if it be a sleeping

apartment, the bed-curtains.

6 th
. The doors.

7'*. The windows.

S ,h
. The carpet.

9th
. The pictures.
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2nd Paragraph. Concerns the adaptation of the colours
relatively to interiors, the walls of which are pa-
nelled or covered with marble, stucco, or orna-
mented with paintings on wood, stone, or plaster.

It comprehends the following articles:

l 8t
. Wainscoted interiors.

2nd
. Interiors covered with marble.

3rd
. Interiors covered with stucco.

4th
. Interiors of painted wood, stucco, stone, &c.

§ I-

ON THE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS IN CONNECTION WITH THE DECORATION
OF INTERIORS, INTENDED TO RECEIVE TAPESTRY OR PAPER-HANGINGS.

Article 1.

The Wainscoting.

(601.) Wainscotings are used more particularly to conceal

the walls, to preserve the furniture from damp on the lower

stories (in which case they receive paint, which could not be

durably applied on a humid wall)
;

finally, they are used to

preserve the hangings from the blows of the chairs, or more
generally from the blows of the furniture placed before it.

Hence, the height of the wainscot from the floor should

be exactly that of the chairs.

In this way, the hangings are protected from injury
;
and

besides, the border of the hangings will not be hidden from

sight, as happens when the chairs rise above the wainscot, a

very common defect in modern apartments, which is doubt-

less owing to the fact that builders, requiring in a house of

given height as many stories as possible, compel the archi-

tect to reduce the height of the rooms, which creates the

necessity of reducing the height of the wainscoting
;
thus,

in diminishing that of the hangings, we augment to the eye

the defect of proportion in the story.

(602.) Now-a-days, except in old mansions, we seldom

meet with wainscoting rising above the chairs and other
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furniture, which it is usual to place before them. The sight

of the upper part of the wainscoting is so little agreeable,

that it shocks some persons who cannot perceive the bad
effect of a wainscoting which the chairs rise above. This

feeling arises, probably, from the fact that the furniture

should be more valuable than what it conceals, and that a

piece of furniture taller than the wainscoting appears more
distinct to the sight than when we see a waihscoting above

it with which it has more analogy than it has with the hang-

ings. Finally, the portion of the wainscoting which exceeds

the furniture in height, considered relatively to the part con-

cealed, offends the principle of distinct view more than the

part of the hangings which is uncovered relatively to that

which may be concealed by a piece of the furniture.

(603.) From this fact, that the wainscotings are generally

concealed by the furniture placed before them, we may con-

clude that they must be of a dark rather than of a light

colour, and that if they have ornaments, these must be
simple, and not prominent. The wainscoting may be con-

sidered as serving as a ground to the furniture, whenever it

is not entirely concealed by the latter. We shall see here-

after what colour is necessary to be given them that they
may suit their purpose.

Article 2.

Hangings .

A. Hangings properly so called.

(604.) In consequence of an apartment never being too

light, since we can diminish the daylight by means of blinds,

curtains, &c., and, on the other hand, when night brings the

most vivid and economic light, other things being equal, it is

necessary, on that account, for the hangings to be of a light

and not of a dark colour, so that, in place of absorbing light,

they reflect much of it.

1. Hangings of a uniform Colour
,
including

(447.).

(605.) We proscribe all dark hangings, whatever be their

colour, because they absorb too much light
;
we proscribe,

Paper-hangings
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also, red and violet hangings, because they are exceedingly*

unfavourable to the colour of the skin.

It is for this latter reason that we reject the light tones of

the red and violet scales.

Orange is a colour that can never be much employed, be-

cause it fatigues the eye too much by its great intensity.

Among the simple colours, there are really scarcely any
which are advantageous except yellow and the light tones of

green and of blue.

Yellow is lively : it combines well with mahogany furni-

ture, but not generally with gilding. I say generally, because
there are some instances where this alliance can be made
(615. and 629.).

Light-green is favourable to pale complexions as well as to

rosy
;
to mahogany furniture and to gilding.

Light-blue is less favourable than green to rosy com-
plexions, especially in daylight

;
it is particularly favourable

to gilding, and it does not injure mahogany, and associates

better than green with yellow or orange woods.

(606.) White or whitish hangings of a light grey (either

normal, green, blue, or yellow), uniform or with velvet pat-

terns of the colour of the ground, are also good for use.

(607.) When we choose hangings upon whic^ to place a

picture, they must be uniform, and establish the greatest

contrast possible between its colour and that which predo-

minates in the picture, if the hangings are not of normal

grey. I shall speak again of this assortment (640.).

2. Hangings 'presenting a pure Colour with some White, or

several Tones belonging to the same Scale or to neighbour-

ing Scales, including Taper-hangings of the second Category

(447.).

(608.) All that I have said of hangings of uniform pure

colours is applicable to hangings in which one of these

colours is allied to white, with this exception, however, that

these latter evidently reflect more light with equality of

tone, and that they are not so suitable for pictures, when-

ever their tone is light. Besides, among effective hangings

of this kind, there is scarcely any other than ticking or the

papers which imitate it, in which the colour allied with white
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is deepened
;
and it is well known that these latter hangings

are intended for places which do not admit of pictures.

(609.') Hangings in the best taste are those

—

1°. Which present designs of a light tone, either normal
or coloured grey, upon a white ground, or the

reverse, and in which the pattern is at least equal

in extent o: surface to the ground $ for a small

pattern has a very mediocre effect, at least in a

large room.

2°. Patterns of two or more tones of the same or of very

near scales assorted conformably to the Law of

Contrast.

(610.) Unfortunately, it is only stained papers which pre-

sent hangings of a clear grey or of very light colours, because

the fabrics we would tint with light tones of the colours we
recommend would not resist the decolouring atmospheric

agencies sufficiently, to enable us to employ them economi-

cally, so advantageously as paper-hangings.

3. Hangings with varied and brilliant Colours, representing

Flowers
,
Insects, Birds, Human Figures, Landscapes, com-

prehending Baper-hangings of thefirst Category (447.).

(611.) I have no remark to make on these hangings, which
are generally either painted canvas or stained papers, except

that they have been employed in decorating large apart-

ments; and what we call chintzes are only siftable to small

rooms, such as cabinets, boudoirs, &c. In every case these

hangings, in consequence of their vivid colours and their

patterns being more or less complex, do not admit of pic-

tures
;
and moreover, inasmuch as hangings with landscapes

and human figures should exhibit themselves distinctly to

the sight in all their extent, they must therefore not be con-

cealed by the furniture in any of their parts.

B. Borders to Hangings.

(612.) When we proceed to adapt a border to a mono-
chromous hanging, or to one presenting a dominant colour,

we must first determine whether we can have recourse to a

harmony of analogy or to a harmony of contrast
;
in all cases
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the border ought to detach itself more or less from the
hangings which it is intended to circumscribe and seperate
from contiguous objects. I will now examine the borders
most suitable to the three groups of hangings which I have
previously distinguished (447.).

1. jBordersfor Hangings of a Uniform Colour
(fi05.).

a. Hangings of a Uniform pure Colour (603 ).

(613.) Harmony of contrast is the most suitable to papers
of a uniform pure colour, such as yellows, greens, and blues,

consequently we recommend for the dominant colour of the

border the complementary of that of the hangings, whether
this border represents ornaments, arabesques, flowers, or

imitations of stuffs, either fringes or tissues. But as every

contrast of colour ought not generally to offer at the same
time a contrast of tone, then the general tone of the border

must only exceed that of the hangings by the number of

degrees necessary to avoid a deadening effect in the assort-

ment. If a double border is required—for example, an
interior border of flowers, and an exterior border—the latter

must be of a much deeper tone than the other, and must
always be smaller.

(614.) Among the colours suitable for borders we recom-

mend the following as harmonies of contrast

:

1°. For yellow hangings, violet and blue mixed with

white; when it is a fringe, of flowers garnished

with their leaves, or of ornaments.

2°. For green hangings, red in all its hues, in fringes,

flowers, or ornaments
;

the gilt-yellows painted

upon a dark red ground
;
the borders of brass.

3°. For blue hangings, orange and yellow
;
whether in

fringes, flowers, or ornaments
;

the borders of

brass: these are much better on blue than on

green.

(615.) Among the harmonies of analogy, I recommend the

following

:

For yellow hangings, a border of brass (620.).
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b. White or Whitish Hangings ofNormal Greg, JPearl Greg,

or verg pale coloured Greg, of a uniform Colour, or with a

Velvet Pattern of the Colour of the Ground (606.).

(616.) Papers of this kind admit of borders of all colours,

but we must, nevertheless, avoid too great a contrast of tone

in a border where we find one or more pure colours
;
for the

intense tones of blue, violet, red, and green, are too crude to

combine with the light grounds of which we speak.

Borders gilt by means of gold-leaf, or brass borders, accord

well with these grounds, especially with the whites or the

grey whites.

If a grey presents a tint of green, of blue, or of yellow, we
may use borders of the complementary of these tints taken
many tones higher, or of a grey, deeply tinged with this same
complementary.

(617.) Among the harmonies of analogy, we may take for

grey hangings borders of some tones higher than they are,

and of a grey which will contrast with their tint, but very
lightly.

2, Porders for Hangings lohich present a pure Colour with

White
,
or many Tones belonging either to the same Scale or

to contiguous Scales (608. and following).

(618.) All that has been said on the assortment of borders
with hangings of a uniform pure colour (613.) is applicable

not only to the assortment of borders to hangings where a

pure colour is combined with white, but also to the assort-

ment of borders to paper of many tones of the same scale or

of neighbouring scales.

(619.) As to the assortment of the border with colours

presenting white or grey patterns, I must refer to what has
been said above (616.).

3. Porders for Hangings ofvaried and brilliant Colours, re-

presenting Flowers
,
Insects, tyc. (611. and following).

(620.) Por the most simple hangings of this sort, chintzes ,

we must have analogous borders.

Por hangings which present larger patterns than

chintzes, and which are repeated like those of

the latter, a binding of galloon suffices.
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(621.) Hangings with human figures, landscapes, in a
word, all those which are pictures, require a frame either of

painted, gilt, or bronzed wood, or, better still, a border
imitated by painting.

Colour of the ’Wainscoting relatively to the Hangings.

(622.) After speaking of the height of the wainscoting, I

said (603.) that I should recur to the colour most suitable to

it. But before treating of particular cases, I must distinguish

two general ones, according to whether the assortment of the

hangings with the border enters into the harmonies of con-

trast of colour, or whether it enters either into the harmonies

of contrast of scale or of contrast of hues, or into the harmonies

of analogy.

1st Case.—The Assortment of the Hangings and the Border
enters into the Contrast of Colour.

(623.) The colour of the wainscoting, or its dominant

colour if it is of several tints (which must generally be more

or less approximating), may be

—

1°. The same as that of the border, but a little

darker, and especially more or less broken

with Black

;

2°. Grey lightly tinted witli the colour of the

border, and taken at the same tone or very

near it

;

3°. The complementary of the colour of the hang-

ings, when the dominant colour of the

border, although contrasting with that of

the hangings properly so called, is not its

complementary. If we employ a comple-

mentary lightly broken with Black, the

moulding must be picked out in Brown on

the tints of the border and the wainscoting

;

4r. A Grey complementary to the colour of the

hangings, whenever the border is not of the

complementary of the hangings

;
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In the four preceding cases, we bring out upon the

colour of the hangings properly so called, that

of the wainscoting, which we always tarnish

more or less. By this means the colour ot

the hangings and the wainscoting are agree-

ably harmonised, and the border suitably

separates these two parts, in contrasting the

colour with the hangings, and in contrasting

brilliancy and tone with the wainscoting

;

5°. A normal Grey of many tones, with which we
may combine White.

(624.) Without absolutely proscribing the assortment

where the colour of the wrainscoting is the same as that ot

the hangings, but duller or deeper, yet I should say that in

general it has a poor effect, and this arises particularly from
the fact, that the colour of the border, which contrasts with

that of the hangings and of the wainscoting, is in too feeble

superficial proportion relatively to the other
;
and this defect

is much more striking when the tone of the hangings and of

the wainscoting is higher.

2nd Case.—The Assortment of the Hangings and the Border
enters either into the Harmonies of Contrast of Scale or of
Contrast of Hue, or into the Harmonies of Analogy.

(625.) The colour of the wainscoting, or its dominant
eolour, if it is of several tints, which must generally be more
o: less approximating to each other, may be

—

1°. The complementary of the colour of the hang-
ings, but more or less broken, and a little

deeper

;

2°. Grey complementary to the colour of the

hangings

;

3°. A colour which, without being complementary,
contrasts with that of the hangings

;

4°. Grey, tinted by a colour which, without being
complementary to that of the hangings, con-

trasts with them.
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(626.) When the hangings are white, or of an extremely
feeble tone of colour, and the border does not stand out very
strongly by its colour, we may make a harmony of tone or of
hue with the tint of the wainscoting. For example, white, or
nearly white hangings, with a gilt or brass border, harmonises
well with a wainscoting which differs only by some tones
more of the colour of the hangings, whether that colour
belongs to the same scale or to a neighbouring scale.

Article 3.

Cornice of the Ceiling .

(627.) The cornice of a white ceiling must be of light

colours, and but little varied. In genera], it is for the painter

to judge what colours are most suitable, which, moreover,
must not repeat those of the hangings, but the tints of the

wainscoting. He must carefully avoid having white parts

which might be confounded with the ceiling, if that is w*hite,

and, on the other hand, avoid colours too distant from each
other, especially as regards height of tone and their respec-

tive scales
;
in a word, he must particularly avoid whatever

will cause too much difference between the parts of the whole.

When the hangings are white, or of a very pale grey, with a

gilt or brass border, the cornice may present ornaments of

the same material, and in this case they may stand upon a

white, or upon a grey a little deeper than that of the

hangings.

Article 4.

Chairs placed infront of the Wainscoting.

(628.) We must also, in this circumstance, distinguish the

general case where we can have harmony of contrast of colour,

from that where we can have harmony of contrast either of

scale or hue, or harmony of analogy.

1st General Case.— Contrast of Colour.

(620.) The colour of the covering of chairs should be com-

plementary to that of the hangings, properly so called, or,

more generally, the same as that of the border, because this
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may be different from its complementary, and contrast, never-

theless, with the tint of the hangings. YVe see, then, that in

the general case which occupies our attention the chairs con-

trast with the hangings, as may also the wainscoting
;
hut

the colour of the chairs being pure, it will also be purified by
that of the wainscoting, which, with this motive, we have
advised to be deadened.

There are a few remarks to be made

:

1°. The case of clearest contrast, i. e. where the

colours of the hangings and the chairs are

complementary,—is the most favourable to

distinct vision, as well as to successive con-
trast, whenever we observe separately the

hangings, and afterwards look at the chairs

separately, and vice versa.

2°. In the case where the colours of the hangings

and of the chairs contrast without being
complementary, we must take into conside-

ration the degree of light inherent in the

colour of the hangings. For example, if

they are Blue, and the border is Yellow,

the covering of the furniture being Yellow
of a hue more golden than citron, this stuft

must be of a much higher tone than the

Blue tone of the hangings, and the tone of

the wood of the chairs, &c., must be still

higher than the Yellow, to avoid a dull ap-

pearance.

3°. We may border the stuff at the parts con-

tiguous to the wood, either with well as-

sorted dark colours, or with the same colour

as the hangings, but of a higher tone : there

is also a means of harmonising the hangings

and the furniture in using the same colours,

but in inverse proportions.

4°. When, instead of sofas, arm, and other chairs,

there is a divan which entirely conceals the

wainscoting, we must take the comple-
mentary colour of the hangings, and in this
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case it is more advantageous that the colour
of the border, instead of being comple
mentary to that of the ground, forms with
it a contrast of scale or of hue. It is in this

circumstance particularly that yellow hang-
ings bordered with brass in relief (615.),
will produce an excellent effect with a violet-

coloured divan, at least by daylight
;
for we

must not forget that Yellow, as well as

Violet, loses in artificial light.

5°. AVe regard as harmony of contrast of colour
light hangings of a pure colour with furni-

ture of a Grey, the colour of which is

decidedly complementary to that of the
hangings.

2nd General Case.— Contrast of Scale, or oj Hue; Harmony
of Analogy.

(630.) The arrangements which enter into this general

case concern rooms differing in dimensions, and, according as

they belong to the lively or grave harmonies, they will con-

cern rooms for very different purposes.

1 . Bright Assortments.

(631.) In small rooms—such, for example, as boudoirs,

where the hangings are bright—a harmony of contrast of

hue, of scale, or a harmony of analogy, is generally preferable

to a harmony of contrast of colour, if the hangings are

uniform, or if they have a dominant colour : but if they have

a decided colour allied to white, as ticking, a watered stuff,

or better, if they present patterns of various colours, such as

chintzes
,
the furniture most suitable will be a divan of the

same material as the hangings
;
and we may remark that it

is conformable with the object of boudoirs, and of similar

places, to apparently diminish their extent to the eye, by

employing only one material for the hangings and the chairs,

instead of seeking to fix the eye upon distinct objects.

(632.) There is an arrangement of good effect for large
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rooms,—viz. white, or grey almost white, hangings with fur-

niture of a pure colour, such as red, yellow, green, blue, and
violet. "When we employ these pure colours, we must only

heighten the tone of that which is adapted to prevent a faded

appearance. Sky-blue is the most suitable for this arrange-

ment
;
crimson, which is also employed, is too harsh, especially

if the room is neither very large nor well lighted.

2. Grave Assortments.

(633.) Assortments of this kind belong to places devoted

to quiet meetings, such as libraries, museums, studies, &c.

In general, the smaller the place, or, what comes to the same
thing, the less space there is to receive the hangings, the

more the assortment must enter into the harmony of analogy.

The tapestry or the hangings must present only normal
grey, or a grey of a colour more or less broken

;
the chairs

must be black or of a dark grey, either normal or coloured

;

and in this case we can take a grey tinted with the comple-

mentary of the colour of the grey of the hangings. If more
contrast is desired, we can have recourse to the brown tones

of this complementary of the colour which tints the grey of

the hangings.

Article 5.

Window- and Bed- curtains.

(634<.) The wrindow-curtains, and those of the bed, if it is

a sleeping-chamber, are similar to each other : they require

—

1°. To be "White, of silk or of embroidered muslin
;

2°. To be coloured
;

3°. To be composed of a "White and a coloured

curtain.

Let us now see, when the curtains are not White, what
colour is the most suitable. I distinguish two general cases,

comprehending many particular ones.

1st General Case.

—

The Chairs have a decided Colour
,
such

as Bed
,
Yellow

,
Green, Blue, or Violet.

(a) Barticular Case.—The hangings have a pure
colour, contrasting favourably with that of

the chairs.
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The curtains will generally be of the colour of the
chairs, and their borders will be of the colour
of the hangings.

( b) Particular Case.—The hangings are not of a

pure colour.

The curtains may be

—

1°. Of the colour of the chairs
;

2°. Of the colour of the hangings, with a border of

the colour of the chairs.

2nd General Case.—The Chairs are Grey
,
or of a very

broken Colour.

(a) Particular Case.—The hangings are of a de-

cided colour.

The curtains may be

—

1°. Of the colour of the chairs, with a border of

the colour of the hangings
;

2°. Of the complementary of the hangings, or of

a colour contrasting favourably with them
;

the colour of the border will be that of the

hangings.

(Z>) Particular Case.—The hangings of a Grey
colour or White.

The curtains may be

—

1°. Of the colour of the chairs
;

2°. Of a pure colour, which will assort the better

with the Grey of the hangings, in proportion

as it is complementary to the colour of the

Grey, if this latter does not belong to the

scale of normal Grey.

Article 6.

Poors.

(635.) The doors, by their use, size, and position relatively

to the plane of the wall, being absolutely distinct from the

s
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wainscoting, should be distinguished from it by their colour,

notwithstanding the contrary practice of painters, who make
them the same.

(636.) We should paint their different parts in many low
tones of the same, or of approximating scales, and always ac-

cording to the harmony of analogy, because it is a question

of the parts of one object. The colour of the doors should
be of normal grey, or of a grey tinged with the colour of the

hangings or of its complementary, which will thus always
unite with the hangings, either by harmony of analogy or by
harmony of contrast. It is particularly through the clear-

ness of tones or hues that the doors will be distinguished

from the wainscoting. The door-frame should be darker

than the door itself.

Article 7.

Windows.

(637.) The windows should be like the doors, according to

a rule which has been generally observed for a long time.

The fastenings must be black, bronzed, or of brass.

Article 8.

Carpets•

(638.) Prom what I have said of the distribution of colours

in carpets intended for large apartments, as those of mansions

(420.), it is clear that, whatever may be the dominant colours

of the subjects represented in their central part, with regard

to brilliancy and contrast, they will always be separated

from the chairs by an interval sufficient to prevent discord

with the colour of these latter, and the one will not be
injured by the other.

(639.) As for the carpets of small rooms, or those of

moderate size, we must distinguish two cases relatively to

the colours of their furniture.

1st Case. The more numerous and vivid these

colours are, the more we must control their

brilliancy
;
and if the furniture be numerous,
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then the carpet most suitable will be one of
simple colours and pattern. In many cases the
assortment Green and Black will have a good
effect.

2nd
Case. If the furniture is of a single colour or of
many tones, either of the same colour or of ap-

proximating scales, we can, without detriment,

employ a carpet of brilliant colours, and thus
establish a harmony of contrast between them
and the dominant tint of the furniture.

But if the furniture is of mahogany, and we
wish to bring out its colour, then we must not
have either Bed, Scarlet, or Orange, as a domi-
nant colour in the carpet.

In a word, in the first case, to get the best effect of the

colours of the furniture, the colours of the carpet must enter

into the harmonies of analogy more or less sombre
;
while, in

the second, where harmony of contrast of colour does not

exist in the furniture, we can, if we choose, have recourse to

this harmony in the carpet without inconvenience.

Article 9.

Pictures.

(G40.) Whenever we would place pictures on hangings,

the latter must be of a single colour, or of two very similar

colours, if they are not tones of the same scale. Besides, the

pattern of these hangings of two neighbouring colours, or of

two tones of the same scale, must be as simple as possible.

Finally, whenever wre place a picture on coloured hangings,

for the effect to be endurable, wre must always take care that

the dominant colour of the hangings be complementary to

the dominant colour of the picture.

(641.) Engravings and plain lithographs must never be

placed beside oil-paintings or coloured drawings.

(642.) Pearl grey, or normal grey a little deeper, is a good

tint to receive engravings and plain lithographs in gilt or

yellow wood frames.
o
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(643.) Yellow hangings can receive with advantage land-

scapes in which green grass and leaves and a blue sky pre-

dominate. The most suitable frames in this case are those

of violet ebony (JPalixandre), or wood painted grey or black.

Gilt frames have not a bad effect on the picture, but the gold

of the frame and the yellow of the hangings do not contrast

sufficiently to most eyes.

(644.) Oil-paintings iu gilt frames are effective on hang-
ings of olive-grey, more or less deep, according to the tone

of the picture. The carnations and the gold assort well on
a similar ground. Papers of a deep green, and even of a deep
blue, may also be advantageously employed in many cases.

§ 2 .

ON THE ASSORTMENTS OF COLOURS IN INTERIORS, THE WALLS OF WHICH
ARE PANELLED OR COVERED WITH MARBLE OR STUCCO, OB DECORATED
WITH PAINTED WOOD, STONE, OR STUCCO.

Article 1.

Panelled Interiors.

(645.) If we seek to explain rationally the use of panelling

the walls of interiors from top to bottom, and leaving the

surface of the wood apparent, we find it arises from the

•necessity of preserving the walls from the humidity and cold

which would result from the contact of our organs with the

stone
;
and also in the intention of showing to persons who

meet in a panelled room that this object has been accom-
plished.

(646.) Panelled apartments were much more common in

past times than they are at the present day
;
which we must

not be surprised at when we consider, on the one hand, the

oi a suitable wood, and the necessity of a clear day to

light a panelled room, for the surface of a costly wood is

generally sombre ;—and, on the other hand, the present taste

for decorations more or less charged with ornaments, which
it is so easy to satisfy by means of paper-hangings, curtains,

and other accessories. In spite of this direction of taste, I
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think there is also in large suites of apartments two rooms
to which a panelling more or less finished will be very suit-

able : these are the dining and the billiard-rooms, where we
meet with any other aim than that of conversation, or of ex-

hibiting an elegant toilette. The scene being, as it were,

concentrated on the dining or billiard-tables, there is no
cause to distract the attention by clothing the walls with

varied ornaments. In the case where an interior is panelled,

the floor should be parqueted
;
for a pavement of tiles, stones,

or marbles would be out of keeping.

(647.) The colour of the curtains for panelled interiors

must be chosen conformably to the preceding principles. For
example

—

White curtains will heighten the tone of the wood-

work
;

Blue curtains will bring out the golden tint of many
woods, especially of polished oak.

Aeticle 2.

Interiors covered with Marble .

(648.) It is only ground-floors, halls, great staircases, and

galleries (which, although covered, are exposed to injury from

the air entering by various openings), bath-rooms, dining-

halls, and billiard-rooms,—that can be covered with marble.

The marble well preserves the interior it covers from the

humidity derived from the earth, which penetrates by the

capillary attraction of the walls
;
but the sensation of cold

which we experience upon touching it, is so identified in our

minds with its very aspect, that a large surface covered with

marble appears chilling, and is in contradiction with us when-

ever we require warmth. If marble perfectly suits a bath-

room, it cannot be rationally employed in dining or billiard-

rooms, except when these rooms are placed under such con-

ditions as require coolness

(649.) We can arrange marbles together on the principle

of harmony of contrast or of harmony of analogy. Bronze

adapts itself very wrell. I must remark that, if we would also

add granite and porphyry, the lower layers must be composed
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of these latter; we can use them as wainscotings, on account

of their greater durability and stability under the influence

of atmospheric agencies.

(650.) Curtains are not suited to marbles : blinds are pre-

ferable to them.

Article 3.

Interiors covered with Stucco .

(651.) Stucco is generally prepared to imitate marble.

Wherever the latter is employed, stucco can be also
;
only it

does not so well resist atmospheric agencies.

(652.) We can ornament stucco imitating white marble,

with landscapes, flowers, fruits, &c., by means of a process

which consists in incorporating, while it is soft, pastes of

various colours, which are placed together as in the elements
of a mosaic (429.). I believe, conformably to the manner in

which I have regarded marble in the decoration of interiors,

that the stucco should be made to imitate mosaic rather than
painting.

Article 4.

Interiors covered with Wood or any hind of Coating painted

in several Colours.

(653.) The painting we can put on a wainscot which is not
fine enough to be seen uncovered, or, more generally upon a
surface of any kind, lias for its object the

—

1°. Imitation of hangings, properly so called

;

2°. Imitation of a wood more or less costly

;

3°. Imitation of marble.

I have nothing in particular to say concerning these three
kinds of imitation, considered either under the relation of

association of colours employed in their decoration, or in
considering the suitability of the places relatively to the pre-

ference which we must accord to one of them over the other,

because this would be a repetition of what has been developed
already in this Chapter.

(654.) But there is a kind of decorative painting of which
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I must say a few words,—viz. arabesques upon a white or
pale grey ground. It is common in galleries, ball-rooms,

large saloons, and also in bed-cbambers. When we decorate

with arabesques places which require to be warmed, we must
endeavour to imitate pictures rather than mosaics.

(655.) The more carefully arabesques are executed, the

more variety they will present in their forms and colours, and
the less we must seek to make them resemble draperies with
which they are associated

;
thus, white curtains, with a simple

and, at the same time, ample border, or curtains of a slightly

elevated tone of colour, or of an extremely simple design,

should have the preference over curtains which are related

to arabesques by their vivid colours, by varied patterns, or

by a striking colour
;
in a word, the colour of the curtain, if

*>. has any, must be sacrificed to that of the arabesques.
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INTRODUCTION.

(G56.) In explaining the applications of the law of con-

trast which form the subject of this Section, my intention is,

in the instance of male clothing, to treat principally the
question of the association of colours in military uniforms, as

a matter of state economy; and in the case of female cloth-

ing, of deciding the question of the associations which are

most suitable when sitting for a portrait. The first question

is entirely one of administrative economy
;
the second belongs

solely to the domain of art.

Under the latter relation, I shall attain the aim proposed,

if, in the views set forth, the portrait painter finds the means
of selecting associations of colours which, by imparting to

his works more brilliancy and harmony, render them thereby

Jess susceptible of appearing antiquated when the prevailing

fashion of his time is forgotten.

Some readers may suppose, that, having already treated *

of many particulars of portrait painting, I ought to have

then considered the question just referred to : my motive for

doing otherwise was, that in the section On Colouring
,
if I

could not omit mentioning this branch of painting, it was
without giving the developments into which I am now about

to enter, because not only would they have been out of pro-

portion with the rest of the subject, but also certain details

would not have been sufficiently elucidated, as I hope they

will be by many facts which I have spoken of only in than

part of the work which follows the section On Colouring.

* Second Part, 1st Division, Section 3rd.
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CHAPTEE I.

men’s CLOTHING.

(657.) It is a fact known to many persons that a uniform

composed of cloths of different colours may be worn much
longer and appear better to the eye, although nearly worn
out, than a suit of a single colour, even when this latter is of

a piece of cloth identical with one of those composing the

first. The law of contrast gives the reason ot this fact per-

fectly, as I shall show in the following article, in demon-
strating the advantage of the assortment of colours for

military uniforms in an economical relation.

Sl-

op THE ADVANTAGES OF CONTRAST CONSIDERED WITH REGARD TO THE
OPTICAL STRENGTHENING OR PURIFYING OF THE COLOUR OF CLOTHS FOR
CLOTHING.

Article 1.

Of Uniforms
,
the Colours of which are complementary.

(658.) Let us suppose a uniform of Eed and Green, like

that of many cavalry regiments
;
by the law of contrast, the

two colours, being complementary, mutually strengthen each

other
;
the Green renders the Bed redder

,
and the Bed renders

the Green greener. I suppose the augmentation of colour

resulting from contrast to be one-tenth for each cloth, the

colour of which, seen separately, is represented by unity
;
by

juxtaposition each colour then becomes equal to 1 -j- tV; 1
suppose also that a dress made simply of green or of red

cloth, after having been worn a year, has lost one-tenth of its

colour
;

it is evident that a uniform composed of green and
of red cloth, after being worn for the same length of time,

will not appear to the eye formed of two cloths which will

have lost each one-tenth of their original colour, since the
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Green gives Red to the Red, and the Red gives Green to the
Green; and if we do not admit that the strengthening is

precisely equal to one-tenth of the original colour, neverthe-
less observation proves that the real fraction which expresses
it is not far from that, so that if, on the supposition I have
made, we cannot say that at the year’s end a piece of a bi-

coloured uniform exhibits cloths which have exactly the same
colour as that of each new cloth seen separately, yet we are
obliged to admit that the difference is small

;
I forgot to say

that the two colours are taken at the same tone.

(659.) This reasoning applies to bi-coloured uniforms, of

which the colours, as Orange and Blue, Violet and Greenish-
yellow, Indigo and Orange-yellow, are complementary to each
other; only we must take into account the difference of tone
more or less great that may exist between them, when they
are not taken at the same tone, as I have supposed in the

preceding example.

(660.) Deep Orange and Blue are susceptible of making
a good uniform

;
but the blue cloth must not be too deep to

combine favourably with the bright Orange.

(661.) Greenish-yellow and Violet, as deep as possible,

such as can be obtained from woad, are susceptible of form-

ing a fine uniform for light cavalry. The only objection is to

the violet colour, which is durable only when it is the result

of the mixture of the vat of cochineal and indigo blue, and
when it is taken at a certain height of tone.

Article 2.

Uniforms of which the Colours, without being complementary,

are, nevertheless, very contrasting .

(662.) Among the colours which are not mutually comple-

mentary, but of which the contrast is agreeable, and conse-

quently advantageous for uniforms, I shall cite particularly

Blue and Yellow, Blue and Scarlet, Green and Yellow.

Blue and Yellow.

(663.) These two colours accord well together
;
the Blue

gives an Orange tint to the Yellow, much more evident when
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the tone of the latter is higher, and that of the Blue is lower.
In its turn, under the same conditions, the Yellow communi-
cates to the Blue a Violet tint, which brightens it

;
if the

Blue has a disagreeable Green tint, the Yellow neutralises

it
;
but if there exists a great difference of tone between the

two colours, the contrast arising from this difference might
go so far as to nullify the effect resulting from contrast of

colours; and besides, up to a certain point, the deep Blue
will appear Black or less Violet, as the Yellow, in weakening
itself, may appear Green.

Blue and Scarlet.

(664.) Deep Blue and Scarlet-lied make a good assort-

ment for a uniform
;
the first, by its Orange complementary,

gives more fire to the Scarlet-Bed, and this latter, in adding
its complementary, Greenish-Blue, to the deep Blue, brings

it up to Blue, properly so called
;
for we must not forget

that deep Blue tinted with Indigo or Prussian Blue, is rather

Violet than pure Blue.

In this assortment is included the uniform of Indigo-Blue
and Madder-Bed of many regiments in the French army.
There is no doubt, that for show, a lighter Blue and an
Orange-Madder purer, and consequently less dull and less

rosy than the actual colours, would be preferable, if no
White enters into the uniform.

Green and Yellow.

(665.) Green and Yellow form an association pleasing to

the eye by its gaiety, which especially suits a cavalry uniform.

But it should be remarked, that to obtain the most suitable

assortment, the Green must be lighter and yellower than

that which accords well with Bed, for the twofold reason

that the Yellow which is in juxtaposition with Green, neu-

tralising by its Violet a portion of the Yellow of the Green
cloth, exalts the Blue, and consequently removes some of the

brilliancy of the Green
;
besides, this effect constantly tends

to increase, because the Yellow of the green cloth is sooner

altered than its Blue. On the other hand, the yellow cloth

receiving some Bed by its juxtaposition with Green, it must
not be taken too Orange.
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This case may serve as an example,—in opposition to that

where I have cited the assortment Green and lied comple-
mentaries, with the intention of demonstrating the eco-

nomical advantage of assortments of contrasts of ODlour in

general (658.), to make us clearly comprehend that in the

assortments of colours suitable to military uniforms, a good
selection is much more difficult to make the further it is re-

moved from the contrast of complementary colours.

Article 3.

Of a Uniform composed of a Single Colour and White.

(666.) After the remarks I have made on the increase of

tone that the juxtaposition of "White gives to colours (52.).

and from the order I have established between the assort-

ments of Blue, Bed, Yellow, Green, Orange, and Violet with

White (185.), I have but little to add upon uniforms present-

ing these associations. We must not lose sight of the fact,

that at the same time the colours are heightened, their re-

spective complementaries ally themselves to White, and pro-

duce effects the more evident, other things being equal, the

higher the tone of the colours is taken. If the White is

reddened, the juxtaposition of Blue will augment the tint

;

that of Violet will lighten it by yellowing it
;
that of Green

will exalt the red colour; finally, that of Yellow, and espe-

cially that of Orange, will enfeeble it.

(667.) A white uniform has a good effect, not only when
white trousers are worn with a white coat, a white coat with

the collar and facings of a pure colour suitably chosen, but

also when trousers of a light colour are worn, for example,

sky-blue with a coat white or faced of the same colour as the

trousers, or of a colour which will suitably accord with them.

Finally, white trousers associate well with a coat of one

colour.

Article 4.

Of a bi-coloured Uniform ,
into which White enters.

(668.) White, associated with two colours to compose a

uniform-coat, produces a really good effect only with blue
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and orange, blue and red. It lias a weaker effect with green
and yellow, and with blue and yellow : this is, however, as

we might expect from what I have said of associations of two
pure colours with white (185. and following).

(669.) If white does not associate equally well with two
colours to form a coat, it has always a good effect when it is

worn as trousers with a bi-coloured coat. For example, with

a light or dark-blue coat and orange
;
with a light or dark-

blue coat and red, with a sky-blue coat and yellow, with a

green and red coat, and with one of green and yellow.

Nothing is better suited to demonstrate the advantage of

white associated with blue and with red than the difference

we remark between a dark-blue coat and madder-red trousers,

worn without white leather facings, and the effect of the same
uniform worn with these latter.

Article 5.

Of a bi-coloured Uniform, into which Slack enters.

(670.) Black is susceptible of entering advantageously

into the composition of many uniforms composed of two
bright colours

;
such as Ked, Scarlet, Orange, Yellow, and

bright Green, for example
;
a plain scarlet coat, or one with

facings of a yellow more green than orange, or also of a

green, or of a delicate blue, accord perfectly well with black

trousers.

Finally, black trousers may be associated with sombre
colours in uniforms which are not required to be visible

from a distance.

Article 6.

Of a Uniform in which there are more than Two Colours, not

comprising either Black or White.

(671.) If we can put three colours into a uniform, parti-

cularly red, blue, and yellow, without producing a bad effect,

nevertheless I give the preference to bi-coloured uniforms,

with which white or black are suitably associated
;
and I also

seize this occasion to remark, that if the sight of many
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colours is more agreeable to the eye than a single one, there
are, notwithstanding, all sorts of inconveniences in present-
ing to the eyes too large a number at one time, whether
these colours are distributed over different objects, or upon
distinct parts of the same object.

Article 7.

Of a Uniform composed of different lines of the same Colour.

(672.) Strictly speaking, it is possible to make some agree-

able assortments of colours belonging to contiguous scales,

or, what is the same thing, to the same hue of colour
;
yet

the difficulty of succeeding in assortments of this kind, and
the facility of succeeding in those of contrast of colour, de-

termine me to reject the former, at least whenever we use
brilliant colours

;
for in uniforms of sombre colours they may

be employed.
In order to explain my views against the assorting of dif-

ferent hues of the same colour, I shall cite

:

The ill effects of the uniforms of Trench troops where
there is a juxtaposition of madder-red and cochineal-red

;

such as the uniform of dragoons, where the facings of the

coat are cochineal-red, and the trousers are madder-red.

Article 8.

Of Uniforms composed of Two Tones of the same Scale.

(673.) The association of two tones of the same colour for

a uniform is not agreeable
;
in fact, the lightest tone loses

some of its colour, and if the deep tone acquires it, this is

seldom or never an advantage. Besides, it will be useless to

dwell upon this subject, since practice is altogether dependent

on theory.

Article 9.

Of a Uniform of One Colour.

(674.) If uniforms which present contrasts of colour are

advantageous in an economical point of view, ii uniforms of
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light colours are advantageous when we w.sli to impress an
enemy by the number of combatants opposed to him, there

are cases where, far from deploying battalions and squadrons,

with the intention of rendering extended lines visible, we
seek, on the contrary, to conceal the presence of riflemen or

sharpshooters. For the latter, and also if we wish to esta-

blish a kind of hierarchy between different corps by means
of dress, we may have recourse to a monochromous uniform
of a sombre colour.

§ 2 .

ON THE INFLUENCE OF SUPERFICIAL PROPORTIONS ACCORDING TO WHICH
CLOTHS OF DIFFERENT COLOURS ARE ASSOCIATED IN MANY-COLOURED
UNIFORMS.

(675.) I have already had many occasions to remark that

the proportion of superficial extent which different con-

tiguous colours occupy, and the manner in wrhich these

colours are distributed, with regard to each other, even if

we suppose them well assorted, have considerable influence

upon the effects they produce (249., 251., 365.). Conform-
ably to these principles I must add that it will not suffice to

choose for uniforms colours of which the association is satis-

factory
;
but, in order to obtain the best possible result, we

must employ them in certain respective proportions and dis-

tribute them suitably. Although I have no intention of

entering into any details upon this subject, yet I shall make
a few remarks in connection with it.

(676.) When one colour is relativelym smaller proportion

than another, it is necessary for it to be distributed as equally

as possible throughout the uniform
;
an example which sup-

ports this proposition is the artillery uniform of blue and
scarlet : this latter colour, which is far from being equal in

superficial extent to the first, produces a very good effect,

because it is distributed over the whole uniform.

(677.) In a many-coloured uniform, where one colour is

found on different pieces of clothing,—both coat and trousers,

far example,—we must avoid the colour confounding to the
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eye contiguous or superimposed parts in such manner that a
part of one piece appears to belong to the other; thus some
regiments of the French army wear with madder-red trousers

a blue coat, the facings of which are of the same red. Now
what results from this ? Why, at a certain distance, the red
facings confound themselves with the trousers

;
the skirts

of the coat appear diminished to their blue parts, and are

judged to be too narrow. It would be easy to remedy this

defect, by putting facings of blue with a red edging.

In summing up, I am disposed to admit the two following

principles

:

1°. Whenever in a uniform the coat and trousers are

of the same colour, aud there is in the former a
second colour which exists only in small pro-

portion, it must be repeated upon the trousers

in broad band if the soldier wears boots, and in

simple edging if he wears shoes.

2°. Whenever the trousers are of a colour distinct

from the coat (that is to say, different from that

which we make the ground), a band or a simple

edging of the colour of the coat will produce,

the effect of this colour in the trousers.

§3.

OF THE ADVANTAGES OF CONTRAST CONSIDERED WITH REGARD TO THE
APPARENT FRESHNESS OF CLOTHS FOR CLOTHING.

(678.) The contrast produced by the colours of cloths

composing a uniform is not only advantageous to the bright-

ness and apparentpreservation of the colours of these cloths,

but also to render less visible the inequalities which a cloth

presents on account of dye not having uniformly penetrated,

to the centre of the stuff, the surface wearing unequally ac-

cording as it is exposed to friction of different degrees of

intensity, the colour of the cloth becomes lighter, or, as it

is commonly called, whitens in the parts most exposed to

friction : many blue, scarlet, and madder-red cloths present

this result especially on the salient parts of the vestmentr

T
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such as the seams. This defect which certain cloths have of

whitening in the seams
,
is much less apparent in a coat of

two or more colours than it is in a monochromic coat, because

the vivid contrast of different coloursfixing immediately the

attention of the spectator
,
prevents the eye from perceiving

the inequalities which would he visible in a monochromic coat.

(679.) Tor the like reason, stains on the same ground will

always be less apparent in a polychromic than in a monoehro-
mic coat.

(680.) By the same reason, also, a coat, waistcoat, and
trousers of the same colour cannot be worn together with

advantage except when new
;
for when one of them has lost

its freshness by having been more worn than the others, the

difference will be increased by contrast. Thus new black

trousers, worn with a coat and waistcoat of the same colour,

but old and slightly rusty
,
will bring out this latter tint

;

while at the same time the black of the trousers will appear

brighter. "White trousers, reddish-grey also, will correct the

effect of which I speak. We see, then, the advantage of

having a soldier’s trousers of another colour than his coat,

especially if, wearing this coat all the year, he only wears
trousers of the same cloth during winter. We see, also,

why white trousers are favourable to coats of every colour,

as 1 have already said (667.).

CHAPTER II.

ON FEMALE CLOTHING.

INTRODUCTION.

(681.) Although there are many varieties of the human
race with respect to the colour of the skin, yet we may
arrange them in the three following divisions :

First Division .—Comprehends the Caucasian, or white

race.
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Second Division .— Comprehends the American Indians,

whose skin is copper-coloured.

Third Division,—Comprehends the Negro race, the Pa
puans, the Malays, &c., who have
black or olive skins.

It is only the dress of women with white skins that is

susceptible of being studied in detail
;
yet when speaking of

dress for women with red or black skins, I shall say a few
words on the assortment of colours which is most suitable to

them.

§ i-

ON THE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS IN THE DRESS OF WOMEN WITH WHITE
SKINS.

(6S2.) To give precision to this subject, we must begin by
establishing certain distinctions.

The first is that of the two types of women with skins

more or less white and in certain parts rosy

—

The one with light hair and blue eyes

;

The other with black hair and black eyes.

The second distinction belongs to the juxtaposition of the

articles of the toilet, whether pertaining to the hair, or to

the complexion
;
for a colour may contrast favourably with

the hair, yet produce a disagreeable effect with the skin.

The third belongs to the appreciation of the modifications

of the complexion by coloured rays emanating from the head-

dress, and which, being reflected on the skin, tinge this latter

with their peculiar colour.

Article 1.

Distinction of the two extreme Types of Women with White

Skins.

(683.) The colour of light hair being essentially the result

of a mixture of red, yellow, and brown, we must consider it

as a very pale orange brown

;

the colour of the skin, although

of a lower tone, is analogous to it, except in the red parte

;
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further, blue eyes are really the only parts of the fair type
which form a contrast of colour with the ensemble

,
for the

red parts produce with the rest of the skin only a harmony
of analogy of hue, or at most a contrast of hue and not of

colour
;
and the parts of the skin contiguous to the hair, the

eyebrows, and eyelashes, give rise only to a harmony of
analogy, either of scale or of hue. The harmonies of analogy,

then, evidently predominate in the fair type over the har-

monies of contrast.

(684.) The type with black hair, considered in the same
way as the type with fair hair, shows us the harmonies of

contrast predominating over the harmonies of analogy. In
fact, the hair, eyebrows, eyelashes, and eyes contrast in tone

and colour, not only with the white of the skin, but also with

the red parts, which in this type are really redder, or less

rosy, than in the blonde type
;
and we must not forget that

a decided red associated with black, gives to the latter the

character of an excessively deep colour, either blue or green.

Abticle 2.

Of the Hair and Head-dress under the relation of their

respective Colours.

(685.) If we consider the colours which generally pass as

assorting best with light or black hair, we shall see that they

are precisely those which produce the greatest contrast
;
thus,

sky-blue, known to accord well with blondes, is the colour

that approaches the nearest to the complementary of orange,

which is the basis of the tint of their hair and complexions

(683.). Two colours long esteemed to accord favourably

with black hair,—yellow, and red more or less orange,—con-
trast in the same manner with them (684.).

Yellow and orange-red, contrasting by colour and bril-

liancy with black, and their complementaries, violet and
blue-green, in mixing with the tint of the hair, are far lrom
producing a bad effect.
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Article 3.

Of the Complexion and the contiguous Drapery under the

relation of their respective Colours.

(686.) The juxtaposition of the drapery with the different

flesh-tints of women offers to portrait painters a host of

remarks which are all consequent to the principles before
laid down : we shall enounce the most general.

Ded Drapery.

(687.) Pink-red cannot be put in contact with the rosiest

complexions without causing them to lose some of their

freshness, as a former experiment has demonstrated—viz.

:

we were speaking of the inconvenience resulting from the

use of pink linings in the boxes of a theatre (592.). It is

necessary, then, to separate the pink from the skin in some
manner; and the simplest manner of doing this, without

having recourse to coloured stuffs, is to edge the draperies

with a border of tulle
,
which produces the effect of grey by

the mixture of white threads which reflect light, and the

interstices which absorb it; there is also a mixture of light

and shade, which recals the effect of grey, like the effect of a

casement window viewed at a great distance (434.).

Dark-red is less objectionable for certain complexions than

pink-red, because being deeper than this latter, it tends to

impart whiteness to them in consequence of contrast of tone.

Green Drapery.

(688.) A delicate green is, on the contrary, favourable to

all fair complexions which are deficient in rose, and which

may have more imparted to them without objection. But it

is not as favourable to complexions that are more red than

rosy, nor to those that have a tint of orange mixed with

brown, because the red they add to this tint will be of a

brick-red hue. In the latter case a dark-green will be £sa

objectionable than a delicate green.
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Yellow Drapery.

(689.) Yellow imparts violet to a fair skin, and in this

view it is less favourable than the delicate green.

To those skins which are more yellow than orange, it im-

parts white
;
but this combination is very dull and heavy for

a fair complexion.

When the skin is tinted more with orange than yellow, we
can make it rosy by neutralising the yellow. It produces this

effect upon the black-haired type, and it is thus (685.) that

it suits brunettes.

Violet Draperies.

(690.) Violet, the complementary of yellow, produces con-

trary effects
;
thus, it imparts some greenish-yellow to fair

complexions. It augments the yellow tint of yellow and
orange skins. The little blue there may be in a complexion
it makes green. Violet then is one of the least favourable

colours to the skin, at least when it is not sufficiently deep

to whiten it by contrast of tone.

Blue Drapery.

(691.) Blue imparts orange, which is susceptible of allying

itself favourably to white and the light flesh tints of fair

complexions, which have already a more or less determined
tint of this colour. Blue is then suitable to most blondes,

and in this case justifies its reputation (685.).

It will not suit brunettes, since they have already too

much of orange.

Orange Drapery.

(692.) Orange is too brilliant to be elegant
;

it makes fail

complexions blue, whitens those which have an orange tint,

and gives a green hue to those of a yellow tint.

White Drapery.

(693.) Drapery of a lustreless white, such as cambric

muslin, assorts well with a fresh complexion, of which it re-

lieves the rose colour : but it is unsuitable to complexions

which have a disagreeable tint, because white always exalta
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all colours by raising their tone : consequently it is unsuit-

able to those skins which, without having this disagreeable

tint, very nearly approach it.

Very light white draperies, such as muslin, plaited or point

lace, have an entirely different aspect. They appear more
grey than white, because the threads which reflect white light

and the interstices which absorb it, produce on the sight the

effects of a mixture of small white surfaces with small black

surfaces, as I have before stated (687.) ;
and it is also under

this relation that every white drapery must be regarded,

-which allows the light to pass through its interstices, ana

which is only apparent to the eyes by the surface opposed to

that which receives incident light.

Black Drapery.

(694.) Black draperies, lowering the tone of the colours

with which they are in juxtaposition, whiten the skin
;
but

if the vermilion or rosy parts are to a certain point distant

from the drapery, it will follow that, although lowered in

rone, they appear relatively to the white parts of the skin

contiguous to this same drapery, redder than if the con-

tiguity to the black did not exist : this effect is analogous to

that already mentioned (458. and 571.).

Article 4.

Of the Head-dress
,
in relation to the Coloured Bays which it

may reflect upon the Skin.

(695.) We can now readily understand the effect of co-

loured bonnets on the complexion, and whether it be true, as

is generally believed, that a pink bonnet gives a rose tint to

the skin, while a green bonnet will give a green tint to it, in

consequence of the coloured rays which each of them reflects

upon it. Before going further, I premise that it is no longer

a question of those head-dresses which, too small or too much

thrown back to give rise to these reflections, can only produce

the effects of contrast, as I have said above when treating of

the juxtaposition of coloured objects with the hair and skiu

(685., 686., and following).
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(690.) If an object in relief is illuminated exclusively by
a coloured light, it will appear tinted of the colour of this

light. A white plaster figure, for example, placed in an en-

closure where the red rays illuminate it, will appear coloured

red, at least to most eyes and undermost circumstances
;
for

I dare not assert that certain eyes under some circumstances

may not perceive the sensation of the complementary of the

coloured rays, in looking at certain parts of the figure.

(697.) But if the figure is placed so as to receive at the

same time coloured rays and diffused daylight, there will be
produced, on the eyes of the spectator suitably placed, a

complex effect, resulting

:

1°. From some parts of the figure being white, reflect-

ing to the eyes of the spectator the coloured rays

falling from above.

2°. From some parts of the figure reflecting diffused

daylight in sufficient quantity to appear white or

almost white.

3°. From there being, between the parts which reflect

coloured light to the eye and those which send
diffused daylight, some parts in a condition which
appears to be complementary to the reflected co-

loured light.

(698.) One very remarkable consequence of the complex
effect of which I have just spoken is, that the rays of colours

mutually complementary, successively lighting the same ob-
ject concurrently with the diffused daylight, other things

being equal, give rise to the same colouration
;
but with this

difference, that the same colours are distributed in an ave-

rage manner in both cases.

EXAMPLES.

1 °. Red rays and green rays give rise to effects which
have this analogy, that the white figure presents
in both cases rosy parts, green parts, and white
parts

;
but the parts which are green when the

incident light is red, appear rsy when the inci-

dent light is green.
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2°. Yellow rays and violet rays give rise to effects which
have this analogy., that the white figure presents
in both cases yellow parts, violet parts, and white
parts.

3°. Blue rays and orange rays give rise to effects which
have this analogy, that the white figure presents
in both cases blue parts, orange parts, aud white
parts.

(G99.) This experiment is in perfect conformity with all I

have just said (697.), as may be proved in the following
manner: between two windows, directly opposite to each
other, admitting diffused daylight, place a white plaster

figure in such a position that each half shall be lighted

directly by one of the windows. On completely intercepting

the light of one of the windows, and hanging a coloured

curtain before the other, the figure appears only of the

colour of the curtain
;
but if we open the other window, the

figure is lighted by diffused daylight while it is at the same
time lighted by the coloured light; we then perceive some
parts white, and some parts tinted with the complementary
of the coloured light transmitted by the curtain.

This experiment, then, teaches us that if a bonnet, pink,

for example, gives rise to a reflection of this colour on a com-
plexion, the parts thus made rosy by the effect of contrast,

themselves give rise to green tints, since the figure, at the

same time it receives pink reflections, receives also diffused

daylight.

(700.) Matters brought to this point, it remains to con-

sider the real influence of the bonnet
;
for that purpose wo

place three white plaster casts of the same model in a position

equally illuminated, then observe them comparatively after

having clothed the middle cast with a white bonnet, and the

two others with bonnets of which the colour of one is com-

plementary to that of the other. In this way we can satisfy

ourselves that the influence of reflection in colouring a figure

is very feeble
,
even when the bonnet is placed in the most

favourable mannerfor observing the phenomenon.
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JPinJc Bonnet

.

(701.) Pink colour, reflected upon the skin, is very feeble

except on the temples : wherever the pink parts are con-

tiguous to parts feebly lighted by daylight, the latter will ap-

pear very lightly tinged with green.

Green Bonnet.

(702.) Green colour, reflected upon the skin, is very feeble

except on the temples : wherever the green parts are con-

tiguous to parts feebly lighted by daylight, the latter will

appear slightly rosy
;
the effect of green in colouring it pink

is proportionably greater than the effect of reflected pink in

colouring it green.

Yellow Bonnet.

(703.) Yellow colour, reflected upon the skin, is very feeble

except on the temples : wherever the yellow parts are con-

tiguous to parts feebly illuminated by daylight, the latter will

appear very sensibly violet.

Violet Bonnet.

(704.) Violet colour, reflected on the skin, is very feeble

even on the temples : wherever the violet parts are contiguous
to parts feebly illuminated by daylight, the latter will appear
slightly yellow

;
but this colouration is very feeble, because

the reflections of •violet have it themselves.

Slcy-Hue Bonnet.

(705.) Blue colour, reflected on the skin, is very feeble

except upon the temples : wherever the blue parts are con-
tiguous to parts feebly illuminated by daylight, the latter

will appear slightly orange.

Orange Bonnet.

(706.) Orange colour, reflected on the skin, is very feeble
except upon the temples : wherever the orange parts are
contiguous to parts feebly illuminated by daylight, the latter

will appear slightly blue.
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(707.) It is evident, then, from these experiments, that a
coloured bonnet produces much more effect by virtue of
contrast arising from juxtaposition with the flesh tints, than
by the coloured reflections which it imparts to them.

(708.) Let us now see what advantage the painter can
derive from the preceding observations, when he prescribes a
bonnet to a model belonging to the light-haired type or to
that with black hair.

’

A.) FAIR-HAIRED TYPE.

(709.) A black bonnet with white feathers, with white,
rose or red flowers, suits a fair complexion.

(710.) A lustreless white bonnet does not suit well with
fair and rosy complexions. It is otherwise with bonnets of
gauze, crape, or lace

;
they are suitable to all complexions.

The white bonnet may have flowers, either white, rose, or
especially blue.

(711.) A light blue bonnet is particularly suitable to the
light-haired type

;
it may be ornamented with white flowers,

and in many cases with yellow and orange flowers, but not
with rose or violet flowers.

(712.) A green bonnet is advantageous to fair or rosy

complexions. It may be trimmed with white flowers, but
preferably with rose.

(713.) A pink bonnet must not be too close to the skin
;

and if it is found that the hair does not produce sufficient

separation, the distance from the pink colour may be in-

creased by means of white, or green, which is preferable. A
wreath of white flowers amidst their leaves has a good effect.

(714.) I shall not advise the use of a light or deep red

bonnet, except when the painter desires to diminish too warm
a tint in the complexion.

(715.) Finally, the painter should never prescribe either

yellow or orange-coloured bonnets, and be very reserved in

the use of violet.

B.) TYPE WITH BLACK HAIR.

(716.) A black bonnet does not contrast so well with the
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ensemble of the type with black hair, as with the other type

;

yet it may produce a good effect, and advantageously receive

accessories of white, red, rose, orange, and yellow.

(717.) A white bonnet gives rise to the same remarks as

those which have been made concerning its use in connection

with the blonde type (710.), except that for brunettes it is

better to give the preference to trimmings of red, rose,

orange, and also yellow, rather than to blue.

(718.) Bonnets of pink, red, and cerise, are suitable for

brunettes, when the hair separates as much as possible the

bonnet from the complexion. White feathers accord well

with red ;
aud white flowers with abundance of leaves have

a good effect with rose.

(719.) A yellow bonnet suits a brunette very well, aud re-

ceives with advantage violet or blue trimmings; the hair

must always interpose between the complexion and the head-

dress.

(720.) It is the same with bonnets of an orange colour

more or less broken, such as chamois. Blue trimmings are

eminently suitable with orange and its shades.

(721.) A green bonnet is suitable to fair and light rosy

complexions
;
rose, red, or white flowers are preferable to all

others.

(722.) A blue bonnet is only suitable to a fair or light red

complexion
;
nor can it be allied to such as have a tint of

orange-brown. When it suits a brunette, it may take with

advantage yellow or orange trimmings.

(723.) A violet bonnet is always unsuitable to every com-
plexion, since there are none which yellow will suit. Tet if

we interpose between the violet and the skin not only the

hair, but also yellow accessories, a bonnet of this colour may
become favourable.

(724.) Whenever the colour of a bonnet does not realise

the intended effect, even when the complexion is separated

from the head-dress by large masses of hair, it is advanta-

geous to place between the latter and the bonnet certain ac-

cessories, such as ribbons, wreaths, or detached flowers, &e.,
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of a colour complementary to that of the bonnet, as I have
prescribed for the violet bonnet (723.); the same colour
must also be placed on the outside of the bonnet.

§2.

OK THE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS IN THE DRESS OF WOMEN WITH
COPPER- COLOURED SKINS.

(725.) The tints of the complexions of the women of the
North American Indian races is too positive to induce them
to endeavour to dissimulate, either by lowering its tone or
by neutralising it. There is then no alternative but in
heightening it

;
for which purpose we must use draperies

either of white or of blue strongly inclining to green
;
then

the tint will become of a redder orange.

§3-

ON TIIE ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS IN THE DRESS OF WOMEN WITH BLACK
OR OLIVE SKINS.

(726.) If I have prescribed the harmony of contrast of

tone where the colour of the complexion is copper-red, there

is a stronger reason for it when we come to drape olive or

black skins
;
then we can use either white or the most bril-

liant colours, such as red, orange, and yellow. The conside-

ration of contrast determines which one we ought to choose

in a particular case. If the complexion be intense black, or

dark olive, or greenish-black, red is preferable to every other

colour
;

if the black be bluish, then orange is particularly

suitable. Yellow will best accord with a violet-black.

Results applicable to Portrait Painting.

(727.) I have said above (351.) that the portrait painter

must endeavour to find the predominating colour in the

complexion of his models, in order that he may enhance it

by means of the accessories
;
and I have added that there

are some brown skins, as well as copper-coloured and orange
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also, belonging however to the white race, which are sus-

ceptible of being represented in a portrait with more success

than is generally supposed. It is evident that the facts ex-

hibited in this Chapter give the painter the means of obtain-

ing, not only the result I have mentioned, but also the oppo-

site result, if he considers it more suitable to neutralise, or

at least to lower, a complexion, instead of seeking to exalt it

;

I shall sum up the results of these facts, by the suppositiou

where he intends to heighten the tint, and by that where he

wishes to neutralise it.

1st Supposition.—The Painter wishes to heighten the

Tint of a Complexion .

(728.) In this supposition, two cases are to be distin-

guished
;
that in which all the colours the eye perceives in

the model are those of its different parts, modified only by
mutual juxtaposition, and not by the coloured rays ema-
nating from one of them and reflected upon the others,

—

and the case where the colours of the different parts are

modified by their juxtaposition, and by the coloured rays

emanating from the one and reflected upon the others.

1st Case.—the spectator only sees the colours mo-
dified BY THEIR JUXTAPOSITION.

a. Heightening the tint without going out of its scale.

1°. Is effected by a white drapery, which heightens by
contrast of tone.

2°. Is affected by a drapery the colour of which is

exactly the complementary of the tint, and of
which the tone is not too high.

Such as, perhaps, a green drapery for a rosy
complexion.

Such as, perhaps, a blue drapery for the orange
complexion of a blonde.

B Heightening the tint Ig making it go out of its scale.

1 °. Is effected by a green drapery of a light tone upon
an orange complexion.
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2°. Is effected by a blue drapery of a light tone, upon
a rosy complexion.

3°. Is effected by a yellow, canary, or straw-coloured
drapery upon an orange complexion, of which
the complementary violet neutralises some of
the yellow of the complexion, and heightens its

rose.

2nd Case.—the spectator sees simultaneously the
COLOURS MODIFIED BY JUXTAPOSITION AND BY REFLEC-
TION.

The modifications resulting from the juxtaposition of parts

diversely coloured, are much more positive than those arising

from the mixture of the colour reflected by one part of a

model upon another.

2nd Supposition.

—

The Fainter wishes to dissimulate a
Tint of the Complexion.

(729.) As in the preceding, he must distinguish two
cases

:

1st Case.—the spectator sees the colours modified
BY JUXTAPOSITION ONLY.

a. Towering the tint without going out of its scale.

1°. Is effected by a black drapery which lowers it by
contrast of tone.

2°. Is effected by a drapery of the same scale as that

of the tint, but of a much higher tone.

Such, perhaps, as a reh drapery upon a rosy

complexion.

Such, perhaps, as an orange drapery upon an
orange-tinted complexion.

Such, perhaps, as the effect of a dark green

drapery on a complexion of a green tint.

b. Towering the tint by going out ofits scale.

1°. Is effected by a green drapery of a very deep tone

upon an orange complexion.
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2V. Is effected by a blue drapery of a deep tone upon
a rosy complexion.

3°. Is effected by a very deep yellow drapery upon a

very pale-orange complexion.

2nd Case.—the spectator sees simultaneously the co-
lours MODIFIED BY JUXTAPOSITION AND BY REFLECTION.

The modifications resulting from the juxtaposition of parts

diversely coloured, are generally greater than those which
arise from the mixture of a colour reflected from one part of

a model upon another.

(730.) I have now pointed out to the painter what he may
hope for from the employment of white, black, and coloured

draperies in modifying the complexion in a definite manner.
I have attained my aim, if I am not deceived, in the effects

which I have attributed to each of these draperies
;
but it is

the artist’s duty to choose the effect which will be most
suitable in any particular case. If there is no difficulty w hen
assorting colours with the complexions of the coloured races,

comprised in the second or third division (681.), since he can
always have recourse to a harmony of contrast more or less

strong, it is otherwise when he seeks to combine colours

with the complexions of the white race. For the varieties

which are placed between the twTo extreme types we have
distinguished, and which unite them to each other by in-

sensible shades, are causes wrhy the artist can only estimate

the harmony most suitable to such of' the varieties which he
is employing as a model. Consequently, it is for him to

judge if the dominant tint of a complexion must be exalted

or diminished, either integrally, or in one of its elementary

colours, or whether it must be altogether neutralised. It is

for him to see, in the case wrhere he wishes to wreaken it, if

this is best done by means of drapery of a darker tone, and
thus to form a harmony of contrast of scale or of hue

;
or

else if, on the contrary, it is preferable to attain the same
end by opposing to this tint a drapery of its complementary
colour, taken at a sufficiently high tone to produce the

double effect of weakening by contrast of tone, and at the

same time to produce a contrast of colour with that portion

of the tint which is not neutralised.
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INTRODUCTION.

(731 .) Tiie applications I propose to make to Horticul-

ture are of two kinds : the one relates particularly to tho

arrangement of plants in gardens according to the colour of

the flowers
;
the other relates to the method of distributing

and planting ligneous plants in masses, which I suppose to

have been previously planned. Doubtless I could have dis-

pensed •with treating of the latter subject
;
but I have been

led to it so naturally, and the rules which guided me are so

positive and simple, that I have no doubt of their proving

profitable to such ofmy readers who may follow them in lay-

ing out plantations, &c.

(732.) This art is termed Gardening, or Landscape Gar-
dening

;
and the artist who conducts these operations is

called a Gardener or Landscape Gardener.
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SUB-SECTION I.

APPLICATION ON THE LAW OF CONTRAST OF COLOURS TO
HORTICULTURE.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE ART OP ARRANGING ORNAMENTAL. PLANTS IN GARDENS, SO AS TO
DERIVE THE GREATEST POSSIBLE ADVANTAGE FROM THE COLOURS OF
THEIR FLOWERS.

INTRODUCTION.

(733.) Among the pleasures afforded us by the cultivation

of choice plants, there are few so intense as the sight of a

collection of flowers, varied in colour, form, and size, and in

their position on the stems that support them. If the per-

fume they exhale has been extolled by the poets as equal to

their colours
,

it must be admitted that they never create,

through the medium of sight, disagreeable sensations analo-

gous to those which some nervous organisations experience

from their exhalations through the sense of smell. Colour,

then, is doubtless, of all their qualities, that which is most
prized. It is probably because we admire the plants indi-

vidually, and become attached to them on account of the

pains they cost us, that we have hitherto so generally neg-

lected disposing them in such manner as to produce the best

possible effect upon the eye seeing their flowers no longer

separately, but together.

Thus, no defect is more common than that of proportion

in the manner in which flowers of similar colours are distri-

buted in a garden. Sometimes the eye is struck by blue or

by white
;
sometimes it is dazzled by yellow. Add to this

defect of proportion, the ill effect resulting from the vicinity

of many species of flowers, which, although :f the same kind

U 2
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of colour, are not of the same sort
;
for instance, in spring

we see the leopard’s bane (doronica), of a brilliant golden

yellow, side by side with the narcissus, which is of a pale

greenish-yellow
;

in autumn, the Indian pink beside the

African marigold, dahlias of various reds grouped together,

<fcc. Such arrangements as these cause the eye, accustomed
to appreciate the effects of contrast of colours, to feel sensa-

tions quite as disagreeable as those experienced by the mu-
sician whose ear is struck with discords.

(734.) Previous to my observations on Simultaneous Con-
trast, and the demonstration of the law which governs it, it

was impossible to prescribe rules to horticulturists which, by
instructing them to place, with certainty of success, flowers

in proximity whose colours, reciprocally enhancing each other,

would enable them to avoid either the monotony resulting

from the grouping of flowers of the same colour, or the dis-

agreeable effect of a collection of flowers whose hues are mu-
tually injurious. And if the good effects of contrast were
then spoken of, it was always in a vague and general manner,
neither indicating the plants which ought to be grouped
together, in order that their flowers should reciprocally en-

hance one another, nor those which must be placed apart on
account of their colours mutually injuring each other. It is

evident that after stating the Law of Simultaneous Contrast

of Colours, distinguishing their various kinds of harmonies
and their associations with white, black, and grey, the group-
ing of flowers will present no difficulty, since it will only be

a simple conclusion from facts previously studied under all

the relations which concern horticulture.

Conformably to the manner in which the applications of

the law of contrast have been made to all the arts of which
we have spoken, we shall distinguish in this place the asso-

riations of flowers which give rise to the harmonies of con-

trast, and those which give rise to the harmonies of analogy.
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§ 1 .

ASSOCIATIONS OP FLOWER9 WHICH nELATE TO THE HARMONIES CP
CONTRAST.

Article 1.

Associations of Flowers which relate to the Harmonies of
Contrast of Colour.

(735.) We must first distinguish two general cases rela-

tively to the interval which exists between the plants : that
where the interval is such that we can see each specimen in-

dividually, and the other where they are so near together,

that the flowers belonging to different specimens appear
mixed pell-mell.

A. Associations ichere the Plants are apart.

(736.) The associations which relate to the harmonies of

contrast of colour are first, those of flowers with colours mu-
tually complementary to each other

;
such as,

Blue flowers and Orange flowers,

Yellow flowers and Violet flowers.

As to rose or red flowers, they contrast with their own
leaves.

(737.) White flowers accord more or less favourably with

blue and orange flowers already allied together, and perfectly

with rose or red flowers, but not so well with yellow or with

violet flowers already allied, as we might have presumed from

what has been said of the interference of white in this last

complementary arrangement (189.). White associates much
less favourably with yellow, when the latter is brighter or

greener.

Whatever be the effect of this latter mixture and of the

want of effect of a clump composed only of white flowers, one

cannot, however, refuse to consider these same flowers as in-

dispensable ornaments to a garden, after having once seen

them suitably distributed among groups of flowers whose

colours are associated conformably with the law of contrast

;
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and, moreover, if during the Horticultural year we ourselves

seek to put in practice the precepts we inculcate, we shall

perceive that there are periods when white flowers are not, in

general, sufficiently numerous to give us the best result in

the cultivation of our gardens : for in fact, if these flowers

do not produce as good an effect with pale yellow and violet

flowers as with the red and blue flowers, still their associa-

tion is never objectionable.

White flowers are the only ones that possess the advantage
of heightening the tone of flowers wdiich have only a light tint

of any colour whatever.

They are also the only ones that possess the advantage of

separating all flowers whose colours mutually injure each
other.

(738.) After the associations of flowers the colours of

which are mutually complementary, we must arrange the

following

:

Yellow flowers, especially those which incline to

orange, accord very well with Blue flowers.

Blowers of a Yellow more green than orange, have a

very good effect with flowers of a Red that has a
tinge of blue rather than of orange.

Deep-Red flowers accord well with deep-Blue flowers.

Orange flowers are not misplaced near Violet flowers.

It is, doubtless, superfluous to remark that wrhite allies

itself tolerably well with all these arrangements.

B. Associations where Plants are mixed pell-mell.

(739.) There is a method of arranging the varieties of the

same species of annuals or biennials productive of a good
effect, which is, to sow their seeds thickly in beds or borders.

I will cite, as an example, the seeds of larkspur, china-aster,

and, in a word, those which have short stalks, bearing a mul-
titude of white, pink, red, blue, violet flowers, &c.

We can obtain an analogous effect by planting thickly

anemones.

(740.) I prescribe the pell-mell grouping only for beds or

borders, and not for plat-bands. When we wish that the
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latter should offer flowers only to our notice, we must make
the associations conform to the law of contrast, and the
plants must he at such intervals from each other as to afford

greater room for development than in the preceding case,

while at the same time their stalks can spread and conceal
the eartli under the flowers.

Article 2.

Associations of Flowers which may he classed in relation to

the Harmonies of Contrast of Scale.

(741.) Among the harmonies of Contrast of Scale which
can be made successfully, I shall only cite the associations of

the varieties of the Bengal rose, which present red, pink, and
white. I consider the flower of the blood-red Bengal rose

as the type of Bed, and the pink variety as being a low gra-

dation of the preceding colour
;

it is for this reason that I

associate them, in order to form an effective harmony of con-

trast of tone.

Article 3.

Associations of Flowers which relate to the Harmonies of
Contrast of Hues.

A. Associations ichere the Flants are apart.

(742.) It is so difficult to succeed in making associations

of hues which will have a satisfactory effect, that I proscribe

in general the mutual association of flowers the colours of

which belong to neighbouring scales.

AVe must then separate

Pink flowers from those that are either Scarlet or

Crimson

;

Orange flowers from Orange-yellow flowers
;

Yellow flowers from Grreenish-yellow flowers
;

Blue flowers from Violet-blue flowers.

I shall even go further, in advising the separation of

Bed flowers from Orange flowers ;

Pink flowers from Violet flowers

;

Blue flowers from Violet flowers.
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I say that I proscribe them in general, because I leave to

the taste of the enlightened amateur the appreciation of asso-

ciations of this kind, which may have a good effect, but which
it would be difficult to define in writing.

B. Associations where the Plants are pell-mell.

(743.) Blowers which only present contrasts of hues, and
which spring from seeds sown thickly in borders or in beds,

will not have the same objection as when the roots are planted

at a distance from each other.

(744.) Finally, there is yet one circumstance where flowers,

presenting a disagreeable contrast of hues, may still produce
a good effect. It is when their assortment makes part of an
arrangement of contrasts of colours strongly opposed

;
in

this case, being no longer seen isolated, it becomes, in a

manner, the element of a picture. I shall return to this

circumstance (815.).

§ 2 .

ASSOCIATIONS OF FLOWERS WHICH RELATE TO THE HARMONIES OF
ANALOGY.

Article 1.

Associations of Flowers which relate to the Harmonies of
Scale.

(745.) It is not impossible to make associations of analogy

of scale, especially among the varieties of the same species

of plants
;
yet I only reckon shrubs susceptible of taking itr

because it will be found that only perennial plants afford to

the horticulturist a guarantee that the flowers of one year
will be identical in tone of colour with those of the preceding

;

consequently, if we plant woody shrubs in such manner as to

secure a gradation, in commencing by the variety which pre-

sents the highest tone, and finishing with the variety that

presents the lightest tone, the successive annual flowerings

will be constantly according to that order. I believe that we
may apply this kind of arrangement to standard roses.
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(746.) But I shall not advise any one to attempt sub-
mitting annuals to this arrangement, because of the un-

certainty that exists, I do not say in the colour of individual

flowers planted, but in the tone of this colour. !For example,,

although it would be easy to establish an harmonious series

with dahlias of different tones of the same scale of red, I do

not advise the taking of tubers which have given these

flowers, for planting the following year, with the object of

again realising this series with the living individuals pro-

duced from these tubers, because the colours of the new
flowers may not only vary in tone, but also go out of the

scale of the preceding year.

Article 2.

Associations of Flowers which relate to the Harmonies of
Analogy of Hues.

(747.) If I have spoken against the associations of contrast

of hues (742.), I am the more inclined to speak against the

associations of analogy of hue, always considering the re-

strictions I have enounced above (742., 744.). It must not

be forgotten that my intention is to prescribe associations, of

which the good effects are certain
;
now, the more the colours-

contrast conformably to our law, the more latitude there will

be without the associations ceasing to be agreeable, although

the colours of individual flowers associated vary in tone and

in hue through circumstances unknown to us.

Remark.

(748.) I shall conclude this Chapter by replying to an ob-

jection which might be addressed to me, that the green of the

leaves which serves as a ground to the fiowers, destroys the

effect of contrast of these latter. But it is not so
;
and to be

convinced of it, it is sufficient to fix upon a frame of greerr

silk, two kinds of flowers, in conformity with the arrange-

ment of the coloured bands {FI. 1, fig. 1), and to look at

them from a distance of about ten paces.
.

And this is very

simple
;
when the eye sees distinctly and simultaneously two

colours well defined upon a ground, the attention being fixed
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bv them, the surrounding objects producing but feeble im-
pressions, especially those of a sombre colour, which, being
upon a distant plane, present themselves confusedly to the
sight. This observation relates also to that which I have
made with respect to the modification that the green leaves

of a garland of roses on stained paper experienced on a black

ground (483.).

CHAPTER II.

ON TIIE ART OF ASSORTING LIGNEOUS PLANTS IN GARDENS SO AS TO
DERIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE ADVANTAGE FROM TIIE COLOUR OF THEIR
FOLIAGE.

(749.) If wre consider trees and shrubs no longer under
the relation of the colour of their flowers, but under that of

the manner in which we may employ their foliage in the
decoration of gardens by assorting them suitably, we shall

perceive that there is only a very small number of contrasts

of scale and of hues which it is possible to realise, at least at

those periods when vegetation is active; for, in autumn,
when plants lose their leaves, the latter, before falling, may
assume various colours, such as red, rose, scarlet, orange, and
yellow, which by their brilliancy frequently appear to recal

the season of flowers. The greater part of trees and shrubs
present in the summer season only the green of their leaves

;

and if this green varies in tone and hue according to the
species and its varieties, the differences are always very
trifling. There is only a small number of ligneous plants, such
as the Bohemian olive

,
of which the foliage is quite silvery,

that is to say, on both sides of the leaves
;
there is but very

little purple foliage, like that of thepurple beech. Let us con-
sider this state of things, in order to establish the harmonies
of contrast and of analogy.

A. Harmonies of Contrast.

(750. a .) The most decided contrast of colour we can esta-

blish between the leaves of ligneous plants is that of green
of the highest number with foliage nearest to red

;
we say
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the nearest, although we know of none to which the quali-

fication of red is really applicable. In fact, the purple beech
is more of a red-brown than a dark red, properly so called

;

and that need not surprise us, when it is considered that the
colour of leaves results from a mixture of red and green,
which, according to the principle of mixing colours (15-1. and
158.), must give birth to black, if they are in suitable pro-
portion

;
and to a brown tone of the green or of the red

scale, according as one or the other colour predominates.
From this it is evident that it will be difficult to obtain con-
trast of colour with foliage.

(b.) The contrast of hue is established by the assortment
of a bluish-green with a yellowish-green, taken at tones of

unequal height
;
by the contrast of a bluish-green brown

with a yellowish light green, &c.

(c .) The contrast of tone will be established between sil-

very foliage which has always a decided tone of green, and
the foliage of a higher tone of this same green, &c.

B. Harmonies ofAnalogy.

(751.) Nearly all the masses in our landscape gardens

planted with various trees, present certain harmonies of hues

almost always resulting from associations established ac-

cording to considerations foreign to those of the assortment

of foliage—an evident result, if we recal the remark made
above (749.), that the colours of the leaves of the greater

part of plants are of greens belonging to scales more or less

allied, and of tones but little distant from each other.

(a.) Harmonies of analogy of hues formed of allied tones

belonging to neighbouring scales, are those wffiich it is least

difficult to obtain.

(&.) As to assortments of foliage presenting a series of

equidistant tones belonging to the same scale of green, they

will be ex??edingly difficult to realise.
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CIIAPTEK III.

EXAMPLES OF PLANTS WHICH MAY BE ASSOCIATED TOGETHER UNDER
THE RELATION OF THE COLOUR OF THEIR FLOWERS.

(752.) It is not sufficient to have enounced the assort-

ments of flowers in a general manner, as I have just done,

in order that every one who cultivates plants may submit to

these rules, which require new study, and especially change
of habit on the part of gardeners—it is with the intention ot

rendering the observance of these rules easier, that I now
indicate by their specific names the plants which may be
associated together, at least under the climate of Paris, the

experience of ten years having shown me that they in general

flower simultaneously. I could have greatly augmented
the number by including greenhouse plants, and also many
native plants different from those of which I shall speak

;

but the possible associations being indefinite, it was neces-

sary to confine my citations to chosen examples, and my
choice has fallen on the species observed by myself, and
which may be found in all the gardens of the Department of

the Seine. The horticulturist who will appreciate my prin-

ciples in studying the arrangements which I am about to

give, and, on the other hand, in seeing the associations of

colours of the fourth paragraph of the Introduction to the

Second Part of this book, will acquire every facility for

making himself either assortments of plants or of colours

that I have not mentioned
;
and I am much deceived if this

occupation will not be a new source of pleasure to amateur
gardeners.

(753.) Arrangement of Flowers for the Month of Fe-
bruary.

The crocuses (Crocus vernus—luteus) flower in this month,
when the winter has not been very severe or protracted.

They present three varieties of colour—White, Violet, and
Yellow.
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We can arrange them in borders in single lines.

(«) 1. Yellow Crocus.

2.

Violet Crocus.

lfl.*Yellow Crocus, <fcc.

(b) 1. Yellow Crocus.

2. Violet Crocus.

3. White Crocus.

la. Yellow Crocus, &c.

(c) 1. Yellow Crocus.

2. White Crocus.

3. Violet Crocus.

la. White Crocus, &c.

(d) 1. Yellow Crocus.

2. Violet Crocus.

3. Yellow Crocus.

4. White Crocus.

la. Yellow Crocus, &c.

(e) 1. Violet Crocus.

2. Yellow Crocus.

3. Violet Crocus.

4. White Crocus.

la. Violet Crocus, &c.

GO We may arrange them in fives,

making either border or bed.

(751.) Arrangement cf Flowersfor the Month of March.

A.) We can oppose Yellow Hellebore (Hellelorus hie-

mails') with the AVhite Snow-drop ( Galanthus nivalis) and
the Snow-flake

(
[Leucoium vernum).

B.) There are some winters when the Christmas rose

( Hellelorus niger), flowering from December, can be sur-

rounded without systematic order with bastard Hellebore,

Violet ( Viola odorata), and Snow-drop.

* la. signifies that the preceding scries must be repeated.
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C.) Arrangement of White, Bed, and Blue Hepaticas
(Anemone hepatica).

In Borders.

(a) 1. White Hepatica.

2. Blue Hepatica.

3. White Hepatica.

4. Bose Hepatica.

la. White Hepatica, &c.

In Beds.

o

White. o o White.

Bose. O 0 0 Bose.

White. o

Blues,

o

o White.

0

White. 0 0 White.

Blue. o 0 0 Blue.

White. 0 0

0

m
o
M
CO

White.

(755.) Arrangement of Flowersfor the Month of April.

A.) Primroses (Primula elatior—officinalis).

We can make a great number of assortments with

Primroses, because there are numerous varieties. I shall

point out the following border

:

(a) 1 . Bed Primrose.

2. White Primrose.

3. Orange Primrose.

4. Lilac Primrose.
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5. Yellow Primrose.
G. Violet-Brown Primrose,
7. White Primrose.
1 a. Bed Primrose, &c.

(b) If we wish to make a circular or elliptical

border, which can be seen by the eye at a glance, we
may certainly admire the effect of the following ar-
rangement.

1. White Primrose.

2. Uniform Bed Primrose.

3. White Primrose.

4. Orange or Orange edged with Brown.
5. Violet or Lilac Primrose.
G. Yellow Primrose.

7. Violet or Lilac-Blue Primrose.
8. Orange or Orange edged with Brown.
la. White Primrose, &c.

Yellow Primroses planted at equal intervals produce an
excellent effect, because their upright stalks covered with

yellow flowers agreeably neutralise the monotonous uni-

formity of height in the rest of the border.

I am satisfied that in leaving out the Orange Primroses

from the border, it would lose much of its effect by losing

some of its symmetry. This observation must be taken into

consideration whenever a border in a closed curve is, on ac-

count of its limited extent and position, susceptible of being

seen entirely at once.

If this condition did not exist, the first border of Primroses

(a) might be preferred to the second (b).

B.) (a) 1. Tourette (Turritis verna).

2. Siberian Saxifrage (Saxifraga crassi-

folia).

3. Tourette.

4. Leopard’s Bane (Doronicum caucasium).

la. Tourette.

(b) When we abandon the Tourettes to themselves,

they extend too far relatively to the Saxifrages, hence

there is too much White. If we cannot take so much
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care to maintain the Tourettes, I shall prescribe the fol-

lowing border.

1. Tourette.

2. Saxifrage.

3. Leopard’s Bane.
la. Tourette, &c.

I alluded to this arrangement (251.) when I took into

consideration the proportion of the differently coloured sur-

faces, which form part of an arrangement.

C.) (a) 1. Leopard’s Bane.
2. Saxifrage (Lunaria annua).

3. Leopard’s Bane.
4. Tourettes.

5. Saxifrage.

6. Tourette.

la. Leopard’s Bane.

In order that this border shall produce a good effect, the

Tourettes and the Leopard’s Banes must be restrained to

prevent their flowers from occupying too great an extent

relatively to the Saxifrages or Lunarias.

(
b

)

Finally, in the preceding arrangement, we can
successively alternate a Lunaria with a Saxifrage, and
so on

;
that is to say, a Lunaria between two Leopard’s

Banes, and a Saxifrage between two Tourettes.

1).) (a) 1. Blue Hyacinth (.Hyacintlius orientalis).

2. Yellow Narcissus ( Narcissus pseudonar-
cissus, or N. odorus),

la. Blue Hyacinth, &c.

(L) 1. White Hyacinth.

2. Bose „
la. White „ &c.

(c) 1. White Hyacinth.
2. Blue „
3. White „
4. Bose „
la. White „ &c.

(d) We can alternate with the Doronicas large beds
of Blue Hyacinths.
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(e) And with Saxifrages large beds of White Hya-
cinths.

E.) (<P 1. Persian Iberis (Iberis sempervirens).

2.

Alyssum saxatile.

1a. Persian Iberis, &c.

(b) 1. Persian Iberis.

2. Pulmonaria virgin ica.

3. Alyssum saxatile.

la. Persian Iberis, &c.

(c) 1. Persian Iberis.

2. Phlox verna (purple), or Anemone pavonia
(red), or Anemone apennina (sky blue).

3. Alyssum saxatile.

4. Phlox verna
,
or Anemone paviona

,
or apen-

nina.

1a. Persian Iberis, &c.

P.) With a bed of Periwinkle ( Vinca minor and Vinca

major) white and blue, mixed with violets and white Ane-
mone nemorosa or Isopyrum thalictraides, and if the bed
has a certain extent of yellowr flowers, such as primroses,

ranunculus (JR. jicaria), &c., they will produce a good

effect.

G.) (a) 1. Double-flowering Peach (Amygdalus per-

sicus)

.

2 . Kerria japonica

.

la. Peach, &c.

(&) 1. Peach.

2. Jasminum fruticans.

la. Peach, &c.

II .) 1. Chamcecerasus tartarica (red).

2 „ „ (white),

ltf. „ „ (red), &c.

Hut I must not conceal the fact that this arrangement is

a little dull. We can interpose between the red or white

Chamcecerasus a Kerria japonica

;

but on account of the

great difference in their forms, there must be a sufficiently

large interval to prevent their leaves touching
;
whence it is

necessary that behind this line there should be other plants

of an agreeable aspect.

x
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I.) A Malus japonica rising in a busli above a bed of

violets, produces a good effect by the contrast of its scarlet

flowers with the colour of the violets.

(756.) Arrangement of Flowersfor the Month of May,

A.) (a) 1.
9

la.

(i) i.

2 .

3 !

la.

Persian Iberis.

Eed Tulip (Tulipa gesneriana), or Lychnis
sylvestris.

Persian Iberis, &c.

Persian Iberis.

Eed Tulip or Lychnis.

Alyssum saxatile.

Persian Iberis, &c.

B.) (a) 1 . Blue Iris (I. germanica).

2.

White Iris (I. Jlorentina)

.

1 a. Blue Iris, &c.

(h) I. White Iris.

2.

Papaver orientate or P. hracteatum.

la. White Iris, &c.

(c) 1 . White Iris.

2. Papaver orientate or P. hracteatum.

3. Blue Iris.

4. Papaver orientalis or P. hracteatum.

la. White Iris, &c.

C.) (a) 1. Eed Valerian.

2. White Valerian.

la. Eed Valerian, &c.

(

h

) 1. White Valerian.

2. Papaver orientate or P. hracteatum .

la. White Valerian, &c.

(c

)

1. Eed Valerian.

2. Blue Iris.

3. White Valerian.

4. Blue Iris.

la. Eed Valerian, &e.
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D.) 1. Bed Peony {Peonia officinalis).

2.

White Peony.
la. Bed Peony, &c.

E.) Some Papaver bracteatum
,
alternated with Guelder

Bose, produce a very beautiful effect.

1. Guelder Bose ( Viburnum opulus sterilis).

2. Papaver bracteatum .

la. Guelder Bose, &c.

1. Guelder Bose.
2. Linum perenne.

la. Guelder Bose, &c.

F.) (a) 1. Blood-red Bengal Bose (Rosa semperjlorens)
2. Bed Bengal Bose.
la. Blood-red Bose, &c.

(
'b) 1. Bed Bengal Bose.

2. WBite Bengal Bose.

la. Bed Bengal Bose, &c.

(c) 1. White Bengal Bose.

2. Bed Bengal Bose.

3. White Bengal Bose.

4. Blood-red Bengal Bose.

la. White Bengal Bose, &c.

([d) 1. Blood-red Bengal Bose.

2. Bed Bengal Bose.

3. White Bengal Bose.

la. Blood-red Bengal Bose.

(e

)

1. Bed Bengal Bose.

2. Blood-red Bengal Bose.

3. Bed Bengal Bose.

4. White Bengal Bose.
la. Bed Bengal Bose.

We can can make effective borders by alternating tufts of

Bengal Boses, or of Posa cinnamonea
,
with

1. Tufts of Viburnum tinus.

2. Tufts of Jasminfruticans.

We put the tufts at about a yard from each other.
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We can also alternate them with Almond-laurels (Cerasus

lauro-cerasus). In this case there should be an interval of one
to two and a half yards between the tufts, and three rose-

bushes arranged in an equilateral triangle^-

O O

o
G.) (a) 1.

2 .

la.

lb) 1.

2 .

la.

Violet Lilac (Syringa vulg.).

White Lilac.

Violet Lilac, &c.

Violet Lilac,

Cytisus Laburnum.

Violet Lilac, &c.

(c) 1. Cytisus Laburnum•

2. Violet Lilac.

3. White Lilac.

4. Violet Lilac.

la. Cytisus Laburnum
,
&c.

(
d

)

1. Cytisus Laburnum.
2. Violet Lilac.

3. Philadelphus coronarius.

4. Violet Lilac.

la. Cytisus Laburnum
,
&c.

(e) 1 . Syringa media.

2. Spircea hypercifolia or ulmifolia.

la. Syringa media
,
&c.

(/) 1. Syringa media.

2. Kerria japonica.
la. Syringa media

,
&c.

Although the Kerria flowers a little sooner than the
Syringa media, yet this arrangement is very good.

(g) 1. White Lilac.

2. Cercis siliquastrum.

la. White Lilac, &c.

(//) 1. White Lilac.

2. Chamcecerasus tartarica Ihie,
la. White Lilac, &c.
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II.) 1. Spircea hypercifolia.
2

.

Jasmin fruticans.

la. Spircea hypercifolia . &e.

I.) (a) 1. Prunus mahaleh.

2. Cercis siliquastrum.

la. Prunus mahaleh
,
&c.

When the Cercis siliquastrum blossoms, the Prunus ma-
haleh is not in flower. It is not, then, for the contrast of

flowers that we prescribe the association, but for that of the

flowers of the first with the leaves of the second.

(£) 1. Prunus mahaleh.

2. Cytisus Laburnum,
la. Prunus mahaleh

,
&c.

(e) 1. Prunus mahaleh.

2. Cytisus Laburnum .

3. Prunus mahaleh.

4. Cercis siliquastrum.

la. Prunus mahaleh
,
&c.

K.) (a) 1 . Guelder Eose.

2. Colutcea arborescens.

la. Guelder Eose, &c.

(h) 1. Guelder Eose.

2. Cercis siliquastrum.

la. Guelder Eose, &c.

L.) (a) 1, Judas Tree.

2. Cytisus Laburnum,
la. Judas Tree, &c.

(h) 1. Judas Tree.

2. Cornus sanguineus,

la. Judas Tree, &c.

*M .) (a) 1. Philadelphus coronarius.

2. Colutcea arhorescens or Coroni.Ua emcrus.

la. Philadelphus coronarius
,
&c.

(b) 1. Chamcecerasus tartarica.

2. Spirecea ulmifolia.

la. Chamcecerasus tartarica
,
&c.
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Is.) Borders of Anemones, planted thickly (739.),

generally flower in this month.

(757.) Arrangement of Flowers for the Month of June.

A. )
There are Pansies ( Viola tricolor), yellow, white,

and violet, that is, of the same colours as

Crocuses
;
by which it is possible to submit

them to the same arrangements as these

latter (753.).

B.) "With the violet, yellow, and white Hesperis

matronalis
,
and the Frysimum barbarea jlorce-

pleno, which is yellow, we obtain analogous

results (753.).

C.) 1. Linum perenne.

2. Solidago multiflora,

la. Linum perenne
,
&c.

D.) 1. Antirrhinum majus, red.

2. Antirrhinum majus
,
white.

la. Antirrhinum majus
,
red, &c.

E.) 1. Delphinium elatum.

2. Lychnis chalcedonica.

la. Delphinium elatum

.

F.) 1. Digitalis purpurea, pink.

2. Digitalis purpurea
,
white.

la. Digitalis purpurea
,
pink, &c.

(758.) Arrangement ofFlowersfor the Month of July.

A.) (a) 1. Malope trifida, pink.

2 Malope trifida, white.

la. Malope trifida, piuk, &c.

(b) Some Zinnia violacea rising from the middle oi

a mixture of White and Bed Mallows, have a

very fine effect.

(c) It is the same with the blue Veronica spicata,

the Nigella damascena, the Delphinium elatum,
the Coreopsis tinctoria

,
and the Lsflioltzia

californica.
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B.) (a) 1. "White Aster chinensis.

2.

Pink Aster chinensis.

1a. White Aster chinensis, Ac.

(b) 1 . White Aster chinensis.

2. Blue Aster chinensis.

la. White Aster chinensis, Ac.

(c) 1. White Aster chinensis.

2. Pink Aster chinensis.

3. White Aster chinensis.

4. Blue Aster chinensis.

la. White Aster chinensis, Ac.

C.) Borders of Aster chinensis, sown thickly (730.)
have a fine effect.

1. Campanula medium

,

blue.

2. Campanula medium
,
white.

la. Campanula medium
,
blue, Ac.

D.) 1. Linum perenne.

2. Escholtzia.

la. Linum perenne, Ac.

(759.) Arrangement of Flowersfor the Month of August.

A.) (a) 1. Fhlox decussata

,

violet.

2. Fhlox decussata
,
white.

la. Fhlox decussata
,
violet, Ac.

1. Fhlox decussata
,
violet.

2. Solidago humilis
,
or integrifolia

,
cr recurvaia.

la. Fhlox decussata
,
violet, Ac.

(c) 1. Fhlox decussata

,

violet.

2. Yellow Achillcea filipendulina or Escholtzia.

la. Fhlox decussata

,

violet, Ac.

B.) (a) 1. Aster Siberia.

2. FudbecJcia speciosa.

la. Aster Siberia

,

Ac.

(5) 1. Aster Siberia.

2. Yellow Achillcea filipendulina.

la. Aster Siberia

,

Ac.

C.) 1. Ipomoea purpurea.

2. Escholtzia.

la. Ipomoea purpurea, Ac.
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A circular bed, in the centre of which is a tree, has

a very fine effect when the Ipomoea purpurea

rises round the tree, and when they are them-

selves surrounded with Escholtzia .

D.) A bed where the Ipomcea are replaced by nastur-

tiums, and the Escholtzia by violet pansies, is

also very agreeable to the eye.

E.) A border of Delphinium ajacis, sown thickly (733 ),

flowers at this period.

(7G0.) Arrangement ofFlowersfor the Month ofSeptember.

The month of September presents the most beautiful as-

sortment of colours it is possible to obtain with flowers. In
fact it is at this period of the year that the dahlias (Dahlia
variabilis) shine in all their splendour, and the horticulturist

may decorate a large space with a single species of a plant

whose numerous varieties present every colour except blue.

Dahlias have for a long time engaged mv attention, not with
a view of adding to their numerous varieties, but of assorting

them in the manner most favourable to the reciprocal en-

hancement of the colour of their flowers: consequently, I

have examined them under certain points of view the results

of which I will now describe, as an example of the method
which appears to me the most suitable, when we seek to

derive the best possible effect from ornamental plants rich in

varieties.

I shall occupy myself successively.

1°. In classing the varieties by scales of colour.

2°. At the time of gathering the tubers of the dahlias,

by marking them in such manner as to avoid all

error in planting them with the intention of de-

riving the best possible effect from the colour of

the flowers of each root.

3°. With the different assortment of dahlias planted iu

single line, in circles, and in beds.
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1°. Of the Classification of the Varieties of Dahlias hij scale

of colour.

I have made a selection of dahlias which appears to me
the most beautiful iu colour

;
and taking one flower of each

variety, arranged them together upon a table by scale, com-
mencing with the lightest tone

;
in this way the accompany-

ing table was formed. The greater part consists of names of

varieties well known in commerce
;
the others relate to the

varieties which were raised from seed by myself or by my
neighbours. Under the last name in each column there is

left a sufficient blank space to receive such remarks as may
be made upon each variety comprised in that column. These
remarks have special reference to what the variety is sus-

ceptible of yielding, 1°. from one year to another in its

height, and the colour of its flowers
;
2°. during the same

year in the colour of its flowers. (See the adjoining table.)

2°. At the time of gathering the tubers of the Dahlias, by

marking them in such manner as to avoid all error in 'plant-

ing them with the intention of deriving the best possible

effectfrom the colour of theflowers of each root.

At the end of October, or rather at the period of the first

frost, attach to the tuber of each dahlia, by means of a piece

of wire, a small zinc label painted in oil-colour with the

colour of the scale to which the dahlia belongs. This plate

is stamped with a number which corresponds to that of the

table. The tubers removed from the earth and cleaned are

preserved with their numbers.

3°. Of the different Jcinds of Dahlias planted in lines
,
in

circles
,
and in beds.

LINE OF DAHLIAS.

After having placed upon the same line as many stakes as

we wish to plant dahlias, at a distance of about a yard apart,

and putting upon each stake a label of the colour of the

dahlia bearing its number, then deposit at the bottom of

each stake the tubers to be planted. When we divide the

tubers, we must arrange the parts of the same tuber in sym-

metrical positions.
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A. Linear Arrangements,

1. White Dahlia.

2. Scarlet-red Dahlia.

3. White Dahlia.

4. Rose-lilac Dahlia.

5. Yellow Dahlia.

6. VioletorPurple Dahlia. 5

7. Orange Dahlia. 6

1. White Dahlia.

2. Scarlet-red Dahlia.

3. Dark-green-purple
Dahlia.

4. Rose-lilac Dahlia.

Yellow Dahlia.

VioletorPurple Dahlia. 6.

la. White Dahlia, Ac. 7. Orange Dahlia,

la.White Dahlia, &c.

1. White Dahlia.

2. Scarlet-red Dahlia.

3. Dark-green-purple
Dahlia.

4 . Rose-lilac Dahlia.

5. White Dahlia.

Yellow Dahlia.

7. VioletorPurple Dahlia.
8. Orange Dahlia.

la.White Dahlia, Ac.

B. Groups ofDahlias.

We can make groups composed of five or of seven dahlias.

A larger number forms a bed.

O
o o o
c

o o
o

c o

o
o o o
o

o o
o

o o

o
ooo
c

o o
o

c o
Groups of five dahlias are quincunxes. We arrange the

one in relation to the others as the two diagrams indicate, in

such manner that there are three parallel lines of dahlias.

Those on each line are equidistant from each other.

O O
OOO
o o

o o
ooo
o o

o o
ooo
o o

Groups of seven dahlias present three similar parallel

lines
;

all the dahlias on the central line are at equal dis-

tances from each other. Nothing is easier than to plant
them

;
we fix in any way by the middle three straight rods

of about six feet in length, forming six equal angles, or six

angles of 60 degrees each, as represented by
the annexed diagram. We place this appa-

ratus level, in such manner that one of the

rods will be on the central line, then place

seven sticks at the places where the seven

dahlias are to be planted. We then con-

tinue to apply the three rods to the space
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icale. 6th Scale. 7th Scale.

White n Red Crimson. Violet.

Blanc de l’Hay.
Blanc d. tuyaux.
Blanc grosses
l£oi des blancs.’

i roses *

ie Bruns

•

Maria
(Engl.).

1. Rose de PH ay.

2- Mademoiselle.
3. Donna-Maria (fran-

Caise).
4- Cramoisi de l’Hay.
5. Montebello.
6. Mme. de Mervalle.*

7
("Sansegal.*

'* (.Globe Cramoisi.*
8. Pul la.*

1. Ninon.
2. Blanche panachg de

violet.

3. Duchesse de Berri.
4. Douce Am61ie.
5. Lilas gris.

6. Reine de Naules.
7. Royal-lilas.*
8. Mile. Richer.
9. Anemone flora * (1)

10. Theodore.*
11. Royal pourpre.
12. Amiral de Rigny.
13. Pourpre de Weis.
14. Due de Reichstadt.*

Commencing Ncing with
largesightest.

Commencing with the
lightest.

Commencing with the
lightest.

The crimson brown 8
of this scale is as deep
as the imperiosa of the
Scarlet scale.

Observatu

i

Tills tnble was c

1835 ; since that da
the varieties name<
appeared from cor
are lost

;
that is th

have marked with
the varieties we s

(1839).
When there are s

lias under the same
a scale, it indicate
are of the same
tone.

It must not be

that the nnmbei
equidistant tones : t

indicate that in ste

No. 1 the tones inc
tensity.

i

l

1

(1) Approaches the »ca!s * *

little.



Ti> BY SCALE OF COLOUR, MADE IN 1838,

No.

locale. 7th Scale. 8th Scale. 9th Scale.

\son. Purple. Violet Purple. Violet.

1 . P6n ss of liar- 1. Oxford rival. 1. Charles Ken rick. 1 . Marshame.
Diat,n. Champion 2 . Beauty 2. Mme. de Cour-
Mare . (Wells). (Brown’s). teille-
Pa. 2. Princess Bagra- 3. Stuart Wortley. 3. Grand falconer.

Daltoise. t-ion. t. Marc-Aurel. 4. Marquis of An-
Paror Metro- Robert Buist. 3. Mary Wellers. glesea (a little

Uratn rose. i. Marquis of Cam- Adble- yellow).
Boy evil le. den. 3. Canopy. 5. L^ontine.

2. Gol^arios (a Georges. 7. Rival Purple
„ Pittyellow). Firmie. (Gaines’).
3. Zun

v . 4. Silvia Wid- 3. Purple (Gaines’).
^er,son. nail’s).

Jau;ath. Lady Kinnaird.
Besson’s ri- i. St. Leonard’s
Met rival.

lo'ana or Ad- Tlillarise.
Zole.

7 . Heroes of Nava-
Imp rino.
Star Marquis of Lo-

4. Roi thian.
Jau
Sam
Plul
Con
of

Jau
Lut

5. Min
6. Jau

!

|
1

1

i

Observations.
1. Thrangements of Dahlias, and

posed Hovvers, we must prefer the
flowers, harmonies of analogy, and
because together Dahlias which form
Vegetal
to be c» is a great number of varieties
placed ot mentioned in the Tables,
from tldifFerently coloured, too dis-
tion of

, Dahlias of a single colour.
Autum*aluable in arrangements of
yellow, void returning too frequently

2- I 1’ the rules for inserting them
nation hgle colour are deduced from
nearesthich we judge which is the
that th*nixed varieties, after having

I

the red sufficient distance to bee only
Flower.y uniform.

I I name several varieties of mixed Dahlias :

i A. White with Yellow and Purple.
1st Series. 1. Angelique. 2. Pindarus. 3. Elira.

2nd Series. 1. M. de Mondeville. 2. Queen of the
Fairies.

]

B. Fine Yellow and Red, variegated.
1. L’honneur du Btjlvedere. 2. Cromwell. 3. M.

Lemyre. 4. Columbus.

C. Dull Yellow with Red. variegated.
1. Paganini. 2. Hortense. 3. Arlequin.

D. Yellow with Purple, variegated.
1. Beaute de Tivoli. 2. Beaute de Passy.
3 Marsh Parrangon. 4. Louise Marchais

E. Yellow with Violet-Purple, variegated.
1. Duchesse de Richelieu. 2. Proteus. 3. Clio.

1 4. Claro perfecto.
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to be occupied by the second group
;

that is to say, the

centre of the bundle will be upon the central line, nine feet

from the centre of the preceding group.

To avoid all error in planting groups, we should figure them
on paper by means of waters, the colours of which correspond

to those of the dahlias : then deposit at the foot of each rod

the tubers marked with their little coloured label. If a

group of seven contains six individuals of the same variet}-

,

we should endeavour to divide a tuber into six equal parts,

in order to have every possible chance of the six individuals

being identical. In the case where we divide a tuber only
into three parts, wre must alternate these parts. This pre-

caution must be taken in every case where we would have
symmetry.

Groups of Dahlias.

a. 1. Six Orange Dahlias - centre Purple orViolet.

2. Six Purple or A^iolet Dahlias centre Yellow.

3. Six Yellow Dahlias - centre Purple orViolet.

4. Six Scarlet-red Dahlias - centre White.
5. Six White Dahlias • centre Scarlet-red.

6. Six Pink Dahlias - centre White.
7. Six Dark-green-purple Dah. centre Orange.

If we make this arrangement in a straight plat-band, the

centre of which corresponds to the principal point of sight,

we can place No. 7. in the centre of the group, and repeat on

the right side of the group in the following order, in setting

out from No. 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, in supposing that the

plat-band will be filled by thirteen groups
;
if it will hold

fifteen, we must put at each end a white group.

If the plat-band is circular, and has no central point of

view, after 7 wre commence with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and so on.

The diagrams h, c
,
and d

y
present various symmetrical

arrangements of groups.

b. Six Purples or Violets - centre Yellow.

Six Orange - - centre White or Dark-purple.

Six White - - centre Scarlet-red.

Six Orange - - centre White or Dark-purple.

Six Purple or Violet - centre Yellow.

c. Six Yellow - - centre Purple or Violet.

Six Lilac - - centre White or Yellow.
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Six White
Six Lilac

Six Yellow

d. Six Dark-purple
Six Scarlet-red

Six White
Six Scarlet- red

Six Dark-purple

centre Scarlet,

centre White or Yellow,

centre Purple or Yiolet.

centre Yellow,

centre White,
centre Scarlet-red.

centre White,
centre Yellow.

In a straight plat-band which will hold more than five

groups, we can make one of the three preceding arrange-

ments, b, c, d, with the following additions:

If the straight plat-band will hold seven groups, we can,

1. Terminate the arrangement b
,
by two White or

Yellow groups.

2. Terminate the arrangement c
,
by two White or

Yiolet groups.

3. Terminate the arrangement d
,
by two White or

Yellow groups.

We can also place in succession the arrangement b, c, and d.

When we do not require to see from a distance and dis-

tinctly arrangements of dahlias similar to those which I have
described, we can arrange the following upon the same line

:

(I**)

White. Pink.

0 O
'Pink. Yellow. White.

O u O
White Tink.

O O

(2-.)

White. Orange.

O O
Orange. Yiolet. White.OOO

White. Orange.

O O

(
3*0

Yiolet. Yellow.

O O
Yellow. White. Violet

0 0 0
Violet Yellow.

O O

(4
th
.)

Scarlet. White.

O O
White. Yellow. Scarlet.

O O O
Scarlet. White.

O O

(5“.)

Dark-purple. White.

O O
White. Pink. Dark-purple.

0 0 0
Dark-purple. White.

O O

In this arrangement we can substitute Purple for Yiolet.
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In the instance where we wish to make a symmetrical
arrangement of nine groups, we must repeat, m setting out
from 5, the groups, 4, 3, 2, and 1.

If there is space for eleven groups, we must repeat, at each
of the extremities of the preceding arrangement, the group 5.

C. Beds of Dahlias.

I shall make no other remark than insisting upon the
necessity of all the individuals of the same variety being
symmetrically placed, by taking the precautions of which 1
have before spoken (page 314).

(761.) In September, a line of almond laurels, and of

Mespilus pyracantha garnished with their red fruit, has a

good effect. Privets (Ligustrum vulgare), adorned with their

dark-blue berries, contrast equally well with the Mespilus
pyracantha or with holly (Ilex aguifolium).

(762.) Arrangement of Flowersfor the Month of October.

The month of October may also be remarkable, if the

season be favourable, for the beautiful arrangements it may
derive from the varieties of Chrysanthemum of various co-

lours—White, Red, Pink, Orange, Yellow— with which may
be associated to great advantage the large blue aster

;
and

these arrangements are much easier to realise when the

chrysanthemums have attained their full development in

pots.

1 now indicate several linear arrangements, and diflVrent

arrangements in groups and beds.

A. Linear Arrangements.

(a) 1. White Chrysanthemum.
2. Red Chrysanthemum.
3. White Chrysanthemum.
4. Pink Chrysanthemum.
5. Yellow Chrysanthemum.
6. Large Blue Aster.

7. Orange Chrysanthemum,
la. White Chrysanthemum. &c.
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(Z>) 1. White Chrysanthemum.
2. Red Chrysanthemum.
3. Yellow Chrysanthemum.
4. Large Blue Aster.

5. Orange Chrysanthemum.
la. White Chrysanthemum, &c.

Linear Arrangements with Symmetrical Centre.

(c) 1. Bed Chrysanthemum.
2. Yellow Chrysauthemum.
3. White Chrysanthemum.
4. Orange Chrysanthemum.
5. Large Blue Aster.

G. Orange Chrysanthemum.
7. White Chrysanthemum.
8. Yellow Chrysanthemum.
9. Bed Chrysanthemum.

We can commence with a White Chrysanthemum and

finish with the same, if, instead of nine places, we have eleven,

(d) 1. AVhite Chrysanthemum.
2. Orange Chrysanthemum.
3. Large Blue Aster.

4. Yellow Chrysanthemum.
5. White Chrysanthemum.
6. Yellow Chrysanthemum.
7. Large Blue Aster.

8. Orange Chrysanthemum.
9. White Chrysanthemum.

If, instead of nine places, we have eleven, we can com*
mence and finish with a Bed Chrysanthemum.

B. Groups.

l. 2. s.

White. White. BlueOOO
Red. O O Yellow. Yellow. O O Yellow. Orange. O O Orange.

Blue. Blue. Yellow

0 0 0
Yellow O ORed. White. O O White. White. O O White.

White. Yellow. Blue.

0 0 0
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4. 5. 6.

Blue. Pink Red.
0 0 0

Orange. 0 0 Orange. Yellow.O 0 Yellow. White. 0 0 White.
White. White. Yellow.

0 0 0
Blue. 0 0 Blue. Pink. 0 0 Pink. Red. O 0 Red.

Orange. Yellow. White.
0 0 0

Here we have six groups in which the colours are well as-
sorted.

C. Beds.

Red. Yellow.

O O
White. Blue

O O

Pink. Yellow.

O 0
White.

O Red.

O
Pink. Yellow.

O O

Pink. Yellow. Red.OOO
White. Blue. White.

0 0 0

Yellow. Pink.

O O

White.

O

Blue. Blue.

O Yellow. O
O

White.

O
Red. Red.

O White. O
O

Represents a mass of Chrysanthemums and Blue Asters oi

a fine effect.

Remarks.

(763.) The plants composing each of the assortments I

have just named, observed during several years in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris, on an elevated plain, have each year

flowered simultaneously; but in years of extremes there will

be differences
;
then the advantage of contrast of colours re-

sulting from assortment will not occur. But if this enjoy-

ment be lost, we must not make any great objection to the

system of assortments
;
and besides, in the employment of

the same plants for the decoration of gardens, the assort-

ment I prescribe, although having the defect of simultaneous
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flowering, will have nevertheless an advantage over ordinary

plantations, because the plant not flowering at the same time
as its neighbours, will by its symmetrical position present

something more agreeable to the sight than if there was no
symmetry between the plants which are in flower and those

which are not.

(761.) If, under circumstances differing from those in

which I have made my observations on the average simulta-

neous flowerings, such as different situations under the

climate of Paris, or in a different climate from that, we re-

mark that the flowerings which I have given as simultaneous

are not uniform, the plant which causes the defect must be

replaced by another of the same colour, and which will be

also as analogous as possible.

(765.) The associations of plants indicated for flowering in

the first months of the year, are more exposed to failure than

those of the following months, on account of the mild or the

cold temperature of the winter.

(766.) Among the associations indicated for flowering in

one month, there may also be some which flower in the suc-

ceeding months.

CHAPTER IV.

EXAMPLES OF PLANTS WHICH CAN BE ASSOCIATED TOGETHER UNDER TTIE

RELATION OF THE COLOUR OF THEIR FOLIAGE.

(767.) Gardeners insist much more upon the result which
may be derived from the effects of the foliage of trees and
shrubs, than upon that which may be obtained from the

effects of flowers
;
doubtless in consequence of the latter oc-

cupying less extent of surface than the leaves, and that they

are also of shorter duration, and, I may add (conformably to

an extreme opinion which excludes them from landscape

gardening), as too suggestive of the hand of man. Prom this

we should expect to find in works on gardening some indica-

tions suitable for making associations of foliage, either by
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contrast or by analogy, conformably to the principles which
have always guided me. But it is not so

!

The authors of these works confine themselves to generali-

ties, and in the few examples cited by them, I cannot even
say that they have sufficiently distinguished the effects arising

from the particular form of the leaves from the effect result-

ing exclusively from their colour.

If in this Chapter I do not supply what I regard as an
omission on the part of writers on gardening, it is because

my own observations are not sufficiently numerous to enable

me to cite with confidence a series of examples analogous to

those which I have given in the preceding Chapter, relative

to the associations based on the colours of the flowers.

Besides, I shall indicate in the following Sub-section some
associations of plants in which I have taken the foliage into

account, but subordinating the effects to others which appear

to me more important to obtain
;
such is the reason why I

abstain from treating the subject in this Chapter.

T
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SECOND SUB-SECTION.

ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND PLANTING Oi TREES, ETC., IN

MASSES.

INTRODUCTION.

(768.) Tiie principal object which I propose to myself in

the two following Chapters is, to supply a deficiency in works
on gardening relative to the manner of distributing and plant-

ing trees, &c., conformably with precise rules, in masses the

outlines of which have been previously sketched. For authors

say nothing on this subject, and the embarrassment of a land-

owner who wishes to plant an estate already planned out is

further increased by this circumstance, that, in the majority

of oases, the author of the plan of the projected garden, after

having defined the lines of the plantations, indicated the

places where isolated trees must be placed, designated the

kinds of trees which should constitute groups, and others

which must enter into the formation of masses with trees and
shrubs (which generally he does not indicate), leaves the care

of planting and other details to ordinary gardeners.

Yet the distribution of trees and shrubs, however easy it

may appear, in a piece of ground otherwise perfectly planned,

contributes more than is generally supposed to the pleasure

of a landscape garden, and presents also more difficulties

than to allow of their being made in a satisfactory manner,

when they are abandoned, so to speak, to chance, as it gene-

rally happens. In fact, if, at the end of a few years, we ob-

serve the greater part of masses planted as they so frequently

are, we shall be struck with defects which were not at first

perceptible, because we were then under the influence of the

pleasure we always experience at witnessing the development

of plants which have been confided to a carefully prepared
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soil; besides, there are some defects which are only per-

ceptible after a certain time; such as, for example

—

1. That resulting from the plants being placed too near

together. It may happen that one being developed

more rapidly than another ends by killing the

latter; or that all develop themselves at once,

but badly, because they reciprocally injure each

other.

2. That which arises from placing in the front row
clumps ivhich rise too high, or which lose their

lower branches. Such are the Elder-tree, and
Sumach (Rhus coriaria).

(769.) It was after many years of lost enjoyments, through

having planted without fixed rule masses otherwise well de-

signed in their contours, that I was led to seek, by my own
experience, the means of avoiding similar errors in future.

The rules I now give are not the result of reflection merely

;

they have been practised many years, and I am much de-

ceived if those wdio observe them do not derive great facilities

in their application, and experience a lively satisfaction when
they compare the effects of plantations made in conformity

to the method prescribed, with those planted at random, so

to speak. Hereafter I shall substantiate these rules by the

principles derived from the faculties themselves which place

us in connection with objects of nature and art, when we
seek the pleasures of colour, form, and arrangement.

(770.) I will now define several expressions employed to

designate the different associations of plants which may form

part of a landscape garden.

An association of trees and shrubs occupying a large space

tis termed aforest. But in a landscape garden a similar as-

sociation, or what amounts to the same thing, that which has

been arranged to present the appearance of a vast space, is

called a wood, if it is composed of trees and underwood
;
and

a park, if it consists of trees only.

An association of trees, shrubs, bushes, and underwood, and
also offlowering herbaceous plants, occupying a medium or

small extent, is called a thicket.

A similar mass, when formed of trees and underwood, is
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called a grove

;

when it consists only of trees, it is termed a
shrubbery or group of trees.

There are thickets of shrubs, bushes, underwood, and
flowering herbaceous plants.

There are thickets formed of plants of a single species, and
thickets formed of several species. The first are called homo-
geneous, and the second heterogeneous or varied.

There are isolated masses, and masses subordinated together.

A small mass ot‘ flowers or shrubs, isolated and of a circu-
lar or elliptical form, is called a bed.

The following table represents the mutual relations of all

the expressions I have defined.

Forest. a. Wood. A large extent of land covered with trees and
A large extent of underwood,
land, covered with ^
trees and shrubs, b. Park. A large extent of land covered with trees with-
it is distinguished 1 out underwood.
into— J

Mass.
Medium or limited
extent of surface
planted with trees,
shrubs,bushes,and
flowering herbace-"
ous plants.

The mass is consi-
dered under se-

veral relations.

(A.) Under
the relation
of the size of
the plants.

fa. Grove. A mass of trees
and underwood.

1 . Mass of trees.
«{

b. Shrubbery. A mass of
trees without under-

« L wood.
I 2. Mass of shrubs (arbrisseaux).

3. Mass of bushes (arbusies).
|
4. Mass of under-shrubs (soas arbustes).

15. Mass of flowering herbaceous plants.
(B.) Under-

)

the relation I 1 . Homogeneous Mass. Containing only a
of the na-

|
single species of plants,

ture of the |»

plants com- I 2
posing a V

mass. J
(C.) Unden
that of mu* 1 1. Isolated Masses,
tual subor- |2. Masses subordinated together.

. di nation. J

Heterogeneous Mass. Containing several
species of plants.

CHAPTER I.

OF LINES OF PLANTS.

(771.) Plants placed at equal distances from each other

in straight or curved lines 1 call a line of plants; these

plants may be trees, sbrubs, bushes, underwood, or flowering

herbaceous plants.
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E-ule.—To make a line of'plants, we place a rope in such a

manner that it occupies the centre of the projected planta-

tion ; then place stakes at equal distances apart
,
so that

each will represent a centre of vegetation; we remove the

rope on making the holes
,
then plant.

(772.) A line of plants of sufficient extent, and of which
the plants are close enough to conceal from view objects

placed behind them, is called a Screen; such are a hedge of

hornbeam, a row of thujas concealing a wall, &c.

(773.) All masses planted according to my method are

composed of lines of plants parallel to each other, or, in

other words, there is between two similar lines an equal dis-

tance throughout : thus, in a mass formed of five straight or

curved lines the extremities of which do not join each other,

there will appear everywhere the same distance between the

first and the second, between the second and the third, be-

tween the third and the fourth, and between the fourth and
the fifth. But the distance between the first and the second
may differ from the distance between the second and the

third, and so of the others. The result w’ould be the same,
if the lines were closed curves

;
as, for instance, the circum-

ference of a circle, which has no extremities. Under this

point of view, the lines of plants considered relatively to the

masses
,
are the elements of them. It is evident that we

must have at least two lines of plants to constitute a mass.

Article 1.

Of the Lines of Plants called Screens (772.).

(774.) When we desire to conceal a wall, or, more fre-

aently, any object of considerable extent, we have recourse

o a screen ofplants. Whenever the extent of the land will

not permit of the planting of several lines constituting a

mass, the essential condition to be fulfilled is, that the plants

which form the screen are, at least, of the height of the ob-

ject they are intended to conceal, and are covered with leaves

to the ground. Evergreens, such as thujas, almond-laurels,

&c., are those to be preferred
;
succeeded by hornbeam, lilac,

privet, <fcc.
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(775.) The most homogeneous screens, that is to say, those
which are formed of a single species of plant, are preferable
to all others for the object they are intended to fulfil

;
and

if we would avoid the monotony resulting from the sight of
a single species, we must have recourse to another which
offers varieties. For example, a screen composed of violet
and white lilacs will possess at the same time the advantage
of homogeneity for concealing what is behind it, and the ad-
vantage of variety of foliage

;
for, as is well known, the

violet lilac has darker leaves, or a green less yellow than
those of the white lilac. We may alternate one op more
plants of violet lilac with a plant of white lilac.

(776.) It is difficult to give with exactness the distance

which should separate the plants intended to form a screen,

because there is a relation, which must be observed, between
the height of the object we seek to conceal, and the height
to which the plant will grow. Thus, when the height of the
object is small, we can make the distance between each plant

less than when the height is greater. In a word, we must
attain the double aim of having a screen sufficiently elevated,

and sufficiently covered with leaves from the ground. Some
plants, susceptible of high growth, lilacs, for example, if

planted too near, injure one another, and, planted too far

asunder, they increase in height too much, and lose their

lower foliage.

(777.) If we do not wish to make a hedge, we can observe

the following distances

:

Between two thujas (Thuja occidentalis) ,
from two

to three feet.

Between two lilacs, from four to five feet.

Between two privets, three feet.

Article 2.

Of Lines of Plants considered as Elements of Masses .

(778.) From tlie manner in which I have considered a line

of plants as the element of a mass, there follow, in my opi-

nion, two conditions, which I regard as absolute, and a third,
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whiclL, without possessing this character, ought generally to

be taken into consideration in the planting of a mass.

1st. Condition {absolute). If the plants in the

same line are not of the same species, it is

essential that they do not differ too much from
each other in respect to height.

2nd. Condition {absolute). In the case where a

line happens to be entirely seen, the same
species must be placed alternately.

3rd. Condition {not absolute but general). "We
must avoid placing the same species in two
neighbouring lines, when we would employ varied

masses which are only composed of several lines.

(770.) Rule.—When weplant two lines of vegetation to

constitute a mass
,
in planting the first or ex-

terior line we mustfollow the rule indicated above

(771.), then proceed with the planting of the

second line in the same manner as with thefirst,

except that the stakes indicating the centre of
vegetation must be placed chequer-wise relatively

to the centre of vegetation of the first line.

(780.) I will cite an example of a plantation of two lines

intended to conceal a wall.

1st Line
,
1 . Almond Laurel#

2. Violet Lilac.

3. Laburnum.
4. Violet Lilac.

la. Almond Laurel, &c.

2nd Line, 1. Clump of Prunus malialeb.

2. Idem
, &c.

The distance between the clumps of the first line is four
to five feet.

(781.) We may plant the first line in screen
,
and the

second with trees larger than in the first
;
we may also plant

the second line with roots of Prunus malialeb, comprehend-
ing between two roots three or five clumps of the same
species.
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CITAPTEE II.

OF HOMOGENEOUS MASSES.

(782.) The "homogeneous mass includes only a single

species of plant; because the intention of the gardener in

forming it being to produce an effect of individuality
,
nothing

is more suitable for this object than a collection of identical

things.

(783.) In the large French garden designed by Len6tre,
where the trees combine so effectually with the elements
established by the architect to prolong, so to speak, a similar

work, the symmetrical plantations are identical, and gene-
rally composed of trees of a single species.

(784.) If, in a large composition, homogeneous masses of

trees have a good effect, it is not sc with those which are

composed of a single species or of a single variety of flower.

They almost always present a monotonous aspect, especially

if these latter have a definite extent
;
and if the species of

plant of which they are composed is in flower only a part of

the year, the defect of monotony will be found greatly in-

creased.

(785.) Homogeneous masses of shrubs or of flowers are

only suitable when they are in leaf or in flower during a

great portion of the year, as their extent is small, and they

serve simply as a bond ofunion between different parts more
or less distant from each other.

CHAPTER III.

OF HETEROGENEOUS OR VARIED MASSES.

(786.) In order to fully understand what I have said of

masses of this kind, I shali distinguish two cases ; one where
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it is a heterogeneous or varied mass, isolated, intended to

serve as an individual composed of distinct parts,—and the

other where it consists of many varied masses, allied to-

gether, and separated by paths, at least in some parts.

§ i-

ISOLATED HETEROGENEOUS OR VARIED MASS.

(787.) This mass may be composed of lines, each of which
may contain only a single species of plants, or it may con-

sist of several.

(788.) If each line consists of only a single species, we
must arrange them, from the first to the centre, according to

their size: for example, we should put

In the 1st Line, Violet lilacs

;

2nd Line, Laburnum
$

3rd Line, Judas trees.

This mass is only preferable to the following in the case

where it is isolated and intended to be seen without obstacle

on all sides.

(789.) If each line contains many species, we must always

observe the rule of placing the smallest in the front line.

Each line should be planted as I have suggested above

(771.).

§ 2 .

HETEROGENEOUS OR VARIED MASSES SUBORDINATED TO EACH OTHER.

Akticle 1.

General Considerations.

(790.) Heterogeneous or varied masses placed together so

as to form a whole, are generally separated from each other,

1°. by paths, 2°. by glades, or unplanted intervals, but cul-

tivated or sown in grass.

To thoroughly understand what follows, I must point out
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the essential difference that exists between landscape gar-
dening and French gardening (geometrical).

(791.) French gardening is regular and symmetrical: the
paths are straight, and the eye is only impressed by objects
slightly varied; for when there are squares, or straight bor-
ders, symmetry necessarily requires that the objects on one
side be repeated on the other. The result is, that when the
spectator has visited the principal points of this composition,
which are never very numerous, he has seen everything it is

susceptible of offering to his curiosity.

(792.) I shall not say, with some writers, that landscape
gardening is conceived according to the principle of irregu-

larity
,
or after a method diametrically opposed to that whicli

governs the design of a French garden
;
but I shall say it is

conceived with an entirely different aim. The spectator who
surveys a landscape garden should be excited, so to speak,

at every step by the sight of various objects. The different

points of view must then be as numerous as possible
;
the

paths must always be traced in such manner that from no
point can we discover their whole extent. The plantations

must be disposed so as to conceal the walls, the fences, and
other disagreeable or ill-placed objects. They must allow

the eye the greatest possible scope at all the points the gar-

dener wishes displayed
;
on the other hand, the views must

vary with the different points successively observed by the

spectator in his promenade.

(793.) To attain this aim, it is evident that there must be

no straight paths, but only curved ones
;
because, in fact, it

is only in the latter that those who walk in them will be

unable to see their entire length from any one spot, when all

these paths pass between the masses
;
the intervals between

these masses must also permit of our perceiving an ensemble

of objects, more or less agreeable, which must form planes

skilfully prolonging the perspective as far as possible. The
masses, each presenting variety, must nevertheless be allied

together so that the plantations of the one may harmonise

with those of neighbouring masses, as dependent parts of

the same whole.
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Article 2.

Rules to befollowed in planting Heterogeneous ACasses subor-

dinated to each other.

(794.) The contours of paths and of subordinated masses

being fixed, the following rules must be observed in the

planting.

(795.) 1st Rule.— With a cord trace lines parallel or con-

centric to the line which circumscribes each mass
,

as is shown in the masses 1, 2, 3, 4 ofPL 4.

In the mass 1 there are four closed concentric lines.

In the mass 2 there are only two lines concentric

with the complete line of circumspection, and a

central curved line which divides it into two
parts.

I trace a central line in all the masses, in the centres

of which I plant trees of much larger size than
those which must be placed in the closed con-

centric lines.

In the subordinated triangular masses placed be-

tween three paths, as are the masses 3 and 5, we
must distinguish those which are reduced by a

line A b (prolongation of the axis of the path a a),

into two very unequal triangles, as a b d and abc
of the mass 3, and those which are reduced into

two triangles almost equal, asABD and abc
of the mass 5. In the first, as in the mass 3, the

large plants must be found in the line a b and
not at the angles d and C, while in the mass 5 the

largest plants will be found not only in a and b,

but also in c and d. The principal reason I give

for this difference is that the spectator who sees

from the path a a the angle a of the mass 3,

does not see the angle c
;
while from the same

path, observing the angle a of the mass 5, he
sees at the same time the angles c and v. JNTow

this circumstance imposes the condition that we
must have as much homogeneity as possible be-
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tween the two parts of the same whole, which
are seen simultaneously.

(79G.) 2nd Rule.

—

The lines of 'planting being fixed, 1
divide each of them into egual parts by means of
stakes which represent the centre of the plants we
put on these lines ; the plants of the second line

must correspond as nearly as possible to the
intervals of the plants of thefirst line

,
and so on;

or, in other words, be planted cheguer-wise.

.Nothing is more important to the producing a fine

effect in plantations than t6 properly space the
plants. It is preferable to err by excess of
distance than otherwise. In the first instance we
may place between one plant and another, either

flowers, or small shrubs, which can subsequently
be removed.

T\
r
e must not lose sight of the fact that the greater

the intervals the better the plants will be de-

veloped, and the more distinct they will appear

;

now, this condition of distinctly seeing a plant,

and, if it is an herbaceous plant or a small shrub,

of seeing it detached from the earth which serves

as a background to it, appears to me an important

condition to fulfil in order to derive the best

possible effect from the plants employed to de-

corate a garden.

Distance between the Plants which enter into the Composition

of Masses.

About thirty-nine inches for Bengal roses, Kerria

japonicas, Spirceas

;

and about four feet if we
place flowers between them, such as pansies of

different colours, lilies, &c.

;

About four or five feet for lilacs, Philadelphus coro-

naria, chamcecerasus
,

Guelder roses, almond
laurels (cerasus Laurocerasus)

;

About five to six feet for Prunus mahaleb
,
laburnums,

and Judas tree.
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Between the lilacs and syringas we may place white

and yellow irises, poppies, spiraeas, and roses.

(797.) 3rd. Bule.—Every mass must be viewed as a whole
(as the Mass 1, JPl. 4). Every massplaced against

a wall to conceal it (as the Mass 8, PI. 4), must
be composed of lines each presenting the same
species, or varieties of the same species

,
occurring

at equal intervals.

The smallest plants, wrhether herbaceous, underwood,
shrubs, bushes, must be in the front lines, and the larger

ones in the lines receding from the first.

Bor example,

—

The Mass No. 1 of PI. 4, is a clump of Bengal roses : it

is composed of four lines of roses, and three lines of herba-

ceous plants.

1st Line
,
Boses ; red, pink, red, &c.

2nd Line, Persian iberis, red tulip, Alyssum saxatile, bulb-

ous iris (Iris Xiphium), Hemerocallis flava,

bulbous iris, iberis, &c.

3rd Line

,

Boses
;
pink, white, pink, &c.

4th Line, Escholtzia, flax, Escholtzia, bulbous iris, Plemero-

callisflava, bulbous iris, Escholtzia, &c.

5th Line, Boses
;
red, pink, red, &c.

6th Line
,
Persian iberis, red tulip, Alyssum saxatile

,

bulb-

ous iris, Hemerocallis Jlava, bulbous iris,

Persian iberis, &c.

7th Line, Boses
;
pink (or noisette), •white (or white

noisette), pink, &c.

The Mass No. 8 is composed in the following manner:

1st Line, Boses
;
red, pink, red, &c.

2nd Line, Boses
;
pink, white, pink, &c.

3rd Line, Bed Provence rose, Jasminumfruticans, red Pro*

vence rose, &c.

4th Line, Yiolet lilac, Genista hispanica, violet lilac, &c.

5th Line
i
Prunus mahaleb, laburnum, Prunus m., &c.
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6th Line
,
Ulmus campestris

,
Sambucus nigra, Acer pseudo-

platanus, Sambucus racemosus, Ulmus cam-
pestris, &c.

Between the first and second ranks there are Persian

iberis, flax, Alyssum saxatile

,

Escholtzia, iberis, &c., at a

distance of about six feet from each other.

(798.) 4th Rule.—In the 3lasses composed of large trees
,

and which, as the 3Iass 2 of JPl. 4., are conti-

guous to a path or to a grass meadow or lawn, a

similar concentric line can have in one of its parts,

species or varieties differingfrom those it presents

in the remainder of its extent; but this change of
species is only allowable when the parts of the

line where it is introduced are not susceptible of
being seen at the same time, at least in the whole

extent.

For example,

—

2°. Every part of the first concentric line of the

Mass 2, which borders the path Y Y, may be
planted in a different manner from the rest of

the same line which is on the side of the lawn

or meadow.

t The part c d of the Mass 4 which borders the

path x x, may be planted in a different manner
from the part a d, and also from the part a c of

the same concentric line.

I’lius, in the Mass 2,

—

The first line from a to d is composed of Spircea

ulmifolia, and of violet lilacs, and from aa to dd,

of a Spircea ulmifolia separated from the pre-

ceding by a flowering ash : then almond laurel,

syringa, almond laurel, white lilac, almond laurel,

&c. Between each tuft there is a pink Bengal rose.

This line from aa to dd may be planted with tufts

of box (_Zluxus sempervirens) and Bengal roses.

Thus, in the Mass 4,

—

The first line from c to D is composed of Syringa

media and Jasminum fruticans

;

from d to a of
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Syringa media, S. vulg., Jasminum fruticans,

Philadelphus coronarius, Syringa vulg., Phila-

delphus cor.; from a to c of Syringa vulg.,

PJiilad. vulg., &c.

The side a d and the side a c of the Mass 5, which

are seen at the same time from the axis of the

path, are contrary to the preceding planted

symmetrically, Spircea hypericifolia
,
violet lilac,

Spircea hypericifolia

,

&c.

(799.) 5th Rule.— We must avoid as much as possible

putting the same species or varieties in two dif-

ferent concentric lines.

For instance, if we put lilacs and Philadelphia

coronarius in the first line of a mass, we must
avoid putting them not only in the sraond line,

hut also in the third. This remark has been
made before (778.).

(800.) 6th Rule.—In the masses intended to receive trees,

these latter must he placed at double, triple
,
or

quadruple distances from the intervals left for
the tufts ; and between the trees we may place tufts

which would be improperly placed in the front
ranlc, because they would be too elevated, and
ivhich, lilce the Elder, are withoutfoliage down to

the roots.

For example, the line e r of the Mass 2, PI. 4,

is composed of a clump of Sambucus nigra

,

a

Pobinia viscosa, a Sambucus racemosa, a sycamore,

a clump of Sambucus nigra
,
an JEsculus rubi

-

cundus, clump of Sambucus racemosa, a sycamore,

a clump of Sambucus nigra, an 2Escuius rubi-

cundus, a Colutcea arborescens, a sycamore, an
HHsculus rubicundus

,
a Spircea ulmifolia, a

Praocinus florifera, a Spircea ulmifolia, and an
JEscuius rubicu/ndus.

As the distance is considerable which separates

the trees from the tufts of the second concentric

line in the part e of the medial line, there are

planted in fives around the first two trees, four
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little tufts of 'Riles aureurn
,
which must after-

wards be removed.

(801.) 7th Rule.—We ought to alternate trees with tufts

only in planting an avenue
,
or in a line of tufts oj

which we wish to correct the monotony resulting

from uniformity of height and form ,
and when-

ever there is no objection to seeing the objects

placed behind this line

.

1st Example.

Avenue or Belted Path.

1. Platanus Occidentalis.

Prunus mahaleb,

)

Judas Tree, > Tufts.

Prunus mahaleb
,

)

2. JJlmus campestris.

Violet Lilac,

)

Laburnum, > Tufts.

Violet Lilac,

)

3. Sycamore.

White Lilac,
)

Judas Tree, > Tufts.

White Lilac,

)

4. Robinia viscosa.

Violet Lilac,)

Laburnum, > Tufts.

Violet Lilac,)

5. Betulus alba.

Prunus mahaleb,

)

Judas Tree, > Tufts.

Prunus mahaleb
,

)

6. Robinia viscosa.

Violet Lilac,

)

Laburnum, > Tufts.

Violet Lilac
,

)

7. Sycamore.

White Lilac,

)

Judas Tree,
£
Tufts.

White Lilac,

)

8. JJlmus campestris

Violet Lilac,

Laburnum, > Tufts-

Violet Lilac, \

9.

Platanus Occidentalis.

Prunus mahaleb,

)

Judas Tree, £ Tufts.

Prunus mahaleb ,

)

The trees are so disposed that the smallest, the Betula
,
is

at equal distance from left to right of the same species, the

extremes of which, the Platanus and JJlmus
,
must be consi-

derably higher than it.

For greater variety we may alternate two rose acacias with

z
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two white acacias (Bobinia 'pseudo-acacia) ;
replace one of

the two birches by a hawthorn (Mespilus oxyacantha) : re-

place one of the planes by a Celtis australis

.

2nd Example.

1st Line, 1. White Hawthorn.

1. Violet Lilac.

2. Syringa.

3. Violet Lilac.

4. Syringa.

5. Violet Lilac.

2. Bed Hawthorn.

1. Violet Lilac.

2. Syringa.

3. Violet Lilac.

4. Syringa.

5. Violet Lilac.

3. White Hawthorn
,
&c.

2nd Line, forming a Screen.

1. Laburnum.
2. Prunus mahaleb.

la. Laburnum, &c.

3rd Example.

Plantation of Bruit Trees and Bushes of Twelve Feet in

breadth
,
intended to conceal a Kitchen Garden or any

other object
,
and at the same time to present to the Eye a

Background
,
on the side of the Garden .

Line on the Side of the Kitchen Garden.

1. Apricot (Armeniaca vulgaris).
2. Violet Lilac.

3. White Lilac.

4. Violet Lilac.

5. Almond Laurel, op White op Violet Lilac.

6. Violet Lilac.

7. White Lilac.

8. Violet Lilac.

9. Pear Tree.

la. Violet Lilac, &c.
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Line on the Side opposite to the Kitchen Garden.

1. Cerasus juliana.

Ribes rubrum.
Berberis vulgaris.

Ribes rubrum.

2. Malus communis.

Ribes rubrum.
Pyrus cydonia.

Ribes rubrum.

3. Armeniaca vulgaris.

Ribes rubrum.
Berberis vulgar:3

Ribes rubrum.

4. Pyrus communis.

Ribes rubrum.
Pyrus cydonia.

Ribes rubrum.

la. Cerasus juliana, &c.

There is an interval of about sixteen feet between two
trees. The tufts of JPyrus cydonia and Berberis vulgaris are

in the middle. The tufts of Kibes rubrum are about three

feet and a quarter from the tree, and consequently about
three feet and a half from the tuft of Berberis vulgaris

,
or

the Pyrus cydonia. It is plain that the eye perceiving more
readily the tree and the two little tufts which are on each

side, the principle of symmetry bears upon this arrange-

ment, and not upon that of the central tuft with the two
little tufts.

If we wish to contrive a clear and distant view from the

other side of the line, as in the first example, the distance

must be equal between the tufts and from a tuft to a tree.

Between the two lines we may place a line of tufts ar-

ranged in the following manner—the spectator being placed

on the side opposite to the kitchen-garden,—behind each

tree of the first line, a Jasminumfruticans—
On both sides of each tree, at equal distance from the

jasmine, two privets, and at the next tree two evergreen

thorns
;
behind each tuft of Pyrus cydonia or Berberis vul-

garis a tuft of raspberry.

z 2
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(802.) 8th Bule.—To establish Harmony—
1. Between different masses subordinate together,

—

2. Between different masses which
,
without being sub-

ordinated, are inproximity,

—

3. Between masses more or less distant from each

other,

—

We have recourse

—

1°. To similar vegetableforms ; that is to say, to

the same species or varieties, or to analogous

forms

:

2°. To the same colours, or to flowers and leaves

of analogous colours, which are suitably dis-

tributed in the different masses ivhich we wish

to connect or harmonise together,

(803.) Particularly remarking

—

1. That the concentric lines of the Mass 3 harmonise,

on the one hand, with the two lines of the Mass
2 concentric with the alley T y which separates

these masses, and, on the other hand, with the
line of the Mass 4, which is concentric with the

alley x x, which separates this mass from the

Mass 3.

2. That our system of planting a small number of

species in the same line, recurring at equal in-

tervals, is favourable to the harmony of the line.

3. That the planting of trees in median or concentric

lines is favourable to the harmony of subordi-

nated masses, which at a distance become as

one.

A. Example of Harmony between Masses subordinated

together.

First, let us see the composition of the Masses 2, 3, and

4, PL 4.

Mass 2.

1st. Concentric line of a a d 0 ;
ash in a, Spireea ulmi-

folia, lilac, Spircea
,
&c Box in c.
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1st. Concentric line of a a d' c
; Spiroea ulmifolia,

almond laurel, pink, Bengal rose, syringa, Bengal
rose, almond laurel, white lilac, Bengal rose, &c.

2nd. Concentric line to a a d c
;

tuft of Prunus
mahaleb

,
tuft of laburnum, tuft of Prunus ma-

haleb
,
&c.

2nd. Concentric line to a a! 31 c
;
tuft of Judas tree,

laburnum, tuft of Judas tree, &c.

The median line is composed of clumps of elder, a
pink acacia, of sycamores, of JEsculus rubicundus

,

of flowering ash, &c., as before mentioned (800.).

Mass 3.

Median line a b. A box at a
;
clump of Guelder

rose, Koelreuteria
,
clump ot Judas tree, flowering ash,

clump of Prunus mahaleb
,
laburnum.

1st. Concentric line, violet lilac, syringa, violet lilac,

&c.

2nd. Concentric line on the side a c
;
Koelreuteria

:

on the central line, Guelder rose, laburnum,
Prunus m ., laburnum, Judas tree, Koelreuteria.

On the side c b d, after the preceding Koelreuteria
,

Judas tree, Prunus m., Laburnum, Prunus m .,

Laburnum, Prunus m., Laburnum, Prunus m.,

Laburnum, Prunus m.
f
Laburnum, Judas tree,

Koelreuteria.

On the side d a, the preceding Koelreuteria
,
Judas

tree, Laburnum, Prunus m., Laburnum, Guelder
rose

;
and Koelreuteria in the median or central line.

3rd. Concentric line; commencing with the central

flowering ash on the side a c, Judas tree, ash,

Prunus m., Laburnum.
On the side c b d, the preceding laburnum, Prunus

m., ash.

On the side d a, commencing writh the preceding

ash, Judas tree.

Mass 4.

Median or central line of c to D
;
flowering ash, Prunus

m., chamoecerasus. viburnum,
chamcecerasus .
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1st. Concentric line c d; box, Syringa in., Jasmimm
fruticans

,

Syringa m., &c.

1st. Concentric line c a
;
tbe preceding box, Phila-

delphus cor., lilac, Philadelphus cor., &c.

let. Concentric line a d
;

Philadelphus cor., lilac,

Philadelphus cor., Jasminum fruticans

,

Sy-
riuga media.

2nd. Concentric line c d
;
JEsculus rubicundus, la-

burnum, Judas tree; laburnum, Judas tree,

laburnum
;
Judas tree, laburnum, Kcelreuteria.

2nd. Concentric line d a
;
the preceding Kcelreuteria,

laburnum, Prunus m., JEscuius rubicundus.

2nd. Concentric line A c
;
the preceding JEsculus rubi-

cundus ; flowering ash of the central line.

The three Masses 1, 2, and 3, are allied together.

1. By means of the lilacs of the first concentric lines.

2. By means of the tufts of Prunus m., and of la-

burnum, of the second concentric lines.

3. By means of the syringas of the first concentric

lines exterior to the Masses 2 and 4.

4. By means ofthe flowering ash and the JEsculus rubi-

cundus, which are in the central line of the Masses
2 and 4, and the three ash trees of the Mass 3.

5. By means of two Kcelreuterias, one placed at the

angle d of the Mass 3, and the other at the Mass 4.

6. By means of two box trees placed at the extremities

of the Masses 2 and 4, and of one box tree placed

at the angle a of the Mass 3.

B. Examples of Harmonies between Masses not subordinated

together, but in proximity.

The Mass No. 1, composed almost exclusively of Bengal
roses, which retain their leaves a long while, is allied,

1. To the Mass No. 2, the line of which is formed of

white lilac, almond laurels, and syringas, separated
from each other by Bengal roses. Harmony is
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then established by means of the same species,
and increased by means of an analogous foliage;
for that of the Bengal roses harmonises perfectly
with the leaves of the almond laurels, and that of
the box tree, which terminates the Mass 2.

2. To. the Mass No. 6, by means of a border on the
side of the meadow or lawn, composed solely of
pink and white Bengal roses.

3. To the Mass 4, by the foliage of the box.

The Mass No. 2 of the second line of a to d' is planted
with laburnums and Judas trees; and the Mass No. 4, of
which the second concentric line includes the laburnums and
the Judas trees, is allied to the Mass No. 6, of which the
line on the side of the alley Y is parallel.

The Mass 4 allies itself to a neighbouring mass, composed
in the following manner

:

1st. Concentric line
;
Rhus cotinus, rose bush

;
Rhus

cotinus
,
&c.

Between the Bhus plants there is an interval of
six feet and a half.

2nd. Median line
;
almond laurel, tufts of Judas tree,

sycamore, laburnum, JEsculus rubicundus
,
Judas

tree, satin maple, laburnum, laurel, black ash.

The effect of the Rhus cotinus
,
covered with its

fruit, is most agreeable during autumn.

C. Example of Harmony between Masses more or less distant

from each other.

Harmonies are established between distant masses by the

same means as they are between neighbouring masses, except

that the interval which exists between the first requires that

at the principal points of view from which they must be pre-

sented simultaneously to the eyes, the forms and the colours

which connect them should be plainly perceived.

The foliage in the masses being much more abundant than

the flowers, the shades of their greens will not differ so much
among each other as the colours of their flowers; conse-
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quently, the distant masses, whatever be the variety of their

respective foliages, are always in harmony of form and colour

if they have been planted according to our rules
;
and if they

are composed solely of ligneous plants which lose their leaves

in winter, or solely of evergreens, which do not lose them

:

but, in the opposite case, that is to say when the distant

masses are formed, the one of deciduous trees, and the other

of evergreens, some remarks must be made relative to the

conditions of harmony, which are the more necessary as

landscape gardens generally fail in this respect. For where
masses of deciduous trees are found, a clump or a mass of

evergreens are almost always out of keeping. To remedy
this defect, we must multiply the groups or masses of ever-

greens, so as to establish between all of them this same cor-

relation which is required by the deciduous trees
;
but it is

not necessary that the trees should occupy a space equal to

that occupied by ordinary trees, it is sufficient if their forms
recur at suitable intervals. In a word, for evergreens to

produce a good effect, they must compose only an ensemble

which unites itself where it intercalates with the ensemble of

the masses of deciduous trees.

We may oppose allspice trees to pines, cedars, larches
;
dif-

ferent groups composed of three or four trees only, sufficient

to harmonise a large space of ground occupied with two or
three groups, composed of half a hundred similar trees.

(S04.) 9th Rule.—There are certain cases where the want
either of perspective or harmony requires in a
large mass a line of trees which is neither con-

centric with its circumference
,
nor identical

with the central line
, if there be one : suchfor

example as the line p r which is found in the

Masses 1 and 2 (PZ. 4) ; for if the planting

of this line be correct and consequent of the

preceding principles
,

it is necessary that the

trunks which design it
,
beyond the concentric

plantings
,

be in the points of intersection of
the line p r, with the concentric lines and the

central line
, if there be one ; and the trunks

must be as much as possible at equal distances

from each other
,
and in places which

, if they

were not planted with trees, would be with mme
plants which compose concentric lines.
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This ru:e, necessary in many cases, gives to our system of
planting a generalisation which it would not have without it,

and by putting it in practice we establish a relation where
,

there would have been none. I shall remark that these lines
must generally be composed of plants slightly bushy, a little
taller than those in front, and it will almost always suffice to
have them placed at wide intervals apart. In fact, they must
be regulated with respect to the height of the plants which
are both behind and in front of them.

(803.) 10th Rule .—After tracing the lines of plantations
,

andputting in the stakes to mark out the centre

of the holes to he dug
,
ice must draw upon grey

paper lines representing those of the masses we
intend to plant

,
taking as many equidistant

points as there are stakes in the corresponding
lines of plantation ; we then fasten wafers on
these points

,
or little circles of paper of the

colours of the -flowers or the foliage of the

plants, according to the desired effect. We may
extend this rule to an ensemble of mass on the

same system .

By this means we can judge of the harmony of the colours

of flowers with the different hues of green produced by the

vegetation of which we may compose a mass, and conse-

quently rectify any detect before we begin to plant.

Although this rule is more especially applicable to the

masses of flowers of which the whole extent may be seen at

a single glance, it is also advantageous for plants wrhich are

intended to act by their foliage.

A system of masses thus represented will be very suitable

to enable us to appreciate not only the effect of plants com-
posing each of them, but also the general effect of subordi-

nated masses and of near and of distant masses. It will be

very useful in enabling us to appreciate the distribution of

green trees in the ensemble of the composition, as we can

distinguish the principles of those which lose their leaves by
wafers or small circles of a dark-green, different from those

we employ for the others.

A similar plan, always easily made, will permit a land-

owner—when once his masses are planned, their concentric

lines traced, and the species to be planted determined upon
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—to order from the nurseryman the exact number of each
species he requires.

For a landowuer there is in fact no plan more simple or

more suitable for representing exactly, I do not say every
tree which enters into the composition of the masses, hut
still the shrubs, bushes, underwood, and also the herbaceous
plants which form part of it.

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE PRINCIPLES UPON WHICH THE SYSTEM OF PLANTING DESCRIBED IN

THE TWO PRECEDING CHAPTERS IS BASED.

(806.) It will not be useless to give a resume of the prin-

ciples upon which the system of planting described in the

preceding chapters is based
;
the details into which I have

entered may have made us lose sight of the ensemble of these

principles, and this resume appears to me indispensable to

facilitate their application to those who would observe them.

1. Principle of Height.

(807.) Whenever we see an object occupy a greater ex-

tent in space than we had expected before seeing it, its

height becomes a striking quality, independent of every

other. Thus we admire the height of a tree which surpasses

the dimensions we regard as common to individuals of its

species.

2. Principle of Form.

(808.) One of the principal elements, in our judgment, of

the effect of an object observed, is the form under which
it appears. Consequently, plants, particularly isolated trees

and clumps, must be trained in height so as to take the form
which is most advantageous to them : and this leads us to

reflect that the form of the greater part of the trees of our

forests is not natural to them
;

for if we had not raised

them by removing their lower branches, instead of the trunks

being straight as we see them, they would only appear as
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larger or smaller bushes. The habit of the trees aud bushes
which form part of masses, ought then to particularly engage
the attention of the gardener, so that they may produce
the effects of which they are susceptible.

3. Principle of Nutrition.

(809.) In order that plants may strike the sight by their

height and form, they must be planted in such manner as

to attain the greatest possible development of which their

species is susceptible. The first condition to be fulfilled for

that, is to place them in a soil where their roots will find the
nourishment necessary for this development

;
hence we must

never forget, before planting, that a given extent of earth
can only nourish a limited number of plants

;
consequently,

we must put a greater interval between them, dig the soil

much deeper and to a greater extent, if we wish them to

grow quickly.

(810.) The objection to planting closely
,

is generally

greater for plants of different species, than it is for those of

the same species or variety, because the assimilating force of

identical individuals being more equal relatively to each of

them than it is between individuals of different species, it

establishes between the first a sort of equilibrium of nourish-

ment, which causes a development almost equal in each in-

dividual
;
whilst between the second, the assimilating force

being unequal, so will the development of the individuals be
;

the most vigorous will increase at the expense of the weaker,

and the plantation loses its harmony : it may happen that

the latter palpably injures the former, not only in exhaust-

ing the soil, but also in shading them, and thus checking

their development mechanically. It is probably superfluous

to remark that this refers to a close plantation, i.e. where
the individuals are so near together, that if the plants can

profit by the excretions from the roots of other neighbour-

ing plants, this effect is much more than compensated for

by the effect of the exhaustion of the soil.*

* Since this was written, investigations on the Nutrition of Plants have

led to the adoption of another theory than that expressed : iWs found that

every plant extracts from the soil such substances as are essential to its de-

velopment
;
when these are exhausted, the plant is starved, and perishes

unless fresh soil is supplied to its roots.

—

Trans.
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4. Principle of Distinct View.

(811.) With regard to isolated trees. They only develop

properly in proportion as they are equally lighted and con-

sequently isolated on all sides
;
they must be placed then only

where this condition is fulfilled.

With regard to plants constituting a homogeneous mass.

To obtain the end proposed, all the individuals must be

equally arranged, so as to present a homogeneous whole.

With regard to plants constituting a varied line of mass.

Two or three species or varieties, distinct from each other,

placed at a suitable distance, have a good effect.

(812.) Conformably to the principle of distinct view, and
to avoid confusion, I do not place the same varieties or the

.same species in lines too near together.

(813.) But in seeking to observe this principle the plants

of different species on the same line must not differ too much
from each other in height and form.

(814.) It is also according to the same principle that

every part of a mass intended to be seen as part of a whole,

must be planted according to a single system from one end
to the other.

5. Principle of Contrast of Colours .

(815.) This principle, viewed in a general manner, enters

into the preceding principle, since a difference in colour will

render plants distinct which have numerous analogies toge-

ther; but viewed in a special manner, it produces among
plants, perfectly dissimilar, effects which can only be ob-

tained from the colour; and it is under this point of view

that the principle of contrast must be taken into considera-

tion.

In the application of the law of contrast to the arrange-

ment of flowers, we must never forget the difference existing

between an association forming a line of plants, and an asso-

ciation of flowers belonging to plants of various heights,

standing on different planes, so as to produce the effect of

a picture. I have alluded to this association before (744.) ;
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for in a linear association nothing is more unpleasant than
the blue flowers of the German iris associated with the light

I

violet of the lilac. But if we add to this association large
tufts of Alyssum saxatile

,
Persian iberis, and red tulips, so

that the golden-yellow, white, and deep red appear on one
plane, and the deep blue and the light violets on a more
distant plane, we shall obtain an ensemble of very agreeable
effect.

6. Principle of Repetition.

1

(816.) When a line of plants exhibits the repetition of
the same species a certain number of times, and presents
them regularly at the same intervals, an effect is produced,
which, although very agreeable, is but little appreciated, for

|

it is very rarely met with in gardens. It is particularly the
repetition of a similar arrangement of colours that is agree-

able, and which must recommend the observance of this

principle.

(817.) The repetition of a similar arrangement of various

plants, and of course distinct to the sight, contributes greatly

to prolong the extent either of an alley or of a mass
;
a simi-

lar enseinble
,
repeated a certain number of times, becomes a

standard, by means of which the eye judges the space to be

greater than if it saw it bordered with individuals of the

same species or variety equal in number to the former. This

effect is carried as far as possible, when the arrangement is

composed of a certain number of tufts, five, for instance,

placed between two trees which rise above them, but not too-

I

much so.

(818.) The principle of repetition concurs with the prin-

ciple of distinct view in producing an agreeable effect.

7. Principle of Variety.

(819.) The principle of variety essentially distinguishes

landscape gardening from French gardening (792., and fol-

lowing)
;
for the promenader who walks through the first

perceives objects disposed in such manner as to excite as

much as possible new emotions in his mind
;
while in the

French garden he for a long time experiences only a single

impression.

I
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(820.) The principle of variety, like every other principle,

must never be overlooked
;
and it is a great mistake to sup-

pose that plantations made hap-bazard, and which appear to

possess great variety, necessarily produce, under this rela-

tion, more effect than those which have been arranged ac-

cording to the principles of distinct view, contrast, and re-

petition.

(821.) Whenever objects must have a certain extent, we
gain nothing by multiplying varieties. Thus, the repetition

of an arrangement of three colours, including white or black,

will generally be more agreeable than that of an arrange-

ment of five colours.

(822.) Diversity of colours pushed to the extreme, can

only be permitted in a continuous border or abed of different

varieties of the same species of flowers, as a border of lark-

spur, China-aster, or anemones
;
but, for flowering shrubs,

we shall gain everything by not indefinitely multiplying their

colour in a view which the eye can embrace at once.

(823.) It is the same with forms as with colours
;
they

must not be too diversified in the same arrangement.

(824.) Finally, the principle of variety, in removing iden-

tical plants from each other, must generally be more favour-

able to their development than the contrary principle, ac-

cording as we plant a mass with the same species or the same
variety, at least conformably to the views we entertain at the

present time on the necessity of fertilising plants.

8. Principle of Symmetry.

(825.) We should deceive ourselves very much if we sup-
posed that the principle of symmetry is excluded from land-

scape gardening. In fact, it presides over the arrangement
of a well-designed garden of this sort; but, in order to per-
ceive it, or to put it in practice, it is necessary to distin-

guish

The symmetry of similar parts
,
and

The symmetry of jparts merely corresponding.
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A. SYMMETRY OF SIMILAR PARTS.

Is that of two equal parts of one whole, as the two
halves of a circle, of a square, of an equilateral or
isosceles triangle, &c.

B. SYMMETRY OF PARTS MERELY CORRESPONDING.

a. Is that of two parts of the same whole, which, without
being equal, have the same form, or nearly so

;
such

are the two triangular parts of the Mass 3, PI. 4.

b. Is that of two separate parts more or less analogous
in form, extent, or nature, which have a corre-

spondence of position relatively to an intermediate
object.

c. Is that of two masses or groups of trees, or of a mass
and a group of trees which are presented, the one
to the left, the other to the right of the spectator,

in a position indicated by the gardener.

a. Symmetry of similar Parts.

(826.) The principle of the symmetry of similar parts may-

be applied to an arrangement which constitutes a line of

plants as well as a combination of lines, or, to speak in a

more general manner, to a plantation constituting a mass.

Por an arrangement to be, strictly speaking, symmetrical,

it does not suffice that the same form recurs at equal inter-

vals, conformably to the principle of repetition
;

it must be
reducible into two similar parts. Such as, for example, tho

following arrangements

:

A cluster of Judas trees between two clusters of white

lilac, or between two clusters of Prunus mahaleb.

A cluster of laburnum between two clusters of violet

lilac.

A cluster of laburnum, having on each side a cluster of

lilacs and a cluster of syringa.

All these arrangements must be made between two trees

or between two clusters, such, for example, as almond-laurels,

absolutely distinct from those constituting the arrangement.
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The analogy of these arrangements with architectural

ornaments composed of two similar parts, is remarkable;
for, in the former as in the latter, the middle must be larger

than the two sides, and these, although distinct, must be
intimately connected with it. Consequently, if the middle

cluster was stripped of its leaves, while the lateral clusters,

were covered from top to bottom, the arrangement would be

vicious.

Finally, to increase the effect of homogeneity to the sight,

instead of framing the arrangement between two clusters

very different from the first, it is preferable to place it be-

tween two trees.

When we desire to compose a line of three species of

clusters, in which the one differs more from the other two than
they differ from each other, it will be better to observe the

symmetrical arrangement than the simply successive arrange-

ment. For example, if we compose a line of Jcerriajaponica,

of pink chamcecerasus tartarica, of white lilacs, the symme-
trical arrangement chamcecerasus

,
white lilac

,
chamcecerasus

,

between two kerrias, will have a better effect than Jcerria
,

chamcecerasus
,
white lilac

,
Jcerria, &c., this latter arrangement

being quite incoherent.

In a mass reducible into two perfectly equal parts, and
which is susceptible of being seen entire at a glance, because
it is small and contains only short plants, the symmetrical

plant lines have a good effect, as is proved in the border of

primroses, which circumscribes the elliptical mass A (
b)

(755.).

Suppress the orange primroses, a
,
a, a, a

,
and we destroy a

part of the fine effect of the border by destroying its sym-
metry, for then we have only the four symmetrical arrange-

ments existing between the four red primroses b, b, b
,
b.

b. Symmetry of Parts merely corresponding.

(827.) There are three cases where this symmetry is re-

marked.

a. In speaking of the Mass 3, PI. 4, I have shown how
it is divided into two triangular parts, which, with-

out being equal, correspond to the plantations that

have been made.
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b. The house or dwelling must have on the two sides of

its principal facade objects symmetrically placed,

but they need not be identical
;

it is sufficient tha*

they present masses to our view which are nearly

balanced.

c. Two plantations thus balanced, seen the one to the

right and the other to the left of a given position,

have a fine effect
;
but it is essential to remark,

that they must not be identical, but simply cor-

responding, either by their foliage, or by the height

of the trees : a mass and a group of trees corre-

spond very well in this case.

9. Principle of General Harmony.

(828.) If I considered a single individual as an isolated

tree, or a union of individuals constituting an isolated mass,

either homogeneous or heterogeneous, or a union of masses

subordinated together, I shall not have a new principle to

add to the preceding
;
for these latter suffice to enable us to

derive the best possible effect from the harmony of different

parts of the same individual, whether we regard the forms

and the arrangement of these parts, or the different tints

they assume: finally, the harmony which will arise in the

masses, from the applications which have been made in plant-

ing them, of the principle of contrast of colours in their

flowers and leaves, of the principle of variety, of repetition,

and of symmetry. But in the general composition of a large

landscape garden, it will not suffice to have satisfied all these

principles, if the different masses subordinated together,

which we shall now regard as individuals, as well as the

various constructions of wood, or of stone, are not combined

by some harmonious relation, suitable for satisfying the prin-

ciple of general harmony. The isolated or subordinated

masses, near or distant from each other, must be allied

together by the same vegetable form (the same species or

variety), or by analogous forms, or by the same arrange-

ments of several species, or, lastly, by the same colours of

flowers or of foliage. By the aid of similar means we ally

the house and other buildings to the different parts of the

2 A
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garden. When we perceive that the neighbouring masses,

especially such as those found near buildings, are not suffi-

ciently allied together, or that the perspective is not satis-

factory in their concentric or median lines, we have recourse

to a different line of vegetation, which cuts the first and thus
adds to the general harmony (804.). Thus at last what I

have insisted upon is satisfactorily accomplished, when we
decide to plant evergreens in a landscape garden, so that

they are distributed throughout the composition.



PART III.

EXPERIMENTAL AESTHETICS OF COLOURED OBJECTS.



Introduction.

First Section.— Interference of the Law of Simul-
taneous Contrast of Colours with
the Judgment we exercise upon
ALL COLOURED BODIES VIEWED UNDER
the Relation of the respective
Beauty or Purity of the Colour
and of the Equality of the Dis-
tance OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TONES,
if these Bodies belong to the
same Scale.

Second Section.—Interference of the Law of Simul-
taneous Contrast of Colours with
our Judgment of the Productions
of various Arts which address
the Eye by coloured Materials.

Third Section.—Of the Principles common to dif-

ferent Arts which address the
Eye by various coloured and
colourless Materials.

Fourth Section.—Of the Disposition of the Mind of
the Spectator, in Respect to the
Judgment he forms of an Object
of Art which attracts his Efe.

Historical Review of the Author’s Researches.

Final Considerations on Contrast.
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PART III.

INTERFERENCE OP THE PRECEDING PRINCIPLES IN JUDGING!
OP COLOURED OBJECTS WITH RESPECT TO THEIR COLOURS.
CONSIDERED INDIVIDUALLY AND IN THE MANNER UNDER
WHICH THEY ARE RESPECTIVELY ASSOCIATED.

INTRODUCTION.

(829.) The object of this division of my book is purely
critical

;
being, that the exact conclusions at which I have

arrived upon the assortment of colours, so as to derive the

best possible result for a determined aim, become rules

adapted to guide those who would judge a work of art where
this assortment is found. The generalisations established in

the preceding Parts, with the object of aiding the numerous
artists who employ colours to address the eye, uow considered

under a critical point of view, should serve as the basis of a

conscientious and sound judgment upon the merit of a work
which grows out of these generalisations, at least in some of

its parts. They must, if I am not mistaken, possess the

double advantage of all the rules which are derived from
the nature of the things which they concern

;
they guide the

workman who does not disdain them, as they direct the critic

who judges the work of which these rules govern some ele-

ment. We cannot, then, refuse to recognise the utility of

such an examination for the authors of works to whom they

are submitted, and for the public to which it is more parti-

cularly addressed, in the hope that a clear demonstration of

what is laudable or censurable will form its taste, and which,

in teaching it to abandon its fiist impressions, will itself be-

come capable of expressing a sound judgment, and that from

that time we may not hope to enlist its suffrages by falling

into the bizarre
,
or in w'andering from the truth.
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(830.) If a subject exists worthy of being studied under
the critical relation on account of the frequency and variety

of the opportunities it offers, it is unquestionably that upon
which I am now engaged

;
for whether we contemplate the

works of nature or of art, the varied colours under which we
view them is one of the finest spectacles man is permitted

to enjoy. This explains how the desire of reproducing the

coloured images of objects we admire, or which under any
name interest us, has produced the art of painting

;
how the

imitation of the works of the painter, by means of threads

or small prisms, has given birth to the arts of weaving ta-

pestry and carpets, and to mosaics
;
how the necessity for

multiplying certain designs economically has led to printing

of all kinds, and to colouring. Finally, this explains how
man has been led to paint the walls and woodwork of his

buildings, as well as to dye the stuffs for his clothing, and
for the interior decoration of his dwellings.

(831.) The sight of colours, so simple a thing for the

greater part of mankind habituated to it from infancy is,

according to some philosophers, a phenomenon entirely out

of the domain of positive knowledge, because they consider

that it varies with the organisation and imagination of in-

dividuals
;
consequently they think that there is no induc-

tion to be drawn from the manner in which two men see an
object similarly under the same exterior circumstances : they
believe that no generalisation deduced from observation can
direct the artist with certainty, either in the art of seeing

his model, or in faithfully reproducing a coloured image of it

:

they also think that no useful generalisation concerning the

physiological nature of man can be derived from a profound
study of the modifications his organs experience from the

sight of colours that bodies present to him.

(832.) On principle, I cannot admit that we ought to

abstain from studying a subject because it presents variable

phenomena. I go further : I believe that all those who are

engaged in the study of the positive sciences should inquire

if they cannot discover in their labours some fact susceptible

of illustrating the study of these phenomena, and put us in

the way of determining the cause of one of them : for, what
renders the scientific study of agriculture and medicine so
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difficult is the obstacles which we encounter whenever we
would trace to their respective causes the different pheno-
mena presented to the physician and agriculturist by or-

ganised bodies. The history of the sciences completely de-
monstrates that we are not led to this knowledge by syn-
thesis, but rather by the analysis of phenomena which we
can scarcely, I think, attempt with hope of success, if we
have not made a special study of the causes to which we
refer the phenomena of inorganic nature : not that I neces-
sarily recognise these causes to be immediately those of the
phenomena of living nature, although this opinion appears
to me extremely probable for a certain number of them to

be related to physiology properly so called, but because the
researches for the causes of the phenomena of inorganic
nature appear to me must serve as the right standard to

direct works undertaken with the intention of separating

certain complex results and tracing them to their respective

causes. It is in this state of mind that I have undertaken
the subject of this book, not after having spontaneously
chosen it, but because it appeared to me indispensable to

study it before pretending to establish a sound judgment on
the beauty of the colours which the dyer had fixed upon his

stuffs. As soon as I felt the necessity for this study in my
capacity of director of the dyeing department of the royal

manufactories, I wished to understand the ground I trod

upon, and my first care was to discover if I saw colours like

the generality of persons : I was not long in being perfectly

convinced of it, and it was not till then that I ventured to

make my researches the objects of public lectures, which
have had for auditors, and I may even add for spectators

,

artists, artisans, and the general public. These lectures

have been repeated before the students of the Polytechnic

School. Certain questions addressed to my auditors to

satisfy me that they saw the things I put before their eyes

as I saw them myself, have, in the majority of cases, always

proved them to be so, and yet my demonstrations were given

in the reception hall at the Gobelins, but ill adapted for the

exhibition of the phenomena of contrast to a large audience.

Certain observations made by myself, tested by a great num-
ber of persons in my laboratory, and afterwards publicly ex-

hibited, form the subject of this book : all those who would.
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I do not say read
,
but study it, by repeating my experiments,

will discover if my opinion is well founded, or one which
pretends that the sight of colours is not susceptible of

giving a general positive result, and if, because they can
instance some individual whose orgau of sight is so imperfect

that he cannot distinguish green from red, or who confounds

blue with grey, &c., we must write our treatises on optics

without mentioning either red, green, or blue, and sweep
these colours from the palette of the painter! Truly, human
nature is but too limited to allow of our making such a sa-

crifice to a common infirmity of organisation.

(833.) In order to clearly comprehend how, after I had
separated the causes which exercise a determinate influence

upon the sight of colours, experiment and observation led

me to adopt the opinion that these phenomena are perfectly

defined by the law' of contrast, and the conclusions I have
allied to it, doubtless it w ill suffice,

1°. To consider how

a. The ignorance we had respecting the different states

of the eye, which in seeing colours give rise to the

phenomena of simultaneous, successive, and mixed
contrasts.

b. And the ignorance we had respecting the definite in-

fluence that the direct or diffused light of the sun
exercises, according to its intensity, upon the co-

lours of bodies,

have led to the establishment of an opinion contrary to my
own, that is to say, the opinion that the same colour appears
so diversely to different persons, and even to the same person,

that nothing general or precise can he deduced from the sight

of coloured objects under the relation of their respective

colours.

2°. To consider how

c. The limited number of ideas we have generally upon
the modifications of coloured bodies by their mutual
mixtures, or, in other terms, upon the colours re-

sulting from these mixtures, have passively contri-

buted to belief in this opinion.
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d. The want of a precise language to convey the impres*

sions we receive from colours.

3°. Of recapitulating how

E. Inexact ideas which are believed to be sound have
actively contributed to establish belief in this

opinion.

A («) It is indisputable that, if we are ignorant of the

regularity with which the eye passes successively

through stages the extremes and the mean of which
are very different, when we view the colours which
put the organ into the condition of perceiving the

phenomenon of one of the three contrasts (77. and

328.), we shall be led to consider the sight of

colours as a very variable phenomenon, while the

successive stages through which the organ passes

being once distinguished
,
the variations of the phe-

nomenon become perfectly definite.

(b) If we are ignorant of the law of simultaneous con-

trast, we shall see that the same colour varies in

hue, according to the colour with which it may be

associated, and if we are ignorant that contrast

affects the tone as well as the colour, we cannot

explain how two similar colours (for instance, blue

and yellow taken at the same height) will appear

redder by juxtaposition, while if the blue is very

deep relatively to the yellow, it will appear black

rather than violet, and the yellow will appear more

green than orange (663.). Finally, if we are igno-

rant of the effect of brightness a complementary

can give to a dull colour, we cannot explain the

great difference there is between the effect of a

red ground upon imitation gilt ornaments (painted)

and the effect of the same ground upon metallic

gilt ornaments (460. and 468.).

(c) Doubtless, also, if we are ignorant that in a complex

object the eye can only see at the same moment
but a small number of parts clearly (748.), and

that the same part may appear to different eyes

with different modifications, according as it is seen
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juxtaposed with one or another colour, as occurred

in the instance (483.) when I compared the pattern

of a border for paper-hangings (presenting roses

with their leaves) placed upon a black ground, with

a similar pattern placed upon a white ground
;

on comparing the two together, I saw the light

green on the black ground yellower than upon the

white, while three other persons, who compared
the light tones of green with its deeper tones on
the same ground, judged the light tones to be bluer

upon the black than upon the white ground.

B. We might know the regularity of the successive states

in which the eye is found during the sight of co-

loured objects and the law of simultaneous contrast

of colours, and yet if we were ignorant of the in-

fluence of various degrees of intensity of light in

varying the colour of bodies and in rendering the

modifications of contrast more or less evident, we
should be led to believe in an indefinite variation

in the aspect of colours, while this variation is per-

fectly defined by the following remarks :

(a) If the direct light of the sun or diffused daylight illu-

minates a monochromous body unequally, the part

most vividly lighted is modified as it would be if'

it received orange, and the modification appears
the stronger the greater the difference of light on
the parts (280.) : thus, the more intense the light

the more it gilds the body it illumines
;

it is thus
always easy to foresee the effects of it, when we
know the result of the mixture of orange with
various colours.

(b) In a very vivid light the phenomena of simultaneous
contrast being less evident than in a weaker light

(63., 571.), it follows, if we neglected to take ac-

count of the difference in the effects, we should
greatly deceive ourselves in our appreciation of the

phenomena of contrast of similar colours. It is

useful to remark that simultaneous contrast which
tends to make the differently coloured parts appear
as distinct as possible, is carried to a maximum
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precisely when, the light being feeble, the eye re-

quires the greatest contrast of colour to perceive
distinctly the various parts upon which it is fixed.

C. We may perceive the modifications presented by bodies
when lighted, and experience much difficulty in ac-

counting for them, lor want of knowing how to
exactly represent the modifications which the co-

loured materials experience in their colour, accord-

ing as they receive light or white, sha.de or black,

or according as they are mixed together. It is

partly to make these modifications clearly known
that I have designed the chromatic hemisphere (159.
and following)

;
in describing it I have attached

less importance to its material realisation than to

the rational principle upon which it rests. On
looking at the lines of this diagram independently
of all colouring, we understand how any colour is

reduced by white, deepened by black, and broken
by black and white

;
lastly, how by mixture with a

pure colour, it produces hues. I shall add subse-

quently some new considerations, which belong to

the gradations of colour we make with coloured

materials (841.).

D. The object I have had in view would not have been
attained, if the chromatic hemisphere had not given

me the means of representing, by a simple nomen-
clature, the modifications a colour undergoes by the

addition of white and black, modifications which
produce the tones of its scale

;

those which it re-

ceives from black yielding broken scales; lastly,

those which, resulting from the addition of a pure

colour, produce scales which are hues of the first

colour.

Finally, to the definitions which I have given of the

words tone
,
scale

,
hue

,
broken colours

,
I must add

the distinction of the associations of colours in

harmonies of analogy
,
and harmonies of contrast

(180.).

I am convinced that all those who accept the small

number of definitions I have given, will find much
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advantage in using them to account for the effects

of colours, and to communicate to others the im-

pressions they have received from them
;
by their

aid it will he easy to seize relations which might
have escaped observation, or which, in the absence

of precise language, could not have been clearly ex-

pressed by those who perceived them.

E. It would be ignoring the reality, if I should attribute

the opinion combated exclusively to simple igno-

rance of the facts recapitulated (a. b. c. d.), or to

believe that it suffices to dissipate it, in order to

establish the contrary opinion I profess: I am
under no illusion

;
if ignorance is passive, and re-

sists only by its inertia, it is quite otherwise with
ideas more or less erroneous or pretentious, which
exist on the sight of colours and their harmonies

;

these ideas actively repulse all that is opposed to

them. I am satisfied with pointing out the obstacle,

without having the least pretension to overthrow
it, except by enouncing what I believe to be the

truth.

In conclusion, by means of the positive facts which I

have just reviewed, the study of the sight of co-

loured bodies leads to a certainty which all may
acquire who henceforth give themselves up to it

;

they will see how fruitful it is in applications, and
independent of all hypothesis, and that it would be

impossible to obtain this result if there did no f

commonly exist among men an average organisa-

tion of the eye, which permits them to perceive

(other things being equal) the same modifications

in illuminated bodies : the difference, I admit, in

the perception of the phenomena by divers indi-

viduals who have perfect organs of sight, bears

only on the intensity of the perception.

(834.) The series of principles upon which my book is

founded being reviewed, I next consider these facts under
the three following relations, each of which will be the sub-

ject of a section

:
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1. Under the relation of the certainty they give in

judging of the colour of any object whatever.

2. Under the relation of the certainty they give to the

judgment we bring to the productions of the

various arts which address the eye by coloured

materials.

3. Under the relation of the union they establish be-

tween the principles common to many arts which
address to the eye various languages in employing
different materials.

Finally, in the last section, I shall treat of the influence

that the disposition of the mind of the spectator may have

upon the judgment he brings to any work of art exhibited.



SECTION I,

INTERFERENCE OF THE LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF
COLOURS WITH THE JUDGMENT WE EXERCISE UPON ALL
COLOURED BODIES, VIEWED UNDER THE RELATION OF THE
RESPECTIVE BEAUTY OR PURITY OF THE COLOUR AND OF
THE EQUALITY OF THE DISTANCE OF THEIR RESPECTIVE
TONES, IF THESE BODIES BELONG TO THE SAME SCALE.

Introduction (835 .).

Chapter I.— On the Comparison of two Patterns of the same
Colour (836 .).

Chapter II.— On the Influence of a surrounding Colour upon one
Colour when compared with another (837., 838.).

Chapter III.—On the Effect of Contrast upon the Browns and
the Lights of the greater Part of thf. Scales of
Wool and Silk employed for Tapestries and Car-
pets (839 .

—841 .).

Ciiaptep IV.—Means afforded by Contrast of assuring us if the
Tones of a Scale of Colour are equidistant

(842 .).
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INTRODUCTION.

(83o.) The most simple and general conclusion deduced
from the law of contrast is certainly that which concerns the
judgment we exercise, either by taste or profession, on a

colour presented by a coloured paper, a textile fabric, a

glass, an enamel, a picture, &c. One condition which all

those who have some experience in the matter regard as

essential to be fulfilled to avoid error, is to compare the
colour upon which it is necessary to judge with another
colour which is analogous to it. If we are ignorant of the
law of contrast, the result of this comparison is not exact,

when the objects compared are not identical
;
I now proceed

to demonstrate this by different examples very well adapted
to the application of the principle spoken of. Further, one
conclusion more apart from the law gives the means of

knowing if the tones of a scale of wool or silk intended for

tapestry or carpets are equidistant.

CHAPTER I.

OX THE COMPARISON OF TWO PATTERNS OF THE SAME COLOUR.

(836.) When it is a question of two patterns of any kind,

which relate to the same colour, be it blue or red, if there is

no identity between the tints of the two patterns when
compared together, we must take into account the contrast

which exaggerates the difference : thus, if the one be greenish

blue, it will make the other appear less green or more in-

digo, or even more violet than it really is
;
and, reciprocally,

the first will appear greener than when viewed isolated
;
the

same with the reds, if one is more orange than the other,

this latter will appear more purple and the former more

orange than they really are.
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CHAPTER II.

INFLUENCE OF A SURROUNDING COLOUR UPON ONE COLOUR WHEN COM-
PARED WITH ANOTHER COLOUR.

(837.) Since the contrast of colours which are not analo-

gous tends to their improving and purifying each other, it is

evident that whenever we would exercise a correct judgment
upon the beauty of the colours of a carpet, tapestry, or pic-

ture, &c., after having compared them with the colours of

objects analogous to the first, we must take into account the

kind of painting and the manner in which they are juxtaposed,

if the objects compared are not the exact representation of

the same subject. For, other things being equal, the same
colours not shaded and which are not sufficiently analogous

to mutually injure each other, disposed in contiguous bands,

will certainly appear more beautiful than if each were seen

on a ground which consisted of it exclusively, and which, con-

sequently, produced only a single impression of colour upon
the eye. Colours arranged as palms, like those of Cashmere
shawls, or as patterns, as in Turkey carpets, produce a much
greater effect than if they were shaded or blended, as they
generally are in paintings. Consequently if we wished, for

example, to compare a stripe of amaranth red, in a Cashmere
shawl of various stripes with the amaranth of a French shawl,

we must remove the contrast of colours near to the amaranth
stripe, by concealing them with a piece of grey or white paper,

cut out, so as to allow us to see only this stripe : it being

understood that a piece of paper cut out similar to the first

is laid upon the ground, so that the parts compared will be
submitted to the same influence from the surrounding parts.

(838.) The same means must be employed when we com-
pare the colours of old tapestries, pictures, &c., with analo-

gous colours recently dyed or painted
;
and for this reason,

time acts very unequally, not only on the different kinds of

colours which are applied to stuffs by the dyer, but also upon
the tones of the same scale. Thus the deep tones of certain
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scales—those of violet, for example—fade, while the deep
blues of the indigo-blue scale, the deep shades of madder,
kermes, cochineal, are permanent. In the second place, the

light tones of the same scale fade during a space of time which
has no sensible effect in altering its deep tones. Hence the

colours which have most resisted the destructive action of

time being more isolated from each other, deeper, and less

blended, appear by that to have more brilliancy than if they

were otherwise disposed. There are many pigments used by
painters, particularly most of the lakes, which are in the

same condition, relatively to the others, as the changeable

colours of the dyer
;
such as ultramarine, the oxides of iron,

the blacks, which are, so to speak, unalterable by atmo-

spheric agents
;
but the alteration of the first may, in many

cases, contribute to heighten the brilliancy of colours less

changeable.

CHAPTER III.

ON THE EFFECT OF CONTRAST UPON THE BROWNS AND THE LIGHTS OF

MOST OF THE SCALES OF WOOL AND SILK EMPLOYED IN TAPESTRY AND
CARPETS.

(839 .) When we look at the ensemble of tones of most ot

the scales made use of in the fabrication of tapestries and

carpets, the phenomenon of contrast exaggerates the differ-

ence of colour which we remark between the extreme tones

and the middle tones of the same scale. For instance, in the

scale of indigo-blue applied to silk, the lights are greenish,

the browns are tinged violet, while the intermediate tones

are blue
;
but the difference of green and violet at the two

extremes is found augmented by the effect of contrast. It is

the same in the scale of yellow
;
the light tones appear

greener and the browns redder than they really are.

(840.) I cannot speak of a difference existing between the

deep and the light tones of most of the scales of wool and

silk which is exaggerated by contrast, without adding some

remarks relative to the gradations the dyer produces by

2 B
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means of a colouring material which he applies upon a white

fabric, supposed to be absolutely void of any material foreign

to the nature of the coloured compound with which it is

united. It is only very rarely that this gradation is perfect

under this mode of viewing it, as the light tones are exactly

represented to the eye by the colour taken at its normal tone

reduced with white. Thus, a compound which at the normal
tone is pure yellow or slightly tinged with orange, will, by
reduction, produce light tones of a greenish yellow. An
orange-red compound, fixed upon silk or wool, will yield light

tones tinged violet-red. To obtain a correct gradation, we
must, in most cases, add to the weak tones a new coloured

material, adapted to neutralise or weaken the defect spoken of.

(841.) Many of the pigments used in painting produce the

same result when reduced with white
;
and I do not speak

here of changes which may be the result of chemical action.

I allude only to those which result from an attenuation of

the coloured material. For example, the normal tone of

carmine is a much purer red than its light tones, which are

evidently tinged with lilac. Ultramarine, so beautiful in

itself, yields light tones, which, with respect to the blue

rays, appear to reflect more violet rays than the normal tone.

In consequence of these facts, it is difficult to colour the

chromatic diagram, because many attempts must be made to

foresee the modification of colour which yields the normal
tone of a scale by the addition of coloured materials suited

to render the gradation correct to the eye.

CHAPTER IY.

MEANS AFFORDED BY CONTRAST BY WHICH WE MAY BECOME CERTAIN IF
THE TONES OF A SCALE OF COLOUR ARE EQUIDISTANT.

(842.) Contrast which augments the difference existing

between two tones of the same colour, gives the means of

ascertaining with greater certainty than could otherwise be
done, if the numerous tones of a scale are at the same dis
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tance from each other. Thus, if the tone 2 placed between
3 and 4 appears equal to the tone 1, it follows, if the tones

are equidistant, that 3 placed between 4 and 5 will appear

equal to 2 ;
that 4 put between 5 and 6 will appear equal

to 3, and so with the others. If the tones are too near

together to yield this result, we must move them succes-

sively, not one degree, but two or three. This means of

judging of the equality of distance that separates the tones

of the same scale is based upon the fact, that it is easier to

establish an equality than to estimate a diflerence between
patterns of the same colour.

2 -b $
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SECTION II.

INTERFERENCE OF THE LAW OF SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST OF
COLOURS WITH OUR JUDGMENT ON THE PRODUCTIONS OF
DIFFERENT ARTS WHICH ADDRESS THE EYES BY COLOURED
MATERIALS.

Introduction (843 .).

Chapter I. — On the binary Associations of Colours in a critical
Point of View (844 .

—

857.).

Chapter II. — On complex Associations of Colours in a critical
Point of View (858 ., 859 .).

Chapter I II.

—

On the twofold Influence, considered in a critical
Point of View, that the physical Condition of
the coloured Materials employed in various Arts,
and the Speciality of these Arts, exercise upon
the particular Products of each of them (860 .

—

890 . \
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INTRODUCTION.

(843.) After having applied criticism to the judgment we
entertain of the colour of a material object, relatively either

to its beauty and brilliancy, or to the place its tone assigns

to it in the scale of which this object forms part, we must
apply it to t'he judgment concerning the associations of

different colours made with the intention of producing an
agreeable effect. In order to give the judgment a basis

solid beyond all dispute, I shall examine the association of

two colours independently of material form, under which the

works of nature or of art can offer them to view
;
and on this

occasion I shall sum up many general facts which are found,

m the Introduction to Part II. of this work (143., &c.), and

in several of its divisions. This summary will permit the

reader to follow the co-ordinate generalisation, so as to serve

as a basis to a critical examination of the products of all the

arts which employ coloured materials. After having drawn

the principal important conclusions which flow from the

binary associations of colours, then I shall occupy myself

with their complex associations under the point of view of

the harmonies of analogy and of contract to which they give

rise : finally, under a last point of view, I shall take into con-

sideration the influence which the physical nature of the

coloured materials the arts employ must specially exercise to

attain the aim peculiar to each.

CHAPTER I.

OF TIIF, BINARY ASSOCIATIONS OF COLOURS CONSIDERED CRITICALLY.

(844.) In order to sum up in few words the generalities

which must serve as the bases of our judgment, not only on

one colour compared with another of the same sort, but on
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the associations of two colours which any object whatever
presents to our eyes, for example, a stained paper, a stuff, a

vestment, or which form part of a picture, I shall consider

the case where associated colours are mutually complemen-
tary, and that where they are not.

1st Case.—Association of Complementary Colours.

(845.) This is the only association where the colours mutu-
ally improve

,
strengthen

,
andpurify each other without going

out of their respective scales.

This case is so advantageous to the associated colours, that

the association is also satisfactory when the colours are not
absolutely complementary.

So it is also when they are tarnished with grey.

Such is the motive which has made me prescribe the com-
plementary association, when we have recourse to the harmo-
nies of contrast in painting, in tapestry, in the arrangement
of coloured glass windows, in the assortment of hangings
with their borders, in that of stuffs for furniture and clothing,

and lastly, in the arrangement of flowers in our gardens.

2nd Case.—Association of Non-complementary Colours.

(84G.) The product of this association is distinguishedfrom
the preceding in this

,
the complementary of one of the juxta-

posed colours differing from the other colour to which it is

added
,
there must necessarily he a modification o/Hue in the

tivo colours
,
without speaking of the ' modification of tone

, if
they are not taken at the same height.

Juxtaposed non-complementary colours can certainly give

rise to three different results

:

1°. They mutually improve each other.

2°. The one is improved, the other loses some of its

beauty.

3°. They mutually injure each other.

(847.) The greater the difference between the colours, the
more the juxtaposition will be favourable to their mutual
contrast, and consequently the more analogy they will have,
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and the more chances there are that the juxtaposition injures
their beauty.

1°. Two non-complementary colours improve each other
byjuxtaposition.

(848.) Yellow and blue are so dissimilar, that their con-
trast is always sufficiently great for their juxtaposition to bo
favourable, although the juxtaposed colours belong to dif-

ferent scales of yellow and blue.

2°. One colour
,
juxtaposed with another which is not

its complementary
,
is improved

,
while the latter is

injured.

(849.) A blue which is improved by a yellow, being placed
beside a violet (blue rather than red), may lose some of its

beauty by becoming greenish, while the orange it adds to the
violet, neutralising the excess of blue of this latter, improves
rather than injures it.

3°. Two non-complementary colours mutually injure

each other.

(850.) A violet and a blue reciprocally injure each other,

when the first greens the second, and the latter neutralises

sufficient of the blue in the violet to make it appearfaded.

(851.) It might also happen that although the colours

juxtaposed are modified, both neither gain nor lose in

beauty
;
that the one gains without the other losing

;
lastly,

that the one neither gains nor loses, while the other loses.

(852.) In the association of two colours of equal tone
,
the

height of the tone may have some influence on the beauty of the

association.

For example, a deep indigo-blue and a red of equal depth

gain by the juxtaposition : the first, by losing some violet,

will become a pure blue
;
the second, in acquiring orange,

will become brighter. If we take light tones of these same
scales, it may happen that the blue will become too green to

be good as a blue, and that the red, acquiring orange, will be

too yellow to be a pure red.

(853.) In the association of two coloured objects of tones

very distantfrom each other
,
belonging to the same scale. or to
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scales more or less allied, the contrast of tone may have afa-
vourable influence upon the beauty of the light tone

,
because,

in fact, if the latter is not a pure colour, its juxtaposition

with the deep tone upon the whole brightening it, will

purify what grey it may have.

(854.) It is very necessary for the correction of our judg-

ment of the principles I set up on the binary associations of

colours, not to lose sight of all which precedes from para-

graph 846., inclusively, concerning colours flat (mat), or

deprived of gloss, and that their association be considered

independently of the form of the object presenting them, for

the twofold reason that the glossiness oj the coloured surfaces

and theform of the bodies ichich these surfaces limit in space,

are two circumstances capable of modifying the effect of two
associated colours : consequently the analysis I have made
of the optical effects of colours will be incomplete, if I do

not now speak of the possible influence of these causes.

Influence of Gloss talcen into Consideration in the Effect of
Contrast of two Colours.

(855.) One of the results to which the observation of con-

trast of mat colours leads, is the explanation of how the

association of one colour with another is favourable or in-

jurious to the ensemble, or only to one of them, in making
evident to the eye that, in the most favourable case possible,

the optical product of the juxtaposition is composed of two
effects

:

1°. The effect arising from each of the juxtaposed

colours, receiving the complementary of the co-

lour contiguous to it, being strengthened or

tinged agreeably by this addition, independently

of any augmentation of gloss.

2°. The effect arising from an augmentation of gloss

in the two juxtaposed colours. Recalling these

results, is to foresee an objection which might
have been made to me, namely, that the associa-

tions which I have not prescribed, such as those

of red with violet, blue with violet, for instance,

have a flue effect in the plumage of certain birds,
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and upon the wings of certain butterflies
;
for,

according to the preceding distinction, it is evi-

dent that in these natural associations, the effect

arising from the addition of the complementaries
to each of the two colours which would injure

the mat colours is entirely insensible in injuring

colours which acquire metallic lustre from the
organic structure of the feathers and scales upon
which they are found. Finally, I shall add, that

it would be necessary, before raising the objec-

tion, to demonstrate that the same red asso-

ciated with green, the same violet associated with
yellow, and, lastly, the same blue associated

with orange equally glossy, will be less effective

than the natural assortments I now take for ex-

amples.

Influence of Form talcen into Consideration in the Effect of
Contrast of two Colours.

(85G.) If gloss has so much influence upon the effects of

contrast of two juxtaposed colours, the form of the coloured

parts presenting them has undoubtedly an influence also
;

thus the elegance of the form, the arrangements of the parts,

their symmetry, the effects of light and shade upon the sur-

faces independent of all colour, finally the association of

ideas which may connect this form with an agreeable recol-

lection, will prevent the perception of the ill effect of two
associated colours which are not at all glossy

;
it is thus, for

example, that flowers impress us with associations which,

without shocking us, yet, nevertheless, would not produce a

good effect if we saw them upon two plain surfaces deprived

of gloss. We may instance anew, for example, the flower of

the sweet pea, which offers the alliance of red and violet. It

cannot be doubted that the red and the violet of this flower,

being juxtaposed—the red to green and the violet to yellow

—do not produce a finer effect than that resulting from their

association in the flower mentioned above.

(857.) The relation of the preceding facts to criticism is

easily perceived when we proceed to judge of the association

i
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of two colours in themselves, or to compare together dif-

ferent binary associations.

In the first case we can inquire if the association an artist

has made of two colours has attained the end he proposed,

—

that of improving both, or that of improving one and sacri-

ficing the other.

In the second case we can compare together the effects

of one colour of the same class—reds, for example—each
making part of a binary association, we can compare to-

gether the effects of binary associations of different colours,

always under the optical point of view, and with the inten-

tion, if these associations are the product of art, of judging
the artist who has made them. Then the critic must be
directed by the considerations which are summed up as

follows

:

1°. The kind of association : the greater the difference

between the colours, the more they mutually
beautify each other

;
and inversely, the less dif-

ference there is, the more they will tend to in-

jure one another (815.—851.).

2°. The equality in height of tone (852.).

3°. The difference of tone, the one being deep, the

other light (853.).

4°. The glossiness of the surfaces which sends them to

the eye (855.).

5°. The form of the body of which these surfaces limit

the extent (856.).

CHAPTER II.

OF THE COMPLEX ASSOCIATIONS OF COLOURS REVIEWED CRITICALLY.

(858.) It is evident that the rules prescribed for judg-

ing a colour and the associations of two colours in an abso-

lute manner, must serve for judging under the same relation

the colours of an association, however complex it may be,

when found in a picture, tapestry, carpet, stained-glass
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window, or in the decoration of a theatre, apartment, &c.

;

but to view the ensemble
,
we must proceed conformably to

the distinctions we have established of the harmonies of
analogy and the harmonies of contrast; for, otherwise, it

would not be possible to express clearly a sound judgment
concerning the specialities of the constituent assortments
and the general effect of the ensemble of all these assort-

ments
;
besides, before expressing this judgment, we must

know how to see colours independently of all form or pattern

;

in a word, independently of all which is not colour, even
when it is necessary in a picture.

(859.) In this manner we can see a complex association

of colours, such as are presented to us by a picture, for in-

stance, thus taking the most complicated case. AVe shall

consider the masses of colours which are upon the same
plane, the extent which each occupies, and the harmony
that unites them together. On submitting to a similar ex-

amination the colours on the other planes, we then can look

at the colours in passing from those of the first plane to

the colours of the latter. The critic who is well satisfied

with seeing clearly at the same time only a very small num-
ber of the objects that a picture presents to him (748.,

483.), and who is also accustomed to examine a coloured

composition in the manner I have described, is, relatively to

things upon which he successively concentrates his atten-

tion, in the position of a person who reads in succession

three kinds of writing traced on the same side of a sheet of

paper; one of them composed of lines across the width of

the paper, the other composed of lines crossing the first at

right angles, and the third composed of lines running diago-

nally across the paper. After giving himself up to this ex-

amination, the critic must renew the ensemble of the picture

under the relation of its colours, and then, having fixed upon
their particular and general associations, he will be in a con-

dition to penetrate the thought of the painter, and of seeing

if he has employed the most suitable harmonies to express

it
;
but this is not the place to treat this subject : it belongs

to the following Chapter (865., &c.). I will only remark,

that if it is easier to form with opposed colours than with,

neighbouring colours, binary assortments favourable to the
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associated colours in a composition where a great number of

pure and brilliant colours are employed, it is more difficult

to harmonise these latter in allying them to one another,

than if we proceeded with a small number of colours, which
would add only to the harmonies of analogy or of contrast of

scale or of hues.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE TWOFOLD INFLUENCE PRESENTED UNDER THE CRITICAL POINT
OF VIEW WHICH THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE COLOURED MATE-
RIALS EMPLOYED IN VARIOUS ARTS, AND THE SPECIALITY OF THESE
ARTS, EXERCISE UPON THE PARTICULAR PRODUCTS OF EACH OF THEM.

(860.) I hate so deep a conviction that the greatest

artists cannot free themselves from certain rules without
compromising the art itself, that I believe it useful to insist

upon everything which can substantiate my opinion. Such
is the motive with which I refer to the results that naturally

flow from the physical state of the coloured materials em-
ployed in various arts, and of the special object of these arts

;

results of which I have already shown the importance in the
case where we judge if certain innovations have the merit or

advantages which their authors promised for them. It is

under this connection that I nowr consider the arts of paint-

ing which employ coloured materials in a state of infinite

division (so to speak), and the arts which employ them of a

certain size, as the threads of the tapestry-weaver, the pieces

of the mosaic worker, &c.

§ 1 .

OF THE ARTS OF PAINTING WITH COLOURED MATERIALS IN A STATE OP
SO CALLED INFINITE DIVISION, CONSIDERED RELATIVELY TO THE
PHYSICAL STATE OF THESE MATERIALS AND THE SPECIALITY OF THE
ART EMPLOYING THEM.

(861.) In the first place, I must explain the meaning of

the expression in a state of infinite division
,
applied to co-

loured materials employed by paiuters : in reality, the divi-
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sion of these materials is not infinite, it is not even carried

to the point attainable by mechanical means. If it were
possible to perceive them in a painting by means of magni-
fying glasses, we should then see that a coloured surface,

which appears of a uniform colour to the naked eye, is com-
posed of distinct coloured particles, disposed in parallel or

concentric lines, or in spots, according to the handling of the

pencil. By these means we could distinguish in oil-paintings

some parts which would resemble an enamel, because they

would contain so many opaque particles which the drying oil

does not make transparent, while the other parts would re-

semble a coloured glass, because the oily vehicle does not

contain sufficient opaque particles to be entirely deprived of

its transparency.

I shall now consider, successively, painting in chiar’oscuro

and in flat tints.

Aeticle 1.

Painting in Chiaroscuro .

(862.) In commencing with the fact that the pigments of

the painter appear to be in a state of infinite division, we
come to see clearly the possibility of tracing lines as fine as

it is possible to make them, by means of a pencil filled with

a fluid charged more or less with colouring materials, of inti-

mately mixing these pigments together, so as to blend them

with each other. From this state of things we deduce the

possibility of making a ‘perfect delineation of the different

parts of objects of which the painter wishes to reproduee the

image
,
and represent exactly all the modifications of light

which exist in the model.

(863.) I now recal how satisfactory the study has been

which we have made of the modifications under which bodies

appear, when they are rendered visible by the direct light of

the sun, or by diffused daylight, in enabling us to judge if

these modifications have been faithfully reproduced by the

painter in a given work. I must refer the reader of this sub-

ject to the division of this book concerning painting.

(864.) From the perfection of the drawing, and the gra-

dation of white and coloured light, result the perfection of
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the imitation of all coloured objects, by means of which their

images appear upon a plain surface, as if they were seen with
the relief peculiar to them. Prom this possibility of imi-

tating clearly the minutest details in a model, results the

possibility of expressing upon plane figures all the emotions
of the heart of man which are manifested by the expression

of his countenance. Prom thence is derived the noblest, the

loftiest part of the art which places the painter near the

poet, the historian, and the moralist
;
a part upon which the

critic pours his admiration to excite it in others, but which
has no rules a master can impart to his pupils. I make this

declaration in order that my intention may not be misunder-
stood, which has dictated to me the developments promised
above (859.), relative to the correspondence of the harmonies
of colour with the subject upon which they are employed

—

developments upon which I now enter.

(865.) If harmony of contrast is most favourable to cause

two colours to impart value to each other (845.), on the

other hand, when we desire to derive the best possible ad-

vantage from a union of numerous brilliant colours in any
work—a picture, for instance—this diversity presents some
difficulties for the harmony of the whole, which a smaller

number of colours would not present, and particularly of

colours less brilliant (859.). Accordingly, it is evident, that

if we compare together two effective pictures, well adapted
to be judged under the relation of colour, other things being
the same, the one which presents the most harmony of con-

trast of colour will have the greater merit under the relation

of the difficulty overcome in the employment of the colours’

but we must not conclude that the painter of the other pic-

ture is not a colourist
;
because the art of colouring is com-

,

posed of various elements, and the talent of opposing pure
colours with each other is only one of these elements.

(866.) Let us now consider the relations existing between
the subjects of painting and the harmonies they admit. We
know that the more pictures address the eye by numerous
contrasts, the more difficulty the spectator experiences in

fixing his attention, especially if the colours are pure, varied,

and skilfully distributed upon the canvas. A result of this

state of things then is that, these colours being much more
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vivid than the flesh-tints, the painter who wishes that his
idea should be sought in the expression of his figures, and
who, putting this part of his art above the others, is also
convinced that the eyes of most people, ignorant of the art
of seeing (being carried away by what they see at first), are
incapable of returning from this impression to receive an-
other

;
the painter, I repeat, who knows all these things,

and is conscious of his power, will be restrained in the use
of harmonies of contrast, and prodigal of the harmonies of
analogy. But he will not derive advantage from these har-
monies, especially if he selects a scene occupying a vast space
filled with human figures, as in the “Last Judgment” of
Michael Angelo, unless he avoids confusion by means of
correct drawing, by a distribution of the figures in groups
skilfully distributed over the canvas, so that they cover it

almost equally, yet without presenting a formal symmetry.
The eye of the spectator must embrace all these groups
easily, and seize the respective positions

;
lastly, in pene-

trating one of them, he must find a diversity which will

entice him to extend this examination to other groups.

(867.) The painter who misses the ettecx of the physiog-

nomies when having recourse to the harmonies of analogy,

will not have the same advantage in fixing the attention of

the multitude as the painter who has employed the harmonies
of contrast.

(868.) The harmonies of contrast of colour are especially

applicable to scenes illuminated by a vivid light, represent-

ing fetes, ceremonies, &c., which may be sober without being

sad
;
they are also applicable to large subjects, in which we

find different groups of men animated with various passions.

(869.) To conclude, in all I have said on the subject of

the immediate applications of the law of contrast to painting,

I have given precepts adapted to enlighten the artist as well

as the critic, since he cannot avoid them without evidently

being unfaithful in the imitation of his model. I have stated

numerous considerations, in order that clearly separating bv
analysis the elements of the art which concur with those ot

which I have given the rules, they will not attribute to me
ideas which I do not entertain, but, on the contrary, they

will see plainly that I have never misunderstood the qualities
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which neither instruct nor make the great artist. It is in

this spirit that I have spoken of the harmonies of colours

;

and in distinguishing them into harmonies of analogy, and
harmonies of contrast, I have been led to observe that we
cannot mistake with respect to the pleasure produced in us
by the sight of various colours suitably assorted. When
indicating the subjects in which it appeared to me the har-

monies of one kind should dominate over the others, I spoke
in a general, but not in an absolute manner. I remarked
that if the painter, with the intention of attaining the highest

rank in his art, would fix attention by the expression of his

figures rather thau by colour, and if, in consequence, he
makes the harmonies of analogy predominate over the others,

it will happen that— if he misses his aim—he will have a
marked disadvantage in respect to the case where he would
have employed vivid and contrasting colours, the expression

of his figures remaining the same. On the other hand, I

have remarked that the painter who would treat a subject to

which the harmonies of contrast belong, will place himself in

an unfavourable position, other things remaining the same,

if he has recourse to the harmonies of analogy.

A result of this view is that the critic must never compare
two large compositions under the relation of colouring, with-

out taking into account the difference which may exist in the
accordance of each subject with one kind of harmony more
than with the other.

Article 2.

Tainting in Flat Tints.

(870.) To apply painting in flat tints to historical, por-

trait, and landscape painting,—in a word, to the imitation of

any object of which we can reproduce a faithful representa-

tion, would be going back to the infancy of art
;
but to

abandon it to practise exclusively the system of painting

where all the modifications of light are reproduced according

to the rules of chiar’oscuro would be an error, which can be

demonstrated beyond question.

Painting in flat tints as well as painting in chiar’oscuro is

based on the two following facts

:
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1°. That the sight of colours is agreeable.

2°. That the sight of a drawing reproducing an elegant

form is also agreeable, particularly when the re-

membrance of a cherished object is connected
with it.

(871.) Let us now see the special advantages of the first

system of painting.

1°. One part being of a uniform colour, and circum-

scribed by a faint or strong outline, it is very

easy to distinguish the contiguous parts, and at

the same distance it is much easier than if the

colour of this part were shaded.

2°. More simple than painting in chiar’oscuro, painting

in flat tints is easier of execution and more eco-

nomical
;
consequently, in its speciality it is sus-

ceptible, at the same cost, of being better exe-

cuted than the same object would be if painted

in chiar’oscuro.

(872.) From which I conclude,

1°. That in every instance where a picture must be

placed at such a distance from the spectator that

the details of the chiar’oscuro will not be visible,

we must have recourse to flat tints
;
not neglect-

ing, however, to use masses of light and shade

adapted to give relief, if it be considered ad-

visable.

2°. That in every case where the picture is accessory

to the decoration of an object, flat tints are pre-

ferable to chiar’oscuro, because the use of the

object almost always prevents the picture which

ornaments it from being clearly seen under all

circumstances.

Thus painting in flat tints is preferable to the other,

(a) For ornamenting boxes, tables, screens, which,

from the various positions their use requires,

only admit of our seeing a part of the pictures

which decorate them ;
or if the paintings are

2 c
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entirely visible, as those of a screen, they will

be presented, relatively to the daylight, in a

manner quite different from each other, on
account of the various positions of the parts

of the painted object.

(b

)

For decorating curved surfaces, as those of vases,

the surfaces of which are never plane. No-
thing, I think, can justify the expense required

by a painting in chiar’oscuro upon a surface,

the curvature of which necessarily contradicts

the effects of the picture.

3°. That the qualities peculiar to painting in flat tints

are

:

(a) Purity of outline.

( b) Regularity and elegance of forms.

(
c) Beautiful colours properly assorted.

"Whenever opportunity permits, the most vivid and
most contrasting colours may be advantageously

employed.

(d) Simplicity in the whole, so as to render clear

and distinct view easy.

§ 2 .

OF THE ARTS WHICH ADDRESS THE EYE BY EMPLOYING COLOURED MATE-
RIALS OF A CERTAIN SIZE, CONSIDERED RELATIVELY TO THE PHYSICAL
CONDITION OF THESE MATERIALS, AND TO THE SPECIALITY OF THE ART
EMPLOYING THEM.

(873.) I haye remarked, that if we examine paintings

with sufficiently powerful magnifying instruments, we shall

see that the coloured material, far from being continuous in

all its parts, is in separate particles
;
and, consequently, if

the naked eye does not perceive the intervals separating

them, it is because these intervals are too small. This re-

mark should be remembered, because it is the basis of the

.first distinction we must establish in this paragraph. In
fact, the coloured threads (elements oftapestries and carpets),
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and rigid coloured prisms (elements of mosaics), which are
visible to the naked eye, and which differ in that particular

from the coloured materials employed by the painter, may,
nevertheless, be reduced to such a state of division, and so

mixed and combined, that at the distance from which we
view them united, they appear a coloured surface continuous
in all its parts, like a painted surface : whence we conceive

the possibility of making with scales of these elements, suffi-

ciently approximating and graduated, works which corre-

spond to those painted in chiar’oscuro
;
and, therefore, it

will be easier to execute such as correspond with those

painted in flat tints. This position granted, let us derive

from the physical condition of the coloured materials and
from the object which is essentially offered by the arts re-

spectively employing them, conclusions adapted to serve as

a basis to the judgment we bring to the qualities which the

products of these arts must possess
;
and let us examine

successively those which correspond to paintings in chiar’-

oscuro, and those which correspond to paintings in flat

tints.

Article 1.

Tapestries, Carpets
,
Mosaics

,
and Coloured Glass Windows

,

corresponding to Paintings in Chiar’oscuro.

A. Tapestries with Human Figures.

(874.) Tapestries with human figures derive their origin

from the taste of mankind for painting. They adorned

churches, palaces, and castles, before they appeared in simple

dwellings.

From the filamentous condition of the elements consti-

tuting them, their size, the direction the weaver gives them

in twisting the weft upon each thread of the warp, results

a coloured image presenting two systems of lines cutting

each other at right angles. From this structure it results

—

that a tapestry will not produce the effect of a painting (the

surface of which is entirely uniform), if the spectator does

not view it from a point sufficiently distant, so that these

lines ceasing to be visible, the delineation which separates

each part of the design from the contiguous parts, will ap-
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pear like the delineations of a painting, as much so as the

indentations of the outlines which are oblique to the weft

will permit.

(875.) From this double necessity for the furrows and in-

dentations of the contours oblique to the warp to disappear

from sight for the tapestry to produce the effect of a paint-

ing in chiar’oscuro, it follows, that the objects represented by

it must be large
, of various coloursforming harmonies of con-

trast rather than harmonies of analogy.
Such are the primary bases upon which the judgment of

the critic must rest in the examination of questions concern-

ing the art of the tapestry-weaver, whether it concerns

models in the choice of which the weaver is a stranger, or

whether it concerns the execution of the reproduction of

those models, which exclusively concern the weaver.

(876.) Every model which does not fulfil the previous con-

ditions is bad
;
and, as it is difficult to meet with the union

of pure outline with harmonies of colour sufficiently nume-
rous and contrasted in pictures which have not been painted

with the intention of being reproduced in tapestry, it fol-

lows, that what would be very advantageous to the art, is

the execution of pictures intended to serve exclusively as

models painted broadly, so as to resemble, in a manner,
painting in flat tints.

(877.) The weaver not having, at least at present, models
painted on the system alluded to, nor by artists who, imbued
with the speciality of the art of tapestry, would have executed
a painting susceptible of being copied as faithfully as can
possibly be done with coloured threads,—the weaver, I say,

is almost always obliged, even when his model is as suitably

selected as possible, to make, not only, as we say, a transla-

tion
,
but also, I add, a free and not a literal translation

,
of

the model
;
and it is this, in my opinion, which distinguishes

the artist-weaver from the mere workman. For, it is not by
a weaver’s knowing how to mix the colours of the painter on
his palette, and how to apply them skilfully to the canvas,

according to the rules of chiar’oscuro, that he will attain

perfection in his art
;
on the contrary, it is in making the

tapestry otherwise than in painting a picture according to

this system
;
and, moreover, it is, because a servile imitation
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of this kind can only give a bad result. Far from contend-
ing then with painting, the weaver, on the contrary, must
study the circumstances where he should succumb in the
contest, so that he may avoid the difficulties with the means
at his disposal; and it is then, especially, that he must
deviate from his model.

B. Tapestriesfor Furniture Hangings.

(878.) The preceding consideration respecting the size of
objects that figured tapestries should reproduce is not ap-
plicable to tapestries for hangings, seeing that we have re-

marked that the threads of the warp produce lines which,
far from being disagreeable, are often imitated by the paper-
stainer.

(879.) These fabrics being intended for chairs, couches,
curtains, screens, &c., the painter charged with composing
coloured designs suitable for models in this class of works,

must never forget that tapestries may occupy dark places,

wrhere they are imperfectly and often indistinctly seen
;
con-

sequently, he had best select simple and elegant forms, and
with harmonies of colour adapted to the objects intended to

combine with the tapestry in the decoration of an apartment.

These models, even more than those which are intended for

tapestries with human figures, must assimilate with painting

in flat tints.

(880.) The weaver of hangings for furniture must be im-

pressed with the same ideas, to execute the model quickly

and well, according to the preceding observations, without

seeking to rival painting in chiar’oscuro : and in many cases

he must depart from his model rather than servilely imi-

tate it.

Among the facts I could quote to support this opinion, I

shall select the following : it was a deep-rose-red curtain, the

centre representing a large bouquet of flowers of various

colours, framed, as it were, in a garland of w'hite roses. The
artist had painted the model under the idea of executing this

garland with silver thread
;
but this metal being objection-

able on account of its tarnishing through sulphurous exhala-

tions, preference was given to white and grey silks imitating
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the tones yielded by a silver object in relief. An experiment
showed that it could not be attained by employing these

means, because the contrast of the ground made all the half-

tints appear green-grey
,
and these in their turn made the

lights appear rusty-pink, in consequence of the greenish

colour of their contrast. This inconvenience being commu-
nicated to me, I begged M. Deyrolle, in reproducing the

model, to make use of only three light tones of the rose scale

in silk, and a white linen thread. By this means I expected

that the complementary of the ground, neutralising the rose,

would produce a greyish half-tint, well adapted to set otf the

white: the result realised my anticipations. A second copy
made with a mixture of the light tones of the pure rose scale,

slightly broken, gave an image less white, less silvery than
the preceding, or, in other terms, appearing a little greenish

when compared with the first, and presenting more harmony

;

it recalled the effect obtained with rose-red under lace or

tulle, which permits us to see a little of the ground. This

example shows how to imitate a model, and indicates the

means of executing white designs upon any kind of ground

;

in fact, as a general rule, it is easy to arrive at it with light

tones of the ground and a bright white.

C. Savonnerie Carpets.

(881.) Carpets are larger than tapestries for hangings : on
the other hand, being liable from their position to be soiled

by the feet, and to receive furniture on some parts, they are

in a less favourable condition for being distinctly seen than
tapestries. This, then, is one reason why we should choose

patterns the design and colour of which are adapted to the

circumstances necessitated by custom
;
and for a carpet to

produce the best possible effect, it must be in harmony with
what is around it.

D. Mosaics.

(882.) Mosaics being constructed with minute prisms, and,

on the other hand, with materials susceptible of receiving

polish, we can rigorously copy very small subjects, and, con-

sequently, approach much nearer to painting in chiar’oscuro

than by employing threads. But to arrive at this result.
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without being unfaithful to the speciality of the art, the
materials must be sufficiently solid, and joined together so
intimately as to resist the agencies which destroy painting;
for if this end be not attained, we cannot see the use of
copying a picture in mosaic. So that to justify the produc-
tion of such works, we must make sure that, in the situations

where they are placed they will resist the agents which
would destroy the works of the painter.

E. Windows of Coloured Glass.

(883.) A work executed in small prisms of transparent
coloured glass, in imitation of painting in chiar’oscuro, would
be a true transparent mosaic. I do not know that such au
imitation has ever been executed.

(884.) All the coloured glass windows which I have spoken
of as decorations of gothic churches, are composed exclu-

sively of small pieces of glass of uniform colour, united by
strips of lead or of iron

;
'or altogether of these small pieces

of glass, and of glass upon which we have applied with
a pencil materials which afterwards have been vitrified

;
we

can only entertain the question of these latter in this article.

(885.) We may propose two di fierent objects in the pro-

duction of these windows
;
the coloured pieces are either

altogether secondary in the work—that is to say, occupying a

much smaller extent of surface than the others, they do not

attain to the perfection of painting : such is the case with

the greater part of the windows of large gothic churches

—

or rather, these pieces are the principal jxarts
;
then, pre-

dominating over the others, we attach great importance to

the design and to the gradation of tints; such are several

windows executed at the Koyal Manufactory of Sevres. In
rendering justice to the undoubted merit of these works, I

shall say nothing particular about them, only that the more
they resemble the preceding windows by the effect of variety,

brilliancy, and opposition of colours, the more they attain

the object they must essentially fulfil
;
for I regard these

coloured windows not as pictures, but as simpler works,

which I believe are only well placed in large churches.
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Article 2.

Tapestries
,
Carpets

,
Mosaics

,
and Coloured Glass Windows

,

corresponding to Tainting in Flat Tints.

A. Tapestries with Human Figures.

(886.) Although I have advised for tapestry models exe-

cuted on the system of painting in chiar’oscnro to resemble

painting in flat tints, yet I shall not recommend taking the

models entirely according to this latter system.

B. Tapestriesfor Furniture Hangings.

(887.) It is quite otherwise with patterns of tapestry for

furniture : I believe that we can make some very beautiful

works in copying patterns in flat tints
;
and that, in the

decoration of' large apartments, we may obtain an excellent

effect from this kind of tapestry. I believe, also, that it

would be more suitable for forming part of a general system
of decoration, than the kind of tapestry of which I have
spoken in the preceding article. Finally, it is more favour-

able than this latter to the splendour of the colours.

C. Carpets.

(888.) The preceding observations (887.) are entirely ap-

plicable to the production of carpets.

D. Mosaics.

(889.) Mosaics being composed of more rigid and co-

herent coloured materials than the arts which combine
coloured materials employ, I believe that it will be requisite,

in judging works of this sort, to consider the resistance of

the materials to friction, to water, and to atmospheric agents

as essential qualities
;
the colour will follow afterwards.
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E. Windows of Coloured Glass.

(890.) According to the manner of considering coloured

glass windows under the threefold relation of transmitting

light into large gothic churches, of their accordance with

the decoration of objects consecrated to the rites of the

Church, of transmitting a coloured light entirely in con-

formity with the religious sentiment, I only prescribe win-

dows of uniform colour for rose windows and straight win-

dows with circular or pointed tops, I prescribe the smallest

possible number of colours in the glass
;
glass of uniform

colour must predominate over the other to produce the best

possible effects of colour.
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INTRODUCTION.

(891.) This book would have concluded with the pre-

ceding section, if I had not been forcibly struck in my own
experience with the generality of certain principles relating

to very distinct arts, at the time I was arranging objects

differing either in colour, form, or size—sometimes in two
of these properties, occasionally in all three. It was chiefly

when occupied with the arrangement of vegetable forms
that I appreciated, more than ever, the aid which the archi-

tect had received in perfecting his art by the contemplation
of these forms and their arrangements

;
and numerous in-

stances strengthened my opinion, that our senses can only

be affected by a very small number of things at the same
time, just as our reason can at once seize but a few affinities

in the ideas which occupy our attention at a given moment.

(892.) It seemed to me not without use to show clearly

how experience leads to the observation of facts, which,

generalised, become principles adapted to establish common
affinities between widely different compositions, and to serve

as a basis to a deep and critical examination, as well for the

progress of art as for the study of the faculties of man, when
he experiences deep impressions on beholding works of na-

ture and art.

(893.) It is in this manner that I have been led to distin-

guish the principles expressing either the intrinsic qualities

of objects or the affinities of the parts of which these objects

may be composed, or the affinities of subordination which

many objects possess amongst themselves
;
and, finally, the

affinities which these objects should have with their destina-

tion, and w'ith whoever contemplates them. In conformity

with these ideas, I have established the following prin-

ciples :

1°. The principle of volume.

2°. „ „ form.

3°. „ „ stability.
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4°. the principle

5°.

6°.

7°.

8°.

9°.

10°.

of colour,

variety,

symmetry,
repetition,

general harmony.
fitness of the object for its destination,

distinct view.

By the rational application of these principles, we are

enabled to distinguish the similitude of the affinities which
exist in very different works, and how, when we have to

judge of one which is complex, wre do not at first see the

product of any particular principle, but rather the product

of many
;
and thence how important it is, for the examina-

tion of the whole, that each part should be brought back to

the principle which governs it.

(894.) But in order to give our analysis the greatest pos-

sible precision in showing, on the one part, how we conceive

its extension, and on the other part the limits in which we
include it, we say that the language of the fine arts being
addressed to the eye, is able to present the same object

under two general conditions—one in which the object is in

repose

;

the other, in which it is in motion ; and we add, that

in both of them the object can be isolated, or made part of

an association of objects identical, or at least more or less

resembling each other.

Let us cite some examples.

(895.) 1st Condition : in Repose.

First Example.

A. Isolated .—An isolated tree may be presented to the eye
by the painter, or by the gardener.

B. Fart ofan Association .—A tree may be presented to

the eye by the same artists, no longer isolated, but grouped
with other trees of the same species, or of the same genus,
or different genera, but having some affinity with it in form,
size, or colour.
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Second Example.

A. Isolated.—A human figure maybe represented isolated

by the painter or the sculptor. The isolation may be abso-

lute, or the figure may be, as in an historical picture, asso-

ciated with other figures, or it may also be made a portion

of a sculptural group.

B. Part of an Association.—A human figure making part

of an association has no longer individuality, so to speak
;

it

has no name, it becomes part of an aggregation of individuals

resembling each other, but which, when the artist has been
desirous of avoiding monotony, are not identical.

Such are the soldiers who form a platoon in a picture re-

presenting a review or a battle
;

if the identity is not in the

figures, it exists in the uniforms.

Such are the statues which decorate the porch of a gothic

church
;
as we have before remarked (431.), these should

not be judged like a Greek statue, but as a whole consti-

tuting an architectonic ornament.

Such, moreover, are human figures sculptured in las relief

which do not form a picture, but serve as ornament in the

decoration of an edifice.

(896.) 2nd Condition : in Motion.

A body produces very different impressions on us, accord-

ing as we see it in repose or in motion. It seems as if the

arrow which cleaves the air, the bird which flies, invited us

to action.

What difference is there not between the view of a calm

lake and that of a river ? The particles of water incessantly

renewed in a spot on which our eyes are fixed, produce in us

ideas of succession which are not awakened by the sight of

still water. To the child, the animal in repose sleeps

;

and

if, after having touched it, no sign of motion is perceived, the

child pronounces it dead.

Military evolutions, bodily exercises, and dancing, which

present to us the human figure in motion, exhibit it in a

condition very different from that when it is seen in repose.

When the condition of the human figure in motion is offered

to our view, we have to distinguish between the case in
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which it is isolated, and that in which it is associated with

other figures of its species.

A. Isolated.—The ballet-master presents to us a dancer,

isolated, or grouped with one or two others, that is to say, in

conditions corresponding to the human figure which the

painter and the sculptor represent to us absolutely isolated,

or taking part in an action and so making part of a group.

B. JPart of an Association.—Finally, we see in an assem-

blage of dancers, in the manoeuvres of a battalion, and the

evolutions of the line, co-ordinate movements in which the

individuals disappear, so to speak, to show themselves as

parts of a whole.

(897.) I have entered into these details in order that the

extreme difference may be laid hold of which should exist be-

tween an object or an individual that the artist presents to

us isolated, or making part of an aggregation of objects or of

individuals which are more or less analogous to that object or

to that individual.

Thus, the gardener should so employ his art that every
plant intended to be seen in a state of isolation be large and
beautiful, that it receives the light equally on every part;

while the specimen of the same species which is to form part
of an association composed of specimens similar or co-general,

or even of specimens belonging to different genera, should
be led by the underwood in such a manner as to connect it

with this group. It should not then be judged as if it ought
to have the same aspect as the isolated specimen.

Thus, the painter and the sculptor, making a portrait or a
statue, or grouping human figures, will give a particular

physiognomy to each individual so that it can be named, if

it has a name, and that one may know, if it forms part of a
picture, that such a passion excites it, or that such a senti-

ment animates it
;
whilst in human figures that are asso-

ciated there will not be so much difference between the indi-

viduals. If there are many distinct associations, it is amongst
these associations that the differences will be sought to be
established

;
hence criticism ought not to judge the isolated

individual in the same manner as the associated individual,
in the sense we have given to that expression. Consequently
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human figures assorted for ornamenting works of architec-

ture will not be judged as the Apollo, or the Laocoon, &c.

Thus, the ballet-master will establish a distinction between
the dancers who are intended to fix the attention, and those

who form part ot a group, because in the first case the atten-

tion should be concentrated only on one or more individuals.

CHAPTER I.

PRINCIPLE OF VOLUME.

(898.) It has long been said, that in nature nothing is

absolutely small, nothing is absolutely large
;
but whenever

we see a new object, we are led to compare it with that which
we know to be analogous to it

;
and it is then, if its size or

volume markedly exceeds that of the object with which we
compare it, volume becomes a property which strikes us in

proportion to that difference. Of two statues or two busts

representing the same model, but differing in size, the largest,

though of equal merit, will strike us more than the other.

But we must not omit to remark, that if we are accustomed
for a certain time to see only statues and busts which both
surpass the human proportions, then the influence of volume
loses its force

;
and moreover, it may happen that, after

having seen many of these works, constructed so to speak

on the same colossal scale, and having less merit than the

work which struck us at first, we should be disposed to recur

to figures life size.

(899.) But if the volume of tm object has undoubted in-

fluence in striking spectators forcibly, we must never forget

the inconveniences that result from exaggerating a single

object which ought to be associated with others
;
for in this

case the exaggeration may have the serious objection of

lessening these latter, and thus breaking the harmony they

would otherwise possess.
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CHAPTEE II.

PRINCIPLE OF FORM.

(POO.) Poem strikes us at the same time as size in objects

which we look at
;
and the influence it exercises on our judg-

ment is well known. The artist should always endeavour to

present an object under that form which is most appropriate

to the effect he wishes to produce, and criticism should dis-

tinguish between the cases in which the object is isolated,

and those in which it is associated.

(901.) Certain objects of art being only intended to ad-

dress the eye, form is their most essential quality
;
such are

triumphal arches, obelisks, columns, or pyramids, erected

either as memorials, or to ornament a city, public place, &c.

Other objects, on the contrary, having a special destination,

their form becomes an accessory, or at least it is not the

only essential part. It is from this point of view that we
must consider edifices, such as palaces, churches, museums,
theatres, &c., in order to ascertain if the architect has attained

the end which he proposed to himself.

(902.) We have remarked elsewhere (856.) the influence

an agreeable form may have in the judgment we exercise

upon objects whose colours have no affinity with an associa-

tion suited to their reciprocal embellishment.

CHAPTEE III.

PRINCIPLE OF STABILITY.

(903.) Whenever any object is to be presented to the eye

in a state of immobility or repose, we like to see it in a

position of perfect stability, for we are affected by a dis-
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agreeable, and even painful impression, if we imagine that a

slight effort would suffice to upset it
;
thence follows the

necessity of submitting the pose of the figures of a picture,

or of a statue, and of architectural monuments, to the prin-

ciple of equilibrium. The leaning of the tower of Pisa (il

campanile torto), and of the two towers of Bologna (degli

asinelli and de garisendi), is not an effect of art, but rather

the result of the sinking of the soil, which has been greater

on the one side than on the other. The remarks which
Condamine has made in his Travels in Italy (p. 13), in re-

lation to the first of these two towers, it seems to me, carry

conviction to every mind.

(904.) A case which has always appeared to me very suit-

able to show the inconvenience resulting from not observing

the principle of stability, is the bad effect of a house built

upon a small plane inclining towards a valley or a plain which
it commands as an eminence

;
for a house so placed seems

wanting in stability, and that the least effort would push it

from the top to the bottom of the inclined plane. To remedy
this evil, it is generally only necessary to elevate the earth

in such a manner that the edifice stands on a horizontal

plane, which should be extended as far as possible towards

the valley.

CHAPTER IV.

PRINCIPLE OF COLOUR.

(905.) Colour is seen at the same time as form. It

imparts a more agreeable aspect to a smooth body, augments
the relief, rendering the parts of a whole more distinct than
they would be without it, and efficaciously concurs in in-

creasing the beautiful effects of symmetry, and of connecting

the affinities of the parts with the whole, &c.

Taste for colour has led to colouring drawings, to the com-
position of pictures, to colouring statues, monuments, to

dyeing stuffs, &c.

To enter into these details would be a needless repetition,

2 D
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since the object of the preceding part of this book has been
to treat of the influence of this principle generally and par-

ticularly, under an abstract point of view, and under that of
application.

CHAPTER Y.

PRINCIPLE OP VARIETY.

(906.) 'Whenever man seeks distraction from without,

whether the pleasures of meditation are unknown to him, or
thought fatigues him for a time, he feels the necessity of

seeing a variety of objects. In the first case, he goes in quest

of excitement, in order to escape from ennui

;

in the second,

he is desirous of diverting his thoughts, at least for a time,

into another channel. In both cases man flies monotony
;
a

variety of external objects is what he desires. Finally, the
artist, the enlightened amateur, and less cultivated minds, all

seek variety in works of art and nature.

(907.) It is to satisfy this want that various colours in

objects please more than a single colour, at least when these

objects occupy a certain space
;
that our monuments have

many accessory parts which are only ornaments
;
that in

furniture we use many things which, without being useful,

strictly speaking, please by their elegance of form, their

colours, their brilliancy, &c. Assuredly, as I have endea-

voured to show, it is the principle of variety which forms the

essential distinction between landscape gardening and French
gardening

;
for, as I have before said (819.), whoever walks

in the former will notice objects disposed so as to excite in

him, as far as possible, new sensations
;
whilst in the latter,

he will find himself affected by a single and continuous im-
pression

;
but I will add that, if this garden is of large and

fine proportions, an idea of grandeur, perhaps even cf sub-
limity, will be excited rather than by the landscape garden,
which produces, especially on Frenchmen, an idea of the
beautiful. In fact, the idea of the grand and of the sublime,

determined by the eye, always reposes upon an idea of noble
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and majestic grandeur, and hence a succession of other ideas
is engendered, which only connect themselves with the ex-

ternal and actually visible world through the medium of the
first. Such are the ideas of immensity

,
of boundless space

t

of the infinite ,
which are awakened in us by the view of the

heavens sprinkled with brilliant stars in a dark night
;
such

are also the idea of space suggested by the sight of the sea

;

the idea o 'i force ov power which gives motion to its waters;
the idea of time or of succession

,
presented by the sight of

waves which, each in its turn, break on the shore
; the ideas

relating to astronomy, and to navigation. Finally, such is

the affinity even of these great ideas with the weakness of
the being who, however, is able to conceive them ! . . . .

The idea of the beautiful, determined by sight, results from
a certain ensemble of varied and harmonious ideas, always
more or less immediately connected with the objects that

have occasioned them, so that this idea, resting on the con-

templation of a certain number of affinities, which the eye
perceives in a completely finished object, the mind is no
longer under the impression of a single quality, or of a

spectacle which, while vast, but little varied, suggests the

idea of infinity . It is assuredly this idea of the infinite

springing up in a solitude at the sight of a ruin, which ren-

ders such a sight more attractive to many minds than the

finest modem structure
;
in fact, the sight of the latter does

not, like the former, transport the imagination back to those

distant times when this solitude was covered with structures,

to lead it on to the conception that a day may perhaps

arrive when the great edifices of the nation will be ruins

!

. . . I am not astonished that a man given up to medita-

tion, and admiring the age of Louis XIV. (938.), should

prefer those masses of trees at Versailles, so skilfully ar-

ranged at a suitable distance from the palace, to the best-

arranged landscape garden elsewhere, which can never offer

to the sight the imposing harmony of Lenotre’s composition..

For, seen from the western faqade, these gardens possess a

grandeur which results from the fact of the eye discovering,

only dependent portions of a vast and unique composition.

The space to the right and left of the spectator may perhaps

appear confined, but by masses of vegetation in front it has

all the vastness that may be desired, since the surface of the

2 n a
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ground is bounded only by tbe horizon. If the lover of

variety should blame the monotony of this view, and should

discover some truth in the Due de St. Simon’s opinion of

Versailles, in despite of the very evident bias of its intelli-

gent author, the lover of the grand will always admire the

aspect of a powerful unity, which agrees so completely with

all that we know of the court and of the person of Louis

XIV. While I attach so much importance to the French
garden, I must avow a preference for landscape gardening

in every, or nearly every, case in which a private person

wishes to lay out his grounds. It is also in this point of

view that the interior of a gothic church with painted win-

dows, admitting of fewer varied ornaments than the interior

of churches with plain glass windows (573.), seems to me
more favourable than the second to the power and unity of

religious contemplation.

(908.) If the principle of variety recommends itself be-

cause it is contrary to monotony, it should be carefully re-

strained in its applications, because, even without falling

into confusion, effects may be produced far less agreeable

than if they had been more simple. One thing with which
I have been forcibly struck, and which I have had frequent

occasions of remarking in the associations of colours I have
made, is, that although I employed coloured circles of an
equal size placed in rectilineal series at the same distance

from one another, that is to say, in conditions the most
favourable to a distinct view (933., and following), I have ob-

served that in employing more than three different colours,

exclusive of white, black, and grey, the effect of the series

was less satisfactory than when only two colours, properly

combined with black or white, were employed
;
such is the

reason for my preference of two colours to three in military

uniforms.

It is also for this reason that plants composing a single

line should not be much varied, and that everything which
tends to group different objects, so as to render them more
easy to be grasped, exercises a happy influence upon optical

effects.
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CHAPTER VI.

PRINCIPLE OF SYMMETRY.

(900.) It is very probable that our organisation, combin-
ing as it does two parts paired as identically as is possible in

an organised being, enters very much into the pleasure that

we obtain from the sight of symmetrical objects.

(910.) There are objects which it is necessary to present
to the eye perfectly symmetrical, either because they are so

essentially, as a vertebrated animal (mammal, bird, reptile,

fish), a radiated animal (star-fish, sea-urchin), or because
symmetry pleases us in the form of an object of art which
we see isolated, as a column, a pyramid, a triumphal arch, a

temple, &c.
;
and I may here remark that gothic churches

are, for the most part, constructed upon a symmetrical plan.*

Symmetry pleases also in a circular or elliptical border of

flowers, the whole of which the eye takes in at a single

glance (755. [A. J.], page 303).

Finally, a symmetrical disposition should be observed in

the arrangement of many objects grouped around or before a

principal object
,
as the arrangement of such a garden as that

of the Tuileries, which has a breadth equal to the fa9ade

of the palace, or the arrangement of a much vaster garden

which is co-ordinate to a great palace, such as that at Ver-
sailles.

(911.) "When a whole is subdivided into symmetrical parts

of a definite extent, we can, in many cases, without injury to

the whole, vary each part without going beyond the point at

which discord would arise between them. This is what has

been done in the park at Versailles, with a portion called le

miroir, a charming garden, when it is planted with flowers

properly assorted.

* See the Chevalier Wieheking’a work, Les Cathedrales de Reims
,
de

YorcTc et les Plans exacts de quarante autre* Eqlises remarquables
,
&c., pub-

lished at Munich in 1825.
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(912.) The principle of symmetry appears to me valuable

for obtaining a general effect from many objects analogous,

but differing amongst themselves, like the varieties of one
species, or co-general species, or even species of neighbouring
genera, belonging to the same family.

(913.) If there are objects to which a symmetrical form is

suited, to the exclusion of every other—if there are grounds
which must be laid out symmetrically, in order to connect
vegetable nature with a grand architectonic composition,

—

there are also objects to which the symmetrical form is not
so essential but that it can be dispensed with

;
and there are

grounds which it is more suitable to lay out on the system ot

landscape gardening than according to the principle of sym-
metry, even when they are not designed for the sake of grati-

fying a taste for variety.

For example, whenever a mass of objects cannot be em-
braced at a single glance, because it occupies too much space,

—or when ground which is made of planes differently placed

in regard to one another, also even when this ground, being
flat, is very irregular, and the buildings upon it are not placed

as they should be, in a symmetrical composition,—it is con-

venient to throw' aside the principle, not to carry out a system
of irregularity, but to attain a pleasing distribution of objects,

and even to have parts which, considered in detail, will appear
less irregular than they would have done as a whole, if con-
fined to a single plane.

(914.) It is in conformity with these ideas that we have
subordinated the planting of masses in landscape gardening
to principles wrhich are very distinct from those absolute

ideas of irregularity which some people maintain.

CHAPTER VII.

PRINCIPLE OF REPETITION.

(915.) The repetition of an object, or of a series of objects,

produces greater pleasure thau the sight of a single object, or

of a single series
;
but it must be clearly understood that we
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are here speaking only of an object which addresses the eye
by its form or its colour, and which is not intended, like

chef- <Poeuvre of statuary, to be seen in a state of isolation

(895., 896 ) ;
we are treating, then, of ornaments, or indeed

more of plants and human figures, which are to make part of

an association (895., 896.), and not to be presented to the

spectator in an isolated state.

(916.) The repetition of a well-assorted series of coloured

circles is more agreeable than when only one series is seen;

this is an experiment easily made.
The repetition of the same ornament in a border, or in the

cornice of a ceiling, is more agreeable than the sight of an
ornament not repeated.

The repetition of the human figure serving to decorate the

portals of gothic churches (431.) has a fine effect.

(917.) The repetition of the human figure in a platoon, or
in battalions performing evolutions of the line, is an agree-

able sight to every one.

I shall cite, as a last example, the same movements exe-

cuted by a number of dancers, because it is particularly well

Miited to exhibit the extreme difference between the sight of

a single dancer executing a pas, and the sight of dancers exe-

cuting the same movement.

(918.) In the pleasure which arises from the sight of

objects repeated, I have no doubt that space rendered more
apparent by objects placed one after another, and recurring

periodically, exercises some influence
;

it is especially under
i his relation that I consider the effect produced upon the

borders of a long alley, by the repetition of an assortment

of five tufts of the same height, or nearly so, but differing in

colour, placed between two trees (801., 2nd example).

(919.) We avoid the inconvenience of monotony, when in

an extended line the same arrangement is to be repeated,

by introducing into this arrangement a greater variety of

objects than would be necessary if the line were shorter.
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CHAPTER YIII.

PRINCIPLE OF GENERAL HARMONY.

(920.) In order to compose a pleasing ensemble it is not

enougli to combine agreeable objects, it is likewise necessary

to establish between them connecting affinities, and it is the

suitability of these affinities, more or less easy to recognise,

that will show if the principle of general harmony has been
more or less thoroughly observed.

(921.) Harmony is observed in a single object, as well as

in associated objects, whenever the former exhibits distinct

parts. Such is the harmony of proportions in the limbs of

an animal.

(922.) Harmony is established between the different

parts of the same object, by means of the proportion of the

parts, volume or superficies, the form and the colour. Sym-
metry is indeed one condition of harmony, but if the sym-
metrical parts of an object are deficient in proportion, this

object will want general harmony in the ensemble of its parts :

symmetry, then, does not always belong to general harmony.

(923.) Harmony is established between different objects

by means of an analogy of size, of form, and colour
;
by

means of symmetrical position
;
and, lastly, by means of the

repetition of the same form, of the same colour, or of the
same object, or even of objects very analogous, if they are

not identical.

(924.) Nothing shows more clearly the influence of po-
sition and of repetition at equal intervals, in the general har-
mony of many widely differing objects, than to make homo-
geneous groups of these objects, and even regular or adjoin-
ing each other, or disposing them on a line, and alternately
at equal intervals

;
finally, if these objects are plants, making

them subordinate to our principles of planting.

(925.) Conformably to these ideas, we can conceive how
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harmony will be established between groups, each formed of

similar objects.

(926.) The absence of general harmony remarked in

many classes of compositions, frequently depends upon the
endeavour to introduce too great a number of heteroge-

neous objects, or such as differ too much
;
this may be re-

marked in the decoration of many edifices, particularly in

Interiors, where the accumulation of more or less precious or

elegant objects results in confusion, and a want of general

harmony. Another cause of this result is the co-operation

of several artists employed on the same work, independently
of each other, and frequently with views altogether different;

it is evident that the result of this state of things must be
incoherence in the final effect of the work.

Such is the cause of the deficiency of harmony observable

in buildings on which several architects have been employed
either successively or at the same time. Strange as it may
appear, some examples may be cited of architects, who, with-

out any views in common, have been simultaneously charged

with the execution of different portions of a general plan

conceived by another, without the obligation of subordi-

nating these portions to the general plan having been im-

posed upon them.

CHAPTER IX.

PRINCIPLE OF THE SUITABILITY OF THE OBJECT TO ITS DESTINATION.

(927.) It seems to me that this principle should be found
in every art

;
for every object which springs from every art

has its destination
;

it is necessary, then, for the aim of an
artist to be attained, that the object be suitable to its des-

tination. It is in accordance with this principle that I have

regarded the qualities of the products of the two systems of

painting, of tapestry, of mosaics, and of coloured glass
;
and

in all questions that have been raised on this subject I have

distinguished between the accessory qualities and the essen-

tial qualities, and it is upon the appreciation of one or other
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of these qualities that I have founded the judgment which

should be formed on the real value of a work of art
;

evi-

dently the aim will not have been attained where essential

qualities are wanting, which is not denying that the work
may be of a class to please the eye.

(928.) It is in regarding pictures conformably to the effect

which the harmonies of colours produce on us, according as

they are analogous or contrasted, that we have considered

the difficulties overcome by the painter, and examined
whether, in a given work, the harmonies employed are con-

sistent with the effect which the artist has been desirous of

producing.

(929.) It is in conformity with the same ideas that we
have regarded the interior decorations of churches, palaces,

and private houses
;
that we have indicated the most suitable

colours for the decoration of theatres, the interior of picture

galleries, and museums of sculpture and the products of

nature
;
but, in order to judge of the value of a theatre in

regard to the principle of suitability, we must know whether
the spectators are all properly placed for seeing the stage and
for hearing the words of the actors. So, to judge of a

museum, we must know how the objects preserved therein

are presented to view; and here we may recollect that form
and decoration are but accessory parts, and not essential to

this class of edifices (901.).

(930.) I have no doubt that the faults which may be de-

tected in theatres and museums arise from the fact, that the
arcist has not been impressed with the aim of his work,

—

that he has not seen that the ornaments should be acces-

sories
;
so the painter who has presided over the internal

decoration of a theatre would seem sometimes to have for-

gotten that the colours are not to be seen by daylight, and
that the seats will be occupied by spectators, amongst whom
will be found ladies adorned with gold and jewels, who them-
selves should be the fairest ornament of the place. The
architect of a museum appears to have forgotten that the
entire edifice should be subordinate to the objects it is des-
tined to

.

contain, and that all which interferes with the
distinct view of these objects and the effect which they should
produce is opposed to the principle of the suitability of the
object with its destination.
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(931.) If the observance of this principle should seem at

first sight to require no more than simple good sense, it will

be seen on reflection that genius ought unceasingly to con-

sider it, because it is by conforming thereto that a true artist

will be able, in our day, to stamp with originality a building

perfectly suited to its purpose, and commendable by the

elegance of its parts, which will be subjected to perfectly

definite affinities of co-ordination.

(932.) I may remark, that, in teaching architecture, those

parts which are connected with physico-chemical knowledge,
and with the arts properly so called, are not sufficiently in-

sisted upon
;
almost all these teachings relate only to form,

and the actual knowledge taught on this subject applies to

the monuments of a bygone civilisation, erected for customs
which are no longer ours. In the study of these monuments,
while developing to pupils the relation of parts with the

whole, making them perceive that whatever is beautiful at-

taches itself to rules invariably allied to our organisation, it

must be insisted on, that architectonic forms, however beau-

tiful they may appear, should not be reproduced in edifices

to wThich they are altogether foreign
;
the distinction between

monuments which are intended to appeal to the eye only,

and those which have moreover another purpose, must be
insisted on (901.) : w'e must show clearly to pupils that it is

only after having fulfilled all the conditions necessary for

satisfying the purposes of modern edifices, that they should

exert their powers in giving to their works such a form as

will recommend them to future criticism, as the forms of

Greek monuments is their recommendation, in our time, to

all study based upon positive rules. If I admit that when
monuments like those of the Greeks are in question, such

as a column or a temple, we cannot do better than imitate

them, it will be granted, I think, that when it is intended to

build an edifice adapted to modern customs, very different to

those of the Greeks, the first condition being to fulfil such

purpose, we must seek in the second place only for the most
beautiful and grandest form for our projected edifice

;
and I

confess that unless we maintain that the Greek architects

have not profited by the knowledge of other nations, that

they have not made attempts before arriving at the con-

struction of these monuments we admire, that they have
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not studied the forms of vegetable nature, I do not see why
we should not prescribe to pupils, at least to those whom we
believe capable of great things, the study of ancient and
modern monuments, to observe the forms of organised beings,

particularly those of the vegetable kingdom, in order that

they may appreciate how nature varies in her creations with-

out ceasing to be beautiful
;

finally, why we should not point

out to them that it is only after being impressed with the

object of a projected building, that they should give them-
selves up to attempts at producing all the effects they wish

to obtain, in order to fulfil all the conditions necessary to

satisfy the principle ot the suitability of the object with its

destination.

CHAPTER X.

PRINCIPLE OF DISTINCT VIEW.

(933.) It is necessary for every work of art to satisfy the

principle of distinct view, by which all the parts of a whole
intended to be exhibited, should present themselves without
confusion and in the simplest manner. In fact, the spectator

always feels some want in those works which do not fulfil

this condition. I will cite but one example, the view of the

facade of the Palais des Beaux-Arts, facing which are found
the Arc de Oaillon, and a column which, being placed in

front of this arch, cuts it in two in the most disagreeable
manner to the spectator who looks at the edifice.*

#
(934.) I have always considered the principle of distinct

view as essential to all those arts whicli address the eye
;

it

is in obedience to this that we make use of colour and of
relief, that we are compelled to present but a small number

* This remark is not a criticism applicable to the architect of the Palais
des Beaux-Arts, because we know that it was from the fear of its dete-
riorating one of the chefs-d'oeuvre of the Renaissance that he was unwilling
the Arc de Gaillon should be removed from the place it occupied at the
period of its removal to the Musee des Petits-Auyustins.
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of objects to the sight, that the larger they are the less they
should be laboured and the greater their parts should appear.

It is, moreover, in conformity with this principle that we
have recourse to the principles of symmetry and of repetition,

and that, finally, harmony of ensemble is wanting whenever
there is a confusion of parts.

(935.) In a well-organised mind there exists the closest;

relations between the co-ordination of parts which the arth-t

renders visible, and the co-ordination of ideas upon any sub-

ject whatsoever.
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SECTION IV

OF THE DISPOSITION OF THE MIND OF THE SPECTATOR IN

RESPECT TO THE JUDGMENT HE FORMS OF AN OBJECT OF
ART WHICH ATTRACTS HIS EYE.

(936.) It is not enough to have indicated the rules to

be followed and the principles to be observed in the produc-

tion of effects, and the judgment of them in relation to art

;

we must also speak of the disposition of the spectator for

receiving the impression of those effects in a manner more or

less intense
;
to take no notice of this disposition, would be

to display ignorance of human nature, and of the utility of

the examination which should be impartially pursued also in

the judgment of the critic, who may exaggerate blame as

well as praise.

Without examining the influence the passions exercise in

opinions formed on works of art, I will say a few words upon
a predisposition which may be remarked in a portion of the
public, at least at certain epochs, and which has its source in

man’s vanity. Then I will point out the part which the

association of certain ideas performs in the formation of

opinions.

(937.) When a body of painters, called a school
,
has pro-

duced some chefs-d'oeuvre, it frequently happens that a great

number of mediocre works executed under the pretence of

continuing them, far from being favourable, are injurious to
a portion of the public, on account of the monotony resulting
from an imitation, more or less servile, of form, colour, and
of the subjects themselves. The public, under these circum-
stances, is ready to applaud every innovation that will excite
emotions which it has not for some time found in contem-
porary painting

;
and it is then that, amongst the public,

voices are raised against great works which have nothing in
common with the tame imitations of them produced by me-
diocrity. Truly, there comes an epoch when innovation
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losing tlie only advantage it possessed of presenting to the

eye images differing from those which it had been a long
time accustomed to see, the public returns to the chefs-

d'oeuvre, and forgets all the feeble works composed in imita-

tion of them by feeble pupils
;
and, we will add, that if

works professing to he of the new school, and endowed with

undeniable merit, should exist, they would, in the estimation

of connoisseurs, take the places they ought to occupy, whilst

those which had arrested attention by innovation only, dis-

appear for ever.

(938.) Finally, I will notice the effect which certain asso-

ciations of ideas may have on our opinions. For example,

any one arriving at Versailles full of admiration for the age

of Louis XIV., will repeople the gardens with all the great

men that have frequented them, and, recurring in thought to

thq fetes given by an elegant and polished court, the admi-

ration of Europe, will judge the wrork of Lenotre more fa-

vourably than he who, without being, however, hostile to the

grand siecle, sees nothing but a garden subordinated to a

palace. There is no doubt, moreover, that the Christian

who associates in his mind the architectural form of the

gothic church, the brilliancy of its coloured glass, and the

religious ceremonies which, when yet a child, he has seen

celebrated in it, will be in a disposition of mind to prefer the

Cathedral of Cologne to St. Peter’s at Home, or, what amounts
to the same, will be more disposed to admire the first of

these monuments than a Roman would be, whose mind would
be filled with ideas of religious ceremonies linked with the

idea of the church of St. Peter’s.
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(939.) The first opportunity I had of observing the in-

fluence of contrast in the juxtaposition of colours was offered

me in 1825 by the Directors of the Gobelins. As I have

before said (Author’s Preface, p. ix.), they inquired of me
why the black tints were deficient in vigour when employed
for shadows in blue or violet draperies. I found the cause

of this effect to lie in contrast
;
for having compared together

two identical black patterns, one of which was placed on a

white ground, and the other on a blue ground, I observed

that the latter lost much of its intensity. It was after this

experiment that I recollected having several times fancied

that there was a difference between two portions of the same
skein, whenever one was contiguous to a colour different from
that which joined the other portion. Having gone, as soon
as I remembered this, to the warehouse for coloured wools in

the Gobelins, I proved the fact upon red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo, and violet skeins, and I speedily compre-
hended the influence of black and white on the same colours.

(940.) The modifications arising from the juxtaposition of
the preceding colours taken in couples being once defined, I
sought for an explanation of the phenomenon in scientific

works. Amongst the books recently published in Prance on
this subject, the treatise by Haiiy only, under the head of
accidental colours, mentioned contrast. Hot only did I read
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the article devoted to this subject, but I referred to the au-
thorities of the writer. I made extracts from the writings of

Buffon, Scherffer, Bumford, Prieur de la Cote-d’Or, &c., on
this subject. But so long as I endeavoured to link together

the phenomena which I had observed so as to comprise them
in one general expression in conformity with the writings I
consulted, I lost my time

;
yet I was incessantly impelled

towards that end by my friend M. Ampere, who, whenever
in the course of my researches I mentioned to him anything
relative to contrast, constantly replied, “ So long as the result

ofyour observations is not expressed by a law they are value-

less to me.”
On the one hand, the difficulty of finding a law which go-

verned phenomena I had never considered, and which pro-

bably I should never have studied, but for the circumstances

I have already mentioned,—on the other hand, my being pre-

occupied by a great number of chemical researches necessary

to be undertaken to obtain fixed bases for dyes, caused me to

lose sight of the phenomena of contrast, and to forget the

details I had read on the subject. It was after having been
many months in this state of mind, that one day being pre-

sent at a literary meeting, the phenomena of simultaneous

contrast of colours which I had observed recurred to me
during a lecture that failed to occupy my attention: I re-

called them so clearly, that I saw their mutual dependence,

which I immediately imparted to M. Ampere, who sat

beside me.

(941 .)
The conviction of the correctness of the law of

these phenomena being once attained, I re-read whatever had

been written on accidental colours

;

I then clearly saw that

the obscurity of this subject arose from a great number of

facts being confounded under one general denomination,

without establishing the fundamental distinctions which I

had made between two sorts of contrast under the names of

simultaneous contrast and successive contrast of colours. In
fact, it was because I had been unable to find this distinction

in writers, that while I had before my eyes, or in my memory,
their writings upon accidental colours

,
I could perceive no

link between their observations and mine, which at this time

I looked upon as a simple extension of the first. It was only

2 E
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after losing sight of what had been done before my time, that

I was able to generalise my results, to appreciate at once the

frequency of the cases in which they were exhibited, and the

peculiarities which distinguished them from anterior observa-

tions
;
in short, that I was in a position to subject them to a

co-ordination that enabled me to fully appreciate all the value

of Scherffer’s work specially concerning successive contrast
,

when once I had succeeded in disentangling it from subse-

quent works on simultaneous contrast, which had been asso-

ciated as connected with accidental colours. To this associa-

tion I attribute the cause of the obscurity of the article on
this subject in Haiiy’s Physics, and the explanation therein

contained of a phenomenon of simultaneous contrast so un-
worthy of the reputation of the name under which it is

given.

(942.) If I have entered into the preceding details, it is

not because they particularly relate to myself, but because

they present to him who consults the history of the sciences

of observation with the intention of tracing the progress of

the human mind in its researches after truth, a striking

example of the inconvenience produced by the accumulation
of facts, which, incompletely seen, although true at bottom,
fail in co-ordination. Not only may the inconvenience I

wish to point out be a real obstacle to future works, but it

may lead so far, during a certain time, as to cause the value

of an old work to be misunderstood, to which contemporaries
have not given the attention, which for the sake of its origin

it deserved. The conclusion I draw from such a fact is very
simple

;
the number ofjournals which give accounts of scien-

tific matters increasing with the number of learned societies

and experimentalists, and on the other hand the temptation
to publish being so great that we prefer giving to a variety
of researches the time which ought to be devoted to a single
profound research, it follows, that while the former lead to
questionable results, they give rise to criticisms which, fre-

quently as shallow as the works they relate to, only excite
doubts in minds capable of appreciating the insufficiency of
both. Finally, we are driven to say that frequently he who
draws from a limited experience a conclusion to which he
gives the name of law, would no doubt have abstained from
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establishing a generalisation, had lie made one experiment
more, properly conducted so as to govern that conclusion.

(943.) From the very beginning of my researches on con-
trast I was convinced of the correctness of my observations

by my very mode of experimenting, which, to my knowledge,
had never been employed before. In fact, in placing four

samples, two of which are identical, as represented in Fig. 1,

PI. 1, we completely establish the phenomenon
;
and as it is

visible with pieces of paper of a foot square or more, we per-

ceive that, in setting out from the line where the juxtaposed

papers touch each other, it is much more extensive, with
respect to the coloured surfaces, than could have been be-

lieved from previous experiments where we had put a very

small piece of paper or stuff upon a ground of a different

colour, and of indefinite extent.

(944.) My experience tends to show

:

That the effect is a radiating, setting out from the line of

juxtaposition

;

That it is reciprocal between two equal surfaces juxta-

posed
;

That the effect of contrast still exists when these two sur-

faces are at a distance from each other, only it is less evident

than when they are contiguous

;

Finally, that the effect exists when we cannot attribute it

to fatigue of the eye.

(945.) Assuredly, if simultaneous contrast of colours had

been seen in the circumstances under which I observed it,

the universality of the phenomenon would not have been
misunderstood even by those who had treated of it, it follows

that they would have abstained from employing the name of

accidental colours to distinguish it, or, what comes to the

same thing, if they had employed it, they would have directed

attention to the fact that every colour seen simultaneously

with another, appears with the modification of an accidental

colour
;
and things being brought to this point, it would be

impossible in scientific treatises not to assign a place to the

exposition of a phenomenon so frequent as that of which we
speak, and which is expressed by a simple and easily verified

2 e 2
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law. On the other hand, if the phenomena of simultaneous

contrast had been established as they now are, men of science

who have attached the greatest importance to the knowledge

of its application, would have been conducted to points of

view less limited than those at which they paused, and would

thereby have proved that the phenomenon had never been to

them the object of precise or general observations. In read-

ing, for example, what Count Eumford has written on the

harmony of colours, we see how circumspect he is when he

has to deal with observations made with coloured materials

used in painting, on coloured rays of light emanating directly

from the sun
;
how cautious he is in explaining the pheno-

mena he describes
;
how limited is the application of his idea

of harmony in the assortment of colours, since it consists only

in complementary association
;
finally, how vague it is when

he is desirous of detecting in the works of the great masters

colours springing from this harmony, which have no actual

existence, and which he calls the magic ofpainting, because
it is useless to seek them on the canvas, and yet he affirms

that they are to be seen under favourable circumstances of

light and when we are placed at a proper distance from the

pictures.

The numerous experiments detailed in the first portion of

this work are more than sufficient to prove that the magic
spoken of by Count Eumford is to be found in the fiat tints

of house-painters generally in a more marked manner than
in the pictures of the greatest colourists, because the latter

in many cases soften the separation of two colours by blend-
ing them together. I have entered largely on this subject,

in order to show clearly the extreme difference there is in
the manner in which Count Eumford has investigated the
harmony of colours, and the point of view where I have
placed myself for the application of positive knowledge,
deduced from established, definite, and generalised facts,

independently of all hypothesis, to painting, and to those
arts which make use of assortments of colours.

(946.) It is only after having given the law of simultaneous
contrast oi colours, having shown how much this phenomenon
differs irom successive contrast

,
and, in short, having defined

what I mean by the term mixed contrast
,
that I have pointed
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out the numerous applications which are deducible from the

law of simultaneous contrast.

(947.) I have commenced the study of these application**

by defining some expressions which, had they retained the

vague sense they possess in common language, would have

prevented me from communicating my thoughts with pre-

cision.

(948.) I have been compelled to present the results of a
considerable number of experiments and observations under
the form of rules fitted for the guidance of those who, after

having repeated my principal experiments, have convinced

themselves of the exactness with which I have brought
together the generalisations to which they lead.

(949.) All the observations which did not appear to me to

possess a character of incontrovertible precision, have been
presented with proper reserve, as the expression only of my
peculiar views.

(950.) I believe that the rules I have laid down upon the

art of viewing the model which the painter reproduces, will

dispel the notion entertained by many persons, that there is

a great difference in the manner in which the same colours

are seen by eyes of an average organisation, that conse-

quently there will no longer be alleged in favour of this

opinion the diversity which may be remarked in the colour

of copies made by pupils who have gained no precise notion

of the manner of composing mixed colours with the pigments

they employ under the names of Prussian blue, ultramarine,

grey blue, chromate of lead, nor of the modifications of the

local colours of their model under the various conditions in

which they should reproduce them on the canvas: finally, to

pupils who have not submitted to proofs analogous to those

to which I have subjected the dyers wThom I have examined
to ascertain whether they have a well-formed eye : very

simple proofs, since they consist in showing them coloured

objects in juxtaposition, and making sure they perceived the

modifications given by the law of simultaneous contrast.

Finally, it will be no longer alleged in favour of the opinion

I am contesting, that the dominant colour of the pictures of

one painter being violet, while that of the pictures of another
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is blue, the first one must necessarily see violet, and the

second blue. Certainly it is not the possibility of the fact

that I contest, it is the general conclusion drawn from a par-

ticular fact : indeed, if the difference between the manner in

which various individuals see the same colour is as great and
as general as is pretended, there would no longer be any
comprehension of colour at all

;
and if there were a public

who saw a picture too violet or too blue in comparing it with

the model, another public would certainly exist who would
see it as it is pretended the painter must have seen his

model
;
hence for this public there would be no foundation

for saying that the picture is too violet or too blue. How-
ever, as it is not so, 1 conclude that the preceding reason has

no foundation, and that the general judgment of the public,

in distinctly noticing in a picture a dominant colour which is

not in the model, proves that the individuals composing this

public see, if not in an identical at least in an analogous

manner.

(951.) It was while taking the experimental method for a
guide, and after having determined by observation the modi-
fications light is subjected to in relation to coloured bodies,

that I have been led to conclude that in a monochromous
object, or in a monochromous part of a polychromic object,

all modifications except those which may be the result of
coloured rays reflected upon this object or on this monochro-
mous part

,
are susceptible of beingfaithfully imitated with the

coloured material which corresponds to the colour of the model
,

the neighbouring scales of this colour
,
normal grey and white.

This conclusion greatly simplifies the art of painting, and at
the same time gives a solid basis to the critic who desires to
judge of the truthful colouring of any picture.

(952.) To my conviction that the rules laid down in this
work will save a great deal of time to such young painters as
may follow them, is joined the hope that they will not take
advantage of them in order to multiply their pictures, but
rather those preliminary studies which are always demanded
by every definitive performance. I have sufficiently ex-
plained myself so that the idea of reducing painting merely
to the faithful reproduction of each particular object that
enters into a picture cannot be attributed to me

;
not only
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have I insisted upon the arrangement, the co-ordination of
the principal objects, the subordination of those which are

secondary, aud upon those harmonies of colour necessary to

connect them so as to form but one single whole, but in

speaking of the expression of figures, I have expounded my
opinion upon those qualities which may be gained from a

master, and those which are only to be found in oneself, and
which are only perfected by study, and which are the only

ones which mark a work with the stamp of genius.

(953.) I have applied the conclusion to which I have been
led for the reproduction of the model in painting, to the imi-

tations of painted objects which are made in tapestries and
carpets. 1 have shown that the exact representation of the

modifications of colour in these models demands a knowledge
of contrast still more imperatively than painting, properly

so called, itself demands.
Experience has led me to establish very simple rules suit-

able for obtaining the most beautiful greens, oranges, violets,

by the mixture of blue, yellow, and red threads, and to show
that the weaver produces black or grey when he mixes toge-

ther in certain proportions those three colours, or two colours

mutually complementary.
I have, consequently, clearly shown in these rules how we

may deceive ourselves if, with the intention of harmonising
two colours appertaining to different parts of the same object,

we do not distinguish the case in which these colours are

complementary, and that in which they are not
;
when, for

example, it is a rose surrounded by its leaves, and a stem of

periwinkle garnished with leaves and blue flowers: so, if, in

order to harmonise the local colours, we mix them in certain

parts of the flower and the leaves, we obtain grey by the

mixture of the red with the green, while, with regard to the

periwinkle, by blending the local colours of the flower and
its leaves, we make blue greenish, and green bluish

;
hence it

is in the latter case, and not in the former, that the colours

of the two parts approach each other.

Experiments have, moreover, enabled me to discover the

method of working, in tapestries on coloured grounds, white

shaded designs which do not appear of the complementary
colour of these grounds.
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(954.) In establishing the great difference which exists

between paintings and works executed with materials of a

certain size—in insisting on the necessity of employing for

the latter, colours purer and less blended than those used in

painting—in insisting on the necessity of making the har-

monies of contrast predominate over the harmonies of ana*

logy,—I believe I have spoken for the benefit of the painter

charged with the execution of the models, and for the inte-

rest of the artist who has to copy them. In indicating the

qualities these models should possess, in pointing out the

dangers arising from a desire to execute paintings with mate-
rials of a grosser kind, I have indicated the means of ren-

dering the employment of these materials less servile, and
consequently of giving more originality to the works of the

weaver.

(955.) I have subordinated to observation and to expe-

riment, and not to any hypothetical view, everything that

concerns the decoration of the interiors of edifices
;
and I

have strenuously insisted upon the necessity of subordinating

everything to its destination.

(956.) Finally, in applying the experimental method to

the arrangement of flowers in gardens conformably with the
law of simultaneous contrast of colours, I have had frequent
occasions of remarking how much analogy there was in those
arrangements between the colours and the forms, in relation

to the special effects obtained from each in respect to diver-

sity, symmetry, general harmony, &c., that I have been led

to a generalisation which I had not in view when I com-
menced my work : but all the generalities at which I have
arrived are the result of immediate observation, as prescribed
by the experimental method, and it was only a long time
after having seen many of the products of arts which make
use of coloured materials, that I have come to the conclusion
that this method to which the physical sciences owe their

progress, might be applied in many cases to the practice as
well as the theory of the fine arts, and that this extension
must necessarily give a precise knowledge of the faculties

that place man in connection with the works of nature and
art.

(957.) In conclusion, I have sought as much as possible
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the rules in the nature of the things which they concern

;

but, in prescribing them, far from being exclusive, I have, on-

the contrary, avoided presenting a single type of beauty. It

is in this spirit that I have spoken of the general effects of

the harmonies of contrast and of analogy, leaving to those

who employ them, either in painting, or in the assortment of

any coloured objects whatever, all the latitude these rules

admit of, without injuring the beauty of the assorted objects.

In the same spirit I have spoken of Grecian and gothic

architecture, of geometric and landscape gardens, and, instead

of making these works rest on opposite principles, or of con-

sidering some as derived from principles, whilst others are

the product of artistic caprice, I have sought for their com-
mon affinities and the principles to which the differences

that distinguish them actually belong.

Criticism made from this point of view of a work which,

although very incorrect, has engaged the attention of a class

of men, appears to me useful, if not to the author, at least

to the theory of art and to the knowledge of our own nature

;

because under this double relation it is always interesting to

trace out the cause that has attracted the attention of men,
of those who are the least enlightened, or who are deficient

in the elements of education.

Finally, in conformity with this mode of view, it appears

to me that when a people has left traces in history by its

annals, its literature, and its monuments, far from disdaining

the products of its literary genius and its arts, it is, on the

contrary, necessary to assiduously seek out what had led this

people to adopt the form it has given to its works, and to see

if it is possible to go back to the source of the admiration it

entertained for them.
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(958.) I do not intend to finish the historical sketch of

the researches composing this work without adding some
remarks relative to the extension of which they appear to

me susceptible.

These considerations bear on four different points

:

The first concerns the observation of several natural phe-
nomena

;

The second relates to the contrast presented by two ob-

jects differing much in size
;

The third relates to the question, if any other senses

besides the sight are subjected to the law of contrasts
;

Finally, the fourth has reference to the light which, as I

believe, the study of contrasts is susceptible of shedding
upon several phenomena of the understanding.

§i-

OF CONTRAST CONSIDERED IN CONNECTION WITH TrtE OBSERVATION OF
SEVERAL PHENOMENA OF NATURE.

(959.) In contemplating natural objects we discover many
opportunities of applying the law of simultaneous contrast
to certain phenomena exhibited by them.

(960.) Thus, whenever a surface on a dark ground reflects

uniformly a strong light, the edges of the former appear
more brilliant than the centre, whilst those portions of the
ground contiguous to these edges appear darker than the
rest of the ground

; hence contrast tends to give relief to

uniform surfaces.
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(961.) When the sun is on the horizon, and when it strikes

op:ique bodies with its orange light, the shadows that these

bodies project, illuminated by the light which comes from
higher parts of the atmosphere, appear blue. This colorisa-

tion is not due to the colour of the sky, as many persons be-

lieve
;
for if, instead of the bodies being struck by the orange

light of the sun at the horizon, they were struck by red,

yellow, green, or violet light, the shadows would appear
green, violet, red, or yellow. The explanation of these phe-

nomena is included in that which I have given of the

colours which appear on white plaster figures, lighted simul-

taneously by coloured rays and by daylight (697., and fol-

lowing).

(962.) The greyish footpath which crosses a meadow, or a

lawn, appears reddish, because of the juxtaposition of the

green grass.

(963.) Whenever we regard two coloured bodies simul-

taneously, in order to appreciate their respective colours, it

is necessary (especially if these colours are mutually com-
plementary, and one weaker than the other) to view them
separately, otherwise the weakest colour would be visible

only by the juxtaposition of the strongest colour. Thus it

cannot be affirmed that two neighbouring bodies which ap-

pear the one green, and the other red, are so actually, till we
have tested the fact that each appears of these respective

colours when seen separately.

(964.) It is unquestionable that the colours of the rain-

bow are modified by their juxtaposition, inasmuch as they

appear of different hues when seen isolated.

§ 2 .

OK CONTRAST CONSIDERED WITH RESPECT TO THE SIZE OF TWO CONTIGUOUS
OBJECTS OF UNEQUAL SIZE.

(965.) We cannot refuse to admit that a contrast of size

exists, as well as of two colours of the same scale, taken at

different tones. I do not base this solely on the observation

that we may daily make relative to the diminution of size

oppare; tly presented by an object that we have first seen
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isolated and afterwards by the side of a greater, but rather

on a positive experiment analogous to that which so clearly

demonstrates the contrasts of tone and of colour. When
we arrange on a black ground of indefinite size two strips o*

white paper, 7 inches in length and -J-th of an inch in breadth,

and two strips of the same paper 3 inches in length and
•Jth of an inch in breadth, as represented in the following

figure

:

- o

o n

P P

P P

00 appears smaller than oV, whilst pp appears larger than
'p'p. At least so it appeared to many persons besides my-
self, among whom were two machinists who were not pre-

viously acquainted with the proof submitted to them.

(966.) If from the contrast of size we deduce, according

to the law of continuity, that an object which would be
visible in a state of isolation might cease to be so if placed

by the side of a larger object, and if we explain in this man-
ner how it happens that some bodies seen distinctly and
without trouble in the microscope, become extremely difficult

to be seen when they are placed near to larger bodies,—a fact

that M. Donne tells me he has frequently noted,—yet, I

must remark, that between this phenomenon and that of

simultaneous contrast, such as I have already described it,

there exists this difference, that in the latter, two objects are

seen at the same time very distinctly, which is not the case

in the former, where a single object is visible. In fact,

without recurring to contrast, and in conformity with what
1 have before said (748.), that the eye sees at one time but
a very limited number of relations in the objects which strike

it, we must admit that it occurs when, if an object placed
near to another appears much more distinctly than the
second, the organ will involuntarily fix itself upon the first,

and the second will not be seen, or, if it becomes perceptible,

it will only be when, by force of attention, so to speak, we
come to receive that impression in ignoring the image of the
first.
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§ 3 .

*RE THE SENSES OF HEARING, TASTE, AND SMELL SUBMITTED TO CONTRAST ?

Distinction between the contrast of antagonism and the con-

trast ofsimple difference.

(967.) If it is philosophical to seek out those properties

which the organs of the senses possess in common in their

structure and functions, it is no less philosophical to ascer-

tain the special differences that distinguish them. Under
this proposed relation I proceed to examine, in connection

with the sense of sight, the senses of hearing, taste, and smell

in some one of their operations, after having distinguished,

as clearly as possible, the difference arising from the anta-

gonism of two things,from the difference that arises between

two things of greater or less size or intensity in one of their

properties.

(968.) We say that there is antagonism between two pro-

perties or between two things each possessing one of these

properties, when in virtue of a mutual action these properties

disappear. Examples

:

1st. Two discs of glass rubbed against each other, then
separated, display electrical properties

;
but one has positive

electricity, and the other negative. Upon re-uniting the

discs these properties disappear, they mutually neutralise

each other, and are consequently antagonistic.

2nd. The same result is obtained from two needles of equal

magnetic power : on applying the one to the other, so that

the different poles touch, there is a neutralisation of their

magnetic properties, and we call them two antagonistic mag-
netisms.

3rd. Sulphuric acid reddens tincture of violets, whilst

potass changes it to green : here are two actions differing in

their results
;
now if we combine the sulphuric acid and the

potass in proper proportions, we obtain a compound which
has no effect on the colour of the violets. In this case it is

said, the acidity of the sulphuric acid and the alkaline pro-

perties of the potass are two forces or properties which are
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antagonistic, the one of which can only predominate at the

expense of the other.

4th. In conformity with this manner of considering the

acid and the alkaline properties in the preceding example, I

regard two coloured lights which produce by their mutual
combination an uncoloured or white light as being antago-

nistic : thus, for example,

—

Separate the red rays from a ray of white light, and the

remaining rays appear to us green, slightly tinged witli blue

;

reunite the red rays and the green rays tinged with blue,

white light is re-formed.

In this case I assert there is antagonism, because two
things that affect us differently as colour

,
the red rays and

the bluish green rays, when united no longer affect us as

such, but as white.

Materials coloured green, red, yellow, violet, blue, orange,

&c., which by their mixture produce black or grey, also pre-

sent, on account of the disappearance of their colour, an ex-

ample of antagonism.

(969.) Further, I assert that antagonism exists ichenever

two activities, or in other words, two causes of different effects,

being opposed to each other
,
are mutually balanced in such a

manner that the effects they produced in an isolated state, are

no longer manifested after their reaction .

It is in this that two antagonistic things differ from two
things we compare under the relation of size, or of intensity

of a property, a comparison that gives for result, when there

is no equality, a difference in the size or in the intensity of

that property.

(970.) From the distinction we have made, contrast of

colour, considered under the most general point of view, that

is to say, as presenting contrast of tone and contrast of colour

'properly so called (8.), is itself composed of two contrasts :

1°. Of a contrast of simple difference

;

That of tone. In
fact, the lightest object augments brightness, as the deepest
destroys it.

2°. Of a contrast of antagonism. In fact, the modification

of two juxtaposed colours, arising from the addition of the

complementary of the one to the colour of the other, is really
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that which can make the two colours widely different, since

this addition appears, according to the remarks already made,
to take away from the one what it may contain of the other

(8 .).

(971.) Finally, in successive contrast, simple difference of

contrast and contrast of antagonism may exist, as in simul-

taneous contrast, because

1°. The eye which has first seen a light part o by the side

of a dark part 6
,
sees at the second view when it has ceased

to regard the whole of the two parts o and o', the image o

darker than the image o'.

2°. The eye looking first at a body of a certain colour, sees

at a second glance, after having abstained from regarding it,

an image which is of the complementary or antagonistic

colour to that which is really the colour of the body.

(972.) Having brought things to this point, it is evident

that, in order to treat the question to which this paragraph is

devoted with all the clearness in our power, it is necessary to

find out if the hearing, taste, and smell are subject to a con-

trast of antagonism or to one of difference, and if the con-

trasts that may affect them are simultaneous and successive.

By neglecting to subordinate the subject to these distinc-

tions, I should certainly expose myself to the reproach of ob-

scurity, which would have its cause in the confusion I have
pointed out in tracing the critical resume of the history of the

works on accidental colours (80., and 941.).

Of Hearing.

(973.) Hearing is the sense which passes as having the

greatest affinity with sight
;
for every one knows the com-

parison that has been instituted between sounds and colours,

not only when considered as sensation, but also when it has

been sought to explain their propagation by the wave theory.

Comparison between Sounds and Colours.

(974.) Although I am far from disregarding the relation

of colours with sounds when it is a question of their acting
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on our organs, and of the infinite sensations resulting from
their mixture and from their co-existence

;
although 1 feel

great pleasure at the sight of beautiful colours even when by
their delineation they do not recal any determinate object, and
when they only affect us by their beauty and splendour

;

although I have arranged them in various harmonies, and
indicated the means of analysing by a sort of reading those

which compose a picture, nevertheless I avow that I cannot
perceive those close affinities that several authors, particularly

Castel, have said they perceive between sounds and colours.

I am ignorant what the future may bring forth, relative to

the analogy the senses they respectively affect might present

from the point of view of the different kinds of contrasts that

take place in vision
;
but at the present time the marked dif-

ference between sounds and colours strikes me much more
than their generic resemblance.

(975.) The first difference that I remark between the sen-

sations of hearing and seeing, is the existence of sound as a

special thing, whether language or music. It is not only in

spoken language or in music executed by the voice or by
instruments that this existence is evident, but it is, more-
over, in the written sentence and in the notation of music

;

in fact, sounds expressing the words in conversation and
sounds marked by musical signs fix themselves in the me-
mory; the speech, the song, and the instruments reproduce
them, if not always identical, at least so as to preserve their

principal relations. Finally, What is it that gives to these

sounds a significance, a real value ? In speech it is the suc-

cession of words composing the phrase
;
in music, melody is

nothing more than a succession of varied sounds
;
and

harmony presenting the co-existence of several concords,

signifying really something like music only by the sounds
that have preceded or by those that are to follow it; in a
word, I find the essential character of sounds significant in

their succession, and in the faculty we possess of recalling

and reproducing them according to that order of succession,

either when they concern speech or music.

(976.) Have colours a special existence similar to that re-

marked in sounds ? I do not believe they have, at least for

the generality of men : for if it be true that we can seo
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colours without material forms, so to speak, for example those

of a ray of solar light dispersed by the prism and reflected by
a white surface, nevertheless, nearly every one confounds
colours with the objects exhibiting them

;
and it is correct

to say that they only appear to them as dependent on a

material form, since, far from being seen exclusively of these

objects, they are, on the contrary, fixed by them as one of

their essential qualities, so that if their memory preserves

the recollection of the colours, these latter are always con-
nected with the form of some material object.

(977.) If we now examine the impressions of colours

under the relations of succession and simultaneity
,
the first of

which relations corresponds to the melody and the second to

the harmony of sounds, it will be evident that we shall not
find in the sight of a succession of colours assorted according
to the laws of simultaneous, successive, or mixed contrasts,

anything that can be justly compared to the pleasure we re-

ceive from a melodious succession of sounds
;
in fine, we are

not possessed of the same faculty for retaining a succession

of colours as for retaining a succession of sounds. If we con-

sider the simultaneous view of colours assorted conformably
to the rules of contrast, it is evident, from what has been
said, that it will be the case of the greatest analogy between
colours and sounds, because in fact, in the pleasure caused by
colours agreeably associated there is something comparable
to what we call a concord of harmonious sounds

;
with this

difference, however, that the former pleasure is of a nature to

be more prolonged than the latter
;
for it is well known that

the eye can contemplate the various colours of a picture,

without experiencing a feeling of monotony, for a much
longer time than the ear is capable of sustaining the pleasure

of an harmonious concord of the same sounds prolonged
without variation. It must be remembered that in every case

in which most persons are agreeably affected by the sight of

associated colours, these colours address them through the

form they have clothed.

(978.) Finally, sounds, at least for the generality of men,
have a special existence, which colours have not. Succession

is particularly essential to the pleasure of musical sounds

and to the signification of the sounds of speech, as simulla-

2 F
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neity in associated colours, which requires some time to he

felt, is essential to the pleasure we receive through the me-
dium of sight.

Is there a Contrast of Difference in Sounds ?

(979.) Are there contrasts of difference in sounds ? and,

if there are, are they simultaneous P are they successive ?

I raise these questions less for resolving them, than with the

intention of indicating the characteristics of these contrasts

and the elements of knowledge we must possess in order to

prove their existence.

(980.) If it be true that a very loud sound prevents our
hearing a weak sound which we should otherwise perceive

were it alone to reach the ear, if this effect exactly corre-

sponds to that produced by a strong light when it obstructs

our perception of a weak light, which, however, we should

see very distinctly, if it were isolated from the other
;
finally,

if these two effects may be observed without the loud sound,

or the strong light offending the organ they respectively

affect, nevertheless the first fact does not necessarily demon-
strate the existence of a simultaneous contrast of difference

between two sounds which would be analogous to the simul-

taneous contrast of tone in two colours. It is then only by
j

the law of continuity that we can really deduce it, by ad-

mitting that the phenomenon is one of the extreme cases* of

a contrast of difference between the two effects, the lesser of

which disappears before the greater, as that which occurs

when a small object, placed near a greater, ceases to be per-

ceptible from the fact of this very proximity (966.).

(981.) But to demonstrate the existence of a contrast of

difference between simultaneous sounds, corresponding to

the contrast we perceive at the sight of two colours of dif-

ferent tones, it is necessary to prove by experiment, that in

* I say one of extreme cases and not the extreme case, because the ex- i I

treme case is that where the organ is vividly disturbed, as happens when !

we are near a cannon fired off,—when we fix our eyes upon a highly lumi- I

nous body, the sun, for instance. These circumstances place the organ in 1

1

a truly abnormal position, in respect to the state in which it should be to ji

rece'vc and appreciate an impression from external things.
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the simultaneous perception of a flat sound and of a sharp

sound, the former appears flatter, and the second sharper

than they would appear if they differed less from each other.

Now it is precisely this contrast between the two sounds that

we are unable to prove by the fact quoted (980.), that a

loud sound prevents us from hearing a weak one, since per-

ceiving then only a single sound, we are unable to compare
it with that which we do not perceive.

(982.) Ifwe pass to the question concerning the existence

of a contrast of difference between two successive sounds,

we shall still find that the weak sound succeeding a loud

sound, is not heard, the same as a weak light is not sensible

to the eye which has received the impression of a strong

light. To absolutely establish the existence of a successive

contrast of difference between two sounds, it is necessary to

show by experiment that the difference is greater between
two sounds perceived successively, than if the sounds were
nearly simultaneous.

Is there a Contrast ofAntagonism in Sounds?

(983.) "We cannot now form any idea of a difference

which would arise in sounds from an antagonism of some
one of their individual properties, for, in reality, we know of

nothing in them that corresponds to white light and to mu-
tually complementary coloured lights. In the actual state

of our knowledge we cannot then imagine the antagonism
between two sounds arriving simultaneously at the ear, only

in conceiving them to be mutually destroyed : in admitting

this result, we should have a product corresponding not to

the white arising from the mixture of coloured solar rays

mutually complementary, but to the black which may result

from the mixture of coloured complementary materials (968.),

and hence we should not see that which in hearing corre-

sponds to the successive contrast of antagonism, in virtue of

which the sufficiently prolonged sight of a colour determines

the tendency to see, on a second view, the complementary
of that colour.

r> v o
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Of Taste and Smell.

(9S4.) I cannot apply the question of the existence of

contrasts of taste and smell, without remarking the extreme

difference that exists between these senses on the one part,

and seeing and hearing on the other. In all the perceptions

of the two former there is the contact of savoury and odorous

bodies with the organ
;
that i3 to say, always a physical, and

frequently a chemical action; while in the perception of

colours and of sounds, there is never a chemical action
;

it is

a simple impression that the eye receives from the light,— it

is a simple vibration that the ear receives from the sonorous

body. According to this I have arranged the properties we
discover in bodies by the medium of taste and smell, amongst
those that I call organoleptics* in order to distinguish the

physical properties, amongst which I class all those that are

not made known to us by the eye and the ear.

(985.) It is necessary not to forget that all I say of taste

and smell only concerns the sensations we perceive through
their medium, when these organs are in contact either with

a single kind of savoury or odorous bodies, as marine salt,

sugar, camphor, &c., or with several of these sorts at the
same time

;
but in this instance I shall always suppose that

the mixed kinds have no mutual chemical action, and when
savoury bodies are in question, these latter are not odorous.f

Is there a Contrast of Difference in Taste ?

(986.) If we accept as proof of the contrast of difference

the non-perception of a weak light or a weak sound, resulting
from the effect of a strong light or an intense sound, either
in the case of simultaneity or of succession, we shall be led
to admit of a contrast of difference for taste, either simul-
taneous or successive; for it is well known that a strong
flavour is. opposed to the perception of a weak flavour, in the
case of simultaneity, as in the case of succession; and in

* See M. Ciievreul’s Considerations generates sur VAnalyse organique et

ccs Applications, 1 vol. 8vo, Levrault, 18?' (pages 31 and 42'.
«-* *dem (page 45, and following).
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both cases the effect may take place without the organ leav-

ing the normal state
;
for example, a strong salt flavour pre-

vents the perception of a sweet flavour which would be per-

ceived in the absence of the first
;
strongly sugared water

renders insensible the flavour of a slightly sugared water
drunk after it.

(987.) But if the analogy of the preceding facts with those

which relate to the senses of seeing and hearing is evident,

we must own that in our day we know of none that corre-

spond to the contrast of difference, in virtue of which two
tones of the same scale of colour appear to the eye more
different than they really are. To establish this correspon-

dence, it is necessary we should demonstrate, in the case of

simultaneity, that two flavours, proceeding from two matters

differing in taste, placed on distinct parts of the tongue,

differ more than they would if they proceeded from matters

differing less in taste. Finally, in the case of succession, it

is necessary to showr

,
that two flavours perceived successively

would present more difference than if they had been per-

ceived separately, supposing that we are able to retain for

some time the recollection of the first flavour.

(988.) Experiments on the contrast of difference of flavours

ought to be made

:

1°. With the same kind of flavoured substance taken in

different quantities
;

2°. With two different bodies having the same generic

flavour, as cane-sugar, grape-sugar, manna

;

3°. With bodies possessed of different flavours, such as

sugar, marine salt, citric acid, &c.

Is there a Con trast ofAntagonism in Taste ?

(989.) Knowing nothing that bears a resemblance to an-
tagonism in the sensations of taste, we cannot cite any fact

suitable to exhibit either a simultaneous or successive con-
trast of antagonism in flavours.
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Or Smell.

(990.) All that I have said on the contrast of taste is ap-

plicable to the contrasts of smell : we can, by analogy, admit
of a contrast of difference, either simultaneous or successive,

for odours, but nothiug in the perceptions we receive from it

corresponds to the contrast of antagonism.

Conclusion of this Section.

(991.) It follows from what I have said in this section,

1°. That the senses of seeing, hearing, smell, and, I may
add, the sense of touch, all present, as I have before re-

marked, the phenomenon of not recognising a weak impres-

sion which is received at the same time as a much stronger

one.

2°. That the result is the same when the weak impression

immediately, or almost immediately, succeeds the strong one.

3°. That the two preceding phenomena may be observed

when the strongest impression does not sufficiently disturb

the organ experiencing them, as to admit of our considering

the latter as being in an abnormal state.

4°. That if we can deduce these phenomena of a contrast

of difference, nevertheless we must own that it will be diffi-

cult to quote results from experiments adapted to show
clearly that in the simultaneous or successive perception of

two sounds, two flavours, and two odours, we remark between
the two sensations a greater difference than we should detect

if the two sounds, flavours, and odours were less different

from each other.

5°. That at the present time we have no idea of what a
contrast of antagonism in the perception of sounds, flavours,

and odours may be.

(992.) We have seen how the study of the contrasts of

sight diffuses a light on the history of the other senses. In
insisting on the differences of sounds and colours, I believe

them to be based on truth
;
but my readers deceive them*
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selves if they think I believe that ulterior studies would add
more to the differences I have remarked between sight on
the one part, and hearing, smell, and taste on the other. In
speaking of these differences, my intention has been to show
clearly that in the present state of our knowledge we have
no actual experimental proof which establishes that hearing,

smell, and taste, are submitted to simultaneous and succes-

sive contrasts corresponding to the contrasts of difference

and antagonism which exist in the phenomena of the sight

of white, black, and coloured bodies
;

it does not signify if

future researches cannot demonstrate the existence of these

affinities : besides, if I did not fear to go in advance of the

result of experiments which, although commenced more than

twenty years since,* are still far from being terminated, I

would say that I should be more disposed to admit affinities

than to reject them (974.).

§ 4.

THE LIGHT WHICH THE STUDY OF CONTRAST APPEARS TO ME SUSCEPTIBLE

OF SHEDDING UPON SEVERAL OTHER PHENOMENA OF THE UNDER-
STANDING.

(993.) If it is difficult, at the present day, to experi-

mentally demonstrate that in hearing, tasting, and smelling,,

there exist definite contrasts of as precise a nature as the

various contrasts affecting us through the organ of sight,

—

yet the examination of these latter, in giving the first experi-

mental proof of this fact, that two different objects
,
placed

side by side
,
appear by the comparison more different than

they really are
,
and in placing in its proper aspect a pheno-

menon generally spoken of under the name of contrast of

colours, without knowing either its extent or its importance,

—seems to me adapted to throw a light on the study of

several of the operations of the human mind.

In fact, when certain persons regard two objects under a

relation of difference, does it not happen that the difference

exaggerates itself, so to speak, unkuown to them, precisely

* This was written in 1838.
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ns it happens in regarding two juxtaposed colours, in which
all that is analogous between the two colours disappears in a

greater or less degree ? Does it not happen that these per-

sons, but little accustomed to reflect on the operations of the

mind, give themselves up to the judgment they first brought
to bear, always retaining some inexact ideas which they

would have been able to rectify, in considering objects under
new relations adapted to control their first opinion ? Are
they not in the position of one who, having concluded, at

first sight, that a difference of yard exists between a

measure of one yard placed beside a measure of two yards,

preserves that opinion in his memory as correct, because,

ignorant of the effect of contrast of size (965., 966.), nothing
can make him feel the necessity of having recourse to a
counter-proof to rectify his judgment, as he would have been
led to do had he possessed that knowledge, and moreover,
had he felt the necessity for some motive of having exactly

the difference of length of the two measures, for then he
would have had recourse to measurement.

This example is very well adapted to the comprehension
of my ideas respecting the inexactitude of a great number of

opinions brought to bear upon certain objects which we
compare in respect to qualities, properties, and attributes we
have not measured.

(a) Operations of the Mind corresponding to the Contrast of
simultaneous Difference .

(994.) The inaccuracy of judgment in question, consisting

in the exaggeration of a difference between two objects com-
pared, enters into the contrast of simultaneous difference,

whenever the qualities, properties, and attributes we compare,
belong to objects before our eyes, or rather to objects more
or less remote, in space or time, and then our opinions bear
on the notions that memory recals to us or tradition has
transmitted.

(h) Operations of the Mind corresponding to the Contrast of
successive Difference.

(995.) I am about to examine those mental operations
which appear to me to correspond to the contrast of suc-
cessive difference, because they refer to a comparison esta*
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Wished between two objects seen in succession, or between
an opinion at present maintained, and a contrary opinion

held at some previous period.

(996.) A man easily susceptible of receiving impressions,

who travels through a country for the first time, is much dis-

posed to form exaggerated notions, because he is most struck

with the differences between the objects he now sees and
those which have been presented to him previously in the

country where he has long resided. The best method of cor-

recting his judgment, is to revisit in succession the objects

compared, and to bestow particular attention upon those

qualities which have struck him the most forcibly, that he
may regulate his first impression by newly-formed opinions.

(997.) Finally, is not our disposition of mind with regard

to an opinion that is entirely abandoned for another, re-

markable for this,—that we almost always form an exagge-

rated judgment of the opinion we have abandoned in the

sense least favourable to it, and that hence the mind gives

way to an exaggeration of the difference ?

Influence exercised by the Condition of our Organs upon many
Operations of the Understanding .

(998.) In reflecting upon the condition of our organs under
three circumstances, as follows :

1°. When the difference produced by the simultaneous

contrast of two tints is carried to its maximum
;

2°. When a small object ceases to be perceptible on ac-

count of its proximity with a larger
;

3°. When in looking at an object, which, however, is not

very complex, we perceive, in a given time, only a small num-
ber of relations under which it can be presented to the atten-

tion of most persons,

—

I have been led to explain to myself clearly the case in which
our mind, when certain ideas have become more familiar to

it than others, is led to regard the former to the exclusion of

the latter.

{a) When the mind is at work in solitude upon a subject.

( b ) When a discussion is entered into by two persons.

Let us examine these two conditions.
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(a) WorJcs executed in Solitude.

(999.) A mind constantly occupied in seizing only upon
the differences between objects, acquires by this very act a

disposition, I will not say to set aside resemblances or

analogies between one thing and another, but a disposition

not to perceive them; while, on the other hand, a man who
sets up to establish a broad generality—a so-called universal

principle, limiting the examination of the most complex things

to a few relations only,—seems not to perceive a variety oj

phenomena visible to all those who are moved by a desire to

enter into a conscientious and satisfactory investigation of

these things. If the first does not see that the brightest con-

quest of the human mind in its search after truth, is the dis-

covery of generalities, the second is equally blind to the fact

that it is after careful study of details, and consequently after

the appreciation of facts widely differing, that wre arrive at

generalities and at principles, and that the quality of exacti-

tude iu these is found in the explanation itself of the variety

of phenomena to which these principles refer.

(1000.) "When certain ideas have so completely occupied

the attention as to become familiar, the brain is so much the

more strongly disposed to receive impressions from without
which recal the thoughts to these ideas, according as they

have been more profound and their mutual connection closer

;

that as soon as a matter which enters essentially into this

system of ideas is presented to the mind under a familiar

aspect, the new matter will forthwith be classed in the

system
;
while, should it be presented under an unfamiliar

aspect, its classification is delayed, because an ulterior ope-

ration is necessary to co-ordinate the new notion with the
old ones.

(b) Discussion between two Persons.

(1001.) The difficulty of inserting in a system of ideas

certain matters presented for the first time to the mind, or

which, having been previously presented, have not been con-

sidered of sufficient importance to be co-ordinated with

others, which subsequently have composed a body of opi«

nions, explains the following facts.
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(1002.) 1.9^ Fact. Two able minds are occupied on a sub-

ject, but with tli is difference, that one applies a system of

ideas, acquired after long meditation, while the only object

of the other is simple inquiry. Now, suppose that in the

course of a discussion between them upon this subject, there

is presented a new fact capable of being connected thereto

by some relation, I say that it may happen, according to the

aspect under which this fact is presented, that the former of

the disputants may see its relation to the matter in question

less promptly and easily than the latter
;
this is not going

so far as to say, that later reflection may not produce
changes in the impression the first mind received at the out-

set, and that it will not appreciate the importance of the

new fact for throwing light upon the subject.

(1003.) 2nd Fact. Two persons are discussing without

auditors
;
no passion excites them, they are animated solely

by the desire of ascertaining the truth on a subject, be it

scientific or literary, which is of a nature to divide opinions ;

after a longer or shorter discussion they separate, neither

having yielded a point to the other. I admit, in accordance

with the common opinion, that such is the ordinary result of

discussions
;
but under the supposition that I have raised,

and provided the discussion hns been sufficiently prolonged

between two conscientious and enlightened persons, I admit
that there is in general a mutual reaction, and that, sooner

or later, the opinions held by each person before the discus-

sion will be more or less modified.

(1004.) 3rd Fact. It is possible for two superior minds,

not only not to act upon each other in a prolonged discus-

sion, but, moreover, for the reflection following upon the

discussion not to produce any modifications in their opinions,

because the ideas of each may be so co-ordinated that it is

not possible to intercalate a fact capable of modifying that

co-ordination
;
and more than this, a synthetic mind is less

disposed to entertain a fact which forms part of a system of

ideas different from its own, when the argument emanates
from another synthetic mind, than if that fact were presented

to it isolated, or if the argument emanated from some one
who had no system to defend.

(1005.) In all that precedes, I have presumed ^asitpassion
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exercises no influence
;

if it did, it is evident that the diffi-

culty of arriving at a mutual understanding would be
greater.

(100G.) The examples I have cited appertain to the case

in which the influence of co-ordinated ideas prevents the

mind receiving new notions
;
I have now to speak of the case

in which a mind, after haviug been long occupied with a sub-

ject, suddenly and for the first time perceives, either in the
course of discussion or as a consequence of its own reflec-

tions, a fact which strikes it so forcibly, as to cause it to pass
suddenly from one mode of viewing to another more or less

opposite
;

it is then especially that it is liable to be led astray

by the importance it attaches to a newly-formed opinion
relatively to one that has been abandoned (997.) ;

this case,

far from being opposed to my views, is only an extension of

them.

Inconveniences in oral or icritten Teaching which mag arise

from the Opposition established between two Facts.

(1007.) There would be a void in the exposition of my
views on the extension which the study of contrast appears

to me to be susceptible of, if I did not add some remarks
applicable to the result which ma}*- follow from a teaching in

which, while proceeding specially by placing two facts in

opposition, the differences only which they exhibit is insisted

on without regard to their essential analogies. If such

teaching is easier for the professor, and more accessible to

most understandings, because it gives more saliency to a very

small number of facts, it has, in my opinion, the objection of

greatly exaggerating the differences which actually exist be-

tween the objects compared
;

or, which come-s to the same
thing, of leading to a belief, or to a tendency to believe, that

differences have an importance in the distinguishing of these

objects which, in truth, they are far from possessing. When
a professor in a lecture, or an author in a book, brings for-

ward two different opinions, or two hypotheses, or advances
two propositions, it may happen that they will, for the sake

of greater clearness, insist upon an opposition, while they
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omit the analogies that may restrain within its true limits

the two terms of the comparison. From this mode of pro-

ceeding may result not only an exaggeration of difference,

but also a notion altogether incorrect, if, for example, the

two terms of the comparison being two propositions, they

should be presented to the auditor or reader as altogether

opposed, so that if one be true, the other must of necessity

be false
;
whilst to be exact, the boundary which circum-

scribes each circle within whose limits the truth is, should

be traced.

(1008.) When we study several objects so as to know
them thoroughly, there is every advantage in viewing them
in the order of greatest mutual resemblance, instead of

placing them in opposition to each other, for the purpose of

distinguishing them. Perhaps we cannot insist too strongly

upon declaring that, in the study of organised beings, the

advantage of the natural method over classifications or methods

called artificial belongs, in a great measure, to the exactness

the former gives to the mind, in essentially presenting to it

an ensemble of beings according to their mutual resemblances,

whilst the artificial classifications have for their special aim
the distinguishing these beings from each other, and of find-

ing the specific name of each
;

it proceeds, moreover, in pre-

senting them to the student by the characteristics in which
they differ the most. Hence he who habitually employs the
artificial method will never obtain a precise idea of the ob-

jects he wishes to know, if he neglects to consider them con*

formably to the order of subordination prescribed by the

natural method ; and, further, if he does not devote himself

at an early period to the study of this latter, the habitual

use of the artificial method will render it extremely difficult

for him to appreciate the real value of the relations that

exist between them (999.). Finally, still in conformity with
my ideas, instruction based on the natural method will be
more or less exact, according to the manner in which the-

professor presents the analogies which combine several beings,

in the same group, and the differences which distinguish

them into various groups.
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Summary and Conclusion op this Section.

(1009.) 1°. If I am under no illusion in the comparison
established between objects considered under the relations

we do not take into account, there may frequently be an ex-

aggeration of the difference that really distinguishes them,
especially if we have already, before establishing the com-
parison, some tendency to see this difference, and if we do
not recur to it after having established all means of con-

trolling the judgment that immediately results from a first

comparison. I conclude, then, that a control exercised with
this intention is necessary to a severe mind which seeks out
every possible means of seeing the differences existing be-

tween the objects it compares, such as they are in relation to

the most rigorous judgment that we are able to bring to bear
on them

;
for the man with exceedingly limited faculties

cannot flatter himself that he knows the absolute truth of

things.

2°. I think that, in opinions where exaggerations of a

difference exist, the organs that contribute to these opera-

tions of the mind find themselves in a physical state corre-

sponding to that of the organs which are affected in the

phenomena of the simultaneous contrast of view
;
so that it

is difficult, whilst this state continues, to perceive ideas

differing from those to which this state relates. The conse-

quences deduced from this are, that every sound mind that

is brought to perceive a relation of non-appreciable differ-

ence between objects ought, before retaining them in their

thoughts as a precise correctly limited fact, to be careful

that the brain is brought into a state that will permit it to

control the fact, by calmly submitting it to a verification

directed from points of view differing from that in which it

was when it first fixed his attention.

(1010.) In the case in which we do not admit the rela-

tionship I seek to establish between the physical state of

the brain, when on the one hand we compare two objects by
the affinities of their abstract qualities, and on the other
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when we perceive the impressions that give rise to the phe-

nomena of contrasts of vision, it seems to me that we should

not refuse to acknowledge that, in summing up this relation-

ship in these words, the brain •perceives andjudges ideas as it

judges colours which it 'perceives by the medium of the eye
,
we

establish a comparison which, by simply attaching value to

it as & figure of rhetoric suited to enliven some part of a dis-

course, is not without utility for the light it is susceptible of

throwing on the understanding.

It is then to simplify this study that I now consider con-

trast as simple comparison

;

either when we see two differ-

ently coloured monochromous objects, or when a greater

number are before our eyes, we can only perceive at one
time some of the affinities, instead of the whole, which it

would be indispensable to see in order to arrive at a com-
plete and perfect knowledge of these objects.

1°. The well-established fact that red, isolated, appears

differently than when it is juxtaposed with a white, black,

blue, or yellow surface, and that under these circumstances

five identical red patterns would appear five different pat-

terns, is important as a limit of comparison fitted to show
clearly how the same object may give rise to different

opinions among those who judge in an absolute manner,
without regard to the possible influence of some relative

circumstance. We here suppose the opinions are the re-

sult of the comparisons of coloured patterns with the tones

found in the chromatic diagram (159.). The fact in ques-

tion is applicable to many cases. I will cite two as ex-

amples.

(a) A person, ignorant of the effects of the juxtaposition

of colours, judging that the five red patterns are different,

although really identical, presents an example of the circum-

spection it is necessary to exercise in the opinions formed
of compared objects slightly differing from each other, and
which are not observed under the same conditions.

(b) Five persons know that the same red has been placed

in the five conditions indicated, but are ignorant of the in-

fluence of juxtaposition, and, consequently, of the influence

of these conditions : they have each seen only one of the
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five patterns
;
a discussion arises on the optical quality oi

this red : if the one that has seen the isolated pattern says

that it remains as he first saw it, the four others will say
that the red, after having been placed in one of the pre-

scribed conditions, does not seem as it did before. But they
will not agree when they come to decide upon the kind of

modification which the red has experienced
;
the person who

has seen the red juxtaposed with black will maintain that

the tone is lowered, whilst he wTho has observed it juxta-

posed with white will, on the contrary, maintain that the
tone is heightened, but both of them will agree in asserting

that the red has not gone out of its scale
;
an opinion which

the two last will combat, who, having viewed the red in

juxtaposition with yellow and blue, have seen it go out of the

scale to which it belonged before it was placed in this latter

position
;
but of the two latter the one who has seen it near

the yellow will assert that it possesses a violet hue, whilst,

on the contrary, he who has seen it juxtaposed with the

blue will maintain that it is tinged with orange. The five

persons who have each seen the same red in a different con-

dition of juxtaposition are right in declaring
,
that they see it

in such a manner
,
and each has cause for maintaining his

opinion ; hut he is evidently wrong
, if he pretends that the

others ought to see the red .as he himself does.

The conclusion to be deduced from this is, that in a bond

fide discussion, in which neither interest nor conceit bears a
part, if we wish to arrive at an exact conclusion, it is first

necessary to know the principles on which each supports his

reasonings, the terms of comparison that enter into each
opinion, and, finally, to ascertain if we really view the object

of discussion from the same point.

Another result to be deduced from the preceding fact is^

that when we must believe in the interference of passion in

an opinion differing from our own, by regarding it closely,

we may find that there is only a simple difference of po-

sition. After that, in many cases where we have been led

to assign a less honourable motive to an opinion or action,

it is probable that we shall be nearer to justice and truth

by interpreting these things with indulgence rather than

with severity.
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2°. In considering that the eye sees at one time only a
small number of objects that compose a whole, when it de-

sires to penetrate into the details of that whole (748.), and
that several individuals are able to see the same part dif-

ferently modified because they see them in connection with
different parts (483.)— in considering, finally, that these

differences in the modifications of the same part may be
observed by the same individual (499.),—we are led to ac-

quire a clear idea of the manner in which the human mind
proceeds in the study of nature. In fact, we see, first, how
man, wanting in power to embrace the whole of the objects

with which he wishes to be thoroughly acquainted, is forced

to have recourse to analysis
;
how that, by not fixing his

attention upon one fact at a time, he can only arrive at his

aim by successive efforts, after having studied piece by piece

each element of the whole he examines. If we now consider

that the human mind is composed of the minds of all—that

the edifice of science it has raised up is the product of the

efforts of minds which, far from being identical, present the

same differences as the forms of the bodies they animate

—

we shall then comprehend how the various minds that study
the same subject consider it under extremely different rela-

tions, when the fact that will strike each of them in particu-

lar will not be identical, because their diversity of nature is

an obstacle to their being equally accessible to the same fact.

It will be the thing which strikes them the most that they
will then examine; but superior minds will distinguish

themselves above others, because they will bring their medi-

tations to bear on facts which, considering the epoch in

which their minds labour, it will be more important and
more essential for the advancement of human knowledge
to know.

If the faculty of reasoning, in order to discover the rela-

tions of the phenomena which strike us—if the faculty we
possess of communicating the discovery of these relations to

our fellow-creatures distinguishes us from the animals pro-

perly so called—lastly, if to attain this end we make so

extensive a use of thefaculty of abstraction—it is neverthe-

less important to remark that this necessity man has for

decomposing a whole intfl its elements in order to under-

2 e
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stand it is a token of the feebleness of his nature, and that

this feebleness is revealed in all the results of his analysis,

because it has not yet been permitted to an individual, nor
to his contemporaries, to make a complete analysis of any
object out of pure mathematics. For the desire which leads

man to study nature leads him always, or almost always, to

extend the results of his investigations beyond the boundary
where he must stop in order not to pass beyond the limits

traced by rigorous reasoning.
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Green and violet with black, 217
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Historical view of the author’s researches, 939
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Hues, definition of, 150
Human figures, tapestries with, 874, 886

I.

Imitation of coloured objects with coloured materials, 255, 367
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Indigo and black, influence of juxtaposition upon, 61, 76

„ blue „ „ 33, 76
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Indigo and green, influence of juxtaposition upon, 24, 76
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.

„ orange „ „ 22, 76

„ red „ „ 28, 76
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„
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Map colouring, 521-526
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March, arrangement of flowers for the month of, 754
Mass of vegetation, heterogeneous or varied, 786

„ isolated or varied, 787-805
Masses, elements of, in landscape gardening, 77

8

„ heterogeneous, in landscape gardening, 786, 790, 805

„ homogeneous, in landscape gardening, 782

„ of plants, of what composed, 773
May, arrangement of flowers for the month of, 756
Mixed contrast, 81 et seq., 327
Mixture of colours, 374
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of the three primary colours, 380 ;

of com*
plementary colours, 380
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Model, colours of the, 259
Modification in colours produced by juxtaposition, 14
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,, of the colours of the model by coloured lights, 261, 268

„ „ „ by two lights of different

intensity, 270

the same diffused light, 279

light reflected, 283
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Mosaics, 429, 882, 889 ;
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Motion, condition of, 896
Museums of natural history, 588-589

N.

Natural method, advantage of, over artificial classifications, 1008
Nutrition, principles of, in landscape gardening, 809

O.

Objection to planting closely, 809
Objects, three conditions in the appearance of, to the eye, 328

October, arrangement of flowers in the month of, 762

(Epinus, his researches, 124
Olive-coloured skins, 726
Operations of the mind corresponding to the contrast of simultaneous

difference, 994

difference, 995
Orange drapery, influence of, on the complexion, 692

successive
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Orange and black, influence of juxtaposition ipon, 57

„ blue „ „ 40, 76

„ indigo „ „ 22, 76

„ green „ „ 21, 76

» grey „ „ 65

„ violet „ „ 23, 76

„ white „ „ 46

„ yellow „ „ 29, 76

r» red „ ,, 26, 76
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with grey, 230
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P.

Painters, difficulties encountered by, when ignorant of the law of
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„ hints to, in portraiture, 730 ;
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simultaneous contrast, 356-7, 366
Painting, two systems of, 256

,, in chiar’oscuro, 259

„ in flat tints, 301

„ colouring in, 298, 305
Panelled interiors, 645-7
Paper, colour-printing upon, 501
Paper-hangings, law of contrast in relation to designs for, 448

„ borders for, 454-499

Paper-staining, 446
Patterns, conditions fulfilled by, for Savonnerie carpets, 408-419

„ true tint of, misunderstood, 442 ;
influence of, on carpets

and tapestries, 370
Perspective, 298
Picture, tone of, 312

„ similar images must not be repeated in a, 360
Picture-galleries, 584
Pictures, assortment of frames with, 564; assortment of, with

hangings, 640-4
Pigments do not represent pure prismatic colours, 157, 158 ;

change

in colour when reduced with white, 841
Planting, principles of, in landscape gardening, 806
Plants, art of assorting, in a garden, 749

„ associations of, where apart, 736

„ „ pell-mell, 739-40

„ lines of, 771
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Plateau, Dr., his researches, 80
Pleasure derivable from the cultivation of choice plants, 733
Point of view the historical painter should take, 359
Polish, influence of, in reflecting light, 3, 284
Portrait-painting, rules for, 351, 353, 727-730
Predominating coloured light in a picture, 362, 3G3
Prieur, his researches, 129
Primary colours, 152 ;

become secondaries by juxtaposition, 75

„ assorted in pairs, 238 ;
binary mixture of, 380

Principles of contrast, 335-342

„ common to different arts, 891
Printing or writing on coloured papers, 501
Prism, colours produced by the, the types of pure colours, 172 ;

pos-

sibility of imitating, 173
Pure colours, 152

R.

Rainbow, colours of, are modified by juxtaposition, 964
Ray of solar light, composition of a, 2
Reading, influence of the colour of the paper on the duration of, 503;

of the kind of light, 504, 520

„ by artificial light, assortment of colours for, 520

„ diffused daylight, assortment of colours for, 506
Recipes for colouring compositions require to be modified, 441
Red drapery, influence of, on colour of the skin, 687
Red and black, influence of juxtaposition on, 56

yy blue yy yy 35, 76

» green 39

)> indigo yy yy 28, 76

yy grey yy yy 64

yy orange yy yy 26, 72, 76

tj violet yy yy 27, 72, 76

yy white yy yy 45

yy yellow yy yy 34, 76

19 blue with white, 192 ;
with black, 209 ;

with g

„ green with white, 187 ;
with black, 204 ;

with grey, 221

„ orange with white, 190 ;
with black, 207 ;

with grey, 224

„ violet with white, 193 ;
with black, 210, 241 ; with grev,

227

„ yellow with white, 191 ;
with black, 208 ; with grey, 225

„ blue threads, 380

„ green threads, 380

„ yellow threads, 380
Reflection of light from opaque coloured bodies, 5

„ of light Irom white bodies, 3
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Relation between the coloured light absorbed and reflected by a
coloured body, 6

„ „ subjects of painting, and the harmonies they
admit, 860

Repetition, principle of, in landscape gardening, S16, 915
Repose, condition of, 895
Rum ford, Count, his researches, 125 et seq.

S.

Saint Peter’s at Rome, type of a church with white glass windows, 579
Savonnerie carpets, elements of, 399, 880

„ principle of mixing colours in, 404

„ „ contrast of colours in, 406

„ conditions which must be fulfilled in patterns

of, 407

„ in what they differ from tapestry, 403
Scale, definition of the term, 149 ;

divisions of, 161, 162
Scherffer, his researches, 123 ; his explanation of successive contrast,

133
Schools of painting, 937
Screens, in landscape gardening, 77 2, 774; homogeneous, 775; dis-

tance of plants in, 776
Sculpture galleries, 585

Secondary colours, 152, 156
September, arrangement of flowers for the month of, 760
Shade, 148, note

Shadows, colour of, 961
Simple or pure colours, 152; two, effects of juxtaposition on, 76
Simultaneous contrast, definition of, 8 ;

law of, 16 ;
influence of, 18,

19, 325

„ formula representing it, 18

„ demonstration of, 20

„ what it includes, 78

„ explanation of, 141

„ application of the law of, 145 et seq.

„ successive, and mixed contrasts, distinction between, 77
Size, contrast of, 965-6

Smell, 990 ;
smell and taste, 984

Solitude, works executed in, 999
Sombre colours, 184
Sounds, contrast of difference in, 979; have a special existence, 978

„ and colours, comparison between, 974

„ „ contrast of antagonism in, 983 ;
contrast of

difference, 981
Spottiness in pictures to be avoided, 365
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Stability, principles of, 903
Stained glass, two kinds of, 432; kind of pictures that sho..ldbe

placed near, 553, 575-6

Stucco, interiors covered with, 05 1-2

Successive contrast, 79, 133
Suitability, principle of, 927
Superficial extent, influence of in uniforms, 675-677
Symmetrical plantations, 783
Symmetry, principle of, in landscape gardening, 825, 909

T.

Tapestries resemble paintings in chiar’oscuro, 368 ,
with human

figures, 874, 886

„ for hangings, 421

„ for carpets, 422

„ for furniture hangings, 878, 88

7

„ and carpets, effects of contrast in, 839

„ patterns in chiar’oscuro, on what principle represented, 388

Tapestry, qualities essential in patterns for, 392

„ how the effects of, may nearly equal those of painting, 391

„ for furniture, contrast of ground and dominant colour in,

397

„ Beauvais, for furniture, 393

„ „ subjects represented on, 395

„ „ patterns of, 396; qualities they must possess,

398

„ Gobelins, elements of, 372

„ and painting, difference between, 390

„ weaver, the art of the, 373 ;
necessity for his knowing the

law of contrast, 381, 387

„ objects represented in it must be large, and in harmony of

contrast; 875, 877
Taste, contrast of difference in, 986

„ „ antagonism in, 9S6

„ and smell, 984
Textile fabrics, colour-printing upon, 165 et seq.

Theatres, choice of colours for, 590
Tint, 148, note

Tone, definition of, 148, 151; of a picture, 312; influence of con-

trast of, 853 ;
height of, 852

„ contrast of, 16

„ height of, modifies contiguous colours, 116

„ „ effect of, in combinations of colours, 247
„ normal, of each scale, 160

Trees and shrubs, planting of, in masses, 768
Types of women with fair skins, 683
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U.

Uniforms of one coloir, G74 ; influence of superficial extent in, 675-

677

„ advantages in wear, of contrast in, 678-680

„ 658; of complementary colours, 658-661; of contrasting

colours, 662-665

„ of a single colour and white, 666 ;
bi-coloured with white

668; with black, 670

„ of more than two colours, 671; of different hues of 1 I14

same colour, 672 ; of two tones of the same scale, 673
Utility of the law of contrast in the art of colouring, 323

Y.

Yandyck, his portraits, 358
Yarieties of the human race with respect to colour of the skin, 681
Yariety, principle of, in landscape gardening, 819, 906, 908

„ of colours in stained glass windows necessary for good
effect, 434

Yiew of a single colour, 175

„ different tones of the same scale of colour, 176

„ „ allied colours, 177

„ „ contrasted colours, 178

„ various colours seen through coloured glass, 179
Violet drapery, influence of, on the complexion, 690

„ and blue „ juxtaposition upon, 32, 76

„ and black 99 99 „ 62

„ and green 99 99 ,, 25, 76

„ and grey 99 99 „ 70

„ and indigo 99 99 „ 37, 76

„ and orange 99 99 „ 23, 76

„ and red 99 99 „ 27, 76

„ and white 99 99 „ 51

Volume, principle of, 898

W.

Wainscoting, height of, 601-603

Weaver, the, imitates objects by coloured threads, 390; translate

his model, 877

„ „ rules for, 405, 425, 880
White, binary assortment of colours with, 185

„ ternary „ complementary colours will., 186

„ influence of separating badly assorted colours with, 240

,, heightens the tone of a contiguous colour, 336
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White drapery, influence of, on the complexion, 693
flowers, associations of, with other colours, 737

Windows, 637

„ of coloured glass in gothic churches, 430, 883-885, 890

„ „ „ causes of their beautiful effect, 435

„ „ „ resemble transparent tapestries, 437

„ „ „ ideas on the employment of, 438

„ of gothic churches, what they usually represent, 431
Women with fair skins, types of, 683, 709

„ „ „ and black hair, 684, 716

„ copper-coloured skins, 725

„ black, or olive-coloured skins, 726
Works executed in solitude, 999

Y.

Yellow and blue threads, 380

„ violet „ 380

„ blue, influence of juxtaposition upon, 36, 76
grey O) yy 66

» green yy yy 30, 76

yy indigo „ yy yy 41

yy red yy yy 34

yy orange „ yy yy 30, 76

yy
(orange) and indigo yy yy 40

yy (greenish) and violet yy yy 42

„ „ witn wnue,

„ „ „ black, 58

and violet with black, 206 ; with white, 189 ;
with grey, 223

green „ 214 ; „ 197 ; „ 231
blue „ 215; „ 198; 232

drapery, influence of, on the complexion 689

' ^

THE END.
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Century. With Memoir and Portraits.

Trans, by T. Roscoe. 3 vols.

LAPPENBERG’S England under the
Anglo-Saxon Kings. Trans, by B. Thorpe,
F.S.A. 2 vols.

LESSING’S Dramatic Works. Com-
plete. By E. Bell, M.A. With Memoir
by H. Zimmem. Portrait. 2 vols.

Laokoon, Dramatic Notes, and
Representation of Death by the Ancients.
Trans, by E. C. Beasley and Helen
Zimmem. Frontispiece.

LOCKE’S Philosophical Works, con-
taining Human Understanding, Controversy
with Bishop of Worcester, Malebranche’s
Opinions, Natural Philosophy, Reading
and Study. With Introduction, Analysis,
and Notes, by J. A. St. John. Portrait.

2 vols.

—— Life and Letters, with Extracts from
his Common-place Books. By Lord King.

LOCKHART (J. G.)—See Bums.

LUTHER’S Table-Talk. Trans, by W.
Hazlitt. With Life by A. Chalmers, and
Luther’s Catechism. Portrait after

Cranach.

Autobiography.—.SV* Michelet.

MACHIAVELLI’S History of Flo-
rence, The Prince, Savonarola, Historical

Tracts, and Memoir. Portrait.

MARLOWE. Poems of.

—

See Greene.

MARTINEAU’3 (Harriet) History
of England (including History ofthe Peace)
from 1800-1846. 5 vols.

MENZEL’S History of Germany,
from the Earliest Period to 1842. Por-

traits. 3 vols.

MICHELET’S Autobiography of
Luther. Trans, by W. Hazlitt. With
Notes.

The French Revolution to the

Flight of the King in 1791. Frontispiece.

MIGNET’S The French Revolution,
from 1789 to 1814. Portrait of Napoleon.
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MILTON’S Prose Works. With Pre-
face, Preliminary Remarks by J. A. St.

John, and Index. 5 vols. Portraits.

Poetical Works. With 120 Wood
Engravings. 2 vols.

MITFORD’S (Miss) Our Village.
Sketches of Rural Character and Scene.' y.

2 Engravings. 2 vols.

MOLIERE’S Dramatic Works. In
English Prose, by C. H. Wall. With a
Life and a Portrait. 3 vols.

‘ It is not too much to say that we have
here probably as good a translation of
Mcliere as can be given.’

—

Academy.

MONTAGU. Letters and Works of
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. Lord

j

WharnclifFe’s Third Edition. Edited by ,

W.
_
Moy Thomas. New and revised I

edition. With steel plates. 2 vols. 5s.

each.
J

MONTESQUIEU’S Spirit of Laws.
Revised Edition, with D’Alembert’s Analy-
sis, Notes, and Memoir. 2 vols.

NEANDER (Dr. A.) History of the
Christian Religion and Church. Trans, by
J. Torrey. With Short Memoir. 10 vols.

Life of Jesus Christ, in it3 His-
torical Connexion and Development.

The Planting and Training of
the Christian Church by the Apostles.

|

With the Antignosticus, or Spirit of Ter-
tullian. Trans, by J. E. Ryland. 2 vols.

Lectures on the History of !

Christian Dogmas. Trans, by J. E. Ry- <

land. 2 vols.

Memorials of Christian Life In
the Early and Middle Ages

;
including

j

Light in Dark Places. Trans, by J. E.
Ryland

NORTH’S Lives of the Right Hon.
Francis North, Baron Guildford, the Hon.

j

Sir Dudley North, and the Hon. and Rev.
Dr. John North. By the Hon. Roger
North. Edited by A. Jessopp, D.D. With

j

3 Portraits. 3 vols. 3$. 6d. each.
‘ Lovers of good literature will rejoice at 1

the appearance of a new, handy, and com-
|

plete edition of so justly famous a book,
and will congratulate themselves that it

has found so competent and skilful an
editor as Dr. Jessopp.’

—

Times.

OCKLEY (S.) History of the Sara-
cens and their Conquests in Syria, Persia,

and Egypt. Comprising the Lives of
Mohammed and his Successors to the
Death of Abdalmelik, the Eleventh Caliph.
By Simon Ockley, B.D., Portrait of Mo-
hammed.

PASCAL’S Thoughts. Translated from
the Text of M. Auguste Molinier by
C. Kegan Paul. 3rd edition.

PERCY'S Reiiques of Ancient Eng-
lish Poetry, consisting of Ballads, Sonpfs,

and other Pieces of our earlier Poets, with
some few of later date. With Essay on
Ancient Minstrels, and Glossary. 2 vols.

PHILIP DE COMMINES. Memoirs
of. Containing the Histories of Louis XI.
and Charles VIII., and Charles the Bold,
Duke of Burgundy. With the History of
Louis XI.. by Jean de Troyes. Trans-
lated, with a Life and Notes, by A. R.
Scoble. Portraits. 2 vols.

PLUTARCH’S LIVES. Translated, with
Notes and Life, by A. Stewart, M.A.,
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and G. Long, M.A. 4 vols.

POETRY OF AMERICA. Selectiona
from One Hundred Poets, from 1776 to

1876. With Introductory Review, and
Specimens of Negro Melody, by W. J.
Linton. Portrait of W. Whitman.

RACINE’S (Jean) Dramatic Works.
A metrical English version, with Bio-
graphical notice. By R. Bruce Boswell,
M.A. Oxon. 2 vols.

RANKE (L.) History of the Popes,
their Church and State, and their Conflicts

with Protestantism in the 16th and 17th
Centuries. Trans, by E. Foster. Portraits.

3 vols.

History of Servia. Trans, by Mrs.
Kerr. To which is added, The Slave Pro-
vinces of Turkey, by Cyprien Robert.

History of the Latin and Teu-
tonic Nations. 1494-1514. Trans.

_
by

P. A. Ashworth, translator of Dr. Gneist
r
s

* History of the English Constitution.’

REUMONT (Alfred de).—See Carafas.

REYNOLDS’ (Sir J.) Literary Works.
With Memoir and Remarks by H. W.
Beechy. 2 vols.

RICHTER (Jean Paul). Levana,
a Treatise on Education

; together with the
Autobiography, and a short Memoir.— Flov/er, Fruit, and Thorn Pieces,
or the V/edded Life, Death, and Marriage
of Siebenkaes. Translated by Alex. Ewing.
The only complete English translation.

ROSCOE’S (W.) Life of Leo X., with
Notes, Historical Documents, and Disser-
tation on Lucretia Borgia. 3 Portraits.

2 vols.

* Lorenzo de’ Medici, called ‘The
Magnificent,’ with Copyright Notes,
Poems, Letters, &c. With' Memoir of
Roscoe and Portrait of Lorenzo.

RUSSIA, History of, from the
earliest Period to the Crimean War. By
W. K. Kelly. 3 Portraits. 2 vols.
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SCHILLER’S Works. 7 vols.

Vol. I.—History ofthe Thirty Years’ War.
Rev. A. J. W. Morrison, M.A. Portrait.
Vol II.—History of the Revolt in the

Netherlands, the Trials of Counts Egmont
and Horn, the Siege of Antwerp, and the
Disturbance of France preceding the Reign
of Henry IV. Translated by Rev. A. J. W.
Morrison and L. Dora Schmitz.
Vol. III.—Don Carlos. R. D. Eoylan
—Mary Stuart. Mellish— Maid of Or-
leans. Anna Swanwick—Bride of Mes-
sina. A. Lodge, M.A. Together with the
Use of the Chorus in Tragedy (a short
Essay). Engravings.
These Dramas are all translated in metre.
Vol. IV.—Robbers—Fiesco—Love and

Intrigue—Demetrius—Ghost Seer—Sport
of Divinity.

The Dramas in this volume are in prose.

Vol. V.—Poems. E. A. Bowring, C.B.
Vol. VI.—Essays, iEsthetical and Philo-

sophical, including the Dissertation on the
Connexion between the Animal and Spiri-

tual in Man.
Vol. VII.— Wallenstein’s Camp. J.

Churchill. — Piccolomini and Death of
Wallenstein. S. T. Coleridge.—William
Tell. Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B., LL.D.

SCHILLER and GOETHE. Corre-
spondence between, from a.d. 1794-1805.
Trans, by L. Dora Schmitz. 2 vols.

SCHLEGEL (F.) Lectures on the
Philosophy of Life and the Philosophy of
Language. Trans, by A. J. W. Morrison.

The History of Literature, Ancient
and Modern.

The Philosophy of History. With
Memoir and Portrait. Trans, by J. B.
Robertson.— Modern History, with the Lectures
entitled Caesar and Alexander, and The
Beginning of our History. Translated by
L. Purcell and R. H. Whitelock.

^Esthetic and Miscellaneous
Works. By E. J. Millington.

SCHLEGED (A. W.) Dramatic Art
and Literature. By J. Black. With Me-
moir by Rev. A. J. W. Morrison. Portrait.

SCHUMANN (Robert), His Life and
Works. By A. Reissmann. Trans, by
A. L. Alger.

Early Letters. Translated by May
Herbert. With Preface by Sir G. Grove.

SHAKESPEARE’S Dramatic Art.
The History and Character of Snakspeare’s 1

Plays. By Dr. H. Ulrici. Trans, by L.
Dora Schmitz. 2 vols.

SHAKESPEARE (William). A
Literary Biography by Karl Elze, Ph.D.,
LL.D. Translated by L. Dora Schmitz. 5$.

SHERIDAN’S Dramatic Works. With
Memoir. Portrait (after Reynolds).

SISMONDI’S History of the Litera-
ture of the South of Europe. Trans, by
T. Roscoe. Portraits. 2 vols.

SMITH’S (Adam) Theory of Moral
Sentiments

;
with Essay on the First For-

mation of Languages, and Critical Memoir
by Dugald Stewart.

See Economic Library.

SMYTH’S (Professor) Lectures on
Modern History

;
from the Irruption of the

Northern Nations to the close of the Ameri-
can Revolution. 2 vols.—- Lectures on the French Revolu-
tion. With Index. 2 vols.

SOUTHEY.

—

See Covoper
,

Wesley
,
and

(.Illustrated Library) Nelson.

STURM’S Morning Communlngs
with God, or Devotional Meditations for

Every Day. Trans, by W. Johnstone, M.A.

SULLY. Memoirs of the Duke of,
Prime Minister to Henry the Great. With
Notes and Historical Introduction. 4 Por-
traits. 4 vols.

TAYLOR’S (Bishop Jeremy) Holy
Living and Dying, with Prayers, contain-
ing the Whole Duty of a Christian and the
parts of Devotion fitted to all Occasions.
Portrait.

TEN BRINK.—See Brink.

THIERRY’S Conquest of England by
the Normans ; its Causes, and its Conse-
quences in England and the Continent.
By W. Hazlitt. With short Memoir. 2 Por-
traits. 2 vols.

ULRICI (Dr.)

—

See Shakespeare.

VASARI. Lives of the most Eminent
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. By
Mrs. J. Foster, with selected Notes. Por-
trait. 6 vols., Vol. VI. being an additional
Volume of Notes by Dr. J. P. Richter.

VOLTAIRE’S Tales. Translated by
R. B. Boswell. Vol. I., containing Ba-
bouc, Memnon, Candide, L’lngcnu, and
other Tales.

WERNER’S Templars in Cyprus.
Trans, by E. A. M. Lewis.

WESLEY, the Life of, and the Rise
and Progress of Methodism. By Robert
Southey. Portrait. 5$.

WHEATLEY. A Rational Illustra-
tion of the Book of Common Prayer.

YOUNG (Arthur) Travels in France.
Edited by Miss Betham Edwards. With
a Portrait.

Tour in Ireland, with General
Observations on the State of the Country
during the years 1776-0. Edited, with In-

troduction and Notes, by A. W. Hutton,
Librarian of the National Liberal Club.
With a complete bibliography and Index.
2 vols.
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HISTORICAL
23 Volumes at 5^. each.

EVELYN'S Diary and Correspond-
ence, with the Private Correspondence of
Charles I. and Sir Edward Nicholas, and I

between Sir Edward Hyde (Earl of Claren-
don) and Sir Richard Browne. Edited from I

the Original MSS. by W. Bray, F.A.S.
4 vols. 45 Engravings (after Vandyke,
Lely, Kneller, and Jamieson, &c.).

N.B.—This edition contains 130 letters
from Evelyn and his wife, printed by per-

'

mission, and contained in no other edition.
[

JESSE'S Memoirs of the Court of
England under the Stuarts, including the !

Protectorate. 3 vols. With Index and 42
Portraits (after Vandyke, Lely, &c.).

Memoirs of the Pretenders and
their Adherents. 6 Portraits.

GRAMMONT (Count). Memoirs of
the Court of Charles II. Edited by Sir
Walter Scott.

__

Together with the ‘ Bos-
cobel Tracts,' including two not before
published, &c. New Edition, thoroughly ,

revised. With Portrait of Nell Gwynne.

LIBRARY.
(5?. 15s. per set.)

PEPYS’
.

Diary and Correspondence.
With Life and Notes, by Lord Braybrooke.
With Appendix containing additional
Letters and Index. 4 vols., with 31 En-
gravings (after Vandyke, Sir P. Lely,
Holbein, Kneller, &c.).

N.B.—This is a reprint of Lord Bray-
brooke’s fourth and last edition, containing
all his latest notes and corrections, the
copyright of the publishers.

NUGENT’S (Lord) Memorials of
Hampden, his Party and Times. With
Memoir. 12 Portraits (after Vandyke
and others).

STRICKLAND’S (Agnes) Lives of the
Queens of England from the Norman
Conquest. From authentic Documents,
public and private. 6 Portraits. 6 vols.

Life of Mary Queen of Scots.
2 Portraits. 2 vols.

Lives of the Tudor and Stuart
Princesses. With 2 Portraits.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.
17 Vols. at 5x. each, excepting those

BACON’S Novum Organum and Ad-
vancement of Learning. With Notes by
T Devey, M.A.

BAX. A Handbook of the History
of Philosophy, for the use of Students.
By E. Belfort Bax, Editor of Kant’s

‘ Prolegomena.’

COMTE’S Philosophy of the Sciences.
An Exposition of the Principles of the
Cours de Philosophie Positive. By G. H.
Lewes, Author of ‘ The Life of Goethe.*

DRAPER (Dr. J. W.) A History of
the Intellectual Development of Europe.
2 vols.

HEGEL’S Philosophy of History. By
J. Sibree, M.A.

KANT’S Critique cf Pure Reascn.
By J. M. D. Meiklejohn.

Prolegomena and Metaphysical
Foundations of Natural Science, with Bio-
graphy and Memoir by E. Belfort Bax.
Portrait.

marked otherwise . (3/. 19s. per set.)

LOGIC, or the Science of Inference.
A Popular Manual. By J. Devey.

MILLER (Professor). History Philo-
sophically Illustrated, from the Fall of the
Roman Empire to the French Revolution.
With Memoir. 4 vols. 3$. 6d. each.

SCHOPENHAUER on the Fourfold
Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason,
and on the Will in Nature. Trans, from
the German.

Essays. Selected and Translated by
E. Belfort Bax.

SPINOZA’S Chief Works. Trans, with
Introduction by R. H. M. Elwes. 2 vols.

Vol. I.—Tractatus Theologico-Politicus
—Political Treatise.

Vol. II.— Improvement of the Under-
standing—Ethics—Letters.
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THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
15 Vols. at 5s. each ('except Chillingworth

, 3*. 6d.). (3/. 13J. 6d. per set.)

BLEEK. Introduction to the Old
Testament. By Friedrich Bleek. Trans,
under the supervision of Rev. E. Venables,
Residentiary Canon of Lincoln. 2 vols.

CHILLINGWORTH’S Religion of
Protestants. 35. 6d.

EUSEBIUS. Ecclesiastical History
of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Caesarea.
Trans, by Rev. C. F. Cruse, M.A. With
Notes, Life, and Chronological Tables.

EVAGRIU3. History of the Church.
—See Theodoret.

HARDWICK. History ofthe Articles
of Religion

;
to which is added a Series of

Documents from a.d. 1536 to a.d. 1615.
Ed. by Rev. F. Proctor.

HENRY’S (Matthew) Exposition of
the Book of Psalms. Numerous Woodcuts.

PEARSON (John, D.D.) Exposition
of the Creed. Edit, by E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes, Analysis, and Indexes.

PHILO -JUDiEUS, Works of. The
Contemporary of Josephus. Trans, by
C. D. Yonge. 4 vols.

PHILOSTORGIUS. Ecclesiastical
History of.—See Sozomen.

SOCRATES’ Ecclesiastical History (

Comprising a History of the Church from
Constantine, a.d. 305, to the 38th year of
Theodosius II. With Short Account of
the Author, and selected Notes.

SOZOMEN’S Ecclesiastical History.
a.d. 324-440. With Notes, Prefatory Re-
marks by Valesius, and Short Memoir.
Together with the Ecclesiastical His-
tory of Philostorgius, as epitomised by
Photius. Trans, by Rev. E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes and brief Life.

THEODORET and EVAGRIUS. His-
tories of the Church from a.d. 332 to the
Death of Theodore of Mopsuestia, a.d.

427 ;
and from a.d. 431 to a.d. 544. With

Memoirs.

WIESELER’S (Karl) Chronological
Synopsis of the Four Gospels. Trans, by
Rev. Canon Venables.

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.
36 Vols. at 5*. each. (9/. per set.)

CHRONICLES of the CRUSADES.ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. — See
Bede.

ASSER’S Life of Alfred.—6V* Six O. E.
Chronicles.

BEDE’S (Venerable) Ecclesiastical
History of England. Together with the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. With Notes,
Short Life, Analysis, and Map. Edit, by
J. A. Giles, D.C.L.

BOETHIUS’S Consolation of Philo-
sophy. King Alfred’s Anglo-Saxon Ver-
sion of. With an English Translation on
opposite pages, Notes, Introduction, and
Glossary, by Rev. S. Fox, M.A. To
which is added the Anglo-Saxon Version of
the Metres of Boethius, with a free

Translation by Martin F. Tupper, D.C.L.

BRAND’S Popular Antiquities of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. Illus-

trating the Origin of our Vulgar and Pro-
vincial Customs, Ceremonies, and Super-
stitions. By Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., F.R.S.
Frontispiece. 3 vols.

Contemporary Narratives of Richard Coeur
de Lion, by Richard of Devizes and Geof-
frey de Vinsauf

; and of the Crusade at
Saint Louis, by Lord John de Joinville.
With Short Notes. Illuminated Frontis-
piece from an old MS.

DYER’S (T. F. T.) British Popular
Customs, Present and Past. An Account
of the various Games and Customs asso-

ciated with different Days of the Year in

the British Isles, arranged according to the
Calendar. By the Rev. T. F. Thiseltor.

Dyer, M.A.

EARLY TRAVELS IN PALESTINE.
Comprising the Narratives of Arculf,

Willibald, Bernard, Saewulf, Sigurd, Ben-
jamin of Tudela, Sir John Maundeville,
De la Brocquiere, and Maundrell ;

all un-
abridged. With Introduction and Notes
by Thomas Wright. Map of Jerusalem.
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ELLIS (G.) Specimens of Early En-
glish Metrical Romances, relating to
Arthur, Merlin, Guy of Warwick, Richard
Cceur de Lion, Charlemagne, Roland, &c.
&c. With Historical Introduction by J. O.
Halliwell, F.R.S. Illuminated Frontis-
piece from an old MS.

ETHELWERD, Chronicle of.— See
Six O. E. Chronicles.

FLORENCE OF WORCESTER’S
Chronicle, with the Two Continuations :

comprising Annals of English History
from the Departure of the Romans to the
Reign of Edward I. Trans., with Notes,
by Thomas Forester, M.A.
GEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH.
Chronicle of.

—

See Six O. E. Chronicles.

GESTA ROMANORUM, or Enter-
taining Moral Stories invented by the
Monks. Trans, with Notes by the Rev.
Charles Swan. Edit, by W. Hooper, M.A.

GILDAS. Chronicle of.—See Six O. E.
Chronicles.

GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS’ Histori-
cal Works. Containing Topography of
Ireland, and History of the Conquest of

Ireland, by Th. Forester, M.A. Itinerary

through Wales, and Description of Wales,
by Sir R. Colt Hoare.

HENDERSON (E. F.) Select Histo-
rical Documents of the Middle Ages. In-

cluding the most famous Charters relating

to England, the Empire, the Church, &c.,
from the nth to the 14th centuries. Trans-
lated and edited, with Introductions, by
Ernest F. Henderson, Ph.D.

HENRY OF HUNTINGDON’S His-
tory of the English, from the Roman In-

vasion to the Accession of Henry II.
;

with the Acts of King Stephen, and the
Letter to Walter. By T. Forester, M.A.
Frontispiece from an old MS.

INGULPH’S Chronicles of the Abbey
of Croyland, with the Continuation by
Peter of Blois and others. Trans, with
Notes bv H. T. Riley, B.A.

KEIGHTLEY’S (Thomas) Fairy My-
thology, illustrative of the Romance and
Superstition of Various Countries. Frontis-

piece by Cruikshank.
LEPSIUS’S Letters from Egypt,

Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai ; to

which are added, Extracts from his

Chronology of the Egyptians, with refer-

ence to the Exodus of the Israelites. By
L. and J. B. Horner. Maps and Coloured
View of Mount Barkal.

MALLET’S Northern Antiquities, or
an Historical Account of the Manners,
Customs, Religions, and Literature of the
Ancient Scandinavians. Trans, by Bishop
Percy. With Translation of the Prose
Edda, and Notes by J. A. Blackwell.
Also an Abstract of the ‘ Eyrbyggia Saga ’

by Sir Walter Scott. With Glossary
and Coloured Frontispiece.

MARCO FOLO’S Travels; with Notes
and Introduction. Edit, by T. Wright.

MATTHEW PARIS’S English His-
tory, from 1235 to 1273. By Rev. J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. With Frontispiece. 3 vols.-—
See also Roger of VVendover,

MATTHEW OF WESTMINSTER’S
Flowers of History, especially such as re-
late to the affairs of Britain, from the be-
ginning of the World to a.d. 1307. By
C. D. Yonge. 2 vols.

NENNIUS. Chronicle
O. E. Chronicles.

of.— See Six

ORDERICUS VITALIS’ Ecclesiastical
History of England and Normandy. With
Notes, Introduction of Guizot, and the
Critical Notice of M. Delille, by T.
Forester, M.A. To which is added the
Chronicle of St. Evroult. With Gene-
ral and Chronological Indexes. 4 vols.

PAULI'S (Dr. R.) Life of Alfred the
Great. To which is appended Alfred's
Anglo-Saxon Version of Orosius. With
literal Translation interpaged, Notes, and
an Anglo-Saxon Grammar and Glossary,
by B. Thorpe. Frontispiece.

RICHARD OF CIRENCESTER.
Chronicle of.

—

See Six O. E. Chronicles.

ROGER DE HOVEDEN’S Annals of
English History, comprising the History
of England and of other Countries of Eu-
rope from a.d. 732 to a.d. 1201. With
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A. 2 vols.

ROGER CF WENDOVER’S Flowers
of History, comprising the History of
England from the Descent of the Saxons to
a.d. 1235, formerly ascribed to Matthew
Paris. With Notes and Index by J. A*
Giles, D.C.L. 2 vols.

SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRONICLES :

viz., Asser s Life of Alfred and the Chroni-
cles of Ethelwerd, Gildas, Nennius, Geof-
frey of Monmouth, and Richard of Ciren-
cester. Edit., with Notes, by J. A. Giles,
D.C.L. Portrait of Alfred.

WILLIAM OF MALMESBURY’S
Chronicle of the Kings of England, from
the Earliest Period to King Stephen. By
Rev. J. Sharpe. With Notes by J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. Frontispiece.

YULE-TIDE STORIES. A Collection
of Scandinavian and North-German Popu-
ar Tales and Traditions, from the Swedish,
Danish, and German. Edit, by B. Thorpe.
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ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.

75 Vols. at 5-r. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (18 /. iij. 6d. per set.)

ALLEN’S (Joseph, R.N.) Battles o
the British Navy. Revised edition, with

Indexes of Names and Events, and 57 Por-

traits and Plans. 2 vols.

ANDERSEN’S Danish Fairy Tales.
By Caroline Peachey. With Short Life

and 120 Wood Engravings.

ARIOSTO’S Orlando Furioso. In

English Verse by W. S. Rose. With Notes
and Short Memoir. Portrait after Titian,

and 24 Steel Engravings. 2 vols.

BECHSTEIN’S Cage and Chamber
Birds : their Natural History, Habits, &c.
Together with Sweet's British War-
blers. 43 Coloured Plates and Woodcuts.

BONOMI’S Nineveh and its Palaces.
The Discoveries of Botta and Layard
applied to the Elucidation of Holy Writ.

7 Plates and 294 Woodcuts.

BUTLER’S Hudibras, with Variorum
Notes and Biography. Portrait and 28

Illustrations.

CATTERMOLE’S Evenings at Had-
don Hall. Romantic Tales of the Olden
Times. With 24 Steel Engravings after

Cattermole.

CHINA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, with some account of Ava and
the Burmese, Siam

;
and Anam. Map, and

nearly 100 Illustrations.

CRAIK’S (G. L.) Pursuit of Know-
ledge under Difficulties. Illustrated by
Anecdotes and Memoirs. Numerous Wood-
cut Portraits.

CRUIKSHANK’S Three Courses and
a Dessert

;
comprising three Sets of Tales,

1

West Country, Irish, and Legal
;
and a

Melange. With 50 Illustrations by Cruik-
shank.

Punch and Judy. The Dialogue of
the Puppet Show

;
an Account of its Origin,

&c. 24 Illustrations and Coloured Plates
by Cruikshank.

DANTE, in English Verse, byl C. Wright,
M.A.

.
With Introduction and Memoir.

Portrait and 34 Steel Engravings after
Flaxman.

DIDRON’S Christian Iconography
;

a History of Christian Art in the Middle
Ages. By the late A. N. Didron. Trans,
by E. J. Millington, and completed, with
Additions and Appendices, by Margaret
Stokes. 2 vols. With numerous Illustrations.

Vol. I. The History of the Nimbus, the
Aureole, and the Glory

; Representations
of the Persons of the Trinity.

Vol. II. The Trinity; Angels; Devils;
The Soul ; The Christian Scheme. Appen-
dices.

DYER (Dr. T. H.) Pompeii : its Build-
ings and Antiquities. An Account cf the
City, with full Description of the Remains
and Recent Excavations, and an Itinerary
for Visitors. By T. H. Dyer, LL.D.
Nearly 300 Wood Engravings, Map, and
Plan. 7s. 6d.

Rome : History of the City, with
Introduction on recent Excavations. 8
Engravings, Frontispiece, and 2 Maps.

GIL BI.AS. The Adventures of.
From the French of Lesage by Smollett.

24 Engravings after Smirke, and 10 Etch-
ings by Cruikshank. 612 pages. 6s.

GRIMM’S Gammer Grethel; or, Ger-
man Fairy Tales and Popular Stories,
containing 42 Fairy Tales. By Edgar
Taylor. Numerous Woodcuts after Cruik-
shank and Ludwig Grimm. 3X. 6d.

HOLBEIN’S Dance of Death and
Bible Cuts. Upwards of 150 Subjects, en-
graved in facsimile, with Introduction and
Descriptions by the late Francis Douce
and Dr. Dibdin.

INDIA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, from the Earliest Times. 100
Engravings on Wood and Map.

JESSE’S Anecdotes of Dogs. With
40 Woodcuts after Harvey, Bewick, and
others

;
and 34 Steel Engravings after

Cooper and Landseer.
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LODGE'S Portraits of IUastrlous
Personages of Great Britain, with Bio-

graphical and Historical Memoirs. 240
Portraits engraved on Steel, with the

respective Biographies unabridged. Com-
plete in 8 vols.

LONGFELLOW’S Poetical Works,
including his Translations and Notes. 24
full-page Woodcuts by Birket Foster and
others, and a Portrait.

Without the Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

—— Prose Works. With 16 full-page

Woodcuts by Birket Foster and others.

LOUDON’S (Mrs.) Entertaining Na-
turalist. Popular Descriptions, Tales, and
Anecdotes, of more than 500 Animals.
Numerous Woodcuts.

MARRYAT’S (Capt., R.N.) Master-
man Ready

;
or, the Wreck of the Pacific.

(Written for Young People.) With 93
Woodcuts. 3$. 6d.

Mission
;

or, Scenes in Africa.
(Written for Young People.) Illustrated

by Gilbert and Dalziel. 3s. 6d.

Pirate and Three Cutters. (Writ-

ten for Young People.) With a Memoir.
8 Steel Engravings after Clarkson Stan-

field, R.A. 35. 6d.

—— Privateersman. Adventures by Sea
and Land One Hundred Years Ago.
(Written for Young People.) 8 Steel En-
gravings. 3$. 6d.

Settlers in Canada. (Written for

Young People.) 10 Engravings by Gilbert

and Dalziel. 3$. 6d.

Poor Jack. (Written for Young
People.) With 16 Illustrations after Clark-

son Stanfield, R.A. 3s. 6d.

Midshipman Easy. With 8 full-

page Illustrations. Small post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Peter Simple. With 8 full-page Illus-

trations. Small post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MAXWELL’S Victories of Welling-
ton and the British Armies. Frontispiece

and 4 Portraits.

MICHAEL ANGELO and RAPHAEL,
Their Lives and Works. By Duppa and
Quatremere de Quincy. Portraits and
Engravings, including the Last Judgment,
and Cartoons.

MUDIE’S History of British Birds.
Revised by W. C. L. Martin. 52 Figures of

Birds and 7 coloured Plates of Eggs. I

2 vols.

NAVAL and MILITARY HEROES
of Great Britain ; a Record of British
Valour on every Day in the year, from
William the Conqueror to the Battle of
Inkermann. By Major Johns, R.M., and
Lieut. P. H. Nicolas, R.M. Indexes. 24
Portraits after Holbein, Reynolds, &c. 6s.

NICOLINI’S History of the Jesuits :

their Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and De-
signs. 8 Portraits.

PETRARCH’S Sonnets, Triumphs,
and other Poems, in English Verse. With
Life by Thomas Campbell. Portrait and
15 Steel Engravings.

PICKERING’S History of the Races
of Man, and their Geographical Distribu-
tion ; with An Analytical Synopsis of
the Natural History of Man. By Dr.
Hall. Map of the World and 12 coloured
Plates.

POPE’S Poetical Works, including
Translations. Edit., with Notes, by R.
Carruthers. 2 vols. With numerous Illus-

trations.

Homer’s Iliad, with Introduction
and Notes by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
With Flaxman’s Designs.

—— Homer’s Odyssey, with the Battle
of Frogs and Mice, Hymns, &c., by
other translators including Chapman. In-
troduction and Notes by J. S. Watson,
M.A. With Flaxman’s Designs.

Life, including many of his Letters.
By R. Carruthers. Numerous Illustrations.

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, and
other objects of Vertu. Comprising an
Illustrated Catalogue of the Bernal Col-
lection, with the prices and names of the
Possessors. Also an Introductory Lecture
on Pottery and Porcelain, and an Engraved
List of all Marks and Monograms. By
H. G. Bohn. Numerous Woodcuts.

With coloured Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

PROUT’S (Father) Reliques. Edited
by Rev. F. Mahony. Copyright edition,

with the Author’s last corrections and
additions. 21 Etchings by D. Maclise,
R.A. Nearly 600 pages.

RECREATIONS IN SHOOTING. With
some Account of the Game found in the
British Isles, and Directionsfor the Manage-
ment of Dog and Gun. By* Craven.’ 62
Woodcuts and 9 Steel Engravings after
A. Cooper, R.A.
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RENNIE. Insect Architecture. Re-
vised by Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. 186
Woodcuts.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. With Memoir of
Defoe, 12 Steel Engravings and 74 Wood-
cuts after Stothard and Harvey.

Without the Engravings, 3j . 6d.

ROME IN THE NINETEENTH CEN-
tury. An Account in 1817 of the Ruins of
the Ancient City, and Monuments ofModern
Times. By C. A. Eaton. 34 Steel En-
gravings. 2 vols.

SHARPE (S.) The History of Egypt,
from the Earliest Times till the Conquest
by the Arabs, a.d. 640. 2 Maps and up-
wards of 400 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

SOUTHEY’S Life of Nelson. With
Additional Notes, Facsimiles of Nelson’s
Writing, Portraits, Plans, and 50 Engrav-
ings, after Birket Foster, &c.

STARLING’S (Miss) Noble Deeds of
Women; or, Examples of Female Courage,
Fortitude, and Virtue. With 14 Steel Por-
traits.

STUART and REVETT’S Antiquities
of Athens, and other Monuments of Greece

;

with Glossary of Terms used in Grecian
Architecture. 71 Steel Plates and numerous
Woodcuts.

SWEET’S British Warblers. 5s.—See
Bechstein.

TALES OF THE GENII; or, the
Delightful Lessons of Horam, the Son of
Asmar. Trans, by Sir C. Morrell. Numer-
ous Woodcuts.

TASSO’S Jerusalem Delivered. In

English Spenserian Verse, with Life, by

J. H. Wiffen. With 8 Engravings and 14

Woodcuts.

WALKER’S Manly Exercises; con-

taining Skating, Riding, Driving, Hunting,
Shooting, Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, &c.

44 Engravings and numerous Woodcuts.

WALTON’S Complete Angler, or the
Contemplative Man’s Recreation, by Izaak
Walton and Charles Cotton. With Me-
moirs and Notes by E. Jesse. Also an
Account of Fishing Stations, Tackle, &c.,
by H. G. Bohn. Portrait and 203 Wood-
cuts, and 26 Engravings on Steel.

Lives of Donne,Wottom Hooker,
&c., with Notes. A New Edition, re-

vised by A. H. Bullen, with a Memoir
of Izaak Walton by William Dowling. 6

Portraits, 6 Autograph Signatures, &c.

WELLINGTON, Life of. From the

Materials of Maxwell. 18 Steel En-
gravings.

Victories of.—See Maxwell.

WESTROPP (H. M.) A Handbook of
Archaeology, Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan,
Roman. By H. M. Westropp. Numerous
Illustrations.

WHITE’S Natural History of Sel-
borne, with Observations on various Parts

of Nature, and the Naturalists' Calendar.
Sir W. Jardine. Edit., with Notes and
Memoir, by E. Jesse. 40 Portraits and
coloured Plates.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.
Translations from the Greek and Latin.

105 Vols. at 5s. each
,
excepting those marked otherwise. (25/. 13J. per set.)

ACHILLES TATIUS. — See Greek
Romances.

2ESCHYLUS, The Dramas of. In
English Verse by Anna Swanwick. 4th
edition.

The Tragedies of. In Prose, with
Notes and Introduction, by T. A. Buckley,
B.A. Portrait. 3$. 6d.

AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. His-
tory of Rome during the Reigns of Con-
stantius, Julian, Jovianus,Valentinian, and
Valens, by C. D. Yonge, B.A. Double
volume. 7s. 6d.

ANTONINUS (M. Aurelius), The
Thoughts of. Translated, with Notes.

Biographical Sketch, and Essay on the

Philosophy, by George Long, M.A.
3$. 6d. Fine Paper edition on hand-made
paper. 65.

APOLLONIUS RHODIUS. ‘ The Ar-
gonautica.’ Translated by E. P. Coleridge.

APULEIUS, The Works of. Com-
prising the Golden Ass, God of Socrates,

Florida, and Discourse of Magic, '5 c.

Frontispiece.
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ARISTOPHANES’ Comedies. Trans.,

with Notes and Extracts from Frere’s and
other Metrical Versions, by W. J. Hickie.

;

Portrait. 2 vols.

ARISTOTLE’S Nicomachean Ethics.
Trans., with Notes, Analytical Introduc-

tion, and Questions for Students, by Ven.
Archdn. Browne.

«*—
• Politics and Economics. Trans.,

with Notes, Analyses, and Index, by E.
Walford, M.A., and an Essay and Life by
Dr. Gillies.— Metaphysics. Trans., with Notes,
Analysis, and Examination Questions, by l

Rev. John H. M ‘Mahon, M.A.

History ofAnimals. In Ten Books.
Trans., with Notes and Index, by R.
Cresswell, M.A.

Organon
;
or, Logical Treatises, and

the Introduction of Porphyry. With Notes,

Analysis, and Introduction, by Rev. O.
F. Owen, M.A. 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

•— Rhetoric and Poetics. Trans., with
Hobbes’ Analysis, Exam. Questions, and
Notes, by T. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

ARRIAN'S Expedition of Alexander.
A Literal Translation, with Introduction,
Notes, and Maps. [/» the press.

ATHENAHJ3. The Deipnosophists.
Trans, by C. D. Yonge, B.A. With an
Appendix of Poetical Fragments. 3 vols.

ATLAS of Classical Geography. 22
large Coloured Maps. With a complete
Index. Imp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

BION.—See Theocritus.

CJE3AR. Commentaries on the
Gallic and Civil Wars, with the Supple-
mentary Books attributed to Hirtius, in-

cluding the complete Alexandrian, African,

and Spanish Wars. Portrait.

CATULLUS, Tibullus, and the Vigil
of Venus. Trans, with Notes and Bio-

!

graphical Introduction. To which are

added, Metrical Versions
_
by Lamb,

Grainger, and others. Frontispiece.

CICERO’S Orations. Trans, by C. D.
Yonge, B.A. 4 vols.

On Oratory and Orators. With
Letters to Quintus and Brutus. Trans.,

with Notes, by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.

On the Nature of the Gods, Divi-

nation, Fate, Laws, a Republic, Consul-
ship. Trans, by C. D. Yonge, B.A.

Academics, De Finibus, and Tuscu-
Ian Questions. By C. D. Yonge, B.A.
With Sketch of the Greek Philosophers
mentioned by Cicero.

CICERO’S OfSces; or, Moral Duties.
Cato Major, an Essay on Old Age

; Laelius,

an Essay on Friendship ; Scipio’s Dream ;

Paradoxes ; Letter to Quintus on Magis-
trates. Trans., with Notes, by C. R. Ed-
monds. Portrait. 35. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES’ Orations. Trans.,
with Notes, Arguments, a Chronological
Abstract, and Appendices, by C. Rann
Kennedy. 5 vols. (One, 3$. 6d ; four, 5$.)

DICTIONARY of LATIN and GREEK
Quotations

;
including Proverbs, Maxims,

Mottoes, Law Terms and Phrases. With
the Quantities marked, and English Trans-
lations. With Index Verborum (622 pages).

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Lives and
Opinions of the Ancient Philosophers.
Trans., with Notes, by C. D. Yonge, B.A.

EPICTETUS. The Discourses of.
With the Encheindion and Fragments.
With Notes, Life, and View of his Philo-
sophy, by George Long, M.A.

EURIPIDES. A New Literal Trans-
lation in Prose. By E. P. Coleridge.
2 vols.

EURIPIDES. Trans, by T. A. Buckley,
B.A. Portrait. 2 vols.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. In English
Prose by G. Burges, M.A. With Metrical
Versions by Bland, Merivale, and others.

GREEK ROMANCES of Heliodorus,
Longus, and Achilles Tatius ; viz., The
Adventures of Theagenes and Chariclea;
Amours of Daphnis and Chloe ; and Loves
of Clitopho and Leucippe. Trans., with
Notes, by Rev. R. Smith, M.A.

HELIODORUS.—See Greek Romances.

HERODOTUS. Literally trans. by Rev.
Henry Cary, M.A. Portrait. 3^. 6d.

HESIOD, CALLIMACHUS, and
Theognis. In Prose, with Notes and
Biographical Notices by Rev. J. Banks,
M.A. Together with the Metrical Ver-
sions of Hesiod, by Elton

;
Callimachus,

by Tytler ; and Theognis, by Frere.

HOMER’S Iliad. In English Prose, with
Notes by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

Odyssey, Hymns, Epigrams, and
Battle of the Frogs and Mice. In English
Prose, with Notes and Memoir by T. A.
Buckley, B.A.

HORACE. In Prose by Smart, with Notes
selected by T. A. Buckley,. B.A. Por-
trait. 3s. 6d.

JULIAN THE EMPEROR. Containing
Gregory Nazianzea’s Two Invectives and
Libanus’ Monody, with Julian’s Theosophi-
cal Works. By the Rev. C. W. King, M.A*
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JUSTIN, CORNELIUS NEPOS, and
Eutropius. Trans., with Notes, by Rev.

|

J. S. Watson, M.A.

JUVENAL, PERSIUS, SULPICIA,
and Lucilius. In Prose, with Notes,
Chronological Tables, Arguments, by L.
Evans, M.A. To which is added the Me-
trical Version of Juvenal and Persius by
Gifford. Frontispiece.

LIVY. The History of Rome. Trans-
by Dr. Spillan and others. 4V0IS. Portrait.

LONGUS. Daphnis and Chloe .—SeeGreek
j

Romances.

LUCAN’S Pharsalia. In Prose, with
Notes by H. T. Riley.

LUCIAN’S Dialogues of the Gods,
of the Sea Gods, and of the Dead. Trans,
by Howard Williams, M.A.

LUCRETIUS. In Prose, with Notes and
Biographical Introduction by Rev. J. S.
Watson, M.A. To which is added the
Metrical Version by J. M. Good.

MARTIAL’S Epigrams, complete. In
Prose, with Verse Translations selected
from English Poets, and other sources.
Dble. vol. (670 pages). 7s. 6d.

MOSCHUS .—See Theocritus.

OVID’S Works, complete. In Prose,
with Notes and Introduction. 3 vols.

PAUSANIAS’ Description of Greece.
Trans., with Notes and Index, by Rev.
A. R. Shiileto, M.A., sometime Scholar of
Trinity College, Cambridge. 2 vols.

PHALARIS. Bentley’s Dissertations
upon the Epistles of Phalaris, Themisto-
cles, Socrates, Euripides, and the Fables
of iEsop. With Introduction and Notes
by Prof. W. Wagner, Ph.D.

PINDAR. In Prose, with Introduction
and Notes by Dawson W. Turner. To-
ether with the Metrical Version by Abra-
am Moore. Portrait.

PLATO’S Works. Trans, by Rev. H.
Cary, H. Davis, and G. Burges. 6 vols.

Dialogues. A Summary and Analysis
of. With Analytical Index to the Greek
text of modem editions and to the above
translations, by A. Day, LL.D.

PLAUTUS’S Comedies. In Prose, with
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A. 2 vols.

PLINY’S Natural History. Trans.,
with Notes, by J. Bostock, M.D., F.R.S.,
and H. T. Riley, B.A. 6 vols.

PLINY. The Letters of Pliny the
Younger. Melmoth's Translation, revised,
with Notes and short Life, by Rev. F. C.
T. Bosanquet, M.A.

PLUTARCH’S Morals. Theosophical
Essays. Trans, by Rev. C. W. King, M.A.

Ethical Essays. Trans, by Rev.
A. R. Shiileto, M.A.

Lives. See page 7.

PROPERTIUS, The Elegies of. With
Notes, translated by Rev. P. J. F.
Gantillon, M.A., with metrical versions
of Select Elegies by Nott and Elton.
3*. 6d.

QUINTILIAN’S Institutes ofOratory*
Trans., by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
2 vols.

SALLUST, FLORUS, and VELLEIUS
Paterculus. Trans., with Notes and Bio-
graphical Notices, by J. S. Watson, M.A.

SENECA DE BENEFICIIS. Trans-
lated by Aubrey Stewart, M.A. 3.S. 6d.

SENECA’S Minor Essays. Translated
by A. Stewart, M.A.

SOPHOCLES. The Tragedies of. In
Prose, with Notes, Arguments, and Intro-

duction. Portrait.

I A New Literal Prose Translation, by
E. P. Coleridge, B.A. [_!n the press.

STRABO’S Geography. Trans., with
Notes, by W. Falconer, M.A., and H. C.
Hamilton. Copious Index, giving Ancient
and Modern Names. 3 vols.

SUETONIUS’ Lives of the Twelve
Caesars and Lives of the Grammarians.
The Translation of Thomson, revised, with
Notes, by T. Forester.

TACITUS. The Works of. Trans.,

with Notes. 2 vols.

TERENCE and PH.EDRUS. In Eng-
lish Prose, with Notes and Arguments, by
H. T. Riley, B.A. To which is added
Smart’s Metrical Version of Phaedrus.

With Frontispiece.

THEOCRITUS, BION, MOSCHUS,
and Tyrtaeus. In Prose, with Notes and
Arguments, by Rev. J. Banks, M.A. To
which are appended the Metrical Ver-
sions of Chapman. Portrait of Theocritus.

THUCYDIDES. Tho Peloponnesian
War. Trans., with Notes, by Rev. H.
Dale. Portrait. 2 vols. 3$. 6d. each.

TYRTiEUS .—See Theocritus.

VIRGIL. The Works of. In Prose,

with Notes by Davidson. Revised, with

additional Notes and Biographical Notice,

by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait. 3s. 6d.

XENOPHON’S Works. Trans., with

Notes, by J. S. Watson, M.A., and Rev.
H. Dale. Portrait. In 3 vols.
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COLLEGIATE SERIES.
1 1 Vols. at 5j. each.

DANTE. The Inferno. Prose Trans.,
with the Text of the Original on the same

|

page, and Explanatory Notes, by John
j

A. Carlyle, M.D. Portrait.

The Purgatorio. Prose Trans., with
|

the Original on the same page, and Ex-
j

planatory Notes, by W. S. Dugdale.

DOBREE’S Adversaria. (Notes on the

Greek and Latin Classics.) Edited by the
late Prof. Wagner. 2 vols.

DONALDSON (Dr.) The Theatre of
the Greeks. With Supplementary Treatise

on the Language, Metres, and Prosody of

the Greek Dramatists. Numerous Illus-

trations and 3 Plans. By J. W. Donald-
son, D.D.

GOETHE’S Faust. Parti. German Text,
with Hayward’s Prose Translation and
Notes. Revised, with Introduction, by
Dr. C. A. Buchheim. 5s.

KEIGHTLEY’S (Thomas) Mythology
of Ancient Greece and Italy. Revised by
Dr. Leonhard Schmitz. 12 Plates.

(2/. 15 s. per set.)

HERODOTUS, Notes on. Original
and Selected from the best Commentators.
By D. W. Turner, M.A. Coloured Map.

Analysis and Summary of, with
a Synchronistical Table of Events—Tables
of Weights, Measures, Money, and Dis-
tances— an Outline of the History and
Geography—and the Dates completed from
Gaisford, Baehr, &c. By J. T. Wheeler.

NEW TESTAMENT (The) In Greek.
Griesbach’s Text, with the Readings of
Mill and Scholz, and Parallel References.
Also a Critical Introduction and Chrono-
logical Tables. Two Fac-similes of Greek
Manuscripts. 650 pages. 3^. 6d.

or bound up with a Greek and English
Lexicon to the New Testament (250 pages
additional, making in all 900J. 55.

The Lexicon separately, 2s.

THUCYDIDES. An Analysis and
Summary of. With Chronological Table
of Events, &c., by J. T. Wheeler.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
48 Vols. at 5-f. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (12/. 19s. per set.)

AGASSIZ and GOULD. Outline of
Comparative Physiology. Enlarged by
Dr. Wright. With Index and 300 Illus-

trative Woodcuts.

BOLLEY’S Manual of Technical
Analysis ; a Guide for the Testing and
Valuation of the various Natural and
Artificial Substances employed in the Arts
and Domestic Economy, founded on the
work of Dr. Bolley. Edit, by Dr. Paul.
100 Woodcuts.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Bell (Sir Charles) on the Hand

;

its Mechanism and Vital Endowments, as
evincing Design. Preceded by an Account
of the Author’s Discoveries in the Nervous
System by A. Shaw. NumerousWoodcuts

.

Kirby on the History, Habits,
and Instincts of Animals. With Notes by
T. Rymer Jones. 100 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Buckland’s Geology and Miner-
alogy. With Additions by Prof. Owen,

]

Prof. Phillips, and R. Brown. Memoir of
;

Buckland. Portrait. 2 vols. 15J. Vol. I.

Text. Vcl. II. 90 large plates with letter-

press.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Continued.

Chalmers on the Adaptation of
External Nature to the Moral and Intel-

lectual Constitution ofMan. With Memoir
by Rev. Dr. Cumming. Portrait.

Roget’s Animal and Vegetable
Physiology. 463 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6f.

each.

Kidd on the Adaptation of Ex-
ternal Nature to the Physical Condition of

Man. 3s. 6d.

CARPENTER S (Dr. W. B.) Zoology.
A Systematic View of the Structure, Ha-
bits, Instincts, and Uses of the principal

Families of the Animal Kingdom, and of

the chief Forms of Fossil Remains. Re-
vised by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Numerous
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6r. each.

Mechanical Philosophy, Astro-
nomy, and Horology. A Popular Expo-
sition. 1 81 Woodcuts.

Vegetable Physiology and Sys-
tematic Botany. A complete Introduction

to the Knowledge of Plants. Revised by
E. Lankester, M.D., &c. Numerous
Woodcuts. 6s.
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CARPENTER’S Works.—Continued.
—— Animal Physiology. Revised Edi-

tion. 300 Woodcuts. 6r.

CHEVREUL on Colour. Containing
the Principles of Harmony and Contrast
of Colours, and their Application to the

Arts
;

including Painting, Decoration,
Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, Glazing,

Staining, Calico Printing, Letterpress

Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Land-
scape and Flower Gardening, &c. Trans,
by C. Martel. Several Plates.— With an additional series of 16 Plates

in Colours, 7s. 6d.

ENNEMOSER’S History of Magip.
Trans, by W. Howitt. With an Appendix
of the most remarkable and best authenti-

cated Stories of Apparitions, Dreams,
Second Sight, Table-Turning, and Spirit-

Rapping, &c. 2 vols.

HOGG’S (Jabez) Elements of Experi-
mental and Natural Philosophy. Being
an Easy Introduction to the Study, of
Mechanics, Pneumatics, Hydrostatics,
Hydraulics, Acoustics, Optics, Caloric,

Electricity, Voltaism, and Magnetism.
400 Woodcuts.

HUMBOLDT’S Cosmos
;

or, Sketch
of a Physical Description of the Universe.
Trans, by E. C. Otte, B. H. Paul, and
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Portrait. 5 vols.

3*. 6d. each, excepting vol. v., 5$.

—— PersonalNarrative ofhis Travels
in America during the years 1799-1804.
Trans., with Notes, by T. Ross. 3 vols.— Views of Nature

;
or, Contem-

plations of the Sublime Phenomena of
Creation, with Scientific Illustrations.

Trans, by E. C. Otte.

HUNT’S (Robert) Poetry of Science
;

or, Studies of the Physical Phenomena of
Nature. By Robert Hunt, Professor at
the School of Mines.

JOYCE’S Scientific Dialogues. A
Familiar Introduction to the Arts and
Sciences. For Schools and Young People.
Numerous Woodcuts.

JUKES-BROWNE’S Student’s Hand-
book of Physical Geology. By A. J.
Jukes-Browne, of the Geological Survey of
England. With numerous Diagrams and
Illustrations. 2nd Edition, revised and
much enlarged, 7s. 6d.— The Student’s Handbook of
Historical Geology. By A. J. Jukes-
Brown, B.A., F.G.S., of the Geological
Survey of England and Wales. With
numerous Diagrams and Illustrations. 6s.

JUIvE 3-BROWNE’S Works Coni.

The Building of the British
Islands. A Study in Geographical Evolu-
tion. By A J. Jukes-Browne, F.G.S.
2nd Edition, revised, with numerous
Maps, js. 6d.

KNIGHT'S (Charles) Knowledge Is
Power. A Popular Manual of Political
Economy.

LILLY. Introduction to Astrology.
With a Grammar of Astrology and Tables
for calculating Nativities, by Zadkiel.

MANTELL’S (Dr.) Geological Ex-
cursions through the Isle of Wight and
along the Dorset Coast. Numerous Wood-
cuts and Geological Map.
—— Petrifactions and their Teach-

ings. Handbook to the Organic Remains
in the British Museum. Numerous Wood-
cuts. 65.

Wonders of Geology; or, a
Familiar Exposition of Geological Pheno-
mena. A coloured Geological Map of
England, Plates, and 200 Woodcuts. 2
vols. 7s. 6d. each.

SCHOUW’S Earth, Plants, and Man.
Popular Pictures of Nature. And Ko-
bell’s Sketches from the Mineral Kingdom.
Trans, by A. Henfrey, F.R.S. Coloured
Map of the Geography of Plants.

SMITH’S (Pye) Geology and Scrip-
ture ;

or, the Relation between the Scriptures
and Geological Science. With Memoir.

STANLEY’S Classified Synopsis of
the Principal Painters of the Dutch and
Flemish Schools, including an Account of

some of the early German Masters. By
George Stanley.

STAUNTON’S Chess Works. -See
page 21.

STOCKHARDT’S Experimental
Chemistry. A Handbook for the Study
of the Science by simple Experiments.
Edit, by C. W. Heaton, F.C.S. Nu-
merous Woodcuts.

URE’S (Dr. A.) Cotton Manufacture
of Great Britain, systematically investi-

gated ; with an Introductory View of its

Comparative State in Foreign Countries.
Revised by P. L. Simmonds. 150 Illus-

trations. 2 vols.— Philosophy of Manufactures,
or an Exposition of the Scientific, Moral,
and Commercial Economy of the Factory
System of Great Britain. Revised by
P. L. Simmonds. Numerous Figures.

800 pages. 7J. 6d.
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ECONOMICS AND FINANCE.
5 Volumes. ( 1 /. 2s. per set.)

GILBART’S History, Principles, and Practice of Banking. Revised to 1881 by
A. S. Michie, of the Royal Bank of Scotland. Portrait of Gilbart. 2 vols. 10s.

RICARDO on the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation. Edited
by E. C. K. Gonner, M.A., Lecturer, University College, Liverpool. 55.

SMITH (Adam). The Wealth of Nations. An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of. Edited by E. Belfort Bax. 2 vols. 7s.

REFERENCE LIBRARY.
30 Volumes at Various Prices.

( 7 /. 13s. per set.)

BLAIR’S Chronological Tables.
Comprehending the Chronology and His-

tory of the World, from the Earliest Times
to the Russian Treaty of Peace, April 1856.

By J. W. Rosse. 800 pages. 10s.

Index of Dates. Comprehending
the principal Facts in the Chronology and
History of the World, from the Earliest to

the Present, alphabetically arranged ;
being

a complete Index to the foregoing. By
J. W. Rosse. 2 vols. 5$. each.

BOHN’S Dictionary of Quotations
from the English Poets. 4th and cheaper
Edition. 6*.

BOND’S Handy-book of Rules and
Tables for Verifying Dates with the Chris-

tian Era. 4th Edition. 5$.

BUCHANAN’S Dictionary ofScience
and Technical Terms used in Philosophy,
Literature, Professions, Commerce, Arts,

and Trades. By W. H. Buchanan, with
Supplement. Edited by Jas. A. Smith. 6j.

CHRONICLES OF THE TOMBS. A
Select Collection of Epitaphs, with Essay
on Epitaphs and Observations on Sepul-
chral Antiquities. By T. J. Pettigrew,

F.R.S., F.S.A.

CLARK’S (Hugh) Introduction to
Heraldry. Revised by J. R. Planch6. 5*.

950 Illustrations.

With the Illustrations coloured
, 15s.

COINS, Manual of.—See Humphreys.

COOPER’S Biographical Dictionary,
Containing concise notices of upwards of
15,000 eminent persons of all ages and
countries. 2 vols. 51. each.

DICTIONARY of Obsolete and Pro-
vincial English. Containing Words from
English Writers previous to the 19th
Century. By Thomas Wright, M.A.,
F.S.A., &c. 2 vols. 5$. each.

EPIGRAMMATISTS (The). A Selec-
tion from the Epigrammatic Literature of
Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Times.
With Introduction, Notes, Observations,
Illustrations, an Appendix on Works con-
nected with Epigrammatic Literature,
by Rev. H. Dodd, M.A. 6$.

HENFREY’S Guide to English
Coins. Revised Edition, by C. F. Keary

.

M.A., F.S.A. With an Historical Intro-
duction. 6f.

HUMPHREYS’ Coin Collectors*
Manual. An Historical Account of the
Progress of Coinage from the Earliest
Time, by H. N. Humphreys. 140 Illus-

trations. 2 vols. 55. each.

LOWNDES’ Bibliographer’s Manual
of English Literature. Containing an Ac-
count of Rare and Curious Books pub-
lished in or relating to Great Britain and
Ireland, from the Invention of Printing,
with Biographical Notices and Prices,

by W. T. Lowndes. Revised Edition by
H. G. Bohn. 6 vols. cloth, 55. each, or in

4 vols., half morocco, 2/. 2s.

NOTED NAMES OF FICTION.
Dictionary of. Including also Familiar
Pseudonyms, Surnames bestowed on Emi-
nent Men, &c. By W. A.Wheeler, M.A. 5^.

POLITICAL CYCLOPAEDIA. A
Dictionary of Political, Constitutional,

Statistical, and Forensic Knowledge ;

forming a Work of Reference on subjects
of Civil Administration, Political Economy,
Finance, Commerce, Laws, and Social
Relations. 4 vols. 3^. 6d. each.DATES, Index of.—See Blair.
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PROVERBS, Handbook of. Con-
taining an entire Republication of Ray’s
Collection, with Additions from Foreign
Languages and Sayings, Sentences,

Maxims, and Phrases. 5s.

A Polyglot of Foreign. Com-
prising French, Italian, German, Dutch,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Danish. With
English Translations. 5s.

SYNONYMS and ANTONYMS; or,

Kindred Words and their Opposites, Col-
lected and Contrasted by Ven. C. J.
Smith, M.A. 5$.

WRIGHT (Th.)—See Dictionary.

NOVELISTS’ LIBRARY.

13 Volumes at 35. 61. each
,
excepting those marked otherwise . (2/. Ss. 61. per set)

BJORNSON’S Arne and the Fisher
Lassie. Translated from the Norse with
an Introduction by W. H. Low, M.A.

BURNEY’S Evelina
;

or, a Young
Lady's Entrance into the World. By F.
Burney (Mme. D'Arblay). With Intro-

duction and Notes by A. R. Ellis, Author
of ‘ Sylvestra,’ &c.

Cecilia. With Introduction and
Notes by A. R. Ellis. 2 vols.

DE STAEL. Corinne or Italy.
By Madame de Stael. Translated by
Emiiy Baldwin and Paulina Driver.

EBERS’ Egyptian Princess. Trans,
by Emma Buchheim.

FIELDING’S Joseph Andrews and
his Friend Mr. Abraham Adams. With
Roscoe’s Biography. Cruikshank's Illus-

trations.

Amelia. Roscoe’s Edition, revised.

Cruikshank's Illustrations. 5s.

History of Tom Jones, a Found-
ling. Roscoe’s Edition. Cruikshank'

s

Illustrations. 2 vols.

GROSSI’S Marco Visconti. Trans,
by A. F. D.

MANZONI. The Betrothed : being
a Translation of ‘ I Promessi Sposi.

Numerous Woodcuts. 1 vol. 5s.

STOWE (Mrs. H. B.) Uncle Tom’s
Cabin ; or, Life among the Lowly. 8 full-

I page Illustrations.

ARTISTS’ LIBRARY.
9 Volumes at Various Prices. (2/. Ss. 6d. per set.)

BELL (Sir Charles). The Anatomy
and Philosophy of Expression, as Con-
nected with the Fine Arts. 5*. Illustrated.

DEMMIN. History of Arms and
Armour from the Earliest Period. By
Auguste Demmin. Trans, by C. C.
Black, M.A., Assistant Keeper, S. K.
Museum. 1900 Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

FAIRHOLT’S Costume in England.
Third Edition. Enlarged and Revised by
the Hon. H. A. Dillon, F.S.A. With
more than 700 Engravings. 2 vols. 5$.
each.

Vol. I. History. Vol. II. Glossary.

FLAXMAN. Lectxires on Sculpture.
With Three Addresses to the R.A. by Sir
R. Westmacott, R.A., and Memoir cf
Fiaxman. Portrait and 53 Plates. 6s.

HEATON’S Concise History of
Painting. New Edition, revised by
W. Cosmo Monkhouse. 5$.

LECTURES ON PAINTING by the
Royal Academicians, Barry, Opie, Fuseli.
With Introductory Essay and Notes by
R. Wornum. Portrait of Fuseli. 5$.

LEONARDO DA VINCI’S Treatise
on Painting. Trans, by J. F. Rigaud, R.A.
With a Life and an Account of his Works
by J. W. Brown. Numerous Plates. 5$.

PLANCHE’S History of British
Costume, from the Earliest Time to the
10th Century. By J. R. Planchc. 400
Illustrations. 5s.
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LIBRARY OF SPORTS AND GAMES.
14 Volumes at 3 -f. 6d. and 5-f - each. (2 1. i 8j. per set.)

BOHN’S Handbooks of Athletic

Sports. With numerous Illustrations. In

8 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Vol. I.—Cricket, by Hon. and Rev. E.

Lyttelton ;
Lawn Tennis, by H. W. W.

Wilberforce
;
Tennis, Rackets, and Fives,

by Julian Marshall, Major Spens, and J. A.

Tait : Golf, by W, T. Linskill ;
Hockey,

by F. S. Creswell.

Vol. II.—Rowing and Sculling, by W.
B. Woodgate

;
Sailing, by E. F. Knight

;

Swimming, by M. and J. R. Cobbett.

Vol. III.—Boxing, by R. G. Allanson-

Winn ; Broad-sword and Single Stick, &c.

,

by R. G. Allanson-Winn and C. Phillipps-

Wolley : Wrestling, by Walter Armstrong ;

Fencing, by H. A. Colmore Dunn.

Vol. IV.—Rugby Football, by Harry

Vassall ; Association Football, by C. W.
Alcock ; Baseball, by Newton Crane ;

Rounders, Field Ball, Baseball-Rounders,

Bowls, Quoits, Curling, Skittles, &c., by

J. M. Walker, M.A., and C. C. Mott.

Vol. V.—Cycling and Athletics, by H. H.
Griffin

;
Skating, by Douglas Adams.

Vol. VI.—Practical Horsemanship, in-

cluding Riding for Ladies. P>y W. A.

Kerr, V.C.

Vol. VII.—Driving, and Stable Manage-
nent. By W. A. Kerr, V.C. {Preparing.

Vol.VII I.—Gymnastics, by A. F. Jenkin;

Clubs and Dumb-bells, by G. T. B. Cobbett

and A. F. Jenkin. [/« the press.

BOHN’S Handbooks of Games. New
Edition, entirely rewritten. 2 volumes.

3s. 6d. each.

Vol. I. Table Games.

Contents Billiards, with Pool, Pyra-

mids, and Snooker, by Major-Gen. A. W.
Drayson, F.R.A.S., with a preface by
W. J. Peall—Bagatelle, by ‘Berkeley’

—

Chess, by R. F. Green—Draughts, Back-

gammon, Dominoes, Solitaire, Reversi,

Go Bang, Rouge et noir. Roulette, E.O.,
Hazard, Faro, by ‘ Berkeley.’

Vol. II. Card Games.

Contents :—Whist, by Dr. William Pole,

F.R.S., Author of ‘The Philosophy of

Whist, &c.’—Solo Whist, and Poker, by
R. F. Green

;
Piquet, Ecarte, Euchre,

Bezique, and Cribbage, by ‘Berkeley;’

Loo, Vingt-et-un, Napoleon, Newmarket,
Rouge et Noir, Pope Joan, Speculation,

&c. &c., by Baxter-Wray.

CHESS CONGRESS of 1862. A col-

lection of the games played. Edited by

J. Lowenthal. New edition, 5s.

MORPHY’S Games of Chess, being
the Matches and best Games played by the

American Champion, with explanatory and
analytical Notes by J. Lowenthal. With
short Memoir and Portrait of Morphy. 5$.

STAUNTON’S Chess-Player’s Hand-
book. A Popular and Scientific Intro-

duction to the Game, with numerous Dia-

grams. 55.

Chess Praxis. A Supplement to the

Chess-player’s Handbook. Containing the

most important modern Improvements in

the Openings ; Code of Chess Laws ; and

a Selection ofMorphy’s Games. Annotated.

636 pages. Diagrams. 5s.

Chess-Player’s Companion.
Comprising a Treatise on Odds, Collection

of Match Games, including the French
Match with M. St. Amant, and a Selection

of Original Problems. Diagrams and Co-
loured Frontispiece. 5$.

Chess Tournament of 1851.
A Collection of Games played at this cele-

brated assemblage. With Introduction

and Notes. Numerous Diagrams. 5*.
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BOHN’S CHEAP SERIES.
Price ij . each.

A Series of Complete Stories or Essays
,
mostly reprinted from Vols. in

Bohn's Libraries
,
and neatly bound in stiff paper cover, with

cut edges
,
suitable for Railway Reading.

A3CHAM (Roger). Scholemaster.
By Professor Mayor.

CARPENTER (Dr. W. B.). Physi-
ology ofTemperance and Total Abstinence.

EMERSON. England and English
Characteristics. Lectures on the Race,
Ability, Manners, Truth, Character,
Wealth, Religion. &c. &c.

Nature : An Essay. To which are
added Orations, Lectures, and Addresses.

Representative Men : Seven Lec-
tures on Plato, Swedenborg, Mon-
taigne, Shakespeare, Napoleon, and
Goethe.— Twenty Essays on Various Sub-
jects.

The Conduct of Life.

FRANKLIN (Benjamin). Autobio-
graphy. Edited by J. Sparks.

HAWTHORNE (Nathaniel). Twice-
told Tales. Two Vols.— Snow Image, and Other Tales.

—— Scarlet Letter.

House with the Seven Gables.

Transformation
;

or the Marble
Fawn. Two Parts.

HAZLITT (W.). Table-talk: Essays
on Men and Manners. Three Parts.

—— Plain Speaker : Opinions on Books,
Men, and Things. Three Parts.

Lectures on the English Comic
Writers.

Lectures on the English Poets.— Lectures on the Characters of
Shakespeare’s Plays.

Lectures on the Literature of
the Age of Elizabeth, chiefly Dramatic.

IRVING (Washington). Lives of
Successors of Mohammed.

j

Life of Goldsmith.

j

Sketch-book.

Tales of a Traveller

Tour on the Prairies

Conquests of Granada and
I Spain. Two Parts.

Life and Voyages of Columbus.
Two Parts.

Companions of Columbus : Their
Voyages and Discoveries.

Adventures of Captain Bonne-
ville in the Rocky Mountains and the Far
West.

Knickerbocker’s History ofNew
York, from the beginning of the World to

the End of the Dutch Dynasty.

Tales of the Alhambra.
Conquest of Florida under Her-

nando de Soto.

Abbotsford & Newstead Abbey.

Salmagundi ; or, The Whim-Whams
and Opinions of Launcelot Langstaff,
Esq.

Bracebridge Hall; or, The Hu-
mourists.

Astoria
;
or, Anecdotes of an Enter-

prise beyond the Rocky Mountains.

Wolfert’s Roost, and other Tales.

LAMB (Charles). Essays of Elia.
With a Portrait.

Last Essays of Elia.

Eliana. With Memoir.

MARRYAT (Captain). Pirate and
the Three Cutters. With a Memoir of

I the Author.



BGhn’s Select Library of Standard Works.

Price is. in paper covers, and is. 6d. in cloth.

1. Bacon’s Essays. With Introduction and Notes.

2. Lessing’s Laokoon. Beasley’s Translation, revised, with Intro-

duction, Notes, &c., by Edward Bell, M.A. With Frontispiece.

3. Dante’s Inferno. Translated, with Notes, by Rev. H. F. Cary.

4. Goethe’s Faust. Part I. Translated, with Introduction, by
Anna Swanwick.

5. Goethe’s Boyhood. Being Part I. of the Autobiography.
Translated by J. Oxenford.

6. Schiller’s Mary Stuart and The Maid of Orleans. Trans-
lated by J. Mellish and Anna Swanwick.

7. The Queen’s English. By the late Dean Alford.

8. Life and Labours of the late Thomas Brassey. By Sir

A. Helps, K.C.B.

9. Plato’s Dialogues: The Apology—Crito—Phaedo—Protagoras.
With Introductions.

10. Moliere’s Plays : The Miser

—

Tartuffe—The Shopkeeper turned
Gentleman. Translated by C. H. Walt, M.A. With brief Memoir.

11. Goethe’s Reineke Fox, in English Hexameters. By A. Rogers.

12. Oliver Goldsmith’s Plays.

13. Lessing’s Plays : Nathan the Wise—Minna von Barnhelm.

14. Plautus’s Comedies: Trinummus— Menaechmi — Aulularia—
Captivi.

15. Waterloo Days. By C. A. Eaton. With Preface and Notes by
Edward Bell.

16. Demosthenes—On the Crown. Translated by C. Rann
Kennedy.

17. The Vicar of Wakefield.
18. Oliver Cromwell. By Dr. Reinhold Pauli.

19. The Perfect Life. By Dr. Channing. Edited by his nephew,
Rev. W. H. Channing.

20. Ladies in Parliament, Horace at Athens, and other pieces,
by Sir George Otto Trevelyan, Bart.

21. Defoe’s The Plague in London.
22. Irving’s Life of Mahomet.
23. Horace’s Odes, by various hands. [Out of Print.

24. Burke’s Essay on ‘The Sublime and Beautiful.’

25. Hauff’s Caravan.
26. Sheridan’s Plays.

27. Dante’s Purgatorio. Translated by Cary.

28/Harvey’s Treatise on the Circulation of the Blood.
29. Cicero’s Friendship and Old Age.

30. Dante’s Paradiso. Translated by Cary.

31. Chronicle of Henry VIII. Translated by Major M. A. S.
Hume.

32. Burke’s Reflections on the French Revolution.



The only authorized and complete ‘Webster.’

WEBSTER’S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY.

An etitircly New Edition
,
thoroughly Revised, considerably Enlarged,

and reset in New Type.

Medium \to. 2118 pages, 3500 illustrations

.

Prices: Cloth, £1 ns. 6d.; half-calf, £2 2s.
;

half-russia, £2 5s.;

calf, £2 8s. Also in 2 vols. cloth, £1 14s.

In addition to the Dictionary of Words, with their pronunciation, ety-

mology, alternative spellings, and various meanings, illustrated by quotations

and numerous woodcuts, there are several valuable appendices, comprising a

Pronouncing Gazetteer of the World
; Vocabularies of Scripture, Greek, Latin,

and English Proper Names ; a Dictionary of the noted Names of Fiction ; a

Briet History of the English Language
; a Dictionary of Foreign Quotations,

Words, Phrases, Proverbs, &c. ; a Biographical Dictionary with 10,000

Names, &c.

This last revision, comprising and superseding the issues of 1847, 1864,

and 1880, is by far the most complete that the Work has undergone during

the sixty-two years that it has been before the public. Every page has been

treated as if the book were now published for the first time.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS ON THE NEW EDITION.

‘ We believe that, all things considered, this will be found to be the best

existing English dictionary in one volume. We do not know of any work
similar in size and price which can approach it in completeness of vocabulary,
variety of information, and general usefulness.’

—

Guardian.
‘ The most comprehensive and the most useful of its kind.’

—

National
Observer.

‘ A magnificent edition of Webster’s immortal Dictionary. ’— Daily
Telegraph.

‘ A thoroughly practical and useful dictionary.’

—

Standard.
‘ A special feature of the present book is the lavish use of engravings,

which at once illustrate the verbal explanations of technical and scientific

terms, and permit them to remain readably brief. It may be enough to refer

to the article on “ Cross.” By the use of the little numbered diagrams we are

spared what would have become a treatise, and not a very clear one. . . .

We recommend the new Webster to every man of business, every father of a

family, every teacher, and almost every student—to everybody, in fact, who is

likely to be posed at an unfamiliar or half-understood word or phrase.’

—

St. lames
'
1

s Gazette.

Prospectuses, with Specimen Pages, on application.

London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street, Covent Garden.
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